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Errata:
JMA-80 SURFACE METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATION EQUIPMENT
A NEW DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR OBSERVATORY IN JAPAN
1)

First Page:

2)

Second Page:

The last lin of the 2nd paragraph should be read as
described in the following table.

3)

Second page:

Table 1:

Parameter
Sunshine
Solar Radiation

The last line of the 1st paragraph should be read as
network cooperating 1313 AMeDAS stations.

Type

The lines for Sunshine and Solar radiation shall be
corrected as follows.
Accuracy

Range

± 2 0 % at 12 0 W/m 2
0 to 16 h
Thermoelectric Pyranometer
± 1 %
0. 0 0 - 32. 0 0 MJ/m 2
Pyroelectric

4)

Fourth Page:
Paragraph of Grobal solar radiation:
The last word of the first sentence is frost, not forest.

5)

Tables 2, 3 and 4:

To be corrected as attached.

Table 2

Code
D

F
R
T

TX
TN

TD
E
H

RI

s

GR
PI
P2
pp

Table 4

Data

Parameter
Wind direction
Wind speed
Precipitation
Temperature

Table 3

Code

Data printed every 10 minutes
Unit

1 0 min. average
10 min. average
Accumulated value
Ins tan tan eo us value

16 directions
0. 1 m/s
0.1 mm
0. 1 oc

Data printed every hour on the hour

Parameter / Data
Maximum Temperature in last 1 hour
Minimum Temperature in last 1 hour
Dew-point Temperature, inst. value
Water vapour Pressure, inst. value
Relative Humidity, inst. value
Precipitation, total in last 1 hour
Sunshine Duration, total in last 1 hour
Global Solar Radiation, total in last 1 hour
Station Pressure, inst. value
Sea -level Pressure, inst. value
3 hour Variation of Air Pressure

Daily Summary printed at 24 o'clock

1 %
0.1 mm
0. 1 hour
0. 01 MJ/m 2
0. 1 hPa
0. 1 hPa
0. 1 hPa

(hhmm: hour, min. )

Parameter/Data
Total Wind Run
Average Wind Speed
Maximum 10 min. av. Wind Speed:
Speed, Direction and Occurrence Time
Maximum Instantenious Wind Speed:
Speed, Direction and Occurrence Time

Unit
0. 1 oc
0. 1 ° c
0. 1 oc
0. 1 hPa

Unit
60m
0. 1 m/s

0. 1

m/ s, 16 dir. , hhmm

0. 1

m/s, 16 dir. , hhmm

Average Temperature
Maximum Temperature and its Occurrence Time
Minimum Temperature and its Occurrence Time

0. 1 oc

Total Precipitation
Maximum 10 min. Precipitation and its Occurrence Time
Maximum 1 hour Precipitation and its Occurrence Time

0. lmm
0. lmm, hhmm
0. lmm, hhmm

Average Relative Humidity
Minimum Relative Humidity and its Occurrence Time
Average Vapour Pressure

1 %
1 %, hhmm

Sunshine Duration
Global Solar Radiation
Average Station Pressure
Average Sealevel Pressure
Minimum Sealevel Pressure and its Occurrence Time
F & R,

Total time of wind above 10 m/ s
and/ or rain above 1 mm/h

0. 1 oc,
0. 1 oc,

hhmm
hhmm

0. lhPa
0. 1 hour
0. 01 MJ/m 2
0. 1 hPa
0. 1 hPa
0. 1 hP a, hhmm
hour
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"PRESSURE TENDENCY" and "DISCONTINUITY IN WIND"
- discussion of two algorithms used
in Swedish automatic weather stations
by
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Ture Hovberg
Hans Wibeck
Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrological Institute (SMHI)
Norrkoping, Sweden
1.

Introduction

SMHI has long experience in automatic data acquisition, using
remote automatic stations equipped with micro computers and
computer controlled data acquisition via the switched telephone network. The use of automatic stations in meteorological, hydrological and oceano~raphical networks has earlier
been described in [1], [2], [3J and [4]. The experience also
includes development of software for sensor algorithms used
in the automatic stations.
In an early phase of development of software for airport
weather observing systems, SMHI had to solve problems regarding automatic measurement of barometric pressure tendency "a" in the synoptic code - and discontinuity in wind. Algorithms for full description of "a" in the scale 0-8 and for
handling of discontinuity in wind were produced, and have
been operational since 1981 at Swedish airports.
The fundamental principles of the algorithms and the practical experience of their use will be discussed.
2.

Pressure tendency

2.1 Problem. The task was to characterize pressure tendency
during the three hours preceding the time of observation,
considering international, regional and national standards,
recommendations and practices.
2.2 Method. The references ([5], [6], [7]) do not stipuLte
which resolution is valid in pressure and time for the SYNOP
code "pressure tendency". This problem was solved from an
instrument technicians point of view: "Which resolution is
possible to obtain with a first class barograph?" The answer
was:
"A pressure resolution of 0,2 hPa and a time resolution
of 15 minutes". All pressure values are corrected to station
level. The actual value is primarily compared to the value
180 minutes ago. This makes it possible to decide whether the
pressure is higher (code 0, 1, 2 or 3), lower (code 5, 6, 7
or 8) or equal to (code 0, 4 or 5) the pressure 180 minutes
ago.
Between the actual value (Px) and the value 180 minutes ago
(Px_ 180 ) there is mathematically inserted a straight line.
Parallel to this line two more lines are inserted, both with
an orthogonal distance from the first line of 0,2 hPa, one
above (P 1 +) and one below (P 1 _) the primary line.
See figure l.
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Pressure averages for 15 minutes are calculated, P _15 ,
px-30' px-45 etc. For each of these Px-y values, t~e orthogonal distance to the line Px_ 180 - Px, is tested.
If all values are inside the area between the lines Pl+ and
P 1 _, the code 2, 4 or 7 is choosen due to the difference
between Px_ 180 and Px described above. If the code 2, 4 or 7
is choosen, this is the end of the operation.
If one or more of the 11 values Px- passes the lines Pl+ or
P 1 _ it is tested which has the larg~st orthogonal distance
from the line Px_ 180 - Px. If two or more Px- has the same
maximal distance, priority is given to the on~ closest to Px.
This test makes it possible to separate code 0 and 1 from 3
and code 5 and 6 from 8.
If code 3 or 8 is choosen, this is the end of the operation.
To make a decision between codes 0 and 1 or 5 and 6, a test
is made if any of the values Px- are above, larger than,
equal to or smaller than the valKes P _ 180 and Px. By this,
it is possible to make a decision if ~ or 1 should be choosen
when Pxis larger than Px_ 180 and if 5 or 6 should be choosen
when Px is smaller than Px_ 180 . See fig 2.
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2.3 Test. A software module according to the description
above-wa8 implemented in a SAWO system (Semi Automatic
Weather Observing station for airports, see below) and the
method was tested for 6 weeks first at Norrkoping Airport and
then another 6 weeks at Jonkoping Airport during spring
1980.
At both places there was an observer operating with a barograph, a Hg-barometer and a digital precision aneroid barometer. The observer did not have access to the information
from the SAWO-system, neither did the MET OBS know that there
was a microbarograph placed in an adjacent room, for evaluation purpose.
During summer 1980 the code figures from the SAWO-system
were compared with those from MET OBS. There was also a comparison made with the recordings from the barograph. The
material consists of more than 2000 observations. In more
than 95% of the cases the automatic system had chosen the
same code figure as the MET OBS. In the rest of the cases,
the barograph recordings were subject to a careful examina-·
tion, where also the recordings from the microbarograph were
used. This evaluation indicated that the algorithm had made a
better choice than the MET OBS. Only in 5 cases out of the
2000 it turned out to be impossible to decide even from the
microbarograph whether there should be code 0 or 1 and 5 or
6.
2.4 Operational experience. Today, the pressure tendency
software module is implemented in operational SAWO systems at
6 Swedish airports, and another 4 are under installation, The
SAWO concept has been described earlier, see references [8],
[9] and [10]. During the first year of SAWO operation, the
operators were ordered to pay special attention to the function of the pressure tendency module. However, there has not
been any report of malfunction since the first SAWO system
started to operate in 1981. Today the requirements for use of
barographs at Swedish civil airports have been changed. There
is no longer any demand for barograph at airports where a
SAWO equipped with the pressure tendency module is installed.
Besides use at airports, the "a" algorithm is also included
at all automatic weather stations equipped with barometer in
the Swedish synoptic network.

4

3.

Discontinuity in wind

3.1 Problem: Characterization of discontinuity of wind,
considering the international recommendation concerning discontinuity in wind during the 10 minutes average period recommended for reports disseminated beyond the aerodrome, and
its Swedish application: "When the 10-minute period includes
a discontinuity in the wind characteristics, only data
occuring since the discontinuity shall be used for obtaining
mean values, hence the time interval in these circumstances
shall be correspondingly reduced." The Swedish application of
this is that the changing time is maximum 2 minutes and that
the new value/values must have had a duration of 2 minutes or
more.
The discontinuity criteria for direction is 30 degrees
or more when speed is higher than 5 knots, and for speed 10
knots or more.
3.2 Method. The 10 minute period is split ut into 33 periods
of 2 minutes length, each with an overlap of 15 seconds.
Every 2 minute-period is tested against the criterias above.
If there is a discontinuity in one of the periods the period
will be indicated by a flag. ~fuen calculating the operational
figures the software first uses the values from the latest
period and then successively goes back in time until a flag
or the maximal 10 minutes are reached.
3.3

Test. This function was tested in laboratory.

3.4 Operational experience. Today, the "discontinuity in
wind" software module is implemented in all operational SAWO
systems in Sweden. Our experience is, that the wind discontinuity criterias very seldom are fulfilled in operational
use.
4.

Software

The "pressure tendency" and "discontinuity in wind"
algorithms are developed at the Technical Division of SMHI,
and the software modules are written in high level language
PL/M for the micro processors INTEL 8080, 8085 and 8086.
5.

Summary

The "pressure tendency" and "discontinuity in wind"
algorithms have been in operational use since 1981 in Sweden,
today at 6 airports and several automatic stations.
The operational experience is very good, no malfunction at
all has been reported. The "pressure tendency" algorithm has
even proved to make better choise of code numbers than a well
educated observer.
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INTRODUCTION

The thirty-sixth session of the WMO Executive Council (1984) approved
a proposal by the president of the Commission for Instruments and Methods of
Observation to organize the third WMO Technical Conference on Instruments and
Methods of Observation (TECIMO-III). TECIMO-III will be held at the kind
invitation of the Government of Canada in the Government Conference Centre in
Ottawa from 8 to 12 July 1985, just prior to the ninth session of the
Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation.
The topics discussed during the Conference cover subjects which will
be of interest to all specialists in the field of meteorological instruments.
TECIMO-III will thus provide an excellent opportunity for an exchange of
experience amongst specialists on the effective use of instruments, measuring
systems and observing methods.
The present publication contains the texts of most of the papers to be
presented at TECIMO-III. It is being issued in advance in order to enable the
participants of the Conference to study these papers prior to TECIMO-III and
thus to be able to participate mDre actively in the discussions. At the same
time, this publication will place the papers presented on permanent record and
make them available to a much larger audience than the participants at
TECIMO-III.
WMO expresses its gratitude for the arrangements made for TECIMO-III
by the International Organizing Committee chaired by Dr. J. Kruus, the
Scientific Director of TECIMO-III, as well as the Committee responsible for
local arrangements chaired by Mr. J. G. Cgte from the Atmospheric Environment
Service of Canada.

Note:

The five keynotes presented by the chairmen of the sessions are not
contained in this publication. They are published in the Instruments
and Observing Methods Report No. 23.

Session I

QUALITY CONTROL

(Reference 1.2)

o B03MOIHMX rrOnXOnAX K PEillEHvllO ITFOE]EMW
COrrOCTABWMOCTW nAHHMX METEOm8MEPEHW~
llepCMH C.M., llpOXOpOB E.A., WOKMH A.A.,

MeXOBM~

A.W.

roCy~apcTBeHH~M ROMHTeT CCCP TIO'rM~pOMeTeOpO~OrMM

M ROHTPO~ro

TIPMPO~HOM cpe~~

llpoo~eMa ooeCrre~eHMH COrrOCTaBMMOCTH MeTeOpO~OrMqeCRMX ~aH
HhIX,TIO~y~aeMbIX C rrOMOm:oro pa3~HqHhIX Cpe~CTB M MeTO~OB :£13MepeHMW,
HaXO~HT CerO~Hfl mMpOROe nOHMMaHHe. Ocooyro aRTya~I>HOCT:O OHa rrpMoope~a B noc~e~HHe rO~H B CBH3H C MaCCOB~M'BHe~peHMeM B MeTeopo-

~orM~eCKYro onepaTMBHyro H Mcc~e~OBaTe~:OCRYID npaRTHRY rrpMH~MnMa~:o
HO HOB~X MeTO~OB M3MepeHHM, a TaK~e HSMepHTe~I>HhIX cpe~CTB, xapaRTepMCTHKH KOTOP~X cymecTBeHHO OTRHqaroTcfl OT xapaRTepMCTMR Tpa~H
~MOHHhIX MeTeonpMOopOB. C~e~yeT OCOOO OTMeTHTI> Bce oORee B03pacTaromee MCnO~I>SOBaHMe B MeTeopo~orMlIecKHx HSMepeHMHx cpe~cTB BhI~McnMTen:OHoM TeXHHRM, oOeCneQMBaromMx mMpoRHe BOSMomHOCTM oopaooTKH ~aHH~X M nony~eHHH peSY~I>THpyromMx xapaKTepHCTMR no pa3~H~H~
a~ropMTMaM, rrpe~YCMaTpHBaromRM,HarrpHMep,ROHTPORI>
M OTopaKoBRy ~aH. HHX, pa3~M~HMe npo~e~yp~ WH~:o~pa~HH, norH~eCRYro ~MarHOCTMR~, nonyQeHHe pa3~MQH~X xapaKTepHCTHK npogeccoB (cpe~HHX 3Ha~eHMM,
SRcTpeMyMOB), KoppeKUHro norpemHOCTeM M T.~.
B ue~OMnpooneMa conOCTaBMMOCTM ~aHH~X Mo~eT paCCMaTpHBaT:OCfl
RaR ROMrr~eRCHaH, CBfl3aHHaH TaR M~H MHa~e C BonpOCOM onpe~eneHHH
Tpe60BaHHM K MeTeOMHwopMaUMM H R xapaRTepMCTHRaM MeTeonpHoopOB,
ooecnelIMBaroll{HX nony~eHHe nOTpeOMTeneM TOM MHwopMaUMM, ROTopaH
eMy Heo6xo;n;HMa.
npyrMM BonpOCOM HB~fleTCH perneHHe 3a~aqH MeTpo~orH~eCRoro
ooecne~eHHfl ~3MepeHH~ MeTeorrapaMeTpOB, a HMeHHO yHHWMKaUHff MeTO;n;OB HcnhITaHHM npzoopOB, c03~aHHe STa~OHOB H COOTBeTcTByromHX
cpe;n;CTB rrOBepKH, 06ecne~HBaroll{MX conOCTaBHMOCTI> ;n;aHHhIX, nonyqaeMhIX B pea~I>H~X ycnoBMHX sKcrr~yaTa~HM, T.e. pemeHHe 3a~aqH MeTpo-

~orHH ;n;HHaMH~eCRHXL1SMepeHHM.

B HaCTOHmeM coooIJ.teHHH paCCMaTpItIBaeTCH JUilllI> O;n;HH ~aCTH~M acrrpoo~eMhI corrOCTaBHMOCTH ;n;aHHhIx, pellleHHro ROToporo KllMH B
nocne~Hee BpeMH y;n;e~HeT 8Ha~HTenDHoe BHMMaHHe. 8a~aqa CBO;n;HTCH
If ooeCTIe~eHHIO corrOCTaBL1Mo.CTM ~aHHbIX, rrOJIyqaeMbIX rrpH M8MepeHHM
8a~aHHO~ xapaRTepMCTHKH MeTeorrapaMeTpa, rrpH60paMH, Mcnon~3YID~H
MJtI pa3~H~H~e rrpoue;n;YPbI npeoopaSOBaHI1H Cl1rHaJIOB. llpH aTOM OOOCHOBaHHOCTI> B~oopa 8a~aHHoH xapaRTepHCTHRM MeTeorrapaMeTpa, MHwopMaTHBHOCTb ee ~RH rroTpe6MTeJIH B ~aHHOM COOOmeHl1l1 He paCCMaTpl1BaIOTCH.
AHanH3 BHcTyn~eH11M, c~eRaHHbIX B nocne;n;HH8 rO~hI Ha TexHH~ec
RHX ROHwepeH~l1flX KITMH, M pfl~a JIMTepaTypH~X MCTO~HHROB TI03BO~HeT
ITeRT

- 4 BN~enHTE Pfl~ rrO~XO~OB

R perneHHID CWOPMY~MpOBaHHOM BHrne 8a~aqM.
8a~aqH COBMeCTMMOCTM ~aHHHX rrpMOOPOB, T.e. orrpe~eneHMfl CTeneHM pacxom~eHMfl ~aHHHX M BHoopa napaMeTpOB rrpmoopOB, ooeCrreq~BaIDmHX O~HOPO~HOCTE Pff~OB HaO~ID~eHHM,
flBRfleTCfl rrpOBe~eHHe rro~eBHX napaJlnenEH@X McrrHTaHHM. 00 MC~O~ESO
BaHHH TaRoro MeTo~a H rroRyqeHHbIX rrpH STOM pesyJIETaTaX COOomaROCE B qaCTHOQTH B paooTax [1) , (2] .
.
AOCTOl1HCTBOM TaRoro iHwnepMMeHTaJIEHOrO rro;L(XO;n;a flB~HeTCH
era yHHBepCaJIEHOCTE Hyoe;n;HTenhHOCTI> pes;YJIET8TOB. O;n;HaRo cOBeprneHHO HCHN M He~OCTaTRH TaHoro rro~Xo;n;a. ~nfl rronyqeHMH ~OCTOBep
HHX ;n;8HHHX HeooxO;n;HMH ~~HTenEHHe ~ ~oporOCTOflmMe MCITNT8HMH, ~e
~aTenEHO rpyrrrrH rrpMOopOB.rrpOBe~eHMe McrrHTaHMW HOBoro rrpMoopa,
eCT8CTBeHHO, B08MOJKHO JI~rn:& rrobne era COS;n;aHMH, B TO BpeMfl EaR
BHOOP xapaHTepMCTMK rrpH60pa ~eJIaeTCfl Ha CTa~mM ero paspaOOTHM.
Hepe~HO orrTHMMsanMfl xapaHTepMCTHH rrpHoopa saTpY~HHTeJIEHa, TaR
HaR TpeoyeTcH11x HSMeHeHHe B xo~e ~RcnepHMeHTa 11 CJIe;n;OBaTen:&HO
npOBe;n;eHl1e ~OnOJIH¥1TeJI:&HbIX l1CrrbITaHIU1. He HCRJIIDqeHbI CJIyqaM, Kor~a
MSMeHeHHe xapaHTepHcTMH rrpMoopa B Xo;n;e sRcnepMM~HTa Herrpe;n;CTaBJIfleTCfl B08MomHHM, TaR HaR TpeoyeT ROHCTpyHTMBHOM nepepaOOTRM YSJIOB 11 OJIOHOB npMoopa. HaROHeu,- ;n;ame AJIHTeJI:&HbIe rrOJIeBbIe HcrrHTaHHfl,
npOBe~eHHNe B orrpe~eJIeHHbIX ycnoBHflX, He ~aIOT MCqepnbIBaIDmHX CBe;n;eH11M 0 corrOCTaBMMODTH ;n;aHHbIX npHoqpoB ;n;JIfl ;n;pyrMx yCJIOBMM SRCnJIyaTanMH (~pyrHe WHS~Ko-reqrpaWHqeCHMe perMOHbI, pe;n;RMe SKCmpeMaJIEHHe cHTyaUMM 11 T.;n;.). II03TOMY meJI8TeJIEHO MCnOJI:&SOEaT:& MeTO;n; npHMHX napaJIJIeJI:&HbIX McnbITaHMMB COqeTaHl1M C ;n;pyrMMM MeTO;n;aMH, nosBOJIflIDmHMM 2eSKO COKpaT~T:& CBHsaHHbIe C HHM saTpaTbI.
BTOpOl1 noJ.(xo~ SaRJIIDqaeTCfl B CTaU~ap'fI1:SanliIM xapaKTepMOTMR
Tex MJIM MHbIX MeTeonapaMeTpOB, npe;n;CTaBJIfleMbIX B BM~e ROHeQHOH
HH~opManHM, BbI;n;aBaeMOM no~peOMTeJIro, M rrpone;n;yp nOJIyqeHHfl STMX
xapaRTepMCTliIK. CymecTBeRHyro ;n;OJIIDB paOOTax paOOqMX rpyrrn KllMH
ITO npliIseMHbIM 11: aspOJIOrIJIqeCKMM Ha 6nro;n;eHItIflM saHliIMaIDT MMeHHO 3TH
paooTbI (3) • PaspaOOTKa cTaH;ZJ;apTHHx npone;n;yp ItISMepeHliIfl 11 aJIroPllITMOB oopaOOTRH ~aHHbIX H6COMHeHHO rrOJIeSHa, npPI yCJIOBMliI o;ZJ;HaRo,
qTO aTa CTaH;n;apTliI8an~fl He HaRJIa;ZJ;bIBaeT Ha paSpaOOTqliIRa J,1SJIMIIlHe
~eCTRHX OrpaHliIqeHM~. OqeBM;n;HO, QTO TpeOOBaHMfl R MeTe011HWOpManHJ.1
nJIfl onpe~eJIeHHOrO RJIaCCa sa~aq ;n;on~HbI ObITE qeTRO perJIaMeHTJ.1pOBaHb! (BliI;LJ; xapaRTepl1CTWKM MeTeonapaMeTpa, norpenlHocT:& liISMepeHHfl
11 T.;ZJ;.). O~HaRO npw STOM, nO-BliI;ZJ;wMOMy, Donee qeJIeCOOOpaSHO He
OrpaHHtIJ,1BaTE paSpaOOTqliIKa HeOOXO;LJ;l1MOCTEIO BbIoopa O;n;HOro MS HecROJIbRliIX CTaH~apTHb~ aJIrOpHTMOBl1JIJ.1 ~e SaCTaBJIflT:& era liICITOJIb30BaT:& O;ZJ;l1H OOmenpliIHflTbIM CTaH;n;apTHbIM aJIrOpliITM, a ;zJ;8T:& eMy 130SMOlKHOCTb BbIoopa, l1CXO;n;fl J,1S .3KOHOMMlleCRMX HJIJ,1 ROHCTpyRTMBHbIX
cooopameHliIM, H3 RaR MOjKHO OOJIErnerO qliICJIa BapMaHTOB. KpMTepHeM
·BepHoro BbIoopa aJIrOpMTMa npliI'3TOM ;ZJ;OJIjKHO CJIymMTt ooeCneqeHliIe
conOCTaBJ,1MOCTM nOJIyqaeIlbIX B HTore ~aHHbIX.
yql1ITbIEaff STO, jKeJI8TeJI:&HbIM npe;nCTaBJIfleTCfl COS;ZJ;aHMe MIDKeHepHbIX MeTO;n;OB, nOSBOJIffromJ,1X YCTaHOBliIT:& EsaMMOCBflSE Me~;n;y xapaKTepHCTMKaMI1 npHoopa H aJIrOpHTMOM oopaOOTKJ.1 ;n;aHHbIX, C RaqeCTBOM
rrOJIyqaeMOH HOHeqHOM lIIH~OpMaUJ,1H ~JIff onpe~eJIeHHOrO MeTeorrapaMeTpa.
TeOpeTJ.1qeCKHM aHaJIMS, OaSl1IpyromJ.1MCfl Ha 3KcnepHMeHTaJI:&HbIX
paOOTax no J,1syqeHl1IID CTaTMCTliIqeCKOM CTpyKTypbI MeTeopOnOrMqeCRJ.1X
aJIeMeHTOB,nOSBOJIfleT BeCTM paOOTbI no C03;L(aHl1ro MeTO;LJ;MqeCKHX MaTepMaJIOB, CBflsbIBarom~x rrorpernHOCT:& H3MepeHMH C rrpone;n;ypoH 06paOOTRM. PaspaOOTRa TaKMX MeTO;LJ;MqeCRMX MaTepliIaJIOB MomeT, rrO-BJ.1;ZJ;MMOMy, CTaTE TpeTEMM rrO;n;XO;n;OM K perneHMID rrpOOJIeMbI corrOCTaBMMOCTH
~aHHHX MeTeOM3MepeHliIH.
OqeB~~HHM

MeTO~OM perneH~fl
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B p8anm3aUHM SToro rroAxo~a MO~HO BBA8nMTb ABa STarra. Ha
rr8pBoM M3 HMX rrpoH~BoAMTCR TwrrW3aUWR xapaRT8pmcTwH M8T80ponorm~8CEHX rrapaM8TpoB (Cp8~HMe 3Ha~8HMR sn8M8HTOB, ra3JIW~HW8 SRCTp8ManbHMe xapaKTepmCTHRM M ~p.) M THrrHsaUMR rrpOU8AYP ODpaOOTKM
AaHHHX, a TaRm8 ocym8cTBnH8TCR pa~pa60TRa ~aT8pHanOB, CBR3HBaIDmMX rrorp8lliHOCTb orrp8~en8HHR ~aHHOtl xapaRT8pHCTHKM C rrapaM8TpaMH
rrpOU8AYP 06paOOTKM ~aHHMX (AMHaMH~8CKMMm xapaKT8pM~TM~aMm AaT~MRa M aHanorOBoro WMnbTpa Ha 8ro BNXOA8, ~HcnOM oapaoaTMBa8MHX
AMCKp8THMX DTC~8TOB, anropMTMOM oopa60TKH) M co CTaTMCTM~8CRM
MM xapaKT8pMCTMKaMM H3M8pReMoro rrapaM8Tpa. rronY~8HM8 TaI{HX M8T8pM8nOB ocym8CTBnR8TCR aHanVJTmQ8CHM MnM rrocp8AcTBOM CTaTMCTMQ8CRoro MOA8nMpOBaHMR. ITpMM8paMH paaOT B STOM HarrpaBn8HHM MoryT
cny:1liltI~:O [4] , [5J •
~crron:030BaHM8 rrpMBe~eHHMx MaT8pManoB ~nH ROHKpeTHoM saAa~M M ROHKp8THoro M8T80pOnOrmQeCKOrO sn8MeHTa TpeOY8T SHaHHR CTaTHCTHqeCROM CTpyKTypM SToro sn8M8HTa.
MaTepManH T8Koro pOAa MoryT OMTb Mcrron:030BaHM pa3paOOT~M
ROM AnR 0U8HKM rrorpeillHOCTM W BMoopa xapaKT8pmCTMK rrpmoopa Ha
CTa~MM era rrpoeKTmpOBaHMH, a TaRm8 rrOTp80MT8n8M rrpM BNDOp8 rrpMoopa AnR oueHKM rrorp8illHocTM M3M8P8HMW, rrpoBoAMMHX c era rroMombID,
B paSnMQHMX ycnoBMRx sKcrrnyaTaUMH.
. BTOpMM STarrOM RBnR8TCR rronyqeHW8 M8TOAmq8CKMX waT8pManOB M
peKOMeHAaUMM, CBRSMBammMX anropMTM rrpeoopa30BaHMH MH~opMaUMMM
AMHaMM~eCRme xapaRTepMCTMRM ~aT~MRa C rrorpeillHOCTbm rronyqa8MOM
MH~opMaUMM AnH KOHKp8THWX MeTeopOnOrMqeCR~X 3~8MeHTOB M MX xapaRTepMCTWR. rIPM STOM B TaKMX MaTepManax YQWTNBaeTCH CT8TWCTMQeCKaH CTpyKTypa MeTeorrapaM8Tpa. ITon:OSOBaHMe MaTepManaMW TaRoro poAa AnH paspaooTllllIRa 11 rron:oso:saTenH rrpMoopa SHaQ11TenbHO ynpomaeTCH, TaR KaR He TpeoyeT OT HMX SHaHMfl CTaTMCTMQeCROM CTpyRTypM M8TeorrapaM~Tpa. OQeBM~HO, ~TO STOT STan ~OCTaTOQHO TecHO CMHKaeTCH
CO BTOpNM rrO~XOAOM, C TOW nMill:O paSHMueM, QTO npe~naraeTCH He
OAMH anropMTM, a HeROTopNM ~MarrasOH HX BMoopa ~ B8p:OMpOBaHMH xapaKTepHCTMR rrpmoopa, OOeCrreQMBam~11W pellieH~e rrOCTaBneHHOM SaAaQM.
Pean:OHOCT:O nocne~H8ro rro~xo,zJ;a MomeT OhITb rrp0l1JlnmCTplJipOB8Ha
Ha npMMepe paOOT, npOBeAeHHNX B rOCROMrH~pOMeT8 CCCP, rro ooecrr8QeHMm corrOCTaB11MOCTM ~aHHMX AByX AaT~MROB cpe~HeM 11 8RCTp8Ma~b
HOM CRopOCTeM BeTpa C paSn11QHhIMM npeoopaSOBaTenH~M CMrHanOB. B
O~HOM M3 npMoopOB AnH MSMepeHM~ cpeAHB~ CKOpOCTM sa IOMMHyT 11Cnon:OSOBanOCb M~ean:OHoe MHTerpMpOBaHM8rrpouecca sa STOT MHTepBaJI,
B ~pyroM - aHanorOBoe crna~MBaHMe RC-~M~bTPOM M oopaOOTKa MSMepeHMW 9 .lliarOM ~11CRpe~vI3aUMM I MJIM 2 MVlHyTM. nnH H3MepeHMH lVIaKCMMaJI:OHOM CROpOCTM sa I M~M 2 MMHyTM B nepBoM rrpwoope Mcrron:osoBanOCb cpaBHeHw8 CP8~HMX 8HaQeHM~ CROpOCTM B8Tpa, naRarrnWB8eMMX
B UMQl:gOBOM MHT8rpaTope sa Ha:lKAbIe 3 ceKyHAbI, BO BTOpOM ..... crna:lIn1BammaH RC-uerrB M cxeMa sarrOMMHaHMH MaKCMManbHoro HarrpHJKeHHHHa .
ROH;n;eHcaTope. BbIOOP nOCTofIHHo:it1 BpeM8UM WMn:OTpa 11 BeCOBbIX ROSqJWI1UMeHTOB npH oopaOOTKe HSMepermt1 ;n;nR HaXOJKAeHMH cpe;LJ;Hei1 CROPOCTM
BeTpa ¥~ BbIOOP rrOCTORHHOM I:iPSM8HvI cIJvmbTpa rrpll! orrpe;n;8neHMM M8HCMM8nbHO~ CROpOCTM oMn ocymecTBn8H ~aCQeTHMM rryTeM B COOTBeTCTBMM
C P8ROM8H~aUMHMM, rrpMBeAeHHHMM B L6] •
P8CQeTHbIe COOTHorneHMR 6WRM rrpOB8n8HhI BO BD8MH orrclTHO~ SRCnJIyaTaUHM, pesyJIbTaThI KOTOpoM rrpVJEe;n;eHM B TaonMue I.
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TBKMM 06pa30M, A~H p8m8HMR 88~a~M 008cne~eHMH oonOCTaBMMOCTM
;n;aHHhIX HeOOXOAJr1MO paUItlOHaJIbHOe CO~8TaHMe Tpex OTMetIeHHbIX BbIIIle
nO;n;XO;n;OB. rr8pcneKT~BHbIM npe;n;CT8BllH8TOH pa8BMTMe pa60T, H3rrpaBneHHbIX Ha p38paooTKy MeTO;n;M~eCI\MX MaTepManOB M MH~eHepHbIX MeTO;n;OH paOtIeTa rrorpeillH6oTM M8MepeHMM M OMHTe33 CWCTeM M npm60pOB.
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CORRECTION OF MONTHLY PRECIPITATION FOR WETTING LOSSES

Boris Sevruk

Institute of Geography, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich

Abstract: The monthly precipitation from April to September in Swiss national
network, instrumented with the Hellmann gauges has
been corrected for wetting
losses. The corrections have been computed as a product of the number of precipi tation days and the average wetting correction per day for rain. The latter
has been estimated experimentally at 0.30 mm, using the laboratory tests and the
continuous records of precipitation from 12 Swiss stations. The results show
that the assumptions for this simple approach are valid: the effect of drying
time on corrections is small in the interval from 1 to 2 hours and it can be
assumed to be constant, and the number of precipitation events separated by the
drying time of at least 1.5 hours is related to the number of precipitation days
(correlation coeff. = 0.85). The wetting corrections in Switzerland vary from 2
to 7 %.

Introduction
The systematic error in point precipitation measurement consists of
more components. Generally, the loss due to wind field deformation above the
orifice of elevated precipitation gauges is considered to be most important.
Second in the order of magnitudes is the loss due to the wetting of inner walls
of the precipitation gauge container and collector. This loss is usually larger
than the losses due to splashing or due to evaporation of water accummulated in
the container of precipitation gauges. However, in many cases the wetting loss
can even exceed the loss due to wind field deformation ~~ ~47.
The magnitude of wetting losses varies according to the gauge used
and the climatic conditions, in particular the amount, form and frequency of
precipitation. Thus the average percentage wetting losses amount to 2 % in areas
wi th much precipitation and even to as much as 20 % in areas with less
precipitation, e.g. in the Central. Asia and Arctic. In the Central Europe it is
between 2 and 6%.
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The wetting of precipitation gauges presents a complex physical process dependlng on numerous meteorological and instrumental factors. To correct
for wetting, it is important to know the time necessary for the drying of the
inner walls of the precipitation gauge collector and container under actual
field conditions. Moreover the number of precipitation events with the dry period between the end of one event and the beginning of the other one, larger
than the drying time should be known. In addition the knowledge of instrumental
factors such as the adhesion of the material, the geometry and the wetted area
of a particular precipitation gauge is necessary.
However, the complete information of all those factors is usually
missing for a great part of national meteorological networks.. Therefore only
simple procedures based on meteorological data generally available can be
applied to correct the wetting losses. Such data are the number of days with
precipi tation, the form and amount of precipitation. The instrumental factors
addi tionally needed can be substituted by one characteristic, the average
wetting loss '8." per event, usually estimated for a particular type of gauge as
described elsewhere [47 ~§7. This value for the Hellmann precipitation gauge is
0.25 mm for rain (container 0.15 mm, collector 0.1 mm) and 0.15 mm for snow.
Since the information on the average wetting loss" a "per event is
generally available LV, the estimation of the number of precipitation events
and the drying time is dealt with further. This is done with respect to monthly
precipitation. As shown in L17 Lg] the drying depends on the time of day, season
and potential evapotranspiration. The present paper attempts to show that the
drying time can be considered constant on the monthly basis for the summer
season from April to September and that the number of precipitation events per
month separated by the required drying time i.e. the precipitation-free periods
can be derived from the number of precipitation days per month. This allows to
make the wetting correction easy to apply for monthly precipitation sums. An
example from Switzerland is given.
The knowledge on wetting losses obtained in the last 20 years is
dissipated in many papers and internal studies. Literature reviews have been
presented in L47 [5-7. They include not only specific problems of wetting corrections, (fundamentals, history, methods of estimation and results from various
parts of the world), but they also give more general view of the problem of the
systematic error in point precipi tatiori measurement. For the last results on
both wetting and evaporation corrections see L§7 l27L7J.

Data
The experimental data from 12 Swiss precipitation stations has been
used in the analysis. Each station was instrumented with the Hellmann precipitation gauge and a recording rain ga~ge. The time period was from April to September 1965-1970. The composed data package consisted of
406 monthly values or
roughly 300'000 sequential values of the half hour precipitation (
0.1 mm) and
precipitation free periods.

>

Methods
The wetting corrections have been computed for
each station
assumming the constant drying time of various duration over the whole time
period. The drying time has been gradually increased in steps of 0.5 hours from
0.5 hr to 3 hrs. From the comparison of computed wetting corrections the effect

- 9 of drying time on the magnitude of wetting correction has been evaluated. The
number of precipitation events per month separated by precipitation-free periods
equal to the above-mentioned drying times has been related to the number of
precipitation days per month using linear regression analysis.
The wetting corrections have been computed using the following equation:

/1/
total wetting correction of the Hellmann gauge col] ector
and container

where

a

l

=

wetting loss per event for the gauge collector (0.15 mm)
number
of
precipitation
events
followed
by
precipitation-free period of at least the same duration as
the drying time
wetting loss per empty ing for the gauge container
mm)

(0.10

number
of
precipitation
measurements
followed
by
precipitation-free periods longer than 4 hrs (i. e. the
drying time for the container has been assumed to be
constant in each case equal to 4 hours.)
The monthly corrections in (mm) as computed using equation /1/ have
been related to the number of precipitation days per month. Further, the percentage corrections have been related to the reciprocal value of the average
mon!£ly rate of precipitation per day, respectively. The latter is defined as
M·P
where M is the number of precipitation days pep month and
P
is the
monthly precipitation sum. Introducing the additional variable P
into the regression analysis better correlation has been anticipated than in the case when
only one variable, M, has been used. As the review of literature shows, the percentage wetting loss depends considerably oh the amount of precipitation (p).

Results
The wetting correction decreases rapidly with increasing drying time
but only in the interval from 0 to 1 hr, as can be seen from Table 1. In the
interval between 1 hr and 2 hrs the decrease is considerably smaller, from 4.9
to 3.9 % of measured precipitation, respectively. This indicates that in the
interval of most frequent values of drying time in the summer season from April
to September in Switzerland, the effect of drying time on the magnitude of
wetting correction is generally small. Consequently, the drying time can be
considered to be constant from April to September over a great part of
Switzerland, if the monthly wetting corrections are considered. Thus it is not
necessary to estimate its value more precisely and 1,5 hours have been assumed
to be sufficient for the practical use to allow for drying of the Hellmann gauge
collectors. It is, however, at least 4 hrs. in the case of the gauge container
as mentioned above.
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Table 1
Average percentage wetting corrections froin April to September 1965-1970 for
different drying times. Twelve Swiss statlons. Hellmann gauge.
Amount I
of
I
precipi- I
I
I tation I
I
I (m' a;s.1.) I (mm) , 1
I
I
I
I
I
IMUnsterlingen I 420
I 482* I
435
482*
ISchaffhausen I
I
I
ILuzern
I 436
I 752*
I
IAltdorf
I 449
I
I 768
' 1
450
758
IUster
'I
I
613
10eschberg
I 482
I
I
550
INeuchatel
I 485
1
1
IZurich
I 556
I 753
I
647
IBern
I
I 560
I
605
ILausanne
1
I 615
I
1St. Gallen
I 670
I 780* I
761*
IArosa
I 1821
I
I
I

I

Station

I
I
I

Altitude

Drying time in hours

I

I
I

I
IAverage
I

I
I

I
I

663

0.5

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1.0

I

7.9
9.0
6.3
6.3
5.5
7.1
7.3
6.3
7.0
6.5
5.0
6.9

I

6.1 I
7.0 I
4.5 I
4.6 I
4.2 I
5.3 ' I
5.6 I
4.8 I
5.4 I
4.8 I
3.7 I
4.9 I

6.9

I
I

4.9

I
I

I
I
I

1.5

2.0

3.0

5.4
6.1
3.9
3.9
3.6
4.7
4.8
4.2
4.6
4.2
3.3
4.2

5.1
5'.6
3.6
3'.4
3.3
4.3
4.4
3.8
4.2
3.8
3.1
3.6

4.7
4.8
3.1
3.0
3.0,
3.7
3.9
3.4
3.7
3.4
2.8
3.2

4.3

3.9

3.5

I

,I
I

NOTE: Snowfall has not been accounted for. 'The "true 'values" of wetting corrections are therefore smaller than indicated.
Incomplete data.
*
Good correlations resulted between the monthly numbers of precipitation days and events for various drying times. The range of correlatioh coefficients is from 0.848 to 0.855 and the regression lines are given in Figure 1. As
examples two ,equations are presented for drying times of 1 and 2 hburs:

M'

=

2.318 M-6.l3

and

M"

=

1.572 M-2.12

!2a,b!

is the number of precipitation events per month for drying
where M' and M"
times' of 1 and 2 hours, respectively and M is ,the number of precipitation days
pe'r. month. All relationships are valid for months with at leasb 5 precipitation
days.
Further results indicated that it is possibl€ to compute the monthly
wetting corrections directly using generally available variables as follows:
0.322 M-0.26

(mm);

=

31.5 MP

-1

-0.16

/3a,b!

where M is the number of precipitation days per month ( ~ 5) and P is the
monthly sum of precipitation in (mm). Drying time is 1.5 hr. The correlation
coefficients amount to 0.890 and 0.960. This means that better correlation
results if two variables M and P are used instead of M only. In Figure 2
regression lines for various drying times are presented.
After slightly modification of equations !3a,b! the monthly wetting
corrections can be simply estimated as follows:
0.3 M

(mm) ;

=

!4a,b!
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Fig. 1 Number of precipitation events,
.
a
as a function of the number of precipitation days, M, for drying times
of 0.5 hour, 1, 2, and 3 hours.
Monthly values.

where the constant of 0.30 presents the
average wetting correction for the Hellmann gauge per day in (mm), assuming the
drying time of 1.5 hrs. It is interesting
to note that in the case when only one
precipitation event per day is considered and no drying time is taken into
account at all, the above mentioned constant would be 0.25 mm. This shows again
that the effect of drying time on wetting
losses is generally small.
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Fig. 2 Wetting corrections as a function of number of precipitation days, M, and the reciprocal value of the average intensity ~1 precipitation per
day, MP ,for drying times of
0.5 hour, 1,2, and 3 hours.
Hellmanngauge, monthly values.
Top: wetting corrections /rom/
BO~om: Wetting corrections /%/.

Conclusions
The wetting of precipitation gauges presents a complex physical process depending on numerous meteorological and instrumental factors. To correct
for wetting it is important to know the drying time of the precipitation gauge,
the number of precipitation events separated by the drying time and the average
wetting loss per event for a particular gauge. The latter can be estimated by
laboratory tests, The drying time can be estimated by empirical formulae or it
can be assumed to be constant in the interval from 1 to 2 hours if the monthly
precipitation in the summer season from April to September in Switzerland is
considered. The number of precipitation events per month for various drying
times can be estimated from the number of precipitation days per month using an
empirical formulae derived in the present paper. Thus the monthly wetting
correction from April to September can be computed with sufficient accuracy for
practical purposes using a simple approach based on the average wetting correction per day and the number of precipitation days. The assumptions for this
approach have been found valid
for 12 Swiss stations instrumented with the

- 12 Hellmann gauge. The average wetting correction per day amounted to 0.30 mm for
rain. The rrionthly percentage wetting correction can be computed m5;'fe accurate
using the following formulae derived in the paper:
6. P 2 =30 MP , where M
is the number of precipitation days and P is the monthly sum of precipitation.
Introducing the latter variable into the regression analysis the correlation
coefficient increased from 0.89 to 0.96.
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EVALUATION OF TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND GEOPOTENTIAL
MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED DURING PHASE I OF THE WHO
INTERNATIONAL RADIOSONDE COMPARISON
by
M. Kitchen, J. Nash and J. F. Ponting
Meteorological Office, Brackne11, UK
1.

INTRODUCTION

Optimisation of the use of radiosonde measurements of temperature and
geopotential in weather forecasting requires a knowledge of the relative performance of the various designs of radiosonde instruments used within the
global network of upper air stations.
The relative performance is difficult
to determine from analysis of the network measurements themselves since apart
from Western Europe and North-east Asia, several radiosonde types are not
flown in close proximity in routine operations (2).
Thus, the primary aim of the CIMO International Radiosonde Comparison was
tccompare the performance of different radiosonde types in operational use and
determine the systematic differences between their measurements.
Teams from Finland, The Federal Republic of Germany, the United States of
·Am:eriica (USA) ,the.·TJnited Kingdom (UK) and Beukers Laboratories inc. participated in the first phase of the comparison which took place in June/July 1984
at the Meteorological Office Experimental Site,Beaufort Park, UK.
This
paper presents a brief summary of the temperature, pressure and geopotential
measurements obtained; the full set of processed statistics are presented in
(3) •

2.

EXPERIMENTAL ME'l'HOD

During the 5 week program of flights (25th June-18th July), over 100
ascents were made (normally 4 per day) in which four, or all five, sonde types
were flown together on the same rig.
In order to guard against radiofrequency interaction between the sondes contaminating the results, two
different flight rigs were used.
The majority of flights used a rig in the
form of a cross, with the sondes at the same level, one at each extremity and
The second
one slightly offset from the intersection of the cross-pieces.
type consisted of two booms separated by 20 m in the vertical with two sondes
attached to the upper boom and two or three on the lower.
Typical horizQntal
separation between sondes on both rigs was about 2 m.
The rigs were
suspended 30 m below a radar target which in turn was a few metres below the
balloon (usually Totex TA 3000 g).
No significant differences were found
between the results of measurements made from each type of rig.
Almost all flights reached a pressure level of 10 hPa. Six' different
nominal launch times were used in order to make measurements at a variety of

- 14 solar elevation angles and phases of the solar tide (Table 1). A centralised
timing system established a common time base between the ground stations and
provided signals at one minute intervals throughout each flight. In addition
to standard pressure level measurements, participating teams provided values
of pressure, temperature, ~umidity and geopotential height at minute intervals
within two hours of flight termination. The simulations samples allow
direct unambiguous comparison between measurements.
TABLE 1

NOMINAL HOUR (GMT)

00

04

08

12

16

20

TOTAL

N2 OF FLIGHTS

26

10

12

28··'

10

14

100

For each flight, the simultaneous data samples were grouped into 14
pressure bands (the pressure bands were defined using an average of the UK and
FIN pressure measurements). The mean differences between pairs of sondes for
each pressure band were calculated ("flight differences") and .then all flights
having a common nominal launch time were grouped together and the mean flight
difference (lIdirect difference"), its standard deviation and standard error
computed.
Table 2 gives brief details of the five sonde systems compared in Phase 1;
data from each system will hereafter be referred to by the country/company
(abbreviated when necessary).
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PRESSURE COMPARISON

Figure 1 shows direct pressure differences relative to the UK measurements plotted for each pressure band using all the available data (some
typical standard error bars also shown). The USA, UK and FIN sensors agreed
to within about 1 mb at all levels with particularly close agreement between
UK and FIN in the stratosphere. The measurements by the FRG and Beukers
sondes were more variable even though some of the atypical data from these
sondes (with flight differences >10 mb) has been removed from the dataset.
The results from the Beukers sonde are poor relative to those of the USA given
that both use baroswitches from the same manufacturer. Problems with the FRG
pressure sensor have subsequently been attributed to gas leaking into the
aneroid capsule via an araldite seal.
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TEMPERATURE COMPARISON

Direct temperature differences from the flights at OOZ are plotted in Fig.2.
o
In the troposphere, agreement was better than 0.5 C with all the radiosonde designs
apart from Beukers reading warmer than the UK at levels below 200 hPa. The UK
sensor has a very fast thermal response relative to that of the USA, FIN and
Beukers sondes (which typically vary between 2-3 s at the surface to about 5 s
at 200 hPa, deduced from comparisons of ft'ne scale temperature structure).
Temperature lapse rates up to - 0.04 oC s - between 300-200 hPa will therefore
0
cause differences up to 0.2 C between the UK and other sondes at these levels.
Above 200 hPa, differences increase with height suggesting that radiation errors
are becoming increasingly important. The FIN night time temperatures were
corrected at levels above 100 hPa in an attempt to correct for the error introduced
by the sensor not being in radiative balance but cooling (emission in the infra-red)
to space. The effect of this correction upon the results can be seen in Fig.2. The
thermocap sensor has an aluminised surface with low emissivity and so would be
expected to have a smaller correction than the UK tungsten wire and much smaller
than the USA/FRG/Beukers white painted thermistors. It is therefore suggested
that the FIN/UK night time temperature measurements were probably closest to truth
and that USA, FRG and Beukers all have infra-red errors amounting to several
degrees at 10 mb.
For flights made at 12Z, agreement in tropospheric temperature was again within
~0.50C with the UK producing the coldest measurements (similar to OOZ). Agreement
between the USA and Beukers sondes (with the same temperature sensor) is close at
all levels and because no solar radiation correction is applied, their measurements
are warmer than both UK and FIN in the stratosphere. The difference between the
FRG and USA measurements at high levels was quite small at OOZ but much larger
at 12Z. However differences between FRG and UK are similar at both times.
These factors suggest that the FRG solar radiation correction
0
(- 7 C at the 10 hPa level at 12Z) ts'too large. It is much larger than would

- 16 be expected from consideration of the sensor size and mounting; it also seems
probable that this sonde requires a large night time correction. Differences
between day and night time uncorrected measurements which were observed have
been ascribed, incorrectly to solar radiation effects.
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The functional form Of the FIN solar radiation correction used at
CIMORSEX differed from that quoted in (1) and the largest corrections were
applied at solar elevation angles around 30° (see Fig. 4).
Examination of the geopotential data from the six different launch times
provides information on the self-consistency of the solar radiation corrections.
For example, in Fig. 4 the USA-UK and USA-FIN mean differences in 100-20 hPa
geopotential thickness are plotted as a function of solar elevation angle,
adjusted to give zero difference at OOZ (OOZ points are plotted at a solar
0
elevation of - 10 in Fig. 4). Differences relative to the USA clearly show
the effect of the UK and FIN solar radiation corrections and can also be
compared with estimates of the'solar'radiation error of the USA sonde derived
from operational data. The data from the present experiment show that the
contribution of the solar tide to diurnal variations in the 100-20 hPa thick0
ness at latitudes above 50 N are small (<: 5m) and so observed variations do
reflect solar radiation errors.
The mean difference between OOZ and 12Z thickness for radiosonde stationsin
Alaska is also plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of solar elevation angle. The
comparison reveals good agreement between the FIN and USA operational data except
at high solar elevations whereas the UK measurements appear to be under corrected
in this height band.
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5.

GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT AT STANDARD PRESSURE LEVELS

The observed direct differences at all launch times were consistent with
the differences in temperature measurements (see Figs. 2 and 3) and only data
from 12Z is illustrated here (Fig. 5). Generally, differences at the 500 hPa
level amounted to only a few metres at all launch times. At 100 hPa, direct
differences are < 60 m with standard deviations < 20 m. The relatively
small standard deviation demonstrates clearly the value of the intercomparison
showing that if the mean bias between the 100 hPa geopotential measurements
is removed, then a considerable improvement in the consistency of height data
can be achived.
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CONCLUSIONS
a.
Tropospheric temperature differences between the. soride types amounted
to less than half a degree in the mean.
Above 100 hPa.differences up to
a few degrees were observed due to radiation corrections either not being
applied (USA and Beukers) or else being inappropriate.
b.
Pressure measurements by Beukers and FRG were inferior (errors on
occasion> 10 mb)to the UK, USA and FIN sondes, between whic~ direct
differences werervl mb.
c.
Mean differences in geopotential height of stand~d pressure levels
were only a few metres at 500 hPa and less than 60 m at 100 hPa.
These
latter differences were very reproducible with sonde variability being
rv 10 m.
d.
Adjustments to temperature and geopotential height by these five
sonde designs can be derived as a function of solar elevation angle from
these data.
As the sonde variabilities were low relative to the
systematic differences in the stratosphere, it should prove possible to
effect a considerable improvement in the consistency of data from these
sonde types and hence improve stratospheric analyses.
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REPORT OF PHASE 2 OF~HE CIMO INTERNATIONAL RADIOSONDE COMPARISON
CONDUCTED FROM WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA, U.S.A.
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ABSTRACT
The WMO/CIMO International Radiosonde Comparison has been held in two
during which a number of operational instruments, used globally were
compared. Phase 1 took place at the UK MeteorologicaLOffice Facility in
Beaufort Park, UK, during June/July 1984, and Phase 2 at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Facility in Wallops Island, Virginia, during
February/March 1985.
phases~

This report describes a number of aspects of Phase 2, including the procedures used for launching large balloons carryi~g several radiosondes, the
data processing system, and some preliminary results of the comparison. The
employment of high-precision tracking radar for the Wallops test provides an
additional, independent standard.
Recommendations for merging the data sets from both phases of the experiment are given, in addition to possible operational use of the results by
analysis centers.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The second phase of the World Meteorological Organization's Commission
on Instruments and Methods of Observation (WMO/CIMO) International Radiosonde
Intercomparison was hosted in the United States (US) by the National Aeronautics nautics.and Space Administration (NASA) at its Wallops Island, Virginia,
facility during February and March 1985. The selection of the Wallops Island
facility was an excellent choice because it provided the unique advantage of
the high precision tracking radars located there for tracking each balloon
released. These radars added a considerably larger dimension to the intercomparison because of the independent height and wind data subsequently made
available for comparison purposes.

~

20 -

The Organizing Committee on the International Radiosonde Intercomparison
agreed that the comparison should be held in two parts. The first part, or
Phase 1, was to be held in the United Kingdom (UK) during June and July 1984,
and Phase 2 at NASA's Wallops Island facility during February and March 1985.
Both phases were successfully completed on time.
An important consideration when comparing radiosonde observations made at
different, t.imes and at different locations .is how to relate the separate results. The OrganiZing C~mmittee ,considered it,important, even necessary, that
at least two identical radiosonde types be included in Ph~ses 1 and 2.' To
fulfill this need, i t was planned.that the, radiosondes of Finland and the
United States would be flown in the UK' and in the US. These radiosondes provided the "transfer st~n~ard" or, link he,tween the mea,surements obtaine'd in
Phases 1 and 2.
Phase 2 participants were Australia, Finland, India, United Kingdom, and
the United States. Early in the comparison the UK Meteorological Office offered
to provide 40-60 GRAW M60 radiQsondes for comparison ,since these instruments
are used by the UK.

2.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

To carry out Phase 2, each participant was required to provide their own
ground equipment, radiosondes, manpower, and other resources (such as transportation costs) unique to their· needs. Wallops, as the host site, provided
the necessary expendables;' such as balloons and inflation gas, electric power,
manpower for balloon inflation and release, radar tracking, work space and
housekeeping, data handling (initial data reduction was the participants'
responsibility), and arranged for customs assistance and other accommodations.
It was required that the radiosondes measure the same atmospheric volume
at the same time. To do this the radiosondes of each balloon flight had to be
flown on the sallleplatform. This potentially limited the number of sondes
that could be flown at the same time, since the'weight to be lifted had to
meet the balloon's capability to lift it. Since only four countries indicated
their willingness to participate at Wallops this did not 'present an insurmountable problem. A cross-shaped platform was constructed out of lightweight
styrofoam simply because of the need to keep the total package weight below
the limit required by Federal Aviation Administration regulations. This platform was frangible and did not have sharp surfaces so that iran unlikely
accidential encount.er with aircraft did occur it WQuld not cause damage. The
sondes, by being located at the ends of the cross members did not create flow
nor radio' frequency interference with each other. The plastic cross...,frame
instrument rig weighed 640 grams. The balloon, made of natural rubber, was
manufactured by Totex and weighed 3000 grams. The suspended weight of the
radar corner reflector,parachute, instruments, string, etc., nominally weighed
4500 grams. The average burst altitude of the Totex 3000 gram balloons was
approximately 32 km.
The first test of the individual radiosonde systems took place on
February 6. The first joint test of all radi'osond'es' took place on' Feb'ruary 7.
This test was successful and provided the first data set of the intercomparisons. High winds presented a balloon release problem on February 8 and 9.

- 21 One release was termed a failure after the instruments crashed into the side
of a building. The high winds also caused the styrofoam cross-frame platforms
to break which placed the sondes undesirably close to each other during the
flight. The weakness in the platform was corrected and no further problem
occurred.
Wallops releases two routine radiosondes a day at 0000 UT and 1200 UT.
To avoid radio frequency interference (see Table 1 for the radio frequencies
used by each participant) between the routine and intercomparison radiosondes
the first intercomparison balloon was 'released after the completion of the
routine morning radiosonde and the data from the US radiosonde were used in
the evening in place of the routine observation. The morning launch time was
nominally established as 1345 UT. This was followed every three hours with
another intercomparison balloon, i.e., at 1645 UT, 1945 UT, and 2245 UT. All
reduced data, except Indian data, were transmitted to the NASA computer using
direct transmission capability. The Indian data were manually keyed into the
same computer. '
TABLE 1

Rls

Type

Frequency MHz
Used During
Nominal
Phase 2

Australia

Philips-TMC RS4 MK3

403

403.5

Finland

Vaisala RS80-15M
RS80-15P

403
403

406.6
405.0

India

India Meteo Dept. MK-III

403

398

United Kingdom

Graw M60

28

28

United States

Viz Model 1392

1680

1650

403

403

Routine 0000 UT and 1200 UT

The number of balloons released during Phase 2 was 103. Only one release
was a total failure so that 102 balloons (each carrying at least five instruments) were successfully released. It is important to note that a recommendation of the organizing committee (1) was for a minimum number of flights of 72
balloons reaching the 50 hPa level. Table 2 summarizes the radiosonde pairs
obtained at four pressure levels for the permutations of the 5 instruments
compared. It must be kept in mind that the testing of the GRAW M60 radiosonde
by the UK was added after the intercomparison began and only 44 instruments
were flown. This, therefore, gave a smaller number of pairs when the UK instrument is included in the pair. Table 2 shows that the organizing committee
recommendation was adequately met.
Each balloon released from Wallops was radar tracked by a precision C-band
radar. The radar data were sampled at one-per-second and stored on magnetic
tape. This quantity of information is more than adequate to fix the position
of the radiosonde instruments and provide quality wind information and precise
altitude. Although the procedures to be followed for the final analysis have
not yet been adopted, consideration must be given to the method to be used to
reduce wind data. For example, the United States procedure with the GMD

- 22 TABLE 2
Number of Pairs
Pressure Level - hPa
Radiosonde Pairs

50

Australia - US

94

Finland - US

10

7

87

50

18

97

82

60

48

India - US

79

58

48

'll

UK - US

40

33

24

20

Finland - Australia

94

77

50

18

India - Australia

79

58

48

1l

UK- Australia

40

33

24

18

India -

79

58

48

1l

40

,33

24

20

40

33

24

:,1.1

, IJK

Austra~ia

Finland,

UK - India

20

tracki!)g system is tocqlculate a 4-minute layer wind ,i.e., displacement (in
,direction and speed) between two position points, four minutes apart, is used.
This is an interative procedure that is updated each minute. The,Vais,ala
system used by Finland, is the MicroCora Omega NAVAID technique. In this case
the eight, Omega transmitting sites send a signal every 10 secondl?T1~e,information is then integrated over 4 minutes and iterated every 10 seconds. The
DigiCora Omega system U$es a two and one-half minute, integration of the same
signals. Thus,. three' different' procedures were foliowed to produce wind information. This suggests that the radar information should be treated in the
same manner in order to properly compare the winds obtained from the radiosonde systems.
3.

PRELIMINARY COMPARISON OF LINK RADIOSONDE PAIRS

Preliminary comparisons between the instruments of Finland and the United
States are presented for phase 1 and 2. Because the highest solar angle reached
in Phase 2 at Wallops Island during the observation period (February 4 - March
15) would be ~40 degrees it was decided that comparisons would be made at
the same solar angle during Phase 1 in the UK. Zenith angles of 36-43 degrees
were reached at Wallops Island during the 1700 UT release. Similar angles
were reached in Phase 1 at 0800 and 1600 UT. The test results for temperature
differences at constant pressure levels for all day and night data are given
in Figure 1.
It is clear from Figure 1 that the Phase 1 temperature differences (shown
by the dots) between Finland and the US are mostly negative at pressures between
1000 and 30 hPa. The US radiosonde temperatures are seen to be colder than

- 23 Finland's at the 20-, 15-, and 10-hPa levels. Significant is the 1.S oC difference at 10 hPa. This difference may arise from Finland making corrections to
their temperature measurements while the US does not. The Phase 2 temperature
differences (shown by the crosses) are similar to phase 1 below 70 hPa but the
US temperatures are noted to be warmer than Finland's temperatures above,
except at the 10 hPa surface. where the US, once again, becomes colder. These
two data sets from identical instruments measuring in phases 1 and 2 appear
to disagree. The important question to ask is whether the solar angles were
the same?
It is already known that they were not.
The data of Figure 2, for solar angles near 40° above the horizon, agree
fairly well. The Phase 1 differences at 1600 UT show good agreement with
Phase 2 differences at 1700 UT up to 10 hPa. This agreement, while preliminary, infers that the original purpose of including two radiosonde types to
link phase 1 data with Phase 2 data was well founded (at least for temperature).
Nighttime comparisons, shown in Figure 3, also agree well and reinforce the
information provided by Figure 2. The interesting aspect of the nighttime and
daytime differences is the direction of the differences and magnitudes, respectively. For example, at night the US VIZ radiosonde using a white rod thermistor measures about 2°C colder than the bead thermistor of the Vaisala radiosonde;
during the day the VIZ temperatures increase to be about l-l.SoC warmer than
Vaisala temperatures up to the 15 hPa level where they reverse their trend.
Further examination of the Finland-United States data differences is required.
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4.

SUMMARY

Efforts between the Project Leaders began during··pti~se 2to agree on.how
the data from both phases should be treated. It appears that some results will
b~ easier to obt~in than others; efforts will initially be.concentrated there.
Understanding the link.radiosondes and the relationship of- the Phase 1 dat'a set
to -the· Phase 2 data set is the first part of the final analysis that must ,be
undertaken. The calculation of the radar heights and winds must be done before
comparing these parameters betwe~n individual radiosondes. It is the goal of
the intercomparison to not only establish observed differences between sonde
A and B, sonde A ana C, etc." but to be able to relate the differences to :som~
common standard so that, analysis nenters need only make the recommended adjustments to these radiosondes •. ,
.
. ,
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COMPARISONS OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY MEASUREMENTS FROM PHASE I OF THE WMO
INTERNATIONAL RADIOSONDE COMPARISON
J. Nash, M. Kitchen, and J.F. ponting
U.K. Meteorological Office.
1.

Introduction

Simultaneous relative humidity (R.H. ) measurements from five different
radiosonde types were obtained during the first phase of the WMO
International Radiosonde Comparison (CIMORSEX) which took place at the
United Kingdom (U.K. ) Meteorological Office Experimental Site, Beaufort
Park near Bracknell during June and JUly 1984. Details of the relative
humidity sensors and their mountings on the five radiosonde types are
presented in Table 1. and Fig. 1. respectively. The time constants of
response (taken as the time required to indicate 63 per cent of a step
change in R.H. ) which are cited in Table 1. are taken from the
manufacturer's specifications.
Table 1.

Relative humidity sensors
Time constant
(at 1.000hPa,
25 C)

Team

Radiosonde

R.H. Sensor

Finland
F.R.Germany
U.K.
U.S.A
Beukers Lab.

Vaisala RS80-1.5N
Graw G78C
RS3
VIZ .1.392
Micros 1.524-51.1.

thin film capacitor
carbon hygristor
goldbeaters skin
carbon hygristor
carbon hygristor

Interval
between
readings

1.s
<2s

1.s
6s

4s
1.5s
4s

6s

-<2s
<2s

FIGURE
VAISALA
RS80 - \5N

MICRo.s \524,.-51l

1%
15~.

cm~

%

5

=

Sensor

- 26 In the remainder of this paper the thinfilm capacitor of the Vaisala
radiosonde will be referred to by its trade name of Humicap. The carbon
hygristors of all three radiosonde types were obtained from the same
source, VIZ Manufacturing Co. The intervals between readings which are
cited in Table 1 are the smallest at which data could be output from the
respective ground stations as operated during CIMORSEX. In most cases the
intervals refer to data which have not been subjected to the smoothing and
quality control procedures which are normally applied to operational
output. The one exception to this is the West German output which was
smoothed with a running mean over 12s, the effects of which can be readily
seen by comparison with the other hygristor measurements in eg Fig. 2(a).
In the majority of multiple radiosonde flights performed in CIMORSEX all
five radiosondes were suspended at a similar level from a bamboo cross
which provided a spacing in the horizontal between the sondes of about 2m.
Accurate timing of data samples is critical when comparing measurements by
very fast response humidity sensors, particularly given the rapid changes
in humidity which occur in the vertical in typical British summertime
conditions. Finnish, American and British measurements were synchronised
to better than +ls thoughout a flight by direct control of the ground
stations by a central clock. Timing in the West German and Beukers ground
stations was manually initiated and subsequent quality control procedures
(using matching of fine structure temperature measurements by the different
radiosonde typeS) has reduced timing errors i:o less than +3s. On other
occasions, when three of the five radiosondes were flown 'lam beneath the
other-two; clock pulses to the ground stations of the lower sondes were
delayed by 4 s to compensate for the displacement in the vertical and no
further adjustments were found to be necessary. A typical ascent rate for
the balloons in CIMORSEXwas 5.5 ms-I.
The weather during CIMORSEX was typical of -a British ~ummer, wi._th s~rface temperatures ranging between +8 and +26- Coverall. Only three of the 100
multiple flights were actually launched when it was raining, but a large
number of ascents passed through low, medium or high cloud.
In i:his paper, high resolution relative humidity data will be used to
examine i:he relative time responses of the sensors, and the samples taken
ai: one minui:e ini:ervals (which consi:ii:utei:he official CIMORSEX data set)
will be used i:o quani:ifythe sysi:emai:ic differences -in calibration between
i:he sensors.
2.

~igh

resolution relative humidity observations at levels below 700 hPa

Figs. 2(a) to (c) contain examples of relative humidity observations
plotted as function of time into flight. The bases of temperature
inversion layers (as defined by the very fast response UK RS3 temperature
measurements) have been indicated in these plots py "INV'i where the
i:emperature: lapse rate has reversed and then maintained sign for at least
6s above the level indicated and by "INFL" on occasions when there was a
very marked and consistent decrease in lapse rate for more than 6s but no
reversal in sign. The data in Figs 2(a) to-(c) demonstrate that the start
of significant hydrolapses was generally coincident with the base of the
temperature inversion layer (to within 3S). Three contrasting situations
have been chosen for presentation, from the much larger data set which is
available, which typify relative performance of the sensors during

- 27 ClMORSEX. The key in Fig 2a is conunon to all figs 2a-3b. The USA
measurements are plotted as individual points because of the relatively
large gaps in the data record. (Table 1).
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- 28 The following performance characteristics have been noted:
(a) At levels below 700 hPa the detailed vertical structures in relative
humidity profiles measured by Humicap and hygristor sensors in cloud-free
ascent paths are in close agreement (once allowance is made for calibration
bias between individual sensors, e.g. at the dry end of the R.H. scale in
Fig 2(a) and at the wet end of the R.H. scale in Fig. 2(b).
(b) On those occasions when the radiosonde temperature sensors suffered
wet bulb effects on emerging from cloud into a temperature inversion layer
(as was the case in Fig. 2(c» the Humicap sensor indicated a significantly
lower positive hydrolapse than the hygristors, with a significant positive
bias of the RH relative to the hygristor measurements, persisting into the
dry layer associated with the inversion. Whereas for ascents on a cloud
free Path, the systematic bias between the Humicap and the average of the
hygristors 30s after the start of a strong positive hydrolapse (R.H.
falling to <50 per cent) was -2 + 1.5 per cent R.H. (data from 18 flights),
30s after the start of similar hydrolapses above cloud the equivalent
systematic bias was 17 + 2 per cent R.H. (data from 13 flights). The
magnitude of the wet bulb effects on the temperature measurements indicated
an ambient relative humidity intermediate between the Humicap andhygristor
measurements. The high bias in the Humicap measurements will in part
result from the cooling of the sensor assembly below ambient as the liquid
.water collected on the outside of the protective cap evaPorates in the dry
layer, and may also be the result of hysteresi~ effects' in the Humicap
after being within an environment at 100 per cent R.H .•
( c ) The response of the goldbeaters skin sensor is obviously much slower
than that of the Humicap and hygristor sensors. There was little
consistency in its response on passing into and out of clouds and inversion
layers at levels below 700 hPa. Time constant values ranged from 10 to 36s
with a typical average value of about 20S •.
( d ) In ascents into and through low .. cloud the hygristors often indicated
less vertical humiditY~tr\:lcture. than the HUmicap and goldbeaters skin
sensors, e.g. in the. case of the drop in relative humid1.ty ~l:?sociated with
passage through anihversion layer which Qccurred just over a minute into
the flight shown in Fig. 2(6).-'
.,'.
3. High resolution" relative humidity observations at-letrel$ between 600
and 250hPa
Figs 3( a) and (b) contain examples of relative humidity obse;r:;,ations
plotted as a function-of time into flight at higher levels :i,.n the
troposphere. To aid interpretation" of these plots the values of relative
humidity which correspond to saturation with respect to an ice surface at a
given time are indicated by a dashed line. The data in Fig 3( a) are taken
from an occasion when'the flight rig was observed to ascend through a
medium level stratified cloud. The data in Fig 3(b) were taken on an
ascent which passed through a-cirrus layer-. Note that these data are taken
from the same flight as the data in F:i:g 2(a:) so that it is clear that the
discrepancies in timing of the relative humidity structures around 300 hPa
in Fig 3(b) are the result of differences in sensor responses and not
timing initiation errors.
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As at lower levels, the plots shown here were chosen from a larger data

set, from which the following conclusions can be drawn:( a) It is only at levels above 350 hPa that discrepancies in the timing of
structure in the vertical R.H. profiles begin to appear between the Humicap
and hygristor measurements. At the tropopause in Fig. 3(b) (at 280 hPa)
the maximum in relative humidity observed by the hygristors and goldbeaters
skin sensor occurs 15s after that indicated by the Humicap sensor (with the
maximum indicated by the Humicap coincident with the measured tropopause).
'!'hus the Humicap sensor appears better suited to measurements at the
highest levels. Of the three hygristor sondes the Beukers, on average,
produces R.H. profiles closest to those measured by the Humicapsensor
close to the tropopause.
(b) The time constant of response of the goldbeaters skin sensor degrades
rapidly at the upper levels with a typical time constant of response oL
just over 1 minute at 500 hPa and about 5 minutes at 300 hPa~ Thus the
operational procedure of ceasing to report UK RS3 R.H. measurements at
temperatures below -40 C is clearly justified. A similar operational
procedure is adopted by the Americans, but the data in Fig 3 suggest that
this is a somewhat stringent restriction on the carbon hygristor
measurements. It has been shown in Nash, stancombe and McGovern (3 ) that
the Humicap sensor has a time constant of response of just over 1 minute at
300 hPa (temperature about -45 C), degrading to about 5 minutes at levels
above 200 hPa. It is thus suggested that 200 hPa would be a more
appropriate cut-off level for operational relative humidity measurements by
Humicap and hygristor sensors in summert~e conditions.
( c ) As at the lower levels, the Hwnicap measurements at the wet end of the
R. H. scale are systematically lower than the hygristor measurements. In
Fig. 3(a) the hygristor measurements are judged to be closest to the truth

- 30 but on other occasions it was observed that hygristor measurements appeared
anomalously hiqh, particularly after passing through deep cloud. In Fig.
3(b) either·Humicap or hygristor measurements could be. correct.
5.

Comparison statistics

In order to quantify the systematic biases which clearly exist between the
different humidity sensors, comparison data from the raw relative humidity
samples at 1 minute intervals obtained during CIMORSEX (see Nash, Ponting,
Kitchen and Jeffries (2» were selected from situations during an ascent
where the rate of change of R.H. over a few minutes was negligible, e.g. in
a cloud layer., and the influence of differences in time constants of
response was thus minimised. Observations from all the hygristors were
averaged together and used as a reference against which the measurements of
the other sensors were assessed. It was found that on average tlle
relationship between Humicap and hygristor measurements was stable over the
'temperature range from +20 C to -40 C. This relationship is shown in Fig.
4 as is also the relationship between thegoldbeaters skin measurements and
the hygristors,' In the case of the goldbeaters skin the data have been
split into three temperature bands. Between 20 C and -20 C the scatter of
the individual differences between the goldbeaters skin measurements and
those 'of the hygristors was similar to the scatter of the Humicap/hygristor
differences about the best fit line shown, the individual data points
rarely being >10% R.H. from the lines. However, at temperatures between
-20 and -40 C the scatter between the goldbeaters skin and hyqristor
measure~nts doubled and fitting of any curve apart from a straight line to
the data was not justified.
At the dry end of the R. H. scale the Humicap sensor shows a tendency to
read lower humidities than the hygristors. This is attributed to the known
insensitivity of the carbon hygristors in this range which is the reason
why in American operational prOducts relative humidities less than 20 per
cent are not quantified.
At the wet end of the scale the data confirm that the Humicap and
goldbeaters skin measurements have a negative offset in low level cloud and
support the previous comparison results in Nash (1) where comparison was
made with a hair hygrometer sensor operating in rainy conditions.
The systematic difference .in relative humidity measured by the Humicap and
hygriBtor sensors at the wet end of the R.H. scale (Le. R.H. greater than
90 per cent as. measured by the hygristors) was found to be greatest in day
time observations. when the ascent· did not·pass through low cloud. The
increase in the offset of daytime Humicap (and goldbeaters skin).
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- 31 measurements relative to the hygristor measurements in cloud free ascents
compared with the average offset derived from ascents in all conditions at
all times of day was about Sper cent R. H. (drier).
The relative performance of all the different radiosonde types can be seen
in Fig S where all the flight data obtained in CIMORSEX between 975 and 700
hPa have been used to generate mean differences between the humidity data
of each radiosonde type and the average of the American and Finnish
measurements with RH data split into 10 per cent bands. In this data the
effects of the inferior time constant of the goldbeaters skin sensor have
produced a larger positive bias relative to the three hygristors than was
present in Fig 4. The relationships between the Humicap and hygristor
measurements in Fig 5 are compatible with those in Fig 4. The high
reproducibility associated with the individual sensor measurements,
particularly at the wet end of the R.H. scale is evidenced by the low
standard. deviation (less than 4 per cent) in the differences between the
measurements. of the different radiosonde types. Differences relative to
the American measurements have the highest standard. deviations (not
illustrated here) and this degradation is attributed to interpolation
errors in derivation of R.H. during the 15s intervals in which RH data are
not being transmitted by the American sonde (see Table 1).
6.

~ummary

The CIMORSEX relative humidity measurements demonstrated that in general
the time constants of response of the Humicap and carbon hygristor sensors
were similar. The measurements by these sensors were of high precision and
thus should be amenable to correction for systematic biases where
appropriate. To what extent the systematic biases identified here were
SPeCific to atmospheric conditions experienced at CIMORSEX will not be
apparent until the results from the second phase of the International
Radiosonde comparison at wallops Island are available.
The external mounting of the relative humidity sensor on the Vaisala
radiosonde leads to superior response over the. duct-mounted hygristors at
levels close to the tropopause, but appears to render the measurements more
susceptible to sensor assembly cooling (wet bulb effects) or heating (solar
heating) errors than the measurements of radiosondes with internally
mounted sensors.
The sampling rate of the American radiosonde is inadequate for those users
who are interested in accurate measurements of hydrolapses in the lower
troposphere. '!'he goldbeaters skin sensor of theUK RS3 was inferior in

most resPeCts to the Humicap and carbon hygristor sensors.
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Abstract
During the past several decades considerable progress has been
made in improvipg the quality of internationally exchanged meteorological
observations.

This has come about through WMO efforts to improve cooperation

among member countries in the development, exchange, analysis, and use of data
monitoring information.

As a result of the Global Monitoring Program

corrective measures are being introduced in order to overcome major data
problems which may occur at any step in the observation flow.

This discussion

reviews the concepts and procedures for carrying out systematic data
monitoring programs at the national, regional, and international levels.
Various methods of monitoring are reviewed as are the methods and
techniques for interpreting the monitoring results.

Problems associated

with compar ing moni tor ing results from di fferent organi zation are di scussed
and requirements for future programs are presented.
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A SET OF STANDARDIZED SENSORS FOR AN AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION
by Ivar Aanderaa

AANDERAA INSTRUMENTS
1.0

Abstract

This paper describes a set of meteorological sensors which have been
designed to provide a common output signal configuration, that of a three wire
half-bridge. This allows the use of a simple datalogging system. The signal
input of the datalogger does not have to be scaled or conditioned for
i ndi vi dua1 sensor types and, generally, the sensors become more independent of
the datalogger. This becomes a practical concept for users of remote automatic
weather stations. For the most part, the sensors are designed using familiar
and proven techniques of converting physical parameters to electrical signals.
2.0

Introduction

2.1

Problem

Designers of multi sensor datalogging systems are often faced with the
problem of interfacing sensors for many different parameters and different
output signals to a common datalogging system. This usually involves the use of
an interface board for each sensor and may require precision alignment to match
the characteristics of a particular sensor to the datalogger. The complexity of
such a system may increase the cost, degrade the accuracy of the measurements
and it may also make the system more prone to errors.
2.2

Solution

One solution in this situation has been the development of sensors that
have the same type of output signal, and the same output signal range over a
specified parameter measurement range. Signal conditioning circuitry (when
required) is built into the sensor itself, which allows it to be connected to
any channel of the system. An advantage here is that cal i brati on characteristics are particular only to the sensor and do not involve the circuitry of
the datal ogger or separate interface boards. Sensors can be interchanged with
no adjustment to the datal oggi ng system as long as new coeffi ci ents are used
when processing data.
3.0

Discussion

To determine the type and range of this output signal, several considerat ions were made: the ease of accurate measurement, the resi st i ve characteristics of thermistors and other sensor ,elements, the stability of reference

- 38 resistors, the effects of long sensor cables and so on. It was found that the
ha 1f -bri dge type sensor woul d offer the 1argest number of advantages. Sensors
of many parameters could readily be designed or configured as a standardized
half-bridge with identical output characteristics.
A half-bridge type sensor in its basic form consists of two resistors in
the following configuration:

Bridge Ground
R2.

Signal
R1

Bridge Voltage

Figure

Basic Network of a Half-Bridge Type Sensor

Rl and R2 or both may vary accordi ng to a changei n the parameter to be
measured. Thi s confi gurat i on allows all the sensor bri dge voltage and bri dge
ground leads to be common, with only the signal leads being switched into the
datalogger.
The actual design of some sensors is more complicated and may involve
act i ve components, such as operat i ona1 amp 1ifi ers, but the e 1ectri ca1 behavi OUr
of the 'output remains the same as in the half-bridge illustrated. Some sensors
require the app1i<;:ation of continuous or switched control vo1tages for. their
operati on. El ectri ca1 current from these control .vo ltages is passed through
separate (system) ground lines. With the Aanderaa system, six leads are brought
to the sensor: bri dge voltage, sensor si gna1, bri dge ground, system ground , -6
volts during sampling and -9 volts continuous.
The output voltage range over the sensor measurement range is 1/22 of the
bridge voltage set symetrica1ly around the bridge midpoint. For a bridge
voltage of 6 volts, the output signal will be 2.864 volts (21/44 of 6 volts) to
3.136 volts (23/44 of 6 volts) or a range of 272 m.v. centred around 3 volts.
This range is small enough to allow platinum resistors and many types of
silicon-resistive elements to be used, but large enough such that thermoelectric voltages in the sensor leads will be insignificant. The effect of the
resistance of the long leads is also insignificant in the three wire system.
With the Aanderaa system, a 50-meter cable can be used with no correction to
the readings. For longer cables, a correction formula can be applied to
readi ngs. There is some effect of 1ead resi stances greater than 2 ohms when
sensor readings are away from midpoint.
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3.1

Measurement Principle

A precise reading or conversion to a digital signal can be obtained from a
half-bridge sensor using the balanced bridge principle, where the R2-R ladder
of an analogue to digital converter is used to make up the opposite half of the
bridge. The bridge is balanced in successive approximations to obtain the
sensor output in binary digitized form.
In keeping with the principles of. a Wheatstone Bridge, the bridge reference
voltage is not critical in terms of stability or absolute value, as the bridge
voltage is applied to both the sensor and the AID converter simultaneously. A
pul si ng bri dge voltage can be used whi ch wi 11 reduce powerconsumpti on, 'reduce
self-heating of sensor elements and provide clocking pulses for digital sensors.
The Aanderaa DL -2 datal ogger and the 3010 Sensor Pl ug- In Board utili ze the
measuring process as described and provide a serial digital signal for recording
or telemetry. .
3.2 The Sensors
3.21 Temperature Sensors
Temperature sensors are confi gured such that a p1ati num res i st i ve element
makes up one leg of the half-bridge in place of R2 in figure 1. Various
temperature ranges can be sensed by the selection of the range resistor in the
opposite leg (Rl in figure 1) and the addition of a fixed resistor in series
with the platinum element. This allows selection of sensors for wide temperature
range, such as ai r temperature, or sensors for the more narrow and preci se
measurement cf water or soil temperature.
3.22 Radiation Sensor
Radiation sensors are usually based upon the measurement of the temperature
rise of a blackened surface above the ambient temperature. Some sensors utilize
thermocouples and measure the ambient temperature at the wall of the housing.
Dare

Blackened
Surface
Thenmstor
Body

r-----f'----e

Bridge Ground

NTCZ
2kD.

Thermistor
Body

t - - - - + - -.. Signal
+-I~--

Receptacle
NTC2

2.ldl

'------+..---.... Bridge Voltage
\

Figure 2 Physical Construction and Electrical Network of the Radiation Sensor

-' 40 The sensor descri bed here ut i 1i zes two matched thermi stor networks in each
section of the half bridge to measure a temperature difference between the
blackened thermistor body and a similar body suspended in an air column within
the sensor. Thi s has the advantage that a change in ambient temperature ,has
little influence on the sensor reading.
Doub 1e domes are not requi red as the bri dge ci rcuit will produce a full
scale reading from a small temperature difference, approximately 4 degrees
Celcius above ambient. The dome is glass for measurement of solar radiation
(0.3 to 2.5 microns) and lupolenefor total radiation (0.3 to 60 microns).
3.23 Relative Humidity Sensor

Active
resistor

kid proof
steel spri ng
Hygroscopic
hair

NTC
50051

Silicon
beill1

kid proof
steel base
Figure 3

Active
resistor

Bridge Voltage

Physical Construction and Electrical Network of the Humidity Sensor

The re 1at i ve humidity sensor employs a small silicon beam with res istors
on both sides which, when deflected, will produce an output signal proportional
to the deflection. A group of hairs which vary in length with the relative
humi dity of the ai r, bend the beam accordi ng to the change in the 1ength of the
hairs. Since this sensor does not employ a mechanism for amplifying the
elongation of the hairs, it has low friction and exhibits very low hysteresis.
Electrically, the two active resistors of the silicon beam are in place of
the two resistive legs of the half-bridge, Rl and R2'of figure 1.- The passive
circuit also uses fixed range resistors and a thermistor for. temperature
compensation. In this way., the silicon beam will give a half-bridge output
signal proportional to the change in hair' length!
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Systan Ground
Bridge Ground
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Control
Circuit

Signal
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Heating
Resistor
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y

Resistors on Silicon Chip
Figure 4 Electrical Network of the Air Pressure Sensor
The air pressure sensor uses a small silicon chip as an absolute pressure
sensing element. It consists of a membrane with four diffused resistors forming
a full Wheat stone Bri dge. Atmospheri c pressure is app1i ed to one side of the
membrane against a vacuum on the other side. The chip also. contains a
temperature sensing resistor and heater resistors. A temperature control circuit
is used within the sensor to hold the chip temperature at 47 degrees Celcius
during the measurement, thus eliminating the requirement for temperature compensation usually associated with precision strain gauge sensors.
The sensor incorporates an operational amplifier to match the output range
of the sensor chi p to the standard half -bri dge voltage range of the datal ogger
input. Its electrical behaviour will be that of a true half-bridge type sensor.
The performance of the sensor is outstanding, having low
very low temperature coefficient with no effects from aging.

hysteresis and a

3.25 Water Level Sensor
Thi s sensor is des i gned to measure water 1eve1 in the ocean, in 1akes,
rivers and bore holes. This is done by measuring hydrostatic pressure at the
sUbmerged sensor. A differential version of the temperature compensated pressure
sensing element, similar to that employed in the air pressure sensor, is used
to make the pressure measurement. Water pressure is app1i ed to one si de of the
sensing element while atmospheric pressure is applied to the other. In this
way, the measured pressure can be used to calculate water level independent of
changes in atmospheric pressure. Atmospheric pressure is applied to the submerged sensor via a moisture proof air tube inside the sensor cable.
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3.26 Wind Speed Sensor
The wi nd speed sensor incorporates a three-cup rotor whi ch turns freely on
a vertical pivot. A ring-shaped magnet is attached to the rotor. A magnetic
reed switch inside the sensor housing is actuated by the revo 1vi ng magneti c
field and utilizing" an electronic counter, the rotor revolutions are counted
over a predetermined period of time. The sensor contains digital circuitry for
calculating average wind speed based on 8 second samples and maximum speed
based on 2 second samples.
The sensor will output two separate digital signals corresponding to
average and maximum speed. The pulsed bridge voltage is applied to the output
shift register as a clocking signal during the measurement sequence. The
digital signal is then applied to the datalogger one bit at a time over the
same signal lines, as with the analogue sensors.
3.27 Wind Direction Sensor
Systan Ground
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Ground

Si al

-B-,.,m__
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5
ring
---------c::=:=a
Wi per Ill!:!
si

Clarping
Coil
Pivot

figure 5

/
Bri dge Voltage
-6 Volts

Schematic View of the Wind Direction Sensor

The wi nd di recti on sensor employs a wi nd vane that swi ngs freely on a
vertical pivot. The wind vane carries a ring-shaped magnet, the magnetic field
of which acts upon a compass inside the sensor housing. When the direction
measurement is taken, 6 volts is· applied to a clamping coil which causes the
potentiometer wiper attached to the compass magnet to clamp against the
potentiometer ring. The sensor also contains fixed resistors to match the
potentiometer resistance to the standard half- bridge output range.
4.0

Summary

The sensors with standardi zed output and a suitable measuri ng system have
been described. The concept of standardi zed sensors is not 1i mitedto these
partiCUlar sensors as the system lends itself to the use of both analogue and
di gita1 sensors. Other types of sensors, such as those for preci pitat ion,
ground heat fl oW,snow, soil mo; sture, conductivity and others are being used
or are under development. The simplicity of the system provides many advantages
in terms of operation, service and reliability.

(Reference 11 .3)

MODERN ADVANCES IN THE APPLICATION OF DIODE LASERS
FOR ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION CONTROL
V.I.Astakhov, V.V.Galaktionov, A.A.Karpukhin,
V.U.Khattatov
The USSR State Commitee for Hydrometeorology
and Control of Natural Environment

Introduction
The recent years have seen significant progress in the
development of atmospheric pollution control methods using
diode lasers. The basic advantage of these IR sources consists
in their being both highly monochromatic and tunable within a
1 ± 20 cm -1 ra.nge. Depending on the composition of the semi...
conducting compounds used, the operational wave-length range
of current diode lasers ranges from 3 to 30

rm.

This spectrum

range is known to include the vibration-rotation bands of
practically all the gases which must be controlled in the
atmosphere.
Diode lasers have the advantage over discretely tunable
ones whose frequencies coincide but randomly with the absorption lines of the gases of interest. Despite the low input
power of only several hundred microwatts, the high spectral
brightness and small dimensions of the radiating area of a
semiconducting crystal ensure reliable registering of laser
radiation attenuation by the atmosphere over 1 km paths. The
sensitivity of absorption long-path gas-analyzers using diode
lasers is 1 - 10 ppb /1/.

- 44 Such an instrument was originally constructed for CO
amount control in the atmosphere. It used a diode laser
continuously generating in a 4.7 ym range /2/. SUbsequently
similar gas-analyzers were constructed for measurements of
the atmospheric concentrations of NO, C2H , H20 /1/.
4
Simultaneously with the development of laser instruments
for remote sounding over atmospheric paths there were being
developed 10c8.l absorption methods of diode laser spectroscopy
using mUltipath cells /1/. The air sample being studied is
pumped into a cell and analysed at low pressure which makes

cryostat is sufficient to ensure continuous 20-hour operation
of the apparatus. The .apparatus does without a cryogenic system, which makes it possible to feed it from an automobile
accumulator and to conduct field measurements.
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The description of a long-path gas-analyzer
using diode lasers
The functional diagram of a laser gas-analyzer is given
in Fig. 1. The transceiver was constructed according to the
usual lidar disign using a 40-mm collimating lens made of
fluorite and a 120-mm receiving spherical mirror. A corner or
telescopic reflector is used to reflect the transmitted
radiation. A pUlsed diode PbSSe laser operating in a 4.7Jwm
.range near a separate strong line of CO vibration-rotation
band was used as a sounding radiation source. The generation
is accompanied by simultaneous cyclic temperature tuning of
the radiation frequency due to the laser heating by pumping
pulses. Due to this registered is aseperate CO absorption
line contour which shows 8$a.downfall in the preamplifier
output pulse.
The gas-analyzer readings proportional to the amount of
CO over the path are computed with an electronic unit as the
logarithm of the ratio
U

+ u-:t

1
u = In -------'

2u

2

of the amplitudes u 1 , u 2 , and u • These are discriminated by
3
the received pulses stroboscopic integration /Fig. 2/ in the
frequency ranges set automatically and sYmmetrica.l around
the contour of the selected opera.tion line. To calibrate the
output data in concentration units and to set the zero a cell
with the known amount of CO and an additional mirror limiting
the path inside the transceiver were introduced, respective-

lYe
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This measurement method, from the point of view of
selectivity and electronic antijamming measures,issimilar
to the metod of registering by the second derivative /4/.
At the same time it is insensitive to nonselective losees
of the radiation power over the path, caused, for example, by
tur~ulence

in the ground atmospheric layer. The theoretical

a,nalysis of the gas-analyzer operation made it possible 'to
estimate its sensitivity limit which for a strong CO line
with the absorption cross-section of 2.8.10- 18 cm had the
value of 0.13 ppm.m. Besides, it permitted taking into account
the dependence of the output data on such parameters of the
medium being sounded as temperature, pressure, and humidity,
which is necessary when operating at CO lines close to water
vapor absorption lines." For example, at high values of'humidi ty and temperature," when the instrument operates s,t the CO
line, 0.5 cm- 1 from the water vapor line, the deviation of
the output data can be as large as 1% per 1 0 C.
The experimental studies of the gas-analyzer characteristics confirmed the
estimates of the dependence ,of the
'.
--~

data on the parameters o{the medium and showed that the
limiting .sensitivity of the instrument is 0.35 ppm·m. The
difference between the two sensitivity limits obtained can
be attributed to the effect of the instrument noise which
was not taken into account in the theoretical estimation.
For 100-m paths /the distance to the reflector, usually selected for background measurements/ the estimated limiting
sensitivity of a gas-analyzer introduces an uncertainty of
less than ± 2 ppb into concentration values. The integral
uncertainty of background measurements does not exceed ± 5 ppb
and incorporates also the calibration mixture attestation
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uncertainty /2.4%/ and calibration cell filling uncertainty
/0.6%/.
To make autonomous field measurements the gas-analyzer
is mounted in the saloon of a movable meteorological station
on the basis of an automobile, ZIL-131, which 8.1s0 ensures
obtaining operative data on the variations of meteorological
parameters. Soundings are conducted from the automobile, 2 m
above the ground.'
The gas-analyzer weighs 30 kg. Power is supplied from
a 220 V electrical network and a 12 V DC source. The low power
consumption of no more than 20 W permits conducting long-term
measurements using an accumulator battery.

The results of CO observations in biospheric reserves
Background measurements of CO concentration over the
ground layer paths were conducted at the background monitoring
stations of the Prioksko-Terrasny and Berezinsky Biospheric
Reserves, as well as at the

high~mountain

site of the Institute

of Atmospheric Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR,
the plateau Shidzhatmaz/2127 m/ inthe North Caucasus, in
August-September,1983. The measurements were aimed at obta.ining
data on the absolute values and variability of CO concentration
in the ground layer in different regions of the European part
of the USSR in the period of a seasonal CO minimum in the
atmosphere ..
The measurement results are illustrated in Fig. J a, b,
and c by the diagrams of the diurnal CO variability obtained
by averaging over 5-min series of the data continuously
recorded on a self-recorder tape. The diurnal CO variability
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at the plateau Shidzhatmaz IFig. 3

bl

was obtained by discrete

5-min measurements made during 24 hours with a 1-hour interval.
The highest variability and unreproducibility of CO
concentration diurnal course were observed in the PriokskoTerrasny Biospheric Reserve IFig. 3

al.

This can be accounted

for by the proximity of strong pollution sources of the industrial zones of Moscow in the·north and Serpukhov in the west
and is confirmed by a marked correlation of CO concentration
variability with wind direction changes. The minimum concentrations of 100 ppb were observed at a south wind at night and
on July 31 from 18.00 till 23.00 during strong thundery front
passing from the south, which caused deep miXing of air massBes. The change of the wind direction to northern and western
ones entailed a CO concentration increase in the ground layer.
The sharp concentration increase observed from 8.00 till 11.00
on August 2 is accounted for by the effect of the agricultural
machines which operated half a kilometer from the path.
Weaker variations and a better repeatability of CO concentration diurnal course were observed in the

Be~ezin8ky

Bio-

spheric Reserve IFig. J b/. This can be explained by the.
geographical position of the reserve, remote from strong. CO
industrial sources. The nearest CO source is the city of Minsk,
120 km south-west of the Reserve. Its effect caused the unreproducibility of the diurnal variability observed from
17.00, i.e. 9-10 hours after the change of the wind direction
to S-W, which correlates with the distance to Minsk and the
average wind speed at that period.
In Fig. 3 b, more clearly than in Fig. 3 a, there show
a CO night minimum and morning maximum. Such a regularity in
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CO concentration diurnal variability in the ground atmospheric layer wa.s observed earlier by French researchers /5/ and
explained by CO absorption by the soil at night and morning
emission due to increased vegetation. The data from paper /5/
obtained by a chromatographic, analysis of air samples from a
forest zone of a south-western province of France and averaged
over the period from June 15 till July 9, 1979 are given for
comparison in Fig. 3 b /circles/. The positions of the night
minima and'morning maxima agree well, the two-hour seasonal
difference at sunrise /with which the authers of paper /5/
connect the beginning of a vegetation increase/ being taken
into account. Thus the results of our measurements in the
Berezinsky Reserve confirm the point of view of the French
researchers.
Fig. 3 shows the data on CO concentration, temperature
/dotted line/, and wind direction changes obtained on September 26-27 on the plateau Shidzhatmaz. The prevailing winds
prevented from CO transport to the plateau from the nearest
pollution sources, the towns of Kislovodsk, Essentuki, and
Pyatigorsk with developed automobile traffic. This is proved
also by the weak variability of CO diurna.l course. Never the
less, for this regime the mean CO concentration exceeded the
one measured

a~

the background monitoring station of the Be-

rezinsky Reserve. The marked CO concentration increase from
7.00 on September 27 does not seem to be just randomly
follOWing the atmospheric tempetature increase. The fact is
that at that period the products of vegetation which intensified due to a sharp warming and illumination increa.se
were transported by a warm south wind from the large tracts
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of forest, stretching up to the .Main Caucasus Ridge, to the
plateau Shidzhatmaz.

Pollution control of the urban atmosphere
The measurements in the urban atmosphere were conducted
over 15 to 40-m paths depending on CO concentration levels.
As it was expected, the level and temporal course of CO
concentration was determined by the position of the path,
relative to pollution sources /basically to motor transport/,
by the power of these sources, and by wind parameters /direction, speed, and- variability/. Of interest is the continuous CO
concentration diurnal variability in the urban atmosphere,
obtained for the first time with high time resolution /Fig. 4/.
The dotts in Fig 4 show the data, averaged over 5-min intervals.
At a steady slight wind from the direction of a motor highway)
the data correlated well with the intensity of the motor
traffic. The data varied from 0.22 ppm at night to about 2ppm
at rush-hours. The results of 20-min averaging advisable for
Pollution Control Service are given in the form of a histogram.
Besides Leningrad, measurements of CO atmospheric pollution were carried out in Zheleznovodsk, Pyatigorsk, Essentuki,
and Kislovodsk in September, 1983. Express observations in
each of these towns covered both the industrial and recreational forest zones. CO amount was measured in the ground
layer three times a day at 3-4 selected points in each of the
zones. Mean daily CO concentrations characterizing an air
pollution level in each zone were obtained by data averaging
over the whole observation period at the selected points. The
table given below comprises the normalized mean daily CO

- 51 concentrations obtained in September, 1983 for each of the
above mentioned towns both for the industrial zones and health
resorts, respectively. The data were normalized to the maximum
value of the mean diurnal CO concentration in Essentuki. A
comparatively high average level of pollution in Essentuki
is basically accounted for by the frequent occurrence of
inversions in the ground layer at the observation period. The
table contains also the data on the number of automobiles in
the motor pools of the health resorts.
It must be pointed out that motor transport is the main
source of air pollution in the towns of the Caucasus Mineral
Waters region. The total number of automobiles in this region
increased 4.5-fold compared with 1960. Without sufficient
growth of the effective area of roads, this rapid increase
intensified the motor traffic significantly, thus entailing
the rise of CO concentration in the industrial zones.
Normalized mean diurnal CO concentrations ISeptember, 19831

Location

Zheleznovodsk
Pyatigorsk

Number
of automobiles

Mean CO concentrations
lin relative unitsl
Industrial
Recreational
zone
forest zone

3.0

0.28

0.07

13.5

0 .. 54

0.09

Essentuki

5.5

1.. 0

0 .. 25

Kislovodsk

8.0

0.82

0.15

CO accumulation in the atmosphere near motor highways
naturally entails the deterioration of air in forest resort
zones.
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Fig. 5 shows CO diurnal variability in the recreational
forest zone of Pyatigorsk.The sharp increase of CO amount
after 16.00 is accounted for by the change of wind direction
at that period and transport of air masses from the nearest
motor highways to the measurement path. The analysis of CO
measurement data shows a significant role of relief. In
particular, the highest mean CO concentrations are observed
at the lowest level of the Kislovodsk hollow.In conclussion it should be noted that during the field
observations the laser gas-analyzer proved to be an effective
and convenient measuring tool. Similar instruments promise to
become in future reliable means of atmospheric pollution
control and background monitoring.
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Fig. 1. Functional diagram of a long-path gas-analyzer.
/1/ diode laser; /2/ collimator; /3/ mirrors;

/4/ corner retroreflector; /5/ telescope; /6/ cell with
CO; /7/ photodetector; /8/ preamplifier; /9/ strobointegrator; /10/ logarithmation device; /11/ adder;
/12/ difference scheme; /13/ self-recorder;
/14/ oscillograph; /15/ pumping block.

------- -

-

-

Fig. 2. Oscillogram of a sounding laser return.
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HELIOGRAPHE A FIBRE OPTIQUE
par Mr Pierre GREGOIRE

DIRECTION DE LA METEOROLOGIE NATIONALE - FRANCE

Le reseau francais de mesure de la duree d'insolation est constitue d'une centaine
de stations qui effectuent des mesures quotidiennes ou horaires respectivement
avec des heliographes Campbell-Stokes type HRP ou des heliographes statiques.
Afin d'automatiser et d'ameliorer la precision de ces mesures, le Service des
Equipements et des Techniques Instrumentales de la Meteorologie Fran~aise (SETIM)
s'est interesse, ces dernieres annees, a un prototype d'heliographe realise par
le Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA). L'action du SETIM a ete orientee vers
l'etude du prototype -etude realisee sur un an au Centre Radiometrique Regional
de Trappes-Carpentras- et l'amelioration des appareils de preserie realises par
une Societe fran~aise selon un cahier des charges redige conjointement par le
CEA et le SETIM. Ce sont les descriptions de ce capteur denomme heliographe a fibre optique et de son interface qui font l'objet de ce document.

1 - DESCRIPTION DU CAPTEUR
Le corps du capteur est constitue d'un cylindre en qlliage leger anodise qui possede dans sa partie mediane une fenetre de verre circulaire. Par un systeme constitue d'une platine de fixation, d'une equerre et d'un bras, l'axe du cylindre
peut-etre diversement incline et oriente : en exploitation, il doit etre parallele
a l'axe des poles. Au niveau de l'infrastructure une interchangeabilite complete
existe avec les heliographes Cambpell-Stokes de notre reseau et ce nouveau capteur
peut-etre utilise sous toutes les latitudes. Le corps de l'appareil est surmonte
d'un flacon de deshydratant qui maintient a l'interieur du capteur, du fait de sa
bonne etancheite, un taux d'humidite compatible avec le bon fonctionnement des
differents elements. Le moteur d'entrainement de la fibre optique et son electronique de commandes, le detecteur proprement dit et son systeme de mise a l'echelle
le connecteur, sont fixes sur la platine qui constitue la base inferieure du cylindre. Cette platine est rendue solidaire du cylindre par un montage baionnette
qui favorise l'accessibilite aux differents composants mentionnes precedemment.
La fibre optique, courbee a angle droit, est entratnee en rotation continue par
un moteur pas a pas; une de.ses extremites est montee de fa~on concentrique avec
l'axe de rotation du moteur,lui-meme confondu avec l'axe du cylindre ; l'autre
extremite dans son mouvement de rotation defile devant la fenetre de verre du
capteur. Cette extremite est munie d'un diaphragme pour minimiser l'influence du
rayonnement solaire diffus : sa largeur est egale a 0,2 mm et sa hauteur permet

- 58 de prendre en compte 1es variations de hauteur du solei1 tout au long de l'annee.
Un cache supprime 1es ref1exions parasites sur la fenetre de verre du capteur.
Lorsque, lors de sa rotation, la partie 1ibre de la fibre optique munie du diaphragme est orientee vers le disque solaire, e11e conduit le rayonnement solaire
intercepte sur le detecteur fixe a1igne avec l' autr~ extremite de la fibre •.
Le detecteur proprement dit est un photodetecteur au si1icium miniature' compense en temperature. Sa se1ectivite spectra1e, sa faib1e constante de temps permettent
de repondre a la variation du flux lorsque le rayonnement solaire direct est intercepte. Cette photodiode est shuntee par un potentiometre accessible de l'exterieur du capteur, protege par une vis avec joint d'etancheite : i1 permet une mise a l'eche11e du signal de sortie du detecteur. Actue11ement, com~te tenu de la
va1eur de la tension d'a1imentation, une sensibi1ite de 0,1 mV/Wm-~ est uti1isee :
l'eta1onnage peut faci1ement etre realise a l'aide d'un pyrhe1iometre eta10n en
arretant la rotation de la fibre optique et en la dirigeant vers le disque solaire.
La fibre optique est entrainee en rotation par un moteur pas a pas pi10te par
quartz, sa periode de rotation est ega1e a 36 secondes. L'a1imentation e1ectrique
du moteur se fait sous basse tension (environ 1,5 V), la consommation est inferieure a 2 mA.
Le capteur en fonctionnement de1ivre donc tous 1es centiemes d'heure une impulsion
dont l'amp1itude est prdportionne11e a l'ec1airement energetique solaire direct.
Le traitement de ce signal fugitif est grandement faci1ite par un boitier interface qui permet a10rs d'uti1iser comme systeme d'enregistrement tout ensemble susceptible de comptabi1iser pendant un temps donne·des fermetures de contact ou des
impulsions e1ectriques ca1ibrees.
Notons egalement, qu'un ensemble de rechauffage du capteur est prevu pour eviter
1es depots de givre ou de rosee ; actue11ement, i1 est realise par une resistance
chauffante 1ineaire p1acee para11element a l'axe du capteur et commandee par un
thermostat (la. puissance dissipee est fonction du lieu d'utilisation du capteur) •.
Le fonctionnement du capteur est assure dans la gamme de temperature de -30° a
+50°C.

- L'INTERFACE
Uti1is€e entre le capteur et l' enregistreur, e11e doit assurer 1e·s fonctions suivantes :
isolation ga1vanique par transformateur vis a vis de l'a1imentation e1ectrique.
Actue11ement, pour des raisons d'infrastructure et d'interchangeabi1ite avec le
materie1 existant, l'a1imentation e1ectrique de l'interface se fait a partir
d'une tension alternative 24 volts non regu1ee qui assure ega1ement l'a1imentation e1ectrique de la resistance chauffante(d'autres types d'a1imentation e1ectrique peuvent etre envtsages).
- regu1ateur de l'a1imentation e1ectrique du moteur pas

a

pas.

comparaison du signal issu du capteur a une reference qui correspond au seui1
d'inso1ation te1 qu'i1 est defini par la Commission des Instruments et des Methodes d'Observations(ec1airement energetique solaire direct superieur a
120 Wm- 2 ±20 %). Si ce signal est superieur a la reference, on considere qu'i1
y a insolation durant 1es 36 secondes precedentes et l'interface de1ivre a10rs
une impulsion.
isolation par re1ais ou coup1eur optoe1ectronique vis

a vis de la 1igne.

- protection du capteur contre 1es courts circuits et surtensions eventue11es.
Cette interface se presente sous forme d'un boitier surmou1e permettant une mei11eure tenue dans le temps vis a vis des contraintes c1imatiques.

- 59 3 - RESULTATS DES ESSAIS
Une comparaison portant sur un an de mesures a ete realisee au Centre Radiometrique
Regional de Trappes-Carpentras sur les appareils prototypes. Les durees d'insolation quotidienne ont ete mesurees :
a l'aide d'un heliographe a fibre optique prototype prealablement etalonne par
rapport a un pyrheliometre.
- a l'aide d'un pyrheliometre Eppley muni d'un systeme permettant de mesurer le
temps pendant lequel l'eclairement energetique solaire direct est superieur a
120 Wm-2 (resolution egale a 3,6 secondes).
Suite aces essais, on peut en~_deduire que daus !W __ % des cas, l' erreur sur les mesures d'insolationsquotidiennes est inferieure a ±4 % ou 20 centiemes d'heure.
-Les donnees au niveau horaire sont actuellement en cours de depouillement.
Les essais en laboratoire et in situ se poursuivent sur les appareils de preserie
et confirment la qualite des mesures.

4 - BIBLIOGRAPHE
- Guide des Instruments et des Methodes d'Observations
5eme Edition
WMO nO 8
- Heliographe automatique statique et duree d'insolation
par J.L. PLAZY
Etude Statistique des durees d'insolation mesurees
avec un heliographe Campbell-Stokes type HRP
avec un pyrheliographe Eppley NIP muni d'un seuil de 120 Wm- 2
avec un pyrheliographe Eppley NIP muni d'un seuil de 200 Wm- 2
par MM GREGOIRE P., CERON J.P. et COUDERT R.
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tfJEVO DISPOSITIVO
-- - - -. - -PLUVI~~TRICO
par N. HAQUIN GERADE

SERVICIO METEOROLOGICO NACIONAL
REPUBLICA ARGENTINA

- 62 El disefio del dispositivo pluviometrico esta. constituidc par
cuatro componentes; los cuales una vez a.rmados, tiene la configuracion de conjunto que se esquematizB en la figura 6.
El componente superior del esquema de la figura 1 tiene una fa!
ma cilindrica hueca suficientemente profunda, cuya superficie c1rculaX' supe.rior y abierta, tiene un borde agudo afilado y en bisel,
cuyo dia-metro de dimension precisa est~ relacionado con las escalas de medida de la lluviarecogida por 10s componentes pe.rtinentes. La parte cilindrica continua con un cono t'ectotruncado invertido cuys base de diametro menor e inferior desemboca, mediante
un pequeffo tubo cilindrico, en el componente que se detaIls en la
figura 2. El material constitutivo del componente de la figura 1
es de plastico inyectado de bajo.coeficiente·de dilatacion/suficientemente resistente, duro, color blanco inalterable, pulido y
exteriormente brillante •.
El componente medio que se muestra en la figura 2, esta constitUldo por un cuerpo oilindrico de diametro menor,.abierto en su e!
tremo superior y cerrado en el inferior. Es de matet'ial plastico,
transparente, duro, no rayable, de bajo coefioiente de dilataoion,
que tiene dispuesto en sentido longitudinal y opuestas entre si,
dos escalas identicas de medids. de la cantidad de lluvia reoogida
y cuyas graduaciones estan directamente relaoionadas con el diametro de captura del componente superior y ssta coloreadas distintivarnente. Las graduacicnes correspondientes al primer milimetro de
lluvia recogida son mas precisas que las restantes meroed a la fa!
ma conica del fondo inferior cerrado. En las proximidades del extremo superior de este componente medio, vienen dispuestas aberturas de rebals~ de la lluvia recogida en su interior Quando esta
llega exaotamente hasta una cantidad fija (par ejemplo, en el caso
de la figura 2, al 11egaI' a los 40 mm de lluvia recogida).
El tercer componente que se esquematiza en la figura 3, esta.
constituido por una porcion oi1indrica superior y otra tronco conb
ca recta inferior y cer.rad.a/huecas. Es constru:Ldo con material
plastioo, transpaI'snte, duro no rayable, de bajo cOeficiente de di
latacion, abierto en su parte superio.r. Este componente recoge el
agua de lluvia que eventualmente rebasase del segundo oomponente a
traves de las aberturas correspondientes. Esta cantidad de lluvia
I'ebasada se mide mediante dos escalas identicas de medida y opuestas entre si dispuestas en sentido longitUdinal, ouyas graduaciones coloreadas distintivamente, estan tambien en I'elacion directa
con el diametro decaptura del componente superior y en magnitudes
escalares complementarias de los valores de las escalas del segundo componente (pCI' ejemplo, en el caso de la figura 3L comienza
desde el valor correspondiente a 108 40 mm de lluvia reoogida en
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adelante y hasta los 200 mm de lluvia).
El cuarto componente, envolvente de los anterioras y que se e~
quematiza en las figuras 4 y 5 esta construido par un material
aislante termico, plastico coma el poliestirene expandido 0 de c~
racterlsticas f{sicas similares y esta cubierto exteriormente por
una capa suficientemente resistente de material epoxi de unos 2 a
3 mm de espesor, de color blanco y terminacion externa brillante
o especular. Bste cuarto componente actua primordialmente coma
medio protector de los efectos de la radiacion ca16rica circunda~
te. Viene provisto de cuatro ventanas dispuestas longitudinalme~
te y que permitiran la vision de las escalas de medicion graduadas del segu·ndo y tercer componente dispuestas enfrentadamente.
En la base inferior del componente se han dispuesto pequenos agujeros pesantes que permitirian drenar eventualmente el agua de
condensaci6n que pudiere producirse en su interior y tambien una
perforacion trancos conica, inferior y centrada, capaz de permitir la insercion de un medio de iluminacion que pudiera facilitar
las lecturas de las escalas pluviometricas dispuestos en el segua
do y tercer componentes cuando la visibilidad de entorno fuese es
casa
realizadas durante las horas nocturnas.

°

El objeto y finalidad primordiales que se ha querido lograr m~
diante este disetio es el de construir un pluviemetro que no sea
necesario proceder a su desarmado pa~cial para medir la lluvia ~~
cogid~fuera esta tenue 0 fuerte en su intensidad, come tambien
relativamente corto 0 no muy extenso el intervalo de tiempo de m~
dicion considerado y que para que dicha medicien se pudiera real!
zar con bastante precision; inclusive dentro del primer milimetro
de precipitacion, resultaba imprescindible prever 108 medios nec~
sarios que eVitaran tener que desarmar parcialmente el instrumento para volcar y medir la lluvia que fueae recogida mediante una
probeta externa graduada en unidades de precipitacion, tal como
sucede en muchos de los modelos de pluviometros de diseno convencional y muy utilizado en America Latina y en otros paises, y que
por tal circunstancia se pueden producir perdidas en el transvas~
miento y volcado de la lluvia recogida. El medio exterior 0 cuar
to componente, que es suficientemente rigido, aislante termico y
brillante en eu superficie lateral externa, minimiza los probables errores deficitarios atribuibles a la evaporacion de parte
de la lluvia recogida y muy especialmente cuando se trata de lluvias muy tenues de muy paces milimetros de precipitacion, ocurridas en climas torridos, circunstancias astas que hacen que dichos
errores deban ser tenidos muy en cuenta.

:. . 64-

Los pluviometros de use convencional pOi' 10 general se fabrican con laminas metalicas (cobre, zinc, bronce, hierro galvanize.do, etc.) soldados 0 remachados, que por 10 general son bu,enos
conJ.uctores de calor. Por erecto de la radiacion solar ycircun,...
d.ante del entorno en donde se instala normalmente el pluviometro,
elpluviometro metalico es calentado y en consecuencia se favorece, en algun grado, el efecto de evaporacion de parte de la lluVia recogida en su interior, agrava,do POl' el hecho de que general
mente no disPonen de pro.tectores de aislacion termica suficientemente eficientes que permitan preservar mayormente aquellosefectoa de la radiacion calorica del entorno, sal vando asl,. en au mayor parte, la impre,aision de las mediciones especl.ficas que se
suelen cometer a1 utilizar pluviometros d.e uso convencional sin
la proteccion necesaria.
Se excluye la necesidad de explicar el funcionamiento del dispositivo pluviometrico por ser de facil comprension y por demas
suficientemente aclarado por la$ figuras esquematizadas arriba.
menc io nadas.
Actualmente se estan realiza.ndo las t.ratativas pal'a la. construcci6n de las matrices pel'tinentes que permitiran fahrica..r en
seX'ie los componentes de dicho dispositiva, pluviometric,o; con 10
Dual, merced a1 disefio'sxpuesto, podra ohtenerse en la plaza. 'comerci-al probablemente a un costo bastante inferior a1 de 1015 pluviometros metalicos de· uso convenoional, ademas de la.sventajas
taeniae-s y operativas- senaJ.adas.
.

-
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A Capacitive Electrical Transducer for
the measurement of atmospheric pressure
by
A. Narayanan Kutty
Instruments Division
Meteorological Office, Pune,
India
ABSTRACT
A differential capacitor type electrical transducer
for use as atmospheric pressure sensor in automatic weather
stations has been developed in the Instruments Division,
Meteorological Office, Pune, India.

The principle employed

and the salient features of the transducer are described in
the paper.
An evacuated and sealed aneroid bellow was used as
the primary element to actuate one of the plates of a
specially designed dual parallel plate capacitor. The
movement of the common plate of the dual capacitor due to
linear expansion/contraction of the bellow with changes in
atmospheric pressure, causes one of the capacitors to
decrease in value while the other increases correspondingly.
This variation in capacitance value is differentially
converted into a liriear DC voltage output using a suitable
electronic circuit consisting of a low frequency
oscillator, differential charging network, differential
amplifiers and a final gain amplifier.
opera~ional

The circuit employs

amplifiers, precision resistors and capacitors

and operates from a power supply of

±

12 volt/30mA.

The transducer has been successfully used to record
even feeble pressure variations as evidenced from atmospheric
pressure records obtained during total solar eclipse in
February 1 980.
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1 .0
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric pressure is one of the mD&t important

parameters to be measured and reported by meteorological
stations.

As part of a programme of development of Automatic

Weather Stations (AWS) in the country, efforts were made to
design and develmp indigenously a suitable pressure transducer
which could be incorporated in the AWS to telemeter
atmospheric pressure data.
described in this paper,

The electrical transducer

de~eloped

in the In&truments Division,

of the Meteorological Office, Pune, has been successfully used
in the laboratory, for the purpose.
It can also be used for.
the continuous recording of the diurnal variations in
atmospheric pressure, on a strip-chart recorder at surface
observatories.

Fig. I shows the pressure transducer with

its cover removed.
2.0
2.1

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

An evacuated, sealed and temperature compensated

aneroid bellow is used as sensor in the design of the
transducer (Fig.1).

The linear expansion/contraction of the

aneroid bellow caused by variations in the atmospheric pressure
produces corresponding variations in the values of a pair of
parallel plate capacitors C,and C with the common plate C
2
attached to the aneroid bellow.
Thus when the value of C C
1
increases that of C C decreases correspondingly. These
2
capacitance variations are converted to curresponding
variation in

the linear DC voltage output using a suitable

electronic circuit.

The distances between the capacitor

plates are sufficiently large to enable the transducer to
give linear output with pressure variations.
assembly weighs less than 500 gms.

The transducer

The unit is properly

shielded using metallic base and a cylindrical cover to avoid
any electrical pickup likely to vitiate the output of the
transducer.

••

3
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3.0
3.1

DESCRIPTION Of THE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT

The electronic circuit designed for the conversion ef

capacitance variation to electrical DC voltage is given in
fig.

(2).

The c i rc u i t con s is t s

0

f a v 0 I tag ere g u I a tor (72 3 ) ,

a stable oscillator (NE 555) •. voltage followers V1

and V2

(74 1 x 2). Differential amplifiers D , D , D (741 x 3) and
4
5
3
a final gain adjust amplifier G (IC 741). with associated
components.

The output of the oscillator 0 i& connected to

the variable capacitors C and C2 through diodes D and D 1
1
2
The effective Waveform on Cl and C are passed through voltage
2
followers V1 and V to a low pass filtering and integrating
2
network consisting of resistors R , R • potentiometer R and
1
2
3
capacitors C and C • The differential DC output across R
4
3
3
ia a function of the relative values of the sensor capacitors
C ~nd C - This DC output is differentially taken through
2
1
Op - amps D and D4 - The outputs of D and D are fed to the
3
4
3
difference amplifier D which gives an output varying twice
5
as much as that across R - The Op - amps D , D4 , D are
3
S
3
connected in differential mode with unity gain. The output
thus obtained from D is connected to final amplifier G whose
3
gain can be adjusted to give the required output which can be
calibratsd against the range of measurement of atmospheric
pressure _
3.2

The circuit operates from a power supply of +12V DC

and·uses precision resistors (_1%) tolerance with temp_
coefficient of 25 ppm). tantalum capacitors of low leakage
and polycarbonate capacitors of very low temp_ coefficient.

••

4
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4.0

4.1

ADVANTAGES

PI

THE TRANSDUCER

The movement of the aneroid bellow is capacitively

coupled to the, circuit and therefore gives no backlash errors
as in the case of mechanically coupled transducers giving
resistance variation.
4.2

This type of transducer is flexible as regards the

range of operation since same transducer can be used for
pressures ranging from sea level to high altitude stations by
suitably adjusting the position of the aneroid bellow.
5.0

5.1

TEST RESULTS

the prototype transducer was tested in the laboratory

during the preceding years and several records of the diurnal
variations in atmos pheric pressure, were obt ained on trial
basis.
A sample record thus obtained on a strip chart
recorder is reproduced in Fig.3.

The transducer was success-

fully used to record and estimate the atmospheric pressure
variations during the
5.2

total solar eclipse in February 1980.

The long term reliability and stability of the

transducer with environmental temp. variati ons etc. are und er
study. ' Furth er refinements in the mechanical assembly and
improvements in,electronic circuitry to make the transducer
more compact and reliable in performance are being incorporated.
6.0

6.1
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PRECISION DIGITAL BAROMETER USING CYLINDRICAL RESONATOR

Tomoyuki Tanabe, Nobuo Numasaki
Nakaasa Instruments Co., Ltd.
INTRODUCTION

Aneroid and mercury barometers are widely used to measure atmospheric
pressure.
However, the former has rather poor stability and the latter
requires care in handling and maintenance. The new barometer described
here has very high accuracy and excellent stability without those
disadvantages; it has O. 01 hPa resolution, practically no hysteresis, and the
drift due to ageing is less than O. 1 hPa per year. The new barometer uses a
pressure-sensitive cylindrical resonator whose resonant frequency varies with
atmospheric pressure.
The resonator oscillates in two different vibration
modes simultaneously -- the ratio of the resonant frequencies of the two
modes is virtually unaffected by temperature and ageing -- and a microprocessor controls the operation of the barometer.
Several variations of
new barometer were designed and the one, F-451, has been approved by the
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).
It is widely used: e. g. at local
observatories -- as a component of the JMA-80 Surface Meteorological
Observation Equipment -- at airports, as a part of weather observation
system, and at sensor stations of earthquake monitoring networks.
SENSOR
Cover

Mechanical construction of the resonator.
The resonator construction is shown in
Fig. 1. The main body of the resonator is a
thin wall cylinder made from a metal alloy
with very low coefficient of expansion and
constant elasticity. One end of the cylinder is
closed; the other end is open to the air. The
outside of the main cylinder is covered by a
thick fl,nd rigid cylindrical case, and there is
a vacuum in the space between the cylindrical
resonator and its cylindrical case.
The
cylindrical resonator is thus sensitive to
atmospheric pressure. A thick flange joins the
cylindrical resonator and cylindrical case.
Four deep holes are drilled radially from the
outer surface of the flange, at 90 degree to
each other,
and close to the base of
the resonator. A piezo-electric device (PZT)
is fixed at the bottom of each hole -- the PZTs

.

Vacuum

Resonator

Fig.1

Atmospheric
Sensor

pressure

.- 74 are used in pairs, one as a driver element to maintain the resonator
oscillation, and the diametrically opposite one as a detector.
As a result of
this construction, coupling between the resonator and the PZT is loose, so
the Q-factor of the resonator is high, so oscillation in both modes is smooth
and stable.
Axial

Electrical driving circuit.

modes

There are many possible m o d e s , \
I"
of resonance for a cylindrical resof1
Circumferential
\
modes
nator (Fig. 2).
The i-th order ~ '
I
mode in the circumferential direction J= 2
"
J= 4
and the j-th order in the axial
~
I
direction are here named mode (i, j) ,
and the frequency of the mode is expressed as fiJ.
For this barometer,
mode (2,1)
and mode (4,1) were
selected, and the circuit of Fig. 3 is
used to keep the resonator oscillating
Fig.2 Vibration mode
stably in both modes simultaneously
(dual-mode oscillation). 'The points
a, b, C and d in the figure represent the electric terminals of the four PZTs.
Since the PZTs are located at 90 degree to each other. induced voltages at a
and b are in the same phase for the mode (4, 1) of oscillation, and in reverse
phase for the mode (2, 1) . When dual-mode signals from a and b are added
at point t, the f21 component is cancelled and only the f41 component
remains. And when the signals Jrom a. and b are subtracted at point e, the
f41 component is cancelled and the f21 component remains.
The signals at e
and ,t, representing the mode (2, 1) and mode (4, 1) respectively, are separately amplified and
conditioned and the
output of the two
amplifiers are applied
f 2.1
as positive feedback ,
\
A
M
P
to the driver ele\
,I
ments at c and d.
The
outputs
are
added at point g to mode(2.1)
A M P 1--'-4~1-----...-----t-oj
be ap,plied to c and
f4,1
subtracted at point h
to be applied to d.
Thus the resonator
vibrates
in
the
mode (2, 1)
and
mode (4. 1)
simul- mode(4.1)
taneously with no inSchematic diagram for dual-mode self-osCillation
Fig.3
teraction between the
two modes.

\

\

I
I

I

'Cf--:,=,2

,

I

Stability consideration and multi-mode vibration.
As a r.esult of many experimental studies on a single mode cylindrical
resonator, it become clear that most of frequency instability is caused by
zero-drift -- the effect of changes in pressure-frequency conversion factor is
relatively small.
This is important for a barometer • because the measuring
span is much smaller than the measured value; the pressure span is only
about 10 % of the absolute pressure. wich is around 1000 hPa at sea level.

- 75 Generally the resonance frequency of a cylindrical resonator is affected
not only by pressure (more precisely, by density of the gas inside the
cylinder) but also by changes in the elastic modulus of the resonator material
due to temperature changes and/or ageing effects.
The resonance frequency LJ of a cylindrical resonator (Fig. 2) in the
mode (i, j) with no pressure applied can be expressed, as a first order
approximation, in the form of the following equation.
f iJ

F (i, j) ·G (p') ·H (T)

=

.J

(t)

Where:
F (i, j)
G (p')
H (T)
J (t)

represents
mode (i, j)
represents
represents
represents

the natural frequency of the resonator in
as a function of dimensions and a material used;
the effect of resonator surface contamination;
the effect of temperature on the elastic modulus;
the effect of ageing on the elastic modulus.

If we take the ratio r of the frequency f iJ of mode (i, j) and the frequency
f mll of mode (m, n, ), the effects of temperature, ageing and contamination
are eliminated, as shown in the next equation.
= fiJ/f mll

r

=

F (i, j) /F (m, n)

This was proved by experiments (see Figs. 4 and 5).
Effects of temperature (Fig. 4) and surface contamination (Fig. 5) are greatly reduced
when we take the ratio.
We can measure pressure if the pressure sensitivity
of the two modes is different.
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Temperature characteristics
of cylinder resonators

If pressure is applied to the inside of the
cylinder, the tension in the wall is increased, and the resonance frequency is
also increased.
The relationship between
resonant frequency and pressure is complex;
but can be derived theoretically, and agrees
very well with experimental results (Fig. 6).
The theory is not shown here for space
reasons.
As we can see from the figure,
the pressure sensitivity of the mode (4, 1) is
fairly high but that of the mode (2, 1) is
quite small.

Fig. 5

Variation of the frequency with
surface contamination
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- 76 A disadvantage of taking the frequency ratio of the two modes is that the
relation between pressure and frequency ratio is highly nonlinear.
However,
this is solved by using a microprocessor to correct the nonlinearity using a
3rd order polynomial approximation.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE BAROMETER
A block diagram of the barometer is shown in Fig. 7. The sensor block
consists of resonator and amplifier (AMP), as described above, and
g(~nerates two signals of frequency £21 and f 41 •

r
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Fig.7

Simplified

The data procesSOr contains a
microprocessor to processes the
signals from
the sensor.
It
measures the frequencies, computes the ratio, converts from
frequency ratio to pressure and
corrects
for
frequency-ratio/
pressure nonlinearity and temperature coefficient, stores the result
in
memory
and
displays
it
digita],ly on the paneL
A display
resolution
of
O. 001
hPa is
possible, but a resolution of O. 1
hPa is used on the F-451 -- the
0.001 or 0.01 hPa digit would be
difficult to read due to atmospheric pressure fluctuation
in
normal environment. A picture of
the F-451 is shown in Fig.. 8.

PROCESSOR

block diagram of barometer

Fig. 8

Precision Barometer
Model
F-451

In the F-4 51, the data procesSor uses measured. atmospheric temperature
data, station elevation, and acceleration due to gravity to calculate the
corresponding preSsure at sea-level; these constants can be preset manually
or received from other instruments.
The calculated sea-level pressure and
the measured station pressure are displaYed on the panel simultaneously in
separate windows.
The pressure change over a 3-hour period is also
calculated, and can be displayed together with pressure values taken 10
minutes previously.
The instrument is provided with an IEEE-488 bus
interface and can send measured and/or calculated data to other instruments
or receive necessary data (e. g. temperature) from other instruments via the
bus.
The barometer also has an A/D converted analogue station pressure
output of 0.01 hPa resolution -- a 0 to 1 volt signal is available
corresponding to any 100 hPa span (manually preset in 10 hPa increments
within the measuring range, 800 to 1050 hPa).
The span can be displayed
digitally on the panel.
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Deviations of indicated values from standard values are within O. 1 hPa
through the whole measuring range from 800 to 1050 hPa.
Differences
between the pressure data from a F-451 and a standard mercury barometer
in JMA were observed every day, and the mean values of each month are
plotted over one and a half years, as shown in Fig. 9.
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The data observed at seven airports (A to G) are also shown in Fig. 10.
Differences between the data from F-451s and mercury barometers in each
airport are observed from April to September, and mean value and variance
in each ten-day period are plotted for each airport.
These results
demonstrate the excellent performance of the new barometer.
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- 78 Major items of the F-451 specifications are summarized below.
Measuring range
Display resolution
Nonlinearity error
Effect of temperature
Effect of ageing
Digital output
Analog output
Power req uired
Dimensions

800 to 1050 hPa
O. 1 hPa
within ± O. 2 hPa
within ± O. 1 hPa for 23 ± 10 ·C
within ± O. 1 hPa
IEEE-488 interface
o to 1. 0 volt DC, (see text for details)
AC 100 V, 50/60 Hz, 40 VA
w: 480,
h: 149,
d: 400 mm
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TUNGSTEN WIRE TEMPERATURE SENSOR FOR RADIOSONDE
By T. Shibata and
Y. Tsukagoshi
Meisei Electric Co., Ltd.
R & D Department
Moriya Factory
It is we'll known that Tungsten wire has exellent characteristics as temperature sensor, but it has much difficulties to
finish it for temperature sensor.
We have designed a special temperature sensor with fine
Tungsten wire, and we carried out comparison test with thermistor
temperature sensor. In this comparison test, we checked the following points:-

I} Influence of Solar radiation and long wave radiation
2) Time lag of the sensors
3} Influence of waterdroplet and freezing
Now, we show you some data of comparison test.
Our Tungsten temperature sensor is shown in Fig. 1. and Fig.2.
<---------

I

30/)O\!\'\. ---------->1

TUNGSTEN WIRE

1

FRAME

0.1

GLASS BLOCK

CONNECTOR

Fig. 2
Total length of Tungsten wire
is about 24 cm, and diameter
is 10 micron.

FIG 1

Th~

resistance of Tungsten wire is 500 ohms+lO ohm at O°C, and
temperature sensitivity is 0.4%/oC (2 ohm/oC).
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- 80 Time lag is less than 0.2 second at wind velocity of 5 m/second.
Thermistor we used for the comparison test is shown

T_H_E- I~h·~=E: ,: R-2</J- ~'-/~-'A-D- H-I- REJ.~

c:::::::Jr-

....

l.

below.

CONNECTOR

P..".

~~

All thermistor is coated with white paint, except.pin-connectors.
Resistance of this thermistor is 9.2 Kohm +15% and B-constant is
2,450 ~lOOK. Time lag is about 4 second at-wind velocity of 5 m/so
Tungsten temperature sensor and thermistor are mounted on a
radiosonde as shown in Fig.3 for comparison test .

.FIG

3

Influence of Solar radiation and long wave

ra~iation

JMA Temperature sonde Model RS-II-TR67 and the radioSonde
which has a Tungsten wire and thermistor were carried by a;balloon.
Model RS-II-TR67 Temperature sonde has Ni-Fe.alloy wire (29 micron
in dia. and 1.2 m long).
Fig. 4 shows temperature data of the
above radiosonde~ This data was obtained at night of Oct. _26; 1981.
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1

Fig. 5 shows temperature data of
Tungsten wire and thermistor.
Temperature data of Tungsten wire
is "0", and dot line is thermistor
temperature data. This seems that
thermistor has much influence of
solar radiation .
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Time lag of Tungsten wire
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Fig.6 shows temperature data of
Tungsten wire and thermistor which
are mounted on a same radiosonde.
It is clearly shown that changes of
temperature data of Tungsten wire is
much faster than thermistor.
This shows time lag of Tungsten wire
extreamly smaller than thermistor.

r
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STANDARD:
TUNGSTEN WIRE

Another test was carried out. Three radiosondes which has
Tungsten wire temperature sensor were launched at the same time at
three different places. As shown in the data, big increase of
temperature were found at almost same height at all three points.
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- 82 Water droplet and freeze
Fig. 11 shows a temperature data of radiosonde launching
which has Tungsten wire temperature sensor and thermistor in the
rain.
At A-B, temperature data of thermistor did not change
much. This means water droplets are freezing on the thermistor.
At A-B-C, Tungsten wire shows decreasing of temperature.
This means that thermistor did not measure actual temperature by
the influence of water droplets.
In this period, it seems that there is no water droplets and no
freezing on Tungsten wire.
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65~---0
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STER

····THERM
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FIG

11

Through the test, Tungsten wi~e showed its exellent performance as
temperature sensor, but Tungsten wire is very easily broken by
small damages:. The design of temperature sensor holder of radiosonde should be another matter for future study.
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RADIOSONDE SENSOR PERFORMANCE IN RAIN AND 'CLOUDS
Veijo Antikainen and Veikko Hyv5nen
Vaisala Oy
ABSTRACT:
Obtaining reliable temperature and humidity profiles through the clouds is
a major challen.ge for the radiosonde sensor design. Conditions of supersaturation with normal or supercooled droplets or ice crystals are encountered in
various combinations.
Strategies to obtain correct measurements for both temperature and humidity
are discussed, with experimental data on current extensively used radiosonde
designs. Test results document significant advances in this important area.
1.

Introduction

The function of a radiosounding is to obtain accurate and reliable upper-air
observations for weather service and scientific purposes. Accuracy can only be
achieved by disturbing the ambient air as little as possible in the measurement,
i.e. by exposing the sensors as directly to the environment as possible. Also
possible corrections, if applied, should be as simple and physically well known
as possible.
Solutions that have been found to be the most accurate in the large majority
of circumstances may not, however, prove to be the most reliable in all possible
cClses.
This is known to be true for a number of temperature sensors: very
small size is desirable for fast response time and minimal disturbance of the air
to be measured, yet II wet bulb ll -effects seem to be encountered more easily
than with coarse sensors.
This phenomenon seems obvious and favorable to
sensors of larger dimensions but there is also the other side: a sensor may give
erraneous results in severe conditions and yet be considered to function properly whereas the other sensor clearly indicates anomalious behaviour - indeed all
current temperature sensors of any size used in radiosondes are suspected to
suffer from wet bulb effects.
The same principles of measurement hold for humidity as well, and again
accuracy and reliability seem to set different prjorlties for the solution, e. g.
sensor size and method of exposure.
This paper deals with the significance of accuracy degrading phenomena in
rain and clouds and methods of avoiding them.
To be presented at the WMO Technical Conference on Instruments and Methods
of Observation (TECIMO-III), 8-12 July 1985; Ottawa, Canada.
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2.

The problems and their causes

The main problem is actually water and its transitions from one phase to another.
A short list of problems with temperature measurement could read as
follows:
Phenomenon

Resulting· problem

Rain

Sensor reading' t60 high or too low after
impact of water droplets depending on
temperature of the rain

Condensation

Sensor reading too high due to released
latent heat of water

. Evaporation and sublimation
Icing

Sensor reading too low due to loss of
·'atent heat
Sensor reading too high due to released
latent heat, decreasing sensitivity because of increasing mass and isolation

A similar list is given for measurement of relative humidity:

Phenomenon
Rain

Resulting problem
Recovery from direct wetting, need for
protection includes problems of disturb. ing the air especially thermally

Condensation

Recovery without accuracy degradation
(the sensor itself), temperature induced errors in the sample volume
(duct, if used).

High humidity response

Recovery after thick air layers of high
humidity

Evaporation and sublimation

Temperature induced errors
sample volume (duct, if used)

Icing

Measurement of relative humidity with
respect to water shifts to measuring
saturated relative humidity with respect
to ice when the active area is covered
with ice; the case can be simulated
from temperature profile

in

the

These phenomena do not usually occur by themselves, rather a sequence of
phase shifts is observed in the atmosphere as one moves upwards. The ability
of a sensor to measure correctly is especially revealed at sharp inversions or
several cloud layers.
Observed or suspected time lag in the humidity profile
is not the only possible trouble, severe overshoot due to accuracy degradation
during saturation conditions can also be encountered with some sensors.
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3.

Experimental verification

Characteristic symptoms of some phenomena listed above can be seen in the
sounding by artificially exaggerating them.
For instance, a wet bulb temperature shift in inversion is seen from a sonde with two temperature sensors: a
dry and a wet one with a wetted wick. Functioning of this flying psychrometer
can be and is checked with the humidity sensor. In the case of Fig. 1 the inversion came after a thick moist layer in which the time constant differences are
not so significant, and at the upper edge the psychrometer agreed within 2 %
RH with Humicap®.
Another way to study errors caused by water is to drastically increase the
probability of water droplet impacts by placing a water container right above
the sonde to give a heavy shower during the lowest layers of the sounding.
An obvious and well-known solution to the water cClused problems is to make
the surface of the sensors water-repellent.
An additional solution which is
practicable for the Humicap® sensor is shielding it against direct impact of water
droplets with a protective cap.
Results from the application of these water-repellent sensors are very convincing.
No compromises have had to be made unfavorable to high accuracy
performance in normal conditions, yet II wet bulb ll effects have been eliminated
even in the worst situations met so far.
Fig. 2 shows how the water-repellent
sensor picks up a sharp inversion after a thick and rainy cloud while the nonrepellent comparison sensor involves lag due to evaporation.
The Humicap® sensor recovers also from direct contacts with water droplets
providing that the water evaporates totally.
False readings are, however, received as long as the droplet stays on the sensor. An aluminised protective cap
is, therefore, nowadays factory installed on the sensor holder of the RS 80
radiosonde to prevent both direct rain and solar radiation effects. The protective cap was designed to have good ventilation r very low mass and high reflectivity for solar radiation.
With this kind of cap, solar radiation induced
humidity error is also drastically decreased.
Convincing evidence of the performance of the water-repellent sensor is seen
in the humidity profiles of Fig. 2.
Both sondes were released in this twinflight, without any protective cap on top of the Humicap®, into a rainy cloud to
wet the sensors on purpose. The water-repellent sensor recovers from saturation right on top of the cloud, exactly where the inversion is met. The nonrepellent sensor behaves quite oppositely: some water is believed to have remained on the sensor I and saturation or supersaturation is indicated.
After
evaporation the sensor comes to a good agreement with the dry I water-repellent
sensor.
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Details from a temperature and humidity profile on 17th September, 1984 at Vaisala.
Solid curve: dry temperature;
dashed curve: wet bulb temperature. Humidity computed from
psychrometric tables.
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Details from temperature and humidity profiles on 2nd November,
1984 at Vaisala. Solid curve: sonde with ~ater-repellent sensors; dashed curve: sonde with sensors made water-adsorbing
twin-flight with both sondes without protective cap on
Humicap®. Sondes suspended at the ends of a two metres long
horizon tal rod.
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DISPOSITIVO
ROCIO
- - - - - MEDIDOR DE - PUNTO
- -DE
--par N. HAQUIN GERADE

Servicio Meteorologic0 Nacional
Republica Argentina

~
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El dispositiv~ de referencia cuyo disefio b~sico se muestra en
el esquema de la figura 1, esta constituid0 esencialmente per un
recipiente metalico cilindric0, en cuya interior viene dispuesto
al bulbo de un term6metro suficientemente sensible, el cual es
cubierto hasta algunos milimetros par enc1ma de el y dentro de
una masa liquida coma eter 0 acet~na u otro liquido de propiedades similares. El burbujeamientQ del aire exterior provocado
par efecta de succien dentrc de la masa liquida, hace que esta
pierda calor y par conduccian provoque 10 mismo, tanto en el bul
ba termoIDetrico como en las paredes del recipiente contenedor.
El anfriamiento de las parades del mencionadn recipiente a una
temperatura inferior a la ambiental provocara la condensacien
del vapor de agua existente en el ambiente de entoroo, dep~sita~
dose sobre las paredes exteriores del recipiente. El preciso
instante de formacion del dep6sit~ de la condensacion del vapor
de agua, con la simultanea lectura dei termometro cuyc bulbo esta inmerso dentro de la masa liquida, sera la temperatura del
punto de rocio 0 tambien llamad0 punto de r0clo.
Si bien este dispositive esta basado en el principio fisico
de los higrometros de condensacion de Regnault, Alluard y atros,
en sstes el aire exterior es impulsado a presion y no tienen la
ventaja de su simPlicidad y aplicacion practica.
Es bien sabido los inconvenientes que se presentan en la determinacion del porcentual de humedad relativa ambiente mediante
metodos psicrom6tricos en regiones 0 lugares de muy baja tempera
tura ambiental, en especial por debajo del punto de corigelaci6ndel agua. La lectura de la temperatura del bulbo humedo en estos cases resulta alge imprecisa y dificultosa debido a la baja
tension del vapor de agua, ademas de los dernas inconvenientes
que se presentan de orden practico y operacional. Tumbien es c£
necido el problema que se presenta en la determinacion del p~r
centaje de humedad relativa ambiente, C0n el empleo de los higrQ
metros que utilizan sensores c0mo e1 cabella humano 0 los de base de cloruro de litio 0 loa de tejido animal; etc. cuyas sensibilidades disminuyen grandemente a temperaturas que esten por de
bajo de ooe y haciendolos impracticables para medir humedades re
lativas a temperaturas ambientales inferiores a -20°C.
El dispositivo que se describe en estas papeles resuelve de
una manera practica la determinacion del punto de roclo, y por
ende el porcentaje higrometrico relativo, aunque las temperaturas del entorno ambiental sean climatologicamente altas, medias
o bajas, con una precision aceptable. Al mismo tiempo be trato
de dar una solucion practica, adaptando el dispcsitivo al tuba
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de aSPiracion de una pequena bomba de succion 0 disponiend~lo en
lugar de una de las toberas de un psicrometro de aSPiracion del
tipo Assmann. De esta manera destornillando una de las dos teberas y colocandc en su lugar el dispositive mencionado en cuyo interior se introdujo previamente suficiente cantidad de eter 0 ac~
tena u otro Ifquido de proPiedades similares, al hacer funcionar
el sistema de aspiracion, se estara en condicicnes de poder deter
minar el punto de racio ambiente.
El disP0sitivo esta constituld0 por una capsula cilfndrica de
pared ondulada , 10 cual implica una mayor superficie de exposicion que si fueran rectas; tiene muy poc~ espesor, con 10 que se
logra una inereia termica y una c0nstante de tiempo de muy bajo
valor y exteriormente es pulida y eromada espeeularmente con 10
cual se logra pereibir nitidamente el instante de formaeion de la
condensacion del vapor de agua ambiente sabre dieha superfieie o£
dulada. En el interior del dispositivo se insta16 un pequei'io tubo de pared delgada y pequei'io diametro, acodado, con pequenos or!
fieios uniformemente distribufdos en la po.rci6n horizontal. Dicho tube se comunica con el medic ambiente a traves de un tube de
·succien y valvula de eierre manual. Al accionar la turbina de
succi6n de un psic~6metro del tipa Assmann, 0 una pequena bomba
de succi6n y proceder a la apertura de la valvula de cierre manual, el aire ambiente exterior se introduce por dicho pequeno tu
bo y sale po~ 10s pequenos orificios de su tramo inferior, burbujeando dentro de la masa Ifquida, 10 cual provocara el enfriamie£
to del liquido (eter, acetona, etc.) contenido en el interior del
recipiente y consiguientemente, par afeata de conducci6n termica,
provocara tambien el enfriamiento del bulbo del termometra y el
de las paredes del recipiente contenedor.
Por efecto de dichos enfriamientos se pr0VOCara entcnces la
condensacion del vapar de agua del ambiente del entorno sabre la
pared exterior de superficie·ondulada y brillante de 11~ capsula
contenedora.
El punto de rocio se determina en el momento de efectuar la
lectura del termometrQ cuyo bulbo esta sumergido dentre de la caE
aUla, simultaneamente con la aparicion viAible de las diminutas
gotas de c0ndensaci6n del vapar de agua ambiental sobre la pared
exterior de la capsula.
Se podre. lograr una mayor precision en la determinacion del
punto de racio si se dispone de una lupa 0 lente de aumentc que
perciba mejor el momento de comienzo de la condensacion sabre la
pared exterior de la capsula y realizand~ las lecturas termometri
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cas en ese instante y en el que se produce la evaporac16n de dtchas gatas condensadas, al proceder al cierre de la valvula manual. Repitiendo este procedimiento en dos 0 tres veces, el pun
to de racio resultara de calcular el valar media aritm~tic0 de
iichas medicianes.
La figura 1 representa el conjunto. del disp~sitiv~. A as la
capsula 0 recipiente contenedor de paredes onduladas, de pace e~
pesor y exteriormente brillante en cuyo interior se ha depositado previamente l a masa l!quida (ater, acetone, etc.) y cuyo extremo superior de material plastico, termieamente aislante, es
roscado. B es el termometro de elevada sensibiltdad cuyo bulbo
viene sumergido integramente ientro de la masa liquida C. D es
el tuba aeodado de pared delgada y p')c dtametro, con orific 10s
diminutos en su tramo horizontal, por los cuales sale el aire
del ambiente de ent~rno que entra a su vez, previa apertura de
la valvula E de cierre manual, euand') se aceiona la turbina de
sucei6n de un psicr6metro tipo Assmann F u otro medio constitu!do por una pequena bomba de suceion G y tuberfa de sosten H de
la figuraiZ y 3.
r

,

Se construyeron oportunamente dos pr~totipos que fueron ensayados y eomparadas con determinaciones realizadas con psier6metroe tipo Assmann en temperatura medias normales y pr6ximas a
OoC con resul tados satisfactorios. El disposi tivo mencionad'J no
se construyo en escala industrial.
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THYGAN
A New Rugged and Microprocessor-Based
Thermometer and Dew-Point Hygrometer

B.A. Hoegger, J. Joss, P. Wasserfallen
Swiss Meteorological Institute,
CH-1530 Payerne and 6605 Locarno-Monti
P. Ruppert,
MBTEOLABOR AG, CH-8620 Wetzikon
ABSTRACT
An extremely rugged combined thermometer and hygrometer called THYGAN has
been developped for the Swiss network of automatic weather stations
(ANETZ), with stations located up to an altitude of 3576 Dj above sea level.
The aim of the design is both to improve the humidity measurements in
general and to enable the new instrument to survive and measure temperature
and humidity under severe weather conditions frequently occuring on
mountain peaks.
The measurement cycle of THYGAN is 10 minutes. It includes the automatic
cleaning of the dew-point mirror, if necessary, and the control of the
heaters to avoid icing on the housing of the instrument and on its
ventilator. Preventive maintenance should only be necessary once a year.
The microprocessor monitors also to check the state of of the mirror
surface (water or frost) and corrects for temperature bias due to solar
radiation and due to the heaters.
THYGAN is fully protected against indirect lightning strokes to the
immediate environment and it is immune to high-frequency fields such as
those of closeby TV transmitters.
Seven THYGANs have been built and successfully tested in the laboratory
(environmental chamber), on the experimental fields close to the labs, as
well as under operational conditions in the ANETZ in flat country and on
the mountains. In a first stage during the second part of the year 1985
around half of the 59 stations of the ANETZ will be fitted with this
instrument.
1.0

Problems with Existing Instruments

Two reasons were mainly responsible for starting to develope THYGAN, the
rugged Thermometer and HYGrometer for the ANetz, the network of automatic
weather stations in Switzerland. These were unsatisfactory humidity
measurement and problems with the measurement of the air temperature in the
Alps.
The hair hygrometer, actually in use at all 59 weather stations, has the
following drawbacks:
Lack of longterm stability

- 96 Hysteresis, the amount of which depends on the past history
Dependence of the measured relative humidity on the solar
radiation due to an imperfect radiation shield
Blockage of the instrument due to icing
Large humidity errors after icing conditions until all the ice has
disappeared.
To measure temperature, a ventilated thermometer (VHT-1) is used today,
which under normal conditions gives good results but needs intensive care
under special weather conditions as they are found in mountainous regions.
The shortcomings of the present temperature sensor are:
Strong wind blows the air in reverse direction through the
instrument and lead to temperature errors due to heating of the
air inside the instrument (measured temperature too high).
Severe icing conditions may block the instrument (measured
temperature too high)
Psychrometer effect during rain and after rain and fog can produce
errors (measured temperature too low).
Similar problems are found for both instruments in non-mountainous regions,
but they appear less frequent and usually lead only to smaller errors.
These shortcomings in mind, the Swiss Meteorological Institute decided
early 1982 to have a new instrument developed by the Swiss industry. By
doing this, the experience already acquired with the instruments in the
operational ANETZ and with dew-point instruments on a research base (see
Ruppert et al 1981) proved to be most helpfull.
2.0

Contradicting Requirements

On one hand the instruments should observe temperature and humidity of the
undisturbed environment, i.e. it should not influence the quantities to be
observed. On the other hand it should survive and measure unattended and
free of maintenance in severe weather conditions. These contradicting
requirements are the main problem when designing such an instrument. For
example:
To fullfill the second requirement, the instrument must be rugged
and have a certain size, which is fundamentally in contradiction
with the first reqUirement, e.g. because a bigger instrument
receives more radiation from the sun, heats up the surrounding air
by a larger amount and leads to bigger temperature errors. The
same applies for the humidity measurement. Here the bigger
instrument catches more raindrops or ice, which, after the rain
has stopped, evaporates and leads to a false increase in humidity.
If radiation errors must be smaller than one degree, forced air
ventilation is needed. To do so, a larger and more powerful fan
may be used, which is in general more reliable and reduces the
radiation error to a lower level but needs a bigger housing and
more electrical heating power to prevent icing. This leads to
considerably higher cost and larger indirect temperature and
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conditions. In addition, a larger available heating power demands
more sophisticated circuits for controlling the temperature in the
various parts of the instrument and for avoiding temperatures
which can be harmfull to the instruments.
These examples demonstrate the type of reasoning to find a compromise
between the various contradicting requirements.
3.0

Specifications

To allow measurements at low altitudes as well as in the mountains, the
following specifications were set and are in general met by the instruments
(see also Sec. 5, Results).
3.1

Range of Measurements
- Temperature range
.- Dew-point
- Dew-point depression at 0 C

3.2

-45 to 40 C
-65 to 40 C
o to -35 C

Hind
- Horizontal speed
- Vertical speed at mountain edge

3.3

50 mls
35 mls

Errors
- Resolution:

0.1 C
0.1 %

for temperature
for relative humidity

- Absolute error of temperature:
0.2 C +1% of difference to 0 C
- Absolute error of difference between air temperature
and dew-point:
0.2 C +1% of difference

3.4

Icing

The instrument shall continue to measure in lClng condition8 with up to

19/m3 of liquid water and 20 mls wind speed at -20 C.

3.5

Radiation

The direct influence of 1500 W/m2 radiation on the instrument shall produce
an error of less than 0.1 C for the air temperature and dew-point
measurement.
3.6

Lightning Protection

The sensor shall be fully protected against indirect lightning strokes,
i.e. strokes not hiting the instrument directly.
3.7

Protection Against High Frequency Interference

Interference of close by TV or radio stations shall have no influence on
the measurements.
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Corrosion

The fact, that in rain and fog the instrument will be wet, shall not have
any negative influence on the instrument or its electronics.

3.9

Duration of Live

The instrument shall have a lifetime of 10 years, excluding the ventilator,
for which a lifetime of 2 years is acceptable.
3.10' Maintenance
Not more than one routine maintenance per year shall be necessary.
3.11

Sampling Procedure

After interrogation on demand of the weather station every 10 minutes, the
results obtained shall consist of averages of several measurements made
during 30 s. Measurements of temperature and dew-point shall be made
alternatively in such a way that the averages of temperature and dew-point
are representative for the same 30 s.

3. 12

Quality Check

If any single measurement deviates more than a given amount from the
average, this shall be recorded in a separate status word. The quality
check for temperature and humidity is to be made and indicated separately
in the status word.

4.0

Special Attributes of the New Sensor

4.1

Longterm StabUi ty

Measuring the dew- or frost-point relies on a well-defind physical
relationship and does not depend on materials which may change due to
aging. However measuring dew-point became feasible for the use in automatic
weather stations only after developing an automatic cleanig device.
4.2

Mirror Size

A small mirror of only 2 mm diameter allows a fast response time at low
temperatures even at a very slow ventilation rate of some cm/so This allows
long periods between two successive cleaning procedures of the mirror,
reduces its wear and decreases therefore the need of frequent interventions
for preventive maintenance.
4.3

Well Protected Temperatur Sensor

The temperatur sensor is mounted in a rugged stainless steel tube of only
1 .2 nun diameter, minimalising the radiation error.
4.4

Small and High Precision Sensors

Both sensors, for air-temperatur and dew-point, can be made so small (with
all the resulting advantages) only due to the use of very thin
thermocouples. An aCQuracy of 0.1 C is achieved by combining advanced
analog circuitry with the possibilities of a microprocessor.
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Power Consumption (without heating)

The peak power needed to cool the mirror and to ventilate the instrument is
less than 4 W peak and less than 0.5 W average during the active part of
the measuring cycle. This is small enough to allow extended operation from
a 12 V battery.
4.6

10 Min Measuring Cycle

A measurement is taken only every 10 min. This allows to dry the mirror and
heat and deice the air thermometer inbetween. Drying the mirror after every
measuring cycle increases again considerably the time between cleaning
cycles and heating of the thermometer between measurements avoids the
psychrometer effect as all the water or ice on the thermometer is
regula rely evaporated.
4.7

Cleaning Cycle

Whenever the contamination of the mirror, detected by the amount of
attenuation of the light beam of the dry mirror exceeds a prese t value,
the mirror is cleaned with a special type of windshield wiper. The action
is reported in the status word.
4.8

Compensation of Aging of Photosensitive Devices

After each cleaning cycle, the light intensity is adjusted to compensate
for aging of the photosensitive devices. If aging has proceeded close to
the limit of possible operation, this is indicated in the status word.
4.9

Detection of Ice or Water on the Mirror

The light, scattered at 90 degrees, is used to determine whether the dewor the frost-point is measured. The appropriate vapor pressure scale is
then used to calculate the relative humidity. The result of the detection
is transmitted in the status word.
4.10

Control of Ventilation

In order to increase the lifetime of the ventilator, it is only switched on
when needed. The shape of the housing exposed to the weather is such that
winds from any direction support the ventilator. If the ventilator consumes
too much or too little power, this is also indicated in the status word.
4.11

Control of the Heating Power

The housing of the instrument and the ventilator are heated separately with
the minimum power necessary to continue save operation. The maximum power
available is 160 Wand this power is really needed in severe icing
conditions.
4.12

Transmitted Information

The central station interrogating the outstations can ask for air
temperature, dew-(frost-)point or relative humidity and the status word.
The status word, in addition to the information indicated above, includes a
rough estimate of the temperature difference between the housing and the
air and the amount of power needed to heat the instrument.
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Description of the Instrument

The part of the instrument located in the weather is housed in a white
al uminium box wi th a diameter of 22 cm and a height o·f 35 cm. It weighs
8 kg and can be located up to 300 m from the weather station, containing a
microprOCeSS{lr controlled interface to, the station. The temperature sensor
is located in a vertical channel of 6 cm diameter below a small ventilator.
The dew-point sensor is mounted well protected from the main air stream in
the side-'I'Tall of the channel. The instrument is covered by a roof of 22 cm
diameter, protecting the channel and its s:ensors against rain and direct
radiation.
4.14

Fog Detection?

As the air is heated some degrees before arriving at the mirror, where the
dew-point is measured (to avoid condensation in the instrument), any fog in
the air is evaporated and leads to relative humidities over 100%. Up to
what extent a measure of fog density is possible, will be shown by current
experiments.
5.0

Results

5.1

Instruments Investigated

Three pro:totypes were delivered at the end of 1982 and tested during 1983.
At the end of 1983 four additional instruments were delivered and the 3
prototypes. were modified to the same level. During 1984 the seven
instruments were tested on 6 sites, the highest one on Jungfraujoch at
3576 m abQive sea level and the lowest one in Locarno at (375 m) • On the
SHntis (2504 m), a rather isolated mountain, known for its frequent and
most severe icing conditions, two instruments were installed allowing to
investigate the influence of the ventilation speed on the temperature error
and the heat required to avoid icing problems.
5.2

Transient Behaviour

One of the instruments was successfully tested in an environmental chamber
at Payerne over the whole range of temperatures and dew-points specified.
The time needed to form the layer of ice or water on the mirror was
investigated as a function of temperature and vapor pressure. As a result
it was found, that the time needed is roughly indirectly proportional to
the vapor pressure. Its value is of the order o·f 7 s at -40 C dew-point. At
room temperature, due to the much higher vapor pressure" this time is
negligeable compared to the time needed to cool the mirror (0.2 sic). The
resul ts also sho'w that a layer of 75 nm (nanometer) is necessary to produce'
25% absorptioln of the light. This is true at the beginning of the cooling
cycle when the, 25% absorption is attained for the first time. When the
layer persis:ts, recondensation (or recrystallization) takes place and this
amount is, inc'reased to twice the value after one minute, four times after
30 min and 7!0: times after 20 hours, always: for the same light reduction.
Obviously large ice cristals take more time to grow and are less effici.ent
light abs.orbers. Nute that in the instrument descFibed here', the mirFor is;
cooled at mast Ior 4; min :in one measuring cycle.
The res:ults alsw shm'f that the dJl1lnge' from de'w to frost oc:c,urs faster at
lower tempe'ratures and that after 3 min of cooling at -20 degrees o·f
dew-po,int, there is us;ually st ill wat,er ain the mirFur.
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Experience at Non-critical Locations

Excellent agreement is found when comparing the THYGAN's of Payerne and
Locarno with the reference sensors for air temperature and dew-point under
normal conditions. Usually the standard error of the difference between a
single pair of measurements of two different instruments a few meters apart
is within 0.3 C. This deviation is mainly due to temperature or dew-point
fluctuations in the atmosphere. The average value of the difference during
e.g. one hour is well within the specifications given in Sec. 3.3, Errors.
5.4

Experience in Severe Measuring Conditions

Five of 7 instruments were installed on mountain tops where the high
precision reference instruments, used on the experimental fields in Sec.
5.3 cannot be used because they are not rugged enough. However, it is
immediately obvious that the humidity measurements are far superior to the
not deiced hair hygrometer by avoiding blockage due to icing, by the
immunity to direct sun radiation and due to an excellent longterm
stability.
The measurement of air temperature during icing conditions is also
considerably better with THYGAN than with conventional instruments.
However, small systematic deviations are found between the temperatures
measured by THYGAN and the reference instruments. On the average a
difference of less than half a degree is found, THYGAN usually measuring
higher temperatures. These differences are not fully explained yet.
The following influences play a role, the relative magnitude of which will
depend on the site and the situation:
Icing of the reference instrument which may be colder (during the
night) or warmer (in sunshine).
Siting of the THYGAN and the reference
and exposure of the instruments, which
mountain peaks are often not the same.
both instruments measure correctly but

instrument: Due to distance
for logistic reasons on the
These differences are real,
slightly different.

Indirect temperature errors due to air heated through the housing
and supporting structure of the THYGAN. This error is due to
THYGAN which is warmer.
Psychrometer error of the reference instrument, which is colder.
Inspite of these rather small differences of the measured temperature, the
agreement between the different types of instruments is good, especially
when considering the large temperature variations being present in these
severe conditions.
6.0

Outlook

In March 1985 the available results of the winter 1984/85 will be reviewed.
In a first stage during the second part of the year 1985 around half of the
59 stations of the ANETZ will be fitted with this instrument. At the
beginning the THYGAN's will be mounted in addition to the other
instruments, with the longterm aim, to replace both the conventional hair
hygrometer and the ventilated thermometer.
Reference
Ruppert P., P.Wasserfallen, P.Viatte, P.Du Pasquier and A.Aeppli 1981 "An
Economical Dew- or Frost-Point Hygrometer", WNO Report No. 9 TECIMO-11,
Mexico City, 13-17 October 1981, pp 33-40.
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AN IMPROVED AES PRECIPITATION OCCURRENCE SENSOR SYSTEM
B.E. Sheppard and K.K. Wu
ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT SERVICE
Downsview, Ontario, Canada

1.0

Introduction

The Atmospheric Environment Service is developing a small Doppler radar
for use as a precipitation occurrence sensor system (paSS) in automated
meteorological stations. Our objective is not only to detect the presence of
precipitation but also to determine the type and rate.
The prototype
consisted of a commercially available radar of the type commonly used by
police to determine automobile speed.
We refer to this system as the
monostatic pass because the transmitter and receiver shared a common antenna.
The strengths and weaknesses of the monostatic technique have been described
earlier(2) , and are summarized here.
The radar was found to be extremely
sensitive to the lightest precipitation.
In general, it could distinguish
snow from rain by measuring the fall speed and estimate the amount from the
total backscattered power. Because the transmitted beam was continuous and
the transmitter and receiver shared the same antenna, the measurement volume
included the radar dome.
This configuration caused two serious problems.
First, when a drop impacted the dome it produced a large amplitude, low
frequency Doppler signal that was interpreted by the identification algorithm
as snow. Second, drops remaining on the dome after a rain would run-off or
vibrate in the wind, again creating a false "snow" signal. Various attempts
to remove these drops from the dome proved either impractical or resulted in
new problems.
It was decided to re-design the sensor geometry to eliminate the radar
dome from the measurement volume.
This was accomplished using separate
transmitter and receiver antennae oriented so that their beam patterns
intersect above the sensor. We refer to this configuration as the bistatic
pass. The performance of this model is reported on here.
2.0

The Sensor

The bistatic system consists of a transmitter and receiver separated by
about 56 cm and oriented so that each antenna beam axis is 20° from the
vertical (Figure 1). The transmitter and receiver have identical 9.4 X 7.6 cm
rectangular pyramidal horns.
These are protected from the environment by
"lexan" windows. Aluminum cowlings shield one antenna pattern from the other
so that impacts on and runoff from the windows are not detected.
The
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transmitter is a Gunn diode
radiating 100 mw continuously
at 10.525 GHz.
A portion of
the
transmitted
signal
is
coupled to the receiver mixer
via semi-r,>igid coaxial cable.
The back scattered signal from
the atmosphere is mixed with
it.
The amplitude of the
resul tant
Doppler
is
proportional to the amplf tude
of the backscattered electric
field,
and
fr,>equency
is
proportional to the velocity
component in the direction of
transmi t ted
and
received
signals.
A Doppler frequency
of 71 Hz corresponds to a
velocity component of I m/so
3.0

Figure H
AES Bisfafic Precipitation Occurrence Sensor System

Signal Character

Figure
2
shows
the
Doppler signal from a single
3.2 mm diameter drop falling
along a central axis of the
bistatic system. The drop was
released from rest at a height
of 115 cm above the sensor
base.
Several
interesting
features can be studied from
such
measurements.
First,
each
peak
of
this
signal
represents a point in space
where the path difference of
the scattered radiation and
the local oscillator signal is
an
integral
number
of
wavelengths
(2.84 cm) •
The
height
above
the
sensor
indica ted by each peak can be
determined using geometry.
As
the
drop
approaches
the
sensor,
the
amplitUde
increases approximately as the
inverse
square
of
the
distance.
The
point
of
maximum echo occurs at the
intersection of the central
axes of the antenna beams.
After this peak, the amplitude
falls rapidly to the noise
level as the drop leaves the
relatively
shar'per
lower
boundary of' the active region.
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FIGURE 2: DOPPLER
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A drop of the same size
traversing the side of the
measurement
volume
would
create an envelope of smaller
amplitude and more symmetric
shape due to the geometry
defined by
the
interacting
beams. From such measurements
the combined three-dimensional
antenna gain can be mapped.
The
measurement
volume,
defined by the -20 dB points
relative to the peak antenna
gain, extends in the vertical
from 25 cm to 77 cm above the
plane of the windows. The -20
dB locus is an approximate
circle of radius 18 cm in the
horizontal plane through the
intersection of the central
axes of the beams.

FIGURE 3: DOPPLER
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For the laboratory test drop in Figure 2, the Doppler frequency
increases as the drop accelerates from rest towards the sensor.
Figure 3
isolates, from data collected during a rainfall, a single raindrop falling at
terminal velocity near the centre of the volume.
The Doppler frequency
decreases in this case. The apparent de-acceleration of the drop results from
a decrease in the component of its velocity in the direction of transmitted
and received beam as it passes through the volume. Entering the volume at
point (A) the frequency is 530 Hz (7.5 m/s), at the point of maximum amplitude
(B) it is 385 Hz (5.4 m/s), and leaving the volume (C) it is 280 Hz (4.0 m/s).

4.0

Signal Processing

The analogue voltage is digitized at 2.048 KHz rate.
A series of 128
consecutive measurements are collected in 1/16 second.
A power density
spectrum of this data is then
FIGURE 4: DOPPLER VELOCITY SPECTRUM IN RAIN
calculated by
fast
Fourier
DIAMETER mm
transform (FFT) by an Intel
2
3
I
0.5
0.8
8085
microprocessor.
This
requires about 15/16 second
0.7
computational time.
Figure 4 gives a sample
spectrum produced by FFT once
every second. In this example
five
different
drops
with
velocities from 2 to 7 m/s are
detected in the measurement
volume.
The upper horizontal
axis in Figure 4 gives the
drop
size
diameter
corresponding to the terminal
velocities
on
the
lower
axis (1).
The
five
drops
have diameters ranging from
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0.5 to 2.2 mm. The received power depends on the distance to the scatterer in
the measurement volume as well as its diameter. This can be seen in Figure 4
where two smaller drops have larger power densities than the largest drop
which is at greater distance. To average this dependency on drop location, we
average 50 power density spectra. The average spectrum is biased in favour of
the larger drops because the measurement volume is larger for these drops.
The spectral averaging also averages the variations in Doppler frequency
due to the location of the drop in the volume as described at the end of
Section 3. All average velocity components are increased by 10% to estimate
vertical velocity.
For the purposes of precipitation type identification, each average
spectrum is parameterized by its mode and mean frequencies, and the standard
deviation about the mean frequency. At the present we use the mode frequency,
and the standard deviation about the mean to identify type. Table 1 gives the
type identification algorithm. The letter P is used when precipitation occurs
which cannot be identified.
More observations are needed to refine this
algorithm.
Table 1 - Identification Algorithm

,

< 2.25 m/s

'Std.

I
I
I
I
I

~2.25 m/s
<12.35 m/s

<. 1 m/s

S

R

m/s

P

R

~l

,1~12.35
I
I

A

,

A

,
,

m/s
S
R
A
P

= Snow
= Rain
= Hail
= Precipitation

The estimation of precipitation amount is based on the average
spectrum.
An average noise spectrum determined when no precipitation is
observed is stored in memory.
If the power of each spectral component
exceeding the noise level is assumed proportional to the sixth power of the
scattering radius (Rayleigh scattering), then the square root of this power is
proportional to the drop volume. The mass flux is determined by summing all
drop volumes weighted by their velocities.
At present there is no absolute calibration of the POSSe The mass flux
measurements are in arbitrary units which must be calibrated against
conventional rain gauges. Such a. calibration has been established for rain
but not yet for SnoW.
5.0

Results

Occurrence
The bistatic POSS detects the start of most precipitation successfully
except for the very lightest snow or drizzle. It is not as sensitive as the
monostatic system because the measurement volume is not as close to the source
and receiver. However, it is much more successful at determining the end of
precipitation than the monostatic system because the run-off of water from the
windows is not detected. We plan to increase the transmitted power to improve
sensitivity in very light precipitation.
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In general, the bistatic POSS can distinguish snow from rain from hail
with the following ambiguities in the fall speed range of 2 to 3 m/so
Sometimes blowing snow is reported as rain due to the increased velocity from
the wind. Sometimes very light drizzle will fall at velocities less than 2.25
m/s and be reported as snow. The input of ambient temperature will reduce
this uncertainty. Figure 5 shows a transition of precipitation type from snow
to rain. Each spectrum is a one minute averaged spectrum. The resolution on
the velocity axis is about 0.25 m/s • The power data was smoothed for good
visual presentation.
The times and local present weather observations are
given on the axes receding into the page. The increase in the spectral mode
velocity from values less than 2 m/s to 4 m/s at 10:18 was due to ice pellet
showers. The snow then continued for three hours before a transition to rain
at 13:35.
Figure 5:

Fall Velocity Spectra in Snow and Rain
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Amount
The POSS has some potential advantages over conventional gauges
measuring amounts using catchment funnels and weighing or volume transducers.
1.

The measurement volume is undisturbed by the POSS.
Conventional
gauges may have catch efficiencies in snow as low as 50% due to
turbulence at the orifice caused by the gauge itself.

2.

Evaporation from or adhesion
catchment measurements.

3.

Weighing or volumetric gauges have resolutions in the order of 0.2
mm.
Because the POSS measures the volume of each drop passing
through the active region, amounts and rates are measured with much
higher resolution.

to

the

funnel

may cause errors in
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These differences must
be considered when comparing
POSS amount
estimates with
those of conventional gauges.
Figure 6 is a comparison
of amounts collected from four
sensors
during a
24
hour
period.
The
sensors
are
located within a 15 m radius.
The volumetric gauge is of AES
design and has a resolution of
0.13 mm.
The Fischer and
Porter is a weighing gauge
with 0.2 mm resolution.
The
tipping bucket has resolution
of 0.13 mm.
The four gauges
agree within about + 15% of
their mean.

FIGURE 6: ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION COMPARISON
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Similar comparisons are
planned in snow during the
winter of 1984-5.
It
is
likely
that
the
empirical
calibration constant relating
mass flux measured by the POSS and amount measured by other gauges will differ
from that in rain. This constant depends on the index of refraction and water
density of the snowflakes.

6.0

Operational Application

The POSS will be re-configured for interfacing with remote automated
meteorological stations.
The FFT will be computed in real time by signal
processing hardware located at the sensor. The necessary spectral parameters
will be transmitted to a central computer for interpretation.
The
precipitation type, intensity and amount can be reported at any required
interval. Averages and variances of intensity could be used for defining the
"character of precipitation" e.g. showers, continuous or intermittent. Many
of the definitions of character of precipitation presently in use by
meteorological observers are necessarily subjective due to the nature of human
observations.
The continuous monitoring of precipitation intensity by a
remote sensor such as POSS will require new quantitative definitions to
describe present weather with greater precision.
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REMOTE SENSING OF TEMPERATURE (R.A.S.S.)
G. CHEVALIER
P. HUGUET
REMTECH
France
Abstract
Backscattering of a radiowave by an acoustic wave and doppler
analysis of the returned signal enables to achieve the remote sensing
of temperature as a complement to remote sensing of the wind provided
by the SODAR.
The principle and preliminary results of a prototype are described.
This system is built around a standard SODAR, and emphasis is given to the
system's potential for routine application.
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AN INEXPENSIVE REMOTE SNOW DEPTH GAUGE
1
2
Barry E. Goodison , Bob Wilson and John MetcalfJ
kydrometeorology Division, Atmospheric Environment Service
~easurement Technology Section, Atmospheric Environment Service,
4905 Dufferin Street, Downsview, Ontario M3H 5T4
Introduction
Snow depth on the ground is routinely measured at all synoptic and
principal meteorological observing stations in Canada at 1200 GMT daily. Since
1980, all Canadian climate station observers have been asked to record daily
snow depth as a standard observation; before 1980, only snow depth on the last
day of the month was recorded at climatological stations. Snow depth
information is valuable in many hydrological, agricultural and forestry
applications; it is often a substitute for snow water equivalent data when such
data are unavailable.
Snow depth measurements are made manually with a snow ruler.
The total
depth of snow on the ground at the time of the observation is determined (in
whole centimetres) by making a series of measurements and taking the average.
The observer must use his expertise and judgement in obtaining a representative
measurement at the station. With the trend towards increased automation at
Canadian observing stations and the establishment of new automatic stations at
remote locations, the snow depth measurement will not be available. There is a
need, therefore, for an inexpensive automatic snow depth sensor, which can be
used at automatic stations.
The Hydrometeorology Division and the Data Acquisition Services Branch of
the Atmospheric Environment Service have been co-operating on the development of
an inexpensive automatic snow depth gauge which could be used at either manned
or remote stations.
Prototype development began in 1982; the units have peen
tested and modified based on field trails during subsequent winter periods.
System Description
A commercially available ultrasonic ranging kit from Polaroid Corp.
provides an economical means of accurately measuring target distance in terms of
time to target (Goodison et al., 1984). An on-board crystal oscillator provides
a time base pulse train which is activated on a measurement request command from
an integral microcontroller or from an external device such as a data logger or
data collection platform (DCP).
Once the pulse train is enabled, it up-counts

~
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designated registers in the microcontrol1er until a target echo is received.
This immediately disables the time base pulse train. The Polaroid hardware was
conf.igured to allow the pulse period time interval to he equivalent to a spatial
interval of 1 cm at a specified speed of sound at a given reference temperature.
This results in the pulse counts stored in the microcontroller being directly
equivalent to a distance to target. Since the velocity of sound in air is
highly temperature dependant, a correction must be applied in the calculation of
target distance to allow for changes in velocity related to changes in ambient
.air temperature. The corrected target distance is then sUbtracted from the
actual measured distance between the sensor and a reference target (i.e. ground)
to obtain, for example, snow depth. Measurement data are then formatted for.
transmissi'on to an appropriate peripheral for display and/or archiving. Figure
1 provides an overview of the Ultrasonic snow depth gauge system.
FIGURE 1:

ULTRASONIC SNOW DEPTH GAUGE
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Technical Aspects
The snow depth gauge system described in Goodison et al. (1984) has been
significantly modified. A microcontroller and solid state temperature sensor
have been added to the system to provide real-time correction for temperature
related changes in the speed of sound and to enhance data processing capability.
Previously, snow depth measurements were derived by using the on-board
oscillator to provide "time to target" information in the form of a total number
of pulses (N) during a known period (t). The snow depth equation waS of the
form:

J.

Nt.V,
T1"
2
. T
2

where

D
H
N

"" snow depth (cm)

- sensor to ground baseline height (cm)
== number of pulses counted during round trip time interval

t

:=

V2

~

Tl
T2

e:

period
0
speed of sound in air, Which is 342 m/s at 291 K
site temperature in OK at the time of measurement
reference temperature, which is 29loK
oscil1ato~
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Calculation of the actual snow depth (D) was then performed in a non-real
time mode to facilitate the collection and use of temperature data (Tl) from
existing sensors at the site. The incorporation of a microcontroller and an
integral temperature sensor now allows snow depth measurements to be taken and
corrected in real-time.
This also provides for stand-alone operation of the
snow depth gauge. The microcontroller did not lend itself well to
mathematically solving the snow depth equation; therefore, two simplifying steps
were taken.
First, the oscillator was adjusted so that the time interval of one pulse
period approached a spatial interval equivalent to 1 cm for the speed of sound
0
(342 m/s) at a given reference temperature (18 C). This allowed the digital
pulses (N) to be direct reading in centimetres. The oscillator hardware did not
provide sufficient adjustment to allow exact frequency selection. This resulted
in a 2% error in distance measurement. With the installation of the
microcontroller it is now possible to "software correct" this oscillator error
by multiplying the distance to target (N) by an offset correction factor.
Second, the square root operation (correcting for the speed of sound
relationship with temperature) was avoided bb using a look-up table. Correction
0
factors at 1.00C intervals from -50 C to +50 Care precalculated and stored in
memory, for use by the microcontroller as a multiplying factor to correct the
"distance to target" measurement. Whole degree increments in the temperature
correction look-up table result in an error of approximately 0.2%.
A measurement sequence begins with the local microcontroller generating a
""poll" request.
Internal electronics then enables the transmitter power and
synchronizes the receiver and timing logic. The transmission burst has a
duration of 1.0 milli-second and is a "chirp" of 56 cycles beginning at 60 KHz
and ending at 50 KHz.
Power consumption during the transmit burst is 2.5
amperes and drops back to 100 milliamperes nominal current. At the beginning of
a transmission, control logic gates the oscillator pulse train onto a signal
line to the microcontroller and the received "target" echo disables the pulse
train. The microcontroller counts the pulses and checks these data against some
quality control limitations. For example, the sensor cannot measure distances
to targets which are closer than 48 cm or greater than 1000 cm (Polaroid specs)
If measurement data are not within these prescribed limits, then the
microcontroller will request another measurement cycle in an attempt to get
sixteen valid measurements.
If eight "invalid" measurements occur before the
accumulation of sixteen valid measurements then the measurement atterrpt will be
aborted and the previous snow depth on the ground measurement will be sent out.
If sixteen valid measurements are made then an average distance to target is
calculated. The ambient air temperature reading is then used in correcting
"distance to target" as noted above. The corrected distance to" target is
substracted from a user selectable baseline height (H) to give snow depth on the
ground.
The snow depth information is then sent out to a remote device or devices
in two separate modes.
In the first mode the microcontreller sends out Cl
digital pulse train to a remote DCP or data logger. The digital pulse train is
equivalent to the depth of snow, in centimetres. The second mode allows the
microcontroller to format an ASCII message string, comprised of snow depth data
and other basic parameters, such as ambient air temperature.
Electronic circuitry was tested by measuring a fixed distance to an
unobstructed solid surface every five minutes for a period of two weeks.
The
sensor measured within +1 cm for the entire period.
It was then taken to a cold
0
chamber for testing to =40 C for a twenty-four hour period. The transducer
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survived this test and the sensor stability was within +1 cm over the
o
temperature range of +250 C to -40 C.
-;Results
Field testing began during the 1982-83 winter season. A prototype snow
depth measurement system was deployed at AES Headquarters in Toronto and was
mounted approximat.ely 3.0 m above the ground.
The following winter an
additional unit was installed at a climatological station located at Dorset,
Ontario.
The sensor was mounted about 1.3 m above the ground surface. Manual
snow ruler measurements were taken below the sensor's field of view at both
locations.
Since the speed of sound varies with temperature, the screen
temperature at the time of each observation was used to compute the corrected
distance to the snowpack.
Initial results (Goodison et al., 1984) indicated that the ultrasonic
sensor undermeasured the ruler observations by about 6 cm, with individual
observations differing by up to 13 cm. The Polaroid Ultrasonic Ranging unit
performed satisfactorily outside in ambient temperatures which ranged from +lOoC
0
to -40 C. Rime icing or frost did not appear to build up on the sensor and had
no effect on its operation.
These results also showed that the difference
between the ruler and sensor measurement was not directly related to air
temperature at the height of the sensor or to accumulated snow depth (maximum
1 m) .
Prior to the 1984-85 winter season the snow depth sensors were modified to
include the on-board microcontroller and the integral temperature sensor.
Results obtained early in the 1984-85 season indicate a much improved sensor
accuracy.
Figure 2 shows that the persistent bias which was evident in previous
comparisons has been eliminated and much more scatter is exhibited around the
one-ta-one line.
The root-mean-square-error is less than 2.0 cm. On average,
however, the snow depth sensor still undermeasures the ruler snow depth.
During this season, as in previous field trials, automatic data logging of
sensor measurements provided a large data base. Analysis of these measurements,
indicates degraded sensor performance during periods of moderate to heavy
snowfall (see Figure 3).
Signal scattering during these periods appears to
be causing problems for the echo detection circuitry.
Summary
The ultrasonic snow depth sensor as it is presently configured tends to
underestimate the actual snow depth by less than 2 cm.
The surface structure of
the snow, i.e. loose powder vs hard packed crust, appears to be the prime reason
for this difference.
Signal scattering under certain atmospheric conditions is
certainly a problem with most acoustic devices and can significantly reduce
sensor accuracy.
This ultrasonic sensor provides a viable method for remotely measuring
snow depth. The cost of the sensor, as configured, is under $1000, which is
less than the cost of most meteorological sensors used on Canadian DCP's.
Although it represents a point snow depth, as opposed to an areal snow depth, in
most cases, with proper siting, a reasonable and accurate measurement of snow
depth can be obtained. An ultrasonic snow depth gauge operated at a,remote
location in conjunction with a weighing type precipitation gauge and reporting
hourly observations can provide the hydrologist with an acceptable estimate of
snow water equivalent.
Hourly observations would allow the user to monitor any
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anomalies in the data.
Table 1 shows a comparison of a measured snowpack
density made at Dorset, Ontario on January 15, 1985 and a calculated density
determined from the snow depth gauge and accumulated snowfall from a recording
precipitation gauge. The calculated and measured densities were virtually
identical.
TABLE 1:

SNOW DENSITY MEASUREMENT, DORSET

precipitation gauge
snow depth gauge
snow density
calculated from above
snow tube measurement

15/01/85
15/01/85
57/340
15/01/85

57.0 mm
34.0 cm -3
167 kg m
water equivalent = 69 mm
density = 164 kg m- 3
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NEW GENERATION LASER CEILOMETER
Jan L5nnqvist
Vaisala Oy

1.

INTRODUCTION

By applying data acquisition and processing techniques exceeding that of
previous ceilometer (Cloud Height Indicator) designs by several orders of magnitude, made possible by present microelectronics technology, the new Vaisala
CT 12K Ceilometerovercomes many of the limitations of state-of-the-art semiconductor GaAs laser-based cloud height measurement. The improvements achieved
provide for an attractive technological advance in the current phase-out of the
Rotating Beam Ceilometer.
2.

KEY FEATURES

2.1

General Operation

A state-of-the-art method of measuring the I round-trip' travel time to the
cloud of a series of short GaAs semiconductor laser pulses with a silicon avalanche photodiode as receiver has evolved.
By measuring more generally the
amount of backscattered power as a function of time after pulse output, a vertical extinction profile is obtained. These techniques are also used in the CT 12K
Ceilometer.
2.2

Performance

The CT 12K Ceilometer measures cloud height up to 12,000 ft with an internal sampling rate of 10 MHz to achieve 50 ft resolution. Accuracy is better
than ±100 ft or 5 %, whichever is greater, as measured with a hard target, and
generally within ±200 ft or 10 %, whichever is greater, as compared to a Rotating Beam Ceilometer in weather conditions including fog and precipitation.
The performance described is achieved with a 30 second measurement cycle.
Eye safety is a prime factor governing the use of near-infrared lasers, and
also affecting the achieved performance. The CT 12K Ceilometer is designed to
be safe for the eye with regard to all operation and maintenance in its normal
operating environment.
2.3

Data Acquisition and Processing

Because of the performance requirements as well as the power and time
restrictions, the previously used technique of sampling one time slot at a time
has had to be abandoned in favor of real-time digitizing of the whole echo signal
at a speed equalling the resolution required. This in turn requires sophisticated
analog signal processing to handle the wide dynamic range involved with the
height-square dependent attenuation.
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To manage the correct data acquisition the CT 12K CeHometer uses processor
controlled non-linear gain and a flash analog-to-digital converter operating at 10
MHz. The digitized samples are summed for each height in a high-speed readl
write memory using· a hardware adder, the circuitry being capable of fun 10
MHz operation.
At the end of a preset number of samples the summed results are read by the
processor from the high-speed memory for further processing before being presented at the outputs as measurement results. This processing includes compensation for power and sensitivity variations, normalisation with respect to
both height and extinction attenuation and the actual cloud base detection algorithms.
2.4

Internal Control and Monitoring

Laser ceilometers require a number of controls to operate properly. The CT
12K Ceilometer employs internal temperature control to minimize variations and
prevent condensation on windows and lens surfaces, a window conditioner to
keep external window surfaces clear of precipitation and an optional solar
shutter to protect the electronics from focussed sunlight when used between the
tropics of Capricorn and Cancer.
Internal monitoring is employed extensively to facilitate full use of the expensive but age-limited laser, compensation of variations caused by laser age,
temperature and operating voltages, and to prOVide for troubleshooting aid down
to lowest-replaceable-unit level, the latter in combination with a built-in-test
and diagnostics scheme.
2.5

Outputs

An intelligent instrument will have to be interfaced to a number of different
equipment today. Therefore the interface has to be both modular and universal.
The CT 12K Ceilometer is equipped with an RS-232C interface as standard, with
operation using ASC I1 characters on Iy and a simple and straightfol~ward yet
reliable protocol.
For remote use an FSK Bell 103 modem interface is available
operating at 300 Bd. The standard data message transmitted via these interfaces contains in a comprehensive yet compact form both cloud height data, the
measured vertical extinction or backscattered power profile and status data
calling for the attention of the operator in any unusual situation.
In addition to the basic data message a number of commands is available for
complete in-depth access to all measurement data external and internal, control,
and maintenance support. Operation can be both by human operated standard
terminal or by an intelligent device such as a personal computer or an Automatic
Weather Station.
Graphic chart recorders are still widely used as both recording media and
display media for operators. The CT 12K Ceilometer has outputs which enable
the use of chart recorders.
2.6

Design

The electrical design of the eT 12K Ceilometer relies on the 8031 microprocessor and extensive use of CMOS circuitry.
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The 8031 processor was chosen because it is a widely known, accepted and
efficient one for performing both the controller type operations required by the
data acquisition and the internal control and monitoring.
In addition it is also
effective for data processing and communication.
CMOS circuitry will invariably become the dominant one in equipment of this
kind because of its ease of use, reliability, low power consumption, wide temperature range and low noise.
The equipment design emphasizes maintainability with ease of access to all
low voltage electronics, generous use of test points, LED indicators and builtin-test features.
For the external protective housing and pedestal,
used thereby minimizing corrosion in all environments.
3.

stainless steel has been

SUMMARY

A new generation laser ceilometer has been presented i one that with the aid
of sophisticated and efficient data acquisition and processing overcomes the limitations inherent with state-of-the-art semiconductor laser cloud height measurement, at the same time preserving a flexible, yet straightforward user interface
and a rugged and reliable design.
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FUNCTIONAL MAINTENANCE, CALIBRATION AND COMPARISON
IN A RADIOSO~DE NETWORK - A NEW CONCEPT
By
S.M. Kulshrestha, N. Seshadri, S.K. Srivastava,
M. Vaidyanathan and V.P.Verma
India Meteorological Department
New Delhi-ll0003

ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the concept, terminology, static and operating
performances of a radiosonde.

It brings out the distinctive features of an

ideal measuring instrument vis-a-vis the concepts of inaccuracy, uncertainty
and error.

These factors encounter wide variations depending upon the ranges

of the sensing elements, number of parameters measured and the type of usage to
which the instrument is subjected to, namely whether it is a laboratory based,
field based, or balloon based instrument.

It also describes the incompatibi-

lity factors contributed by dynamic deviation effect and interference effect
in the calibration stage and the actual operation stage.

These two aspects

involve divergent design problems, one involving the Direct Performance
Analysis, in which performance forcing functions, initial conditions are
known and corresponding responses are to be found and the other in which
specific quantitative information, on the responses of a given system to
known forcing functions with known initial conditions, is available and the
peformance function of the given system is to be found out (i.e. Inverse
Performance Analysis).
this context.

The paper discusses the work done, in India, in
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OPERACION DE REDES HIDROMETEOROLOGICAS

MANEJO DE INSTRUMENTOS

Srta. A. Moreau
Sr. A. Levy

ABSTRACT

The acquisition and management of meteorological instruments should
be considered within the framework of a national meteorological service operational

~ystem.

This focus will assure the optimization of

the use of economic, technical and human resources on behalf of the
nation's objectives for meteorological data requirements.
The block diagram presents in a clear, practical and integral form,
the secuence of technical and administrative elements to take in cbnsideration.
This concept has been proved with success in different WMO/UNDP projects
in Latin American countries.
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AUTOMAnON OF PYRANOMETER CHARACTERIZAnON
Hans E B Andersson, Swedish Council for Building Research
and Leif Uedquist, National Testing Institute
SUMMARY
It is well known that the obtainable accuracy in measuring global solar irradiance is highly
affected by a number of parameters related to the instrument used. The demand on the
detector is high. Since the detector is used outdoors, the environmental conditions are often
hard, and because of the broad band solar spectrum and variation in spectral distribution,
the detector must have a broad band and flat spectral responsivity. Furthermore, the
directional responsivity should be constant across a 27Tsolid angle, and in solar energy
applications the detector is often used in a tilted position. A high quality pyranometer of the
thermoelectric type fulfills the above requirements to a great extent. A silicon cell will
never qualify as a high class instrument because it measures only half the solar spectrum (2).
The characterization of a thermoelectric pyranometer includes the measurement of
temperature effect, linearity with irradiance level, tilt effect and directional response
(cosine and azimuth dependence). The measurement of those parameters is time consuming
and therefore expensive. Consequently use of low cost desk computers can decrease the cost
and even increase both the repeatability and the accuracy of the measurements.
As part of the work within the International Energy Agency, Solar Heating and Cooling
Programme, a test facility was set up at the Laboratory for Physical Measurements at the
National Testing Institute (1). The test facility is described in some detail below and is now
available for public use on a commercial basis. Behind this development is more than ten
years of experience of automized photometric measurements on the level of a national
laboratory for standards and testing.
From the experience of the testing so far, a few general conclusions may be drawn. Some
parameters are characteristic for a brand of instruments while others show an individual
pattern. The thermopile inherently has a nonlinear response to the irradiance level and the
convection within the protecting glass dome will strengthen the effect, but the output signal
can be linearized with a high degree of conformity in the production of instruments. The
ambient temperature will affect the responsivity, but even this can be compensated for in a
reproducible way. Nonlinearity and temperature effects could also be corrected for by the
application of correction functions in the data processing.
The tilt effect is more complicated. Its origin is convection within the protecting glass
dome. This convection is affected both by the temperature of the sensitive surface Oevel of
inadiance) and by the ambient temperature. Therefore, there is a cross correlation between
linearity, temperature effect and tilt effect. A pyranometer showing a substantial tilt
effect should be tested for linearity and temperature effect at the tilt angle which it is
supposed to use. If possible, a pyranometer showing a tilt effect should not be used in a
tilted position.
The directional response is often a characteristic of an individual instrument, especially at
high incident angles (far away from normal incidence). Even in this case a cross correlation
with the level of irradiance will occur in the sense that the nonlinearity of the instrument
will be mixed with the directional response function in the test procedure.

- 128 It has been proposed that a correction function could be applied to correct directional
response variations. According to our experience, this is probably not possible. The solar
radiation field is inhomogenious and varying with time in an unknown way. The measurement
of the directional response will only give a means to estimate the level of accuracy which
can be obtain in a specified application. Such an estimate has been carried through in (6)
based on data from (1). The estimation relates to integrated radiation at clear sky
conditions. It turns out that the error in the integrated radiation usually is less than 2 % for
good instruments.
TEMPERATURE EFFECT.
A temperature stabilized chamber is used (Fig 1).
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Figure 1. Temperature coefficient measurements
The pyranometer is mounted horizontally in the middle of the chamber and irradiated at
normal incidence through a hole in the chamber roof, the irradiance normally being 1 000
W/m 2 as measured by the pyranometer. A projector employing a 250 W tungsten halogen
lamp gives the radiation. Its energy is supplied by a stabilized power source, the electrical
power being measured continuously. The stability of the irradiance is good enough not to
affect the measured results. A thermo-couple junction is fixed to the base of the
instrument, enabling the temperature of the base to be controlled to within O,l o C of the
desired value. The temperature is normally changed from -25 0 C to +35 0 C in steps of lS 0 C.
The +5 0 C point is used as a reference and the chamber is set at this temperature before and
after each other temperature setting. Using these reference values, correction for any drift
can be performed. The whole set-up is controlled by a computer and the testing procedure is
completed within about 4 hours.
LEVEL OF IRRADIANCE (LINEARITY).
This test procedure is not at aH new. It was first introduced almost 70 years ago (4) and
later developed by the National Physical Laboratory in London for use on photometric
detectors (3). The detector is irradiated by two projectors via a mirror system (Fig 2).
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Figure 2. Linearity measurements
It is a stepwise method in the sense that the detector is first irradiated by one of the
projectors, then by the second projector and finally by the two detectors superimposed. The
sum of the two first signals is compared to the third signal, giving the deviation from the
ideal linearity when the irradiance is doubled. This procedure is repeated and the irradiance
is reduced stepwise by a factor of 2, normally from 1 000 W/m 2 to 31 W/m 2•
The irradiance is varied by varying the voltage to the projector lamps. This way of
irradiance control makes the automation possible. The whole procedure takes about 2 hours.
Precaution has to be taken concerning the change of spectral distribution with lamp voltage.
The projectors are fitted with heat removing filters, cutting off the infrared radiation above
800 nm. The centre wavelength of the irradiance is 580 nm while that of the solar spectrum
is 710 nm. Since the spectral response of a thermo electric pyranometer is essentially flat,
this difference between the two spectra and the possible small change in lamp radiation
spectrum with lamp voltage will not affect the validity of the test result. However, when
testing silicon detectors, this procedure can probably not be used.
TILT EFFECT.
The test method employed agrees essentially with that used by Flowers (5). The pyranometer
is mounted, together with a projector, on a swivelling optical bench (Fig 3).The projector has
a 250 W tungsten halogen lamp and the heat removing filter discussed above is in working
position. The irradiance level at the pyranometer is normally 1 000 W1m 2 • The irradiance on
the sensible area of the pyranometer is monitored by using a beam splitter and a silicon
detector. This reference detector is used to correct for any variation in irradiance when
tilting the bench. The tilt position is set manually, while all data readings are fed directly
into the eomputer.
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Figure 3. Tilt effect measurements

DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE (COSINE AND AZIMUTH DEPENDENCE).
This test is certainly the most difficult one to perform. The result is very easily affected by
linearity and tilt effects and besides the incident angle of the radiation~ has to be measured
with a high degree of accuracy. The influence of the two first effects is: reduced by using a
low irradiance level. From the third problem there is no other way out than accurate
measurement of incident angle. The experimental set-up is sketched in Fig 4.
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Figure 4. Cosine dependence measurements

Two rotational stages are used, the lower having a vertical rotational axis and the upper a
horizontal rotational axis. The pyranometer is mounted to the upper stage in such a way that
the sensitive surface of the pyranometer is vertical and that its vertical diameter coineides
with the rotational axis of the bottom stage. This coincidence is critical for the accuracy of
the measurements. The optical axis of the radiation source passes through the centre of the
detector sensitive area, and at 00 polar angle it coincides with the horizontal rotational
axis of the upper stage. The radiation source is a projector having a 250 VI tUl")gsten halogen
lamp with a heat filter removing the infrared radiation above 800 nm. The inhomogeneity of
the irradiance across the sensitive area of the detector is about 0,1 % for small area
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detectors (Eppley PSP, Kipp & Zonen CM5, CMI0) and 0,5 % for large area detectors
(Schenk Star, EKO Star), all values peak to peak. A shutter is used to take zero readings
from the pyranometer. Readings are taken at every second degree from -90 0 to +90 0 in six
planes representing six azimuth angles, giving in all 540 measured directions. Each data
point is the difference between an open shutter reading and a closed shutter reading. The
rotational stages are controlled from the computer by step motors and the angular
repeatability of the rotational feed mechanism is better than 0,05 0 • The irradiance is 100
W1m 2 at normal incidence to the pyranometer.
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When presenting the results, an offset angle of up to 1 0 has to be introduced to make the
results symmetric, the reason being the following. To obtain reliable cosine measurements
the pyranometer must be mounted with an angular accuracy of better than +-0,1 0 • This is
difficult to achieve for practical reasons. Besides, imperfections in the pyranometer itself
may make this accuracy impossible. There might be imperfections in the spirit level fixture
or a tilt of the detector plane relative to the pyranometer body. Therefore, the readings are
made symmetric, between +70 0 and -70 0 by introducing a small offset angle and controlling
the result by using a least square fitting procedure. The introduction of this offset angle
sometimes has a drastic effect on the presented cosine deviation at incident angles greater
than 70 0 • Examples of results are shown in Fig 5 and Table I.
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Figure Sa. Relative detector responsivity vs. angle of incidence. Data are taken in the
reference plane defined by the angles of 00 and 180 0 •
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FIELO TESTS OF VISIBILITY SENSORS
Ri chard Lewi s
NOAA/National Weather Service
Test and Evaluation Division
Sterling, Virginia
1.

INTRODUCTION

Visibility. measurements are required as part of the surface weather
observation. There are efforts underway in the National Weather Service (NWS)
and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to develop and implement automated
systems to perform as many of the observing functions as possible.
In some
cases, an observer may revi ew the observat i on before di ssemi nat ion, but in other
cases there will be no manual intervention.
While sensors that measure
atmospheric attenuation or scattering have been available for many years,
adapting these sensors for the purpose of replicating human visibility
measurements has proved difficult. Both the FAA and NWS have intensive on-yoing
efforts to identify sensors that are most suitable for visibility measurements
in an automated envi ronment. Lewi sand Imbembo [lJ provi de a revi ew of sensor
technology and report results from initial NWS field tests.
This paper
describes recent results from NWS field tests of scatter type visibility sensors
that are under consideration for use in automatic meteorological systems.
2.

VISIBILITY MEASUREMENT

The most direct method of measuring the light transmission properties of the
atmosphere is with a transmissometer. It basically measures the attenuation of
light across a path of known length (L)" The transmission (T) is the ratio of
the light reaching the detector to the light that would reach.the detector in a
perfectly clear atmosphere. It is related to the extinction coefficient (s) of
the atmosphere by the equation:
s = -1 nTIL
(1 )
Extinction coefficient, and consequently transmission, can be used to determine
vi si bil ity (V):
V = 3/s

(2)

This conforms to the definition of Meteorological Optical Range U~OR) for an
observer viewing a black target on the horizon.
The observer1s contrast
threshold is assumed to be 0.05.
Instruments that measure the amount of light scattered by atmospheric
particles can be adapted for visibility measurements.
Ideally, the scattering
measurement will be proportional to total scattering and thus to the extinction
coefficient.
Theoretical and experimental results suggest that this is most
nearly true for forward scatter at angl es between 30° and 40° when the obscuri ng
phenomena is fog or haze.
Other naturally occurring phenomena such as snow,
smoke, and dust, have di fferent scatteri ng characteri st i cs whi ch are di ffi cul t
to model theoretically.
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SENSORS

The fonowing sensors, which were used in the test,- are described in lewis
and ImbemlJa [I]~
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The
The
The
The
The

National Bureau of Standards transmissometer
Wright and Wright, Inc. Fog 15 forward scatter meter
HSS, Inc., VR-301 forward scatter meter
Impul sphysik (German made) Video graph backscatter mete r
EG&G 207 forward scatter meter

A1so tested was a prototype forward scatter sensor from Belfort Instruments
Company.
It is basically a compact, ruggedi zed version of a NWS designed
forward scatter sensor which is also described in Lewis and Imbembo.
The Videograph is the on ly current ly ope rat ional scatter meter in the NWS
observation network.
It has proved extremely reliable. However, reservations
about using a backscatter sensor for visibility measurements has led to the
i nvesti gation of forward scatter meters as alternati ve sensors.
4.

DATA ANALYSIS

The objective of the data analysis was to ch-aracterize the responses of
the various sensors with respect to the transmi ssometer.
The t ransmi ssometer
thus serves as the standard for measuri ng attenuati on, and is assumed to provide
the best visibi 1ity estimate. The scatter meters all measure some portion of
the scattered light from which a visibility can be computed.
This derived
visibility may not necessarily correlate with the transmissometer derived
visibility in all types of weather or obstructions to vision.
Differences in
the spectral characteristics of the source, and shape of sampling volumes, may
also be expected to contribute to differences in sensor derived visibilities.
For comparison purposes, all sensor readings are converted to MOR.
4.1

Results

Sensors were compared in the range of 0 to 5 miles (0 to B km) or greater.
Increments of visibility were the same as those proposed for the FAA1s Automatic
To evaluate the relative agreement of the
Weather Observing System (AWOS).
scatter sensors with the transmissometer derived visibility, the following
percentayes were calculated for visibilities less than 4 miles (6.5 km)
!., Sensors indicate the same reportable visibility value.
2. The scatter sensor is withi none reportable value of the
transmissometer.
3. The scatter sensor is no more than one reportable value greater or'
two reportable values less than the transmissometer.
The results: are shown in Table 1. The Belfort sensor showed a number of
extreme dHferences which all occurred during an ice storm. I ci cl es hung down
from the shields that project, out over the projector and detector
As a reslJlt~
excessi ve scattering produced erroneously low visibi lity values.
These bad
values were not used for the percentages calculated in Table 1. Table 2 gives
simi lar results using the EG&G 207 as the standard and using all values from 0
to 5/5+ miles.
Again, erroneous Belfort values were not used for percent
agreement calculations.
Both tables cover hourly readings taken from late
November to eady January and are one minute averages. Included are' about 224
cases when the visibi Hty was lowered by fog,. haze" drizzle,rain 'or snow" or
some combination of them. Roughly, 50% are fog only, 40% are mixtures of fog
and rain and/or drizzle. The rest are snow or snow mixed with fog or rai n.
0-
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. TABLE 1. Visibility in various weather conditions as measured by scatter
meters, compared with transmissometer derived visibility.
Scatter Sensor

FOG 15
VR-301
Belfort
Videograph
TABLE 2.

% agreement with transmissometer
by reportable value difference
0

±l

31%
30%
33%
29%

47%
53%
58%

+1 to -2
66%
77%
77%
73%

5~%

Same as Table I using EG&G 207 visibility as reference

Scatter Sensor

% agreement wi th Hi&G 2U7 by

reportable value difference

FOG 15
VR ...301
Belfort
Videograph

o

±l

43%
54%
31%
40%

82%
83%
63%
67%

+1 to -2
86%
85%
84%
77%

To better define sensor responses in specific types of weather or
obstructions to vision, x-y plots of sensor derived visibilities were generated
for specific events in the period November to January. Data points were 10
minute averages taken 1-10 minutes apart. Sensors are coded as:
1. Fl5 = Fog 15
2.- VRH = HSS, VR-301
3. BLV = Belfort Visibility Sensor
4. SV1 V3 or V5 = Videograph
The statistics for various weather events are summarized in Table 3.
Weather for each event is described and followed by:
1. Regression line slope
2. Regression line offset
3. Standard Error of Estimate (S.E.E.)
4. Correlation (RI2)
5. Range of x values
(lowest and highest values)
6. Range of y values
7. Number of samples (n)
A perfect regression fit would be slope = 1, offset = U, S.E.E.= 0 and
Rt2 = 1. That is in the equation y = a x + b, slope a = 1 and offset b = O. A
s10pe near 1 with a significant offset and good S.E.Eo and RI2 would indicate a
constant factor (b) added to the conversi on equati on would gi ve a good one-toone fit. An offset near 0 with slope different from 1 and good S.E.E. and RI2
would indicate that a constant factor multiplier (a) should be applied to the
conversion equation in order to improve the fit.
Poor S.E.Eo or RI2 values
would imply large scatter or possibly a nonlinear fit.
Examination of the
scatter plots will reveal if one or both of these factors is responsible.
5.

DISCUSSION

The graphs and statistics reaffirm most of the expected similarities and
differences between scatter sensors and the transmissometer.
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Table 3. Regression statistics for different weather episodes.
Transmissometer = TE or EG&G 207 = EPI or EGH on X. Fog 15 = F15,
VR-301 = VRH, Belfort = BLV.Videograph =" SVl or V5 on Y.

Oat~

~

S~nsor

!.
12/15/6-4

Fog and/or

Haz~

lE
TE

lE
lE
EPI
EPl
EPI
EPl
TE·

11/28/'d4

Rain light to heavy
with occasional fog

III
EGH
E!iH
EGH
E!iH
III

lE
TE
TE
TE
EPl
EPl
EPl
EPl
lE

Fl5
YRK
SLY
V5
FlS
VRH
SLY
VS
EPl

TE

Fl5
VRH
8LY
SVl
Fl5
VRH
BlY

T\/

. 12/16/84

1/17-18/85

Fay. or 11 ght
drizzle ~nd fog

light snow
Mixed wl th fog

lE

TE

lE
EPl
EPl
EPl
EPl

12/21/84

1/20/85

light r~ln. andlor
light drizzle
.nd f09

Fl5
YRH
SLY
SVI
FlS
VRH
SLY
SVI
(PI

FlS
VRH
SlV
SVI
FlS
VRH
lilY
SYl
EGH

T\/

III

.!!2£.!.

~

1&.h

!.!.t

~

~

!!.

O.ll

0.99
0.99
0.98
0.89
0.98
0.99
0.95
0.119
0.911

0.5-3.9
0.5-3.9
0.5-3.9
0.5-3.9
0.6-6.6

"39
39
39
39

0.6-1.4
0.6-1.4
U.S-3.9

0.5-3.0
0.6-3.2
0..6-3.2
0".2-3.0
0.5-7.8
0.6-1.1
0.6..;!>.2
0.2-1.8
U.6-3.3

y

sn

u.H
U.11
0.72
0.55
1.2
\ .1

o.n

0.92
0.11

0.4~

U.14
0.21
0.35
0.24
-0.43
-0.21
U.11
-0.31
U.24

0.10

u.a

0.31
0.40
U.2S·
0.42
\ .0

u.a

o.a

0.41

0.\17
0.83
0.94
0.911
0.91
U.84
0.96
u.97
U.911

2.3-5.9
2.3-!>.9
2.3-!>.9
2.3-3.1
1.0-3.4
1.0-3.4
1.U-3.4
1.U-2.1
2.3-5.9

1.0-2.7
1.3-2.9
1.3-3.1
3.5-5.9
1.0-3.9 .
1.0-3.9
1.3-4.9
3.7-8.U
1.0-2.6

U.l11
0.94
0.19
0.80
1.13
1.31
0.ll8
0.91
0.64

0.14
O.ll
U.46
-0.U4
-O.lS
0.10
0.51
-0.02
0.4

0.1lI
.__ 0.52
0.10
0.15
u.n
0.111
U.12
0.20
0.06

U.98
0.86
0.96
0.91
0.97
0.79
0.99
0.98
0.99

1.0-4.4
1.0-4.3
1.0-2.6
1.0-2.6
1.1-4.5
1.1-4.5
0.9-5.3
0.9-5.3
1.0-3.7

1.0-3.5
1.1-4.3
1.2-2.5
U.8-2.1
1.1-4.7
1.1-5.0
1.2-5.1
0.8-5.1
0.9-2.7

51
411
31
31
56
56
63
63
46

0.91
0.93
U.99
0.18
0.99
0.95
0.99
.0.95
0.99

0.7-3.8
0;1-3.8
0.7-3.8
0.8-3.8
0.9-5.4
0.9-1.1
0.9-B.0
0.9-8.0
0.8-3.8

1.1-3.9
0.7-2.9
1.0-3.8
1.0-3.11
1.1-7.8
0.8-8.0
1.0-7.11
0.3-5.4
0.9-3.3

61
62
62
62
92
lU3
137
1311
62

0.2-3.4
U.2-3.4
0.2-3.4
U.2-3.4
0.3-6.2
0.3-7.7
0.3-7.11
U.3-7.3
0.2-3.4

0.3-2.11
U.4-2.2
0.4-2.7
0.1-2.7
0.3-6.2
0.4-8.0
U.4-B.0
U.1-7.7
0.3-2.3

10
7U
10
7u
49
!l3
53
SI
10

0.4-3.6
0.4-4.6
0.4-4.6
0.4-4.6
0.9-7.1
0.9-1.7
U.9-6.4
0.9-7.7
0.4-3.6

1.4-4.7
0.7-4.4
1.2-4.2
0.2-1.5
1.4-7.8
0.7-7.3
1.2-7.B
0.2-3.5
0.9-3.6

14

1.~

\.1
U.1I5
1.3
3.~.

0.94

o.n

U.1I5
0.25
1.5
1.2
0.93
0.61.
0.7B

0.51
0.53
0.34
0.22
-0.51
-0.56
·0.34
0.611
0.4B

0.33
0.20
U.13
0.16
0.35
0.60
0.34
0.51
0.10

lE
lE
·IE
lE
EPl
EPl
EPl
EPl
lE

F15
YRH
SLY
SYl
Fl5
VRH
BlY
SVl
EPl

0.12
0.41
U.11
0.116
1.3
0.99
0.1111
1.U
0.61

0.18
0.51
0.42
U.Ol
-0.25
O.UII
0.26
0.00

0.08
0.Z6
0.13
0.10
0.42
U.ll
U.Z4
0.U1

0.119
0.112
0.98
0.98
1.0
0.911
1.0
0.1111
0.99

FI5
YRH
BlV
SYl
Fl5
YRH
BLV
SYI
EPI

1.0
0.94
1.6
0.30
U.1I1
0.1
1.1
0.3
0.81

1.01
0.36
0.51
0.09

O.ll
0.13
U.03
0.03
0.46
0.93
U.61
0.46
U.08

0.99
1.0
1.U
1.0
0.911
0.B9
0.91
0.86
1.0

lE
EPI
EPI
EPl
EPI
lE

80
14
39

0.24
0.20
0.13
0.111
0.33
o.n
U.31
0.15

EPl

lE

11
12

-0.U3
0.59
0.011
U.:l4
-O.H
0,411
0.03
0.211
U.39

0.3S
0.54

TE

light. very dry snow lE
lE

0.6-~.9

o.n

0.~4

0.41
O.!>U
-0.01
0.56·

o.n

J4
34
:14
12
44
44
44
25

34

19
12
19
2b
2!l
18
27
14
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1.

The forward scatter sensors indicate visibility lower than
the transmissometer when rain is the predominant restriction to
visibility. The backscatter sensor indicates higher visibility often by
a factor of two or more.
2. The backscatter sensor indicates lower visibility in snow
sometimes as much as a third lower than the transmissometer.
3. Best agreement among scatter sensors and between individual
scatter sensors and the transmissometer is observed when the visibility
obstruction is predominantly due to fog.
4. Sensors that measure forward scatter agree well with each other in all
types of vi si bi 1ity rest ri ct ions.
Whi 1e the data generally supports these statements, some important di vergences
are noted with respect to each sensor. Offset, S.E.E., and range are in units
of miles to conform to units used in NWS surface aviation observations.
5.1

Fog 1b

The Fog 15 differs si gnifi cant ly from the EG&G 207 in both snow cases.
In
light snow with fog the slope is 1.5 and in light dry snow the offset is 0.94.
The Fog 15 thus tends to report vi si bil ity over a mi 1e greater than the EG&G
207. This is true across the range in dry snow and at the higher visibilities 3
to 8 miles (5-13 km) in fog and snow.
Differences in the optical systems of the two basically similar devices
could account for the observed disparity.
While the EG&G 207 uses refractive
lenses for expanding its beam and collecting scattered light, the Fog 15 has a
parabol i c mi rror at the projector and no lens system on the detector.
Thus
energy density may be different at different scatteri ng angl es. Thi s, coupled
with the unique scattering properties of snow, may account for measurement
differences.
The EG&G 207 is in better agreement with the t ransmi ssometer in
both snow events.
5.2

VR-301

In most cases of mixed precipitation, the correlation coefficient for the
VR-301 is somewhat worse than the other forward scatter sensors.
Si nce 10minute averaging was used, it is unlikely that the variability is due to the
small sampling volume.
In the case of mixed rain, drizzle, and fog the slope
was 0.47 and correlation 0.82 compared to about 0.70 and 0.98 for the Fog 15 and
Belfort.
The slope is also lower and correlation coefficient less in the
predominantly rain event with respect to both the transmissometer and EG&G
207. On the other hand, the slope of the VR-301 regression with the EG&G 207 is
never more than 0.31 from the EG&G 207 in any of the events.
5.3

Belfort Visibility Sensor

The conversion equation for the Belfort though preliminary, proved to be in
generally good agreement with the other forward scatter sensors.
A notable
difference was noted in the fog/haze case where the slope was only 0.62 compared
to 1.2, and 1.1 for the Fog 15 and VR-30 respectively.
Examination of the
scatter diagram suggests a nonlinear response curve with a tendency toward lower
visibility above 4 miles.
A possible explanation for the difference is
preferent i a 1 scatteri ng by haze of the predomi nant ly blue 1i ght from the zenon
flashlamp.
5.4

Videograph
The Videograph conversion equation is a compromise designed to be a best

~
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fit across the range of vi si bil it i es that must be reported at automated
stat ions. The slope wi th respect to the EG&G 207 in fog and haze is near one
(0.92) but the scatter is large (1.0).
Also, the slope with respect to the
transmissometer, 0.55, is worse than the forward scatter sensor in this case.
Slopes in the mixed fog, drizzle and/or light rain cases is near 1 in the
regression equation with respect to the transmissometer or EG&G 207; offsets are
small (less than 0.2). Expected differences in moderate to heavy rain or snow
are readily apparent in the statistics.
5.5

EG&G 207 and Transmissometers

In all regression comparisons, the transmissometer and EG&G 207 are highly
corre 1ated with low standard errors.
Whi 1e the slopes and offsets differ,
depending on type of weather, the relationship is approximately linear in all
cases. The relationship for fog and/or haze is the same as that for snow and/or
fog.
Combination of fog, drizzle, and/or light rain, have lower slopes with
heavier rain further decreasing the slope of the best fit regression equation.
6.

OTHER SENSOR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

A11 the tested sensors ha ve sho\'Jn exce 11 ent re 1i abi 1ity and stable
calibrations.
The Videograph typically requires no maintenance other than
wi ndow cl eani ng. The Fog 15 has a mechani cal chopper motor whi ch has run for
over 2 years. An improved version, the Fog 15X, did have a motor failure after
about 6 months operation. A better motor has since been installed, and is being
The HSS, Inc. VR-301 has run continuously, without
used in new Fog 15X·s.
failure for 9 months, with excellent calibration stability. The Belfort has
also demonstrated excellent calibration stability through 3 months of continuous
operation.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

All the sensors tested incorporate features that are desirable for use at
automated weather stations.
Durability and low maintenance features are
outstanding. Field recalibration is readily performed for all systems.
Whi 1e some di spari ties wi th the t ransmi ssometer were noted, the sensors
generally err in the direction of lower Visibility. The notable exception is
the Videograph in rain.
Here in an automated system an indication of the
presence of precipitation is essential and intensity of preci.pitation
desirable.
Further improvements in the vi si bi 1ity reports from all scatter sensors
would be possible if the type of restriction to vision was identified.
Visibility conversion equations would then be changed based on the type of
restriction. Devices that can do this are currently underdevelopment.
8.
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A HUMIDITY MEASURING INSTRUMENTS COMPARISON PROJECT
John Skaar
Norwegian Meteorological Institute

(DNMI)

A project on intercomparison between different types of
humidity measuring instruments and sensors was started at the
Norwegian Meteorological Institute (DNMI) in September 1984 and
will be continued. The following types of sensors have until now
been included (U=Humidity (per cent)jTt=Dry bulb temp,Tv=Wet bulb
temp.,Tt,T~ :Temp.heated air when Tt <10 °c,Td=Dew point temp.oC):
Sensor output
Sensor type
U
Hair hygrometer
(Part of MITEF)
Capacitive thin
U
film hygrometer
Asp.psychrometer
(Frankenberger)
Asp.psychrometer
according to WMO
Ref. Psychrometer
Heated asp. psyT T" TlI
t' t' v
chrometer
Hair hygrometer
U
with silicon beam
Temp. resistor

Prod. firm/Institution
Wilh.Lambrecht KG
(Germany, Fed. R~p. of)
Vaisala 0'1 (Finland)

Type/Model
800N30
(50-30-50)
Humicap
HMP 31 UT
3X101

Theodor Friedrichs
(Germany, Fed. Rep. '0 f)
Akademie der Wissen- EAP 1
schaften der DDR
Theodor Friedrichs,
3020
(Germany, Fed. Rep. of)
Aanderaa Instruments 2820
(Norway)
MITEF,DNMI (Norway)
Pt500

All these sensors are located in a louvered instrument screen
constructed for the purpose.
As reference is used:
Td,T t
Dew point & temGeneral Eastern Instr.1500 MPS
perature meter
Corp. (USA).Sensors:1211MP&1212 MP
The sensors of this instrument had to be exposed outside the comp.
screen.- In addition the following variables are recorded:

Flux
ff

Solar radiation

Kipp & Zonen (Holland)

CM 5

Wind speed

Siggelkow
(Germany, Fed. Rep. of)

LISA

MITEF,DNMI (Norway)

Pt500

Tt(outside) Temp. resisctor

Output of the sensors are recorded every 10th minute by means
of a Christie Data Logger, Model CD 248.
The records are converted to engineering units and processed
by an EDP computer (type IBM PC XT).
Other humidity sensor types to be included probably later
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this year:

PCRC-11 Standard electro-humidity sensor (UK)
(AUSTRALIA)

WllijO Heference Psychrometer (CSI RO)

Heated asp.psychr.
(Friedrichs 3020)
Air

Asp.psychr. (l<'rankehb.)
As irator)
.,............:;Jind sensor

outlet~

' .....

I

2~ONTHOL

~

.j

·.;30larimeter

",~-r--

. - - - -.. Air tube
Double standard instru. :- : ment screen

(NI 48)
Fig.1
General

~astern

Dew Point H

Hair hygrom.with
silicon beam
(J\.pnderaa 2820

,';iJV10 Referen
ce Psychrom
EAP 1

Fig.2
Jap.thin film
hygrom. (HUJliIlCAP HMP 1UT

Asp.psychr.
( f'rankenb. )
(Friedrichs
3X101
J~'ig.

3

I', I

'l'EF - ai r tem

rom.1500

~PS

READINGS
Control readings of humidity
and temperature
sensor data from
logger and dew
point computer
(GE) are carried
out simultanously
with exposure and
readings of two
Assmann psychrometers (one inside
-the comparison
screen and one outside)usually once
every working day.
To avoid time errors the following
procedure has been
introduced:
(a).Moistening of
psychrometer wet
bulb thermometers
approx. 1/2 hour
prior to observation.(b).Reading
logger indicators.
(c) • Beading psychrometers and dew
point computer.
(d).Repeated reading of logger in·dicators. -The mean
values of logger
indicators are taken as representative.
Reference values
for air temperature
and relative humidity are computed
as the means of
psychrometer and
dew point hygrometer (Tt) readings
and corresponding
computed values of
relative humidity.

- 141 Results of control readings during the period 13th September to 20th December 1984:
TABLE I
TEMPERATURE (DRY BULB) (oC)

umber

~

(n)

IYlean deviation
(MD)

Temp.resistor (MITEF-Pt500)

25

-0.06

0.14

Asp.psychrometer (Frankenberger)(Friedrichs 3X101)

34

-0.40

0.13

WMO Ref.Psychrometer EAP 1

34

-0.16

0.13

Heated asp.psychrometer
(type Friedrichs 3020)

34

-0.25

0.12

of obs

Instrument

RELATIVE HUMIDITY
Hair hygrometer (type Lambrecht 800N30) (Part of MITEF)31
Capacitive thin film hygrometer (Vaisala Humicap
type HJ.VIP 31 UT)
Asp.psychrometer (Frankenberger)(Friedrichs 3X101)

Std. deviation
(SD)

Remarks

(PER CENT)
2.7

2.1
12.4

25
26

2.7

1.4

WMO Ref.Psychrometer EAP 1

29

1• 1

1.8

Heated asp.psychrometer
(type Friedrichs 3020)

32

0.30

Not representative
See para.

4 (e)

Hair hygrometer with silicon beam (type Aanderaa 2820 24
Temperatures and computed relative humidities for observations made inside and outside the comparison screen are in very
good conformity with each other, as shown in Table 11 below.
No systematic differences can be derived from the control readings,but the 'comparisons took place from late autumn to end of
the year when radiation influence usually is at the very lowest.
However, the results show that using the Dew point hygrometer
(G.E.) as reference during the comparisons which follow below,
is justified.
TABLE 11
MEAN TENPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY MEASURED INSIDE AND OUTSIDF. THE INSTRUMENT SCREEN
~

Instrument
and
Exposure

Dry bulb temperature
Relative humidity
Mean dry Mean de- std. IMean re- IMean de- Std.
viation devi- lative
bulb
viation devi- n
from re- ation humidity from re- ation
temp.
ference
ference

Inside screen:
a.Assmann psychr. 6.32
Outside screen:
b.Assmann psychr. 6.37
c.Dew point (G. E) 6.22
Ref. (a+b+c) • 1/3

6.30

-0..·02

0.09

77.8

0.6

1.05 29

-0.07
0.08

0.09
0.17

79.5
77.9

-1. 1
0.5

1.46 29
1.81 29

78.4
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The psychrometer coefficient applied when computing humidity values is taken from Aspirations-Psychrometer-Tafeln (Deutscher Wetterdienst 1978).
For all data included in this report the sensors have not
been calibrated by DNMI (except MITEF),but presumably by thernanufacturers'.
.;. Laboratory and in situ calibration will be carried out later in spring 1985.,

3.

RESULTS OF COMPARISONS

IVlean deviation (MD) and standard deviation (SD) have been
computed for all sensors and instruments included in relation to
temperature and relative humidity,- and roughly in relation to
radiation (day/night) and wind speed.
In Table III and IV below (MD) and (3D) are given in relation to relative humidity for intervals of 5 per cent.
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TABLE IV
(CONT. OF' TABLE Ill)
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4.

DISCUSSIONS
(a). The Reference Hygrometer: Since the bew point hygrometer cooled mirror type - has' been recommended as th,e mos t accurate
instrument for measuring atmospheric humidity,'especially at low
temperatures,a General Eastern 1500 lVIPS hye;rometer wit!l sensors
1211 r1P and 1212 MP was purchased already ln 1983. Much trouble
have been experienced in operat;ion of theinstrument,mainly due
to heavy ice accumulation on the mirror, whereby the sensor unit
has to be" taken indoor for' se'rvice. - To include a programme for
rejecting false data in the processing procedure is difficult to
do under such circumstances.
"
.
The sensor unit is exposed approx. 4 meters from the screen
in which the other sensors' are installed, at the same hight' above
theground~
,
(b). TheWMO Reference Psychrometer EAP,1: The instrument is easy
to install (e.g. in a Stevenson 's screen) •.-Heat created by the
fan motor' is removed from the inf~l.ide of the screen through a' flexible hose which is terminated by a'tube approx. 2 meters above the
roof. - Apart from break-down of' the ventil'a ting fan motor (replaced by an AC-motor giving the same ventilation speed 3.5 m/s)
and a minor' leakage in the waterr'eservoir" the instrument has
performed very well since, it was, installed (1983). '~ The moistening wick should be changed'approx.. once a month (when exposed in
moderate contaminated air). However, it is recommended to clean
the wick by means of dest:llled water and aha-ir-pencil once every
week. (A dark brown spot has appeared on the wick near the middle
of the resistor,sensor.No explanation has been found}.
The. "automatic f' water su,pply does Dot operate at temperatures below 0 °C._ Calibration has remained unchanged during the
whole period (MD--O.1 per cent). Standard deviation (based on deviation :from. the, G·. E.. -reference) is approx. 2 percent; - 1. e. conformity, between tbis. instI'ument and the Dew point "reference hygrometer (G.E.) has been better than for all the o the'!' sensor uni ts~'
included-in the comparisons;
'"
. '
(c). Hair Hygrometer ''With Silicon Beam (Aander~a type 2820):Anew
type of hair hygrometers. (designed for AWS) which has operated satisfactorilY (high 'stability), but calibration of the sensor is
not'corr,ect' (11)) :varying from' ':'3.5 at 35 per cent to 5.6 at saturat.)
(d)~, Heated Asp.,PsychroriletEH' (Friedrichs 3020):The operation prin:'"
ciple' is, described in a paper obtainable from the mam~facturer.-, "
Moistening of ,the wick haS failed frequently, probably, because 'the'
wick is somewhat pressed between the wet bulb sensor and the plastic tube surrounding it.- Recalibration (or exchange) of sensors
necessary. However,the psychrometer has operated at t~mperatures
below -20 oC,but for the lowest temperature's it seems that the
heating inside the housing is somewhat inSUfficient.
(e). The Cap~citiveThin Film Hygrometer (Humicap) showed good
agreement with the reference values to start with,but according to
control readings,deviation changed from approx. 3 to 10 per cent
Q,uring three months. Calibration should perhaps be carried out
weekly or so. -Data included in Table JI1 above should therefore
not be considered representative for the instrument.
(f). The other humidity sensors (Lambrecht 800N30 and F'riedrichs
3X101) are both well-known sensor units. Reference is made to brochures or descriptions obtainable from the manufacturers.

(Reference 111.7)
OPERATIONAL EVALUATION OF NAYAID
WINDFINDING SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
J

1.

F Ponting, J Nash and M Kitchen
UK Meteorological Office

Introduction

In the last two years three opportunities have arisen to test Navaid
windfinding systems against primary radar measurements at sites in the
United Kingdom. The first occurred in the summer of 1983 when a Vaisala
RS80 MicroCora omega wind finding system was operated at sites in the South
of England, namely Beaufort Park (51 degrees North, 1 degree west) and the
operational radiosonde station at Crawley (51 degrees North, 0 degrees
West). The second came with Phase I of the WHO International Radiosonde
Intercomparison (CIMORSEX) at Beaufort Park in the summer of 1984 (for
further details see Nash et. al.(2». During CIMORSEX both the Vaisala RS80
MicroCora omega systema and the Beukers Microsonde system were in
simultaneous operation. Finally a Vaisala RS80 MicrOCora Loran-C
windfinding system was operated for five days at the operational radiosonde
station at Stornoway in the outer Hebrides (58 degrees North, 6 degrees
west) in the autumn of 1984.
It is expected that the reproducibility of omega Navaid wind
measurements varies with time of day but may not be expected to vary
significantly with geographical location in the UK (see Lange (1), Chapter
7). However, the reproducibility of Loran-c wind measurements is expected
to vary significantly with geographical location in the UK (see Ryder et.
al. (4». A site in the North West of the UK (Stornoway) was chosen in
order to obtain high quality Loran wind measurements (strong signals and
good geometry) at an operational radiosonde station possessing a good
quality windfinding radar.
2.

Variation

a.

omega Measurements

~ith

height/slant range/elevation

Some r.m.s vector windspeed differences between measurements by the
primary radar and the two Navaid wind finding systems used in CIMORSEX are
shown in Fig. 1. These differences are based on comparison of wind
measurements at one minute intervals (from 97 flights). The primary radar
provides independent minute winds but both the Beukers and Yaisala
windfinding systems apply smoothing to the windfinding data (over at least
2 minutes). In Fig. 1 the data are divided into elevation bands (20 to 40
degrees, 40 to 60 degrees and 60 to 90 degrees) and the r.m.s. vector
differences between the primary radar and the other two wind finding systems
plotted as a function of slant range.
Of critical importance in interpretation of all these data is the
accuracy attributed to the radar measurements. In order to estimate the
uncertainties in the radar derived winds a series of flights have recently
been performed from the experimental site at Beaufort Park in which a radar
target was tracked simultaneously by radars at Beaufort park and at Crawley
(an operational station some 50 km distant). These tests indicated that
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radar in the UK are approximately 0.5 ms-1 for slant ranges of less than 20
km rising to 1.5 ms-I at a slant range of 80 km.
It is clear from Fig. 1 that the Vaisala omega windfinding measurements
were of significantly superior quality to the Beukers omega measurements in
the CIMORSEX trial. A significant difference between these two systems was
that the Vaisala system processed signal phase information received from as
many Omega stations as possible (With signals selected automatically during
the processing) whilst the Beukers system used signals from three omega
stations which had to be selected prior to launch.
From Fig. 1 it can be seen that the difference between the radar
measurements and those of the Ni3.vaid systems were smallest at slant ranges
between 5 and 10 km. Slant ranges less than 5 km correspond to times
shortly after launch when the signals received by the omega systems are not
strong and/or stable enough to produce optimum performance. At ranges
greater than 10 km the difference between the primary radar and the other
windfinding systems generally increases with height. This is in part due
to the differences introduced by the smoothing of the Omega systems,
particularly at jet stream levels and in the stratosphere. For example,
the mean difference between maximum windspeeds reported by the radar
observations and the omega windfinding systems was 2 ms-I for the Vaisala
system and 3 ms'- l for the Beukers system, with, in both cases, the radar
wind speeds higher on average than the omega measurements.
Estimates from ClMORSEX data indicate that, at both long and short
ranges, the r.m.s errors of the Vaisala omega wind measurements are of the
order of 2 ms-1 , whilst in the most favourable circumstances in the
troposphere the r.m.s. errors are of the order of 1.3 ms-I. These values
are consistent with those obtained in 1983 in comparison against the
operational radar at Crawley.
Fig. 2 shows typical scatter plots of the differences between
measurements by the omega systems and the radar, obtained during ClMORSEX.
The selected data are those between 450 hPa and 250 hPa taken from the 1200
GMT flights. In each part of the figure the ellipse is that which encloses
50 per cent of the scatter points. The ellipse is centred at the
co-ordinates corresponding to the arithmetic means of the Northerly and
Easterly components respectively. The direction of the major axis of the
ellipse (relative to the East-West axis) is chosen to minimise the sum of
squares of the offsets from the axis to each point (for more details see
Nash et. al. (3». From this figure it can be seen that the distribution
of the differences for the Beukers system is much more elliptical than the
distribution for the Vaisala system. These results can be interpreted in
terms of the configuration of the omega station network relative to the
United Kingdom. At sites in the UK the strongest signals come from the
transmitters in Norway and Liberia. These two stations lie close to a
North-South axis through the Southern UK, and the resultant r.m.s.
deviations of the North-South components of wind measurements by both the
Vaisala and Beukers sytems, relative to the radar measurements, are similar
and close to 1 ms-I. Transmissions from a third station, normally North
Dakota or Argentina, must be used to provide the input necessary for
successful wind measurements in the OK. As North Dakota is located close
to the East-West axis through Beaufort Park its transmissions should be
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the signals received from Argentina and North Dakota are often weak
relative to those from Norway and Liberia (see section 3) and consequently
the Easterly wind components show larger scatter relative to the radar than
the Northerly components. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that for Easterly
components the Beukers system is more liable to error than the Vaisala
system when using the weaker transmissions.
b.

Loran Measurements

The r.m.s. vector differences between the primary radar and the Vaisala
RS80 MicroCora Loran system measurements obtained at stornoway are shown in
Fig. 3. The Vaisala Loran-C system experienced difficulties shortly after
launch, which is the reason for the poor reproducibilities at low levels.
optimum performance was not always obtained until five minutes into flight.
It was found that there was a small (approximately 2 degrees) systematic
bias between the Loran and radar wind directions, the origin of which has
not been identified as yet. Fig. 3 also includes an estimate of the r.m.s.
errors associated with the Loran wind measurements. This was derived using
the slant-range dependent estimate of errors of radar wind measurements
cited earlier and with the effects of the systematic bias removed. By
comparing Figs 1 and 3 it can be seen that the optimum performance obtained
with the Loran-C system is better than that obtained with the omega
systems, particularly in the mid-troposphere.
3.

Diurnal Variation

It is expected that the relative signal strengths of the omega
transmissions, as received in the UK, vary with time of day. Based on
transmissions received at Beaufort Park during CIMORSEX by the Vaisala
system, the relative signal strengths are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 - Relative omega signal strengths received during CIMORSEX

Time
(GMT)

0000
0400
0800
1200
1600
2000

._---

STATION
Norway Liberia Argentina N. Dakota Reunion Japan Australia

7
9

10
10
9

10

7
7
7
7
7
7

7
5
7
3
3
3

1
3

4
3
2

1

1
1
0
2

1
1

0
1
0
0
0
0

Hawaii

Excluded
( ambiguity
in
transmission
path of
signals)

0
0
0
0
0
0

-From the table it can be seen that the strongest signals were received
from Norway and Liberia whilst the signals from Argentina and North Dakota
were weaker in the afternoon (ie 1600 and 2000 GMT) than at 0400 and 0800
GMT.

- 148 As there were more flights during CIMORSEX at 0000 and 1200 GMT than at
other times, the data for 0400 and 0800 GMT, and for 1600 and 2000 GMT have
been combined to provide data samples comprising about 25 flights. R.M.S
vector windspeed differences from the resulting data sets are plotted as a
function of slant range in Fig. 4 for elevation angles between 20 and 40
degrees. The diurnal variation shown in this plot is typical of the
complete CIMORSEX data set. It can be seen that the omega wind finding
measurements have poorest reproducibility at 1600 and 2000 GKf with the
degradation at these times being particularly marked for the Beukers
system; the times occur in the period during which signals from Argentina
and North Dakota are weakest. This demonstrates, as already noted, the
greater susceptibility to error of the Beukers system when using weak omega
signals. The best reproducibilities for both the Vaisala and Beukers
systems are found at 0400 and 0800 GMT and at 1200 GMT when signals from
North Dakota and Argentina are relatively strong. Similar results were
found from the measurements with the Vaisala system at Beaufort Park in
JUly 1983, with the reproducibility of omega measurements at 0600 GMT
superior to that at 1000 ~r and markedly superior to that at 1800 GMT.
Thus the diurnal variation of omega windfinding reproducibility in the OK
summer does not follow the model indicated in Lange (1) namely that the
best performance is obtained at local noon, with much poorer performance at
both morning and evening twilights.

4.

Conclusions

1. The various Navaid systems tested in these comparisons all appear to
apply smoothing to the basic wind data over periods of more than a minute.
Only the primary radar provided truly independent one minute mean winds.
2. The Vaisala RS80 MicroCora omega system showed better agreement with
the radar than did the Beukers Microsonde omega system, and was
significantly less susceptible to error when omega signal reception in the
United Kingdom was poor.
3. Wind measurements from the Vaisala RS80 MicroCora Loran system showed
even better agreement with radar measurements in an area of good Loran
reception. However the performance appeared to be below the theoretical
estimates (0.25 ms-I) of Ryder et. al. (4).
4. Allowing for known uncertainty in the radar winds, the typical
reproducibility of the three Navaid systems compared was:Vaisala omega
Beukers omega
Vaisala Loran

1.5 to 2.5 ms-I r.m.s.
2.0 to 4.5 ms-.! r.m.s.
0.5 to 1.5 ms-.! r.m.s. ( in flight)
(approximately 2.0 ms-.! shortly after launch)

In general the Navaid systems produced best results at heights of a few
Whilst
the reproducibility of the Vaisala omega measurements in the UK is similar
to the values expected in Lange (1) the reproducibility of both the Beukers
omega and Vaisala Loran systems were poorer than expected.
km, with deterioration both close to the surface and above 8 km.
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Figure 1:
r .m.s. vector windspeed
differences between the
primary radar and the
other windfinding
systems in CIMORSEX.
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Figure 2: Distribution of vector wind differences for 1200 GMT (nominal)
Pressure: 450 to 250 mb.
Wind: All speeds.
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FiClure 4:
r.m.s. vector windspeed differences
for various times of the day between
the OMEGA systems and a primary
radar. using data from CIMORSEX.

Figure 3:
VerticaL distribution of r .m.s.
vector differences in wind measurements from the VaisaLa RS80 (LORAN)
and primary radar. obtained during
the Stornoway comparison (derived
from 18 comparison flights).
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AUTo~aTION

IN CALIBRATION SYSTEM OF INDIAN RADIOSONDES

N. seshadri, V.P. Verma & S.B:. Kulshrestha

India Heteorological Department
New Delhi - 110003

The paper describes an automated calibration recorder for Baroswi tche s used in the Indian Radi osonde instrument for pra ssure sensing in
the upper atmosphere. The improved version has been designed to meet the
needs of obtaining clean and distinct calibration records on the sensi Used
recording paper charts using the heated stylus pens. The accuracy of
pressure recording of 0.5 mb has leen achieved by the use of millimeter
graduations of the chart. The re co rder is de signed to have an output of
. calibration records for 8 baroswitches simultaneously, thereby simplifying
the existing recording procec.lure for the hlO references and humidity
contacts ill two chamlels. The record is obtain..ed on a single channel from
each baroswitch, and the identification is ensured by using a positive or
negative signal for the high or 101'1 reference contacts. The incoming·
signal in the form of a square pulse is recorded on ei ther side of the mean
'no signal' line position.
The design of each recorder has been optimised
to facilitate flexibility of batch calibration of 8 baroswi tche s,md 5
such recorders are used simultaneously to give a calibration output of 40
baro swi tche sat a tire.
The barosvli tch consists of a pressure die -cast rigid aluminium
frame, a pressure sensor and a commutator plate which are the important
fu.ncti onal parts of the radi osonde. The pre ssure sensor is a capsule made
of high Nickel alloy Nispan 'C'. A 150 segment micro-printed circui t
commutator pIa te is mounted on to this frame.
The barosvTi tch not only
records the pre ssure as t.h.e instrument is carried aloft in a balloon but
also simultaneously svdtch, in or out of the circuitry, the temperature and
humidity sensor and reference contacts suitably.
The recorder described is
used to calibrate these baroswitches.
The technical details of barosvritch calibration recorders are given
be lot,,:
Channels

8 (each 40 mm wide)

Wri ting IlIe thod

Heat sensi ti ve

Trace

Approxima te linear, square pulses,
thickness adju8table 0.1 to 0.5 mm

Pen Deflection

+ 5 mm (adjustable)

Defle c tion Sys tem

Gal vanome tric

~

152 -

Chart Drive

Servo synchro controlled

Chart Length

50 metres

Chart Graduations·

mm (Horizontal & Vertical)

Chart Speed·Accuracy

+ 0.1% of 1 cycle chart length

Ri se Time

Compensated for square pulses

Damping

Adjustable (Each channel)

Sensi ti vi ty

Adjustable (Each channel)

Input Impedance

1.5 Meg Ohm

P owe r Re qui reme n t

150 Watt at 230 Volt input

The calibration system configluation consists of an E.nvironmental
Test Chamber, an Automatic Manometer and a Recording Hodule. The environmental test chamber is stratospheric type in l'lhich the pressure and temperature can be varied from 1050 to 5 mb and +50 0 to -70 0 C re spe cti vely, for
simulating the upper atmospheric conditions for calibration of the baroswi tche s.
The schematic diagram 0-1 the baroswi tch calibrator system, consisting of an environme ntal chamber, au tomanome ter, amplifie r, recorder
and di g'i tal i nd ica tor s is shown in Fig. 1.
'l'he automatic manome ter consists of a fixed ci stern top end open
mercury barometer, a sensing head having differential transformer, an
amplifier, a lead screw, a servo motor and a synchrotranswi tter.
The
sensing head is moved to the measured height of the mercury column in the
tube by the servo motor, whereas the synchro transmitter provides the
electrical si gnal to the cali bra tion re co~ders. The lead screw is designed
to have a suitable pitch ani gear train is cop.nected to convert every
single rotation of t1'1.e synchrotransmi tter to a pressure of 1 millibar.
The recording module consists of an eight channel analog recorder,
in which the pressure signals in the form of positive or negative electric
pulses are recorded on a chart paper graduated in millimeter. The movement
of the chart pape I' is made to synchroni se i.i th the rate of change of
pressure in the chamber by a suitable design of a gear system so that each
millirre ter marking on the chart corresponds to 1 mb pressure change. In
the trolley mounted recording modUle, the controls are fixed to a front
panel for ease of operation.
The recorder basically employs a reliable p9rmanent magnet galvanometric type deflection system for the marking stylUS, in each channel, with
provi si on for adjustment in the ele ctromagne tic damping and the sensi ti vi ty.
The measurements of pressure and temperature inside the environmental
chamber vlhich is done by me rcury manome ter and thermocouple are accl-1rately
displayed in digi tal form in the recorder panel.
The digi tal display uni ts
help the cali bra tor to moni tor the rate of fall of tempere. ture andlor
pressure during the calibration cycle.
The L.3.D. display vThich bears the channel identification mark
utilise s the incoming signals from the refe rence contacts when the contacting arm of the baroslfitch moves over the commutator segments for display ..
The make and break of the swi tching inside the test ch:.1.mber is di splayed

- 153 in two different colours by the L.S.Ds. Each recorder is provided with
modular power supply units with adequate ~rotection =01' overloading Rnd
short-circuits. A direct reading digLtal lllultimeter for monitoring the
various ste,bilized voltages !:md currents during operation of the recording
system is also buil t in the control panel,
The power supplie s, the servo
motors and other associated circui try are designed Ivi th the latest solid
state devi ces using modular construction =01" easy mo.intainabilit~r.
The automatic P.'anome ter responds to the ci:'i1l1ges of ~ressure in the
test chamber amt d.ue to the change of te'le level of :nerculJT column develops
an error vol tage in the diffe renti al t:i:'!'msfo rr18 r conne cted to tl'l8 lead
screw. The amplified error voltage o:;erates on the tr,cnsducer through the
servo motor to bring it back to the null position. The angular displacement of the synchro transmi tter induce s a voltage on the control transformer which is amplified and fed to the recorder servo motor mounted on the
recorder. The pressure variation inside the test chamber moves the contacting arm of the barosvritch l'T~1-ich is attached to the pressure sensing
capsule. This contacting arm, which has a fine tip, moves on the microprinted comITlU tator segment plate s of the baroswi tc11 'N"hi ch has 150 segme nts.
i'1henever the contacting arm moves from one contacting segment to another
through the insulating portion of the commutator, this movement ani consequent make and break of the 150 contacts are registered on the graduated
recorder chart vri th the help of the pen gal vanO:TIe ter in that parti cular
channel. The record appears on the chart in the form of square pUlses
sharply defining the make and break of the contacts.
At the start of the
calibration cycle, the recorder position is set at 1050 mb at any of the
5 mm line and. locked. Thereafter, during the process of calibration, the
movement and re gistra ti on of the pre ssure value s are fully aut oma tic vTi th
an accuracy of 0.5 mb. A specimen calibration record of the baros.vi tch is
shown in Fig. 2.
The introduction of the automated calibration and recorder system,
described above, has resulted in obtaining accurate, neat and presentable
calibration output records as compared to the conventional ink records on
charts whi ch .vere being obtaine d e arlie 1', and .vhich needed continuous monitoring and individual attention. The use of a large number of electrical
actuating relays and other electro-mechanical devices which used to result
in erroneous or missing contact points during calibra tion in the earlier
equipment have been totally eliminated. The earlier ttvo separate channels
for each barosvTitch instrument have now been substituted by a single
channel record in the present design, and has resu1 ted in saving skilled
manpovrer to attend simul taneously to at least three recorders at a time.
The production of clean and unambiguous calibration record has facilitated
the field personnel using the baroswitches of the radiosonde instruments in
the upper air field stations in the country in quick preparation of the
balloon borne instruments for release and in computing the data speedily
and accurately.
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TRAINING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
TO IMPROVE MEASURING SYSTEM

A.A. MAKSOUD, EGYPT
DIRECTOR OF INSTRUMENTAL SECTION

ABSTRACT

Training of first line specialists who are responsible for
maintaining meteorological equipments and to keep it running with a good
accuracy is one of the main problems facing developing countries.
We try to discuss these problems and to derive certain recommendations in this field. This paper will cover the following aspects:
Purpose of training;
Different programmes of training;
Training on conventional instruments;
Training on electronic equipments;
Training on micro electronics;
Improvements of training.

Session IV

MEASURING SYSTEMS

(Reference IV.2)

030HOMETP M-124
r.TI.fymMH,

B.f.AY~RO,

rOCy~apcTBeHHNR

H

B.B.liarYTwHa,.C.A.COKOneHKO
KOMHTeT CCCP no rH~poMeTeopo~orHH

KOHTPO~ ITPHPO~O« cpe~@

~nR OITpe~eneHHfl

o6mero

CO~epmaHHH

aTMOcWepHoro OSOHa Ha
ceTH OSOHOMeTpHqeCKHX CTaHQH~ COBeTCKoro COIDsa HcrronbsyeTcfl
OSOHOMeTp M-83. OH 6Hn paspa60TaH B Haqane 60-x rO~OB H R HacTomueMy BpeMeHH Y7Ke YCTapen. IIo3ToMY B 1983 r. 6bUI paspa60TaH
H HCU@TaH HOB@M osoHoMeTp M-124.
B HOBOM upH60pe coxpaHeHH MeTO~ onpe~eneHMR o6mero co~ep
~aHHfl aTMoc~epHoro OSOHa H OCHOBHHe OITTHqeCRHe 3neMeHTH (crreKTpanbHHe xapaKTepHcTwKH cBeToWHnbTpoB H ~TOnpHeMHHK) 030HOMeTpa M-83, OAHaKO no ROHCTPY~H 3TH rrpw60pH cymecTBeHHo OTnHqalOTCfl.
~HnbTpoBHR o30HoMeTp M-I24 rrpeAHa3HaQeH ~nH onpeAeneHwa
o6mero COAepmaHHR 030Ha B 3eMHoR aTMocwepe no rrpflMOMy ConaeqHOMY cBeTy HnH no pacceflHHOMY cBeTy OT yqacTKa Heda B paROHe
3eHMTa.
TIPM yrnoBoR B@cOTe ConHqa 60nee 100 030HOMeTp M-124 W3MepaeT B OTHOCHTenbHNX e~HHqax rrOTOK HHTerpanbHoro YRbTp~Hone
TOBoro HsnyqeHHfl OT ConHqa Hnw OT yqacTKa Heda B paHoHe 3eHHTa
B AByx yqacTKax cneKTpa, MS KOTOpHX OAMH HaxO~HTCfl B nonoce
nornomeHHfl OSOHa, a APyroR - Ha Kparo 3TOH rrO~OCH. 06mee COAepmaHMa OSOHa onpeAeJIfleTCfl no OSOHHblM HOMOrpaMMaM Kal\ t;PYHKqHfl
BeJIHqHHH OTHomeHHfl ITOTOKOB YJIbTPawwoneTOBoro H3JIyqeHHfl, H3MepeHHoro no nepBOMY M BTOPOMY CBeTOWMnbTpaM, II BHCOTH COJIHqa.
OSOHHHe HOMOrpaMMH paccquTHBaIDTCfl ~JIfl Ra~oro npw6opa.
B OTJIllque OT npw60pa M-83 B 030HOMeTpe M-I24 Mcnonb3yeTcfl
0AllH WOTOnpW8MHMR, repMeTM3HpOBaHH CBeTO~HJIbTPH, yCMJIHTeJIb rrocTOflHHoro TOKa BHnOJIHeH Ha O~HOM ~HTeppaJIbHOM MMKpocxeMe, BMec-

- 162 TO pTyTHoro T8pMOM8Tpa rrpMM8HeH SJI8KTpoTepMOMeTp, cymecTBeHHO
yrrpomeHO BHCOTHO-asM~TaJIbHOe YCTPO~CTBO, 3HaQMTeJIbHO yMeHbilleH@
raOapMTHUe pasM8pH JiI MaCCa rrpMOOpa, BCe WyHKqwOHaJIbH@e y3JI@ rrpMoopa pasMemeH@ B O~HOM Koprryce.
KOHCTPYRQMfl030HoMeTpa M-I24 ~JIfl JiI3MepeHM~ no npflMoMy COJIHe'tIHOMy cBeTy npe,nCTaBJI8Ha Ha pMc.I - BH8mHI1M BI1~ M Ha pMc.2 CXeMaTMQeCRMH paspe3. ITPflMOH CBeTOBOH nOTOK OT COJIHQa OTp~aTe
JI8M I (pMc.2), rrpe,ncTaBJIflIDillMM COOOH rrOBOpOTHYID RBapqeByro rrJIacTMHY, HarrpaBJIfleTCfl B TyC)yC 2 npMoopa napaJIJIeJIbHO ero OCM •. Tyoyc
C ~MaWparMaMM 3 OrpaHMQHBaeT npflMoH CB8TOBOH rrOTOK BXO~H@M npe ~eJIbH@M yrJIOM 3,5 ±0,5° M npeuflTcTBy8T nOn~aHMID Ha caeTOWHJIbTp@ 4 M WOTOnpMeMHMK 5 pacceffHHoro CB8Ta BHe sToro Bxo~oro npe~eJIbHOrO yrJIa.
,nJIfl onpe~eJI8ID1fl oomero CO~ep1KaIDIfl 030Ha no paCC8ffHHOMy CBeTy OT yqacTKa H80a B paHOHe seHMTa OTpa7ltaTeJIb He I1CIlOJIb3yeTcfl H
Ha npHOOp yCTaHaBJIHBaeTCfl ~pyrofii TyOYC (pMc.3) C BXO~@M npe~eJIb
0
HUM yrJIOM 6,5 ± 0,5 •
.naJIee, B OOOMX CJIyqaEX, CBeTOBOH nOTOK npoxo,nMT qepea O~I1H
M3 cBeTOWMJIbTpOB 4, noOqepe,nHo YCTaHaBJII1BaeMUX Ha era nyTH. CBeTOWMJIbTP@ rrpe,nCTaBJIflIDT COOO~ KOMOMHaqHH QB8THUX OITTHqeCKHX CTSKOJI, COOpaHHWX B MeTaJIJIHqeCRHX RaITCyJIax, 3amHmeHHHX C TOPQOB
KBapqeBUMH rrJIaCTHKaMM. MaRCHMyM nponycKaHHfl nepBoro CBeTOWHJIbTpa
COOTBeTcTByeT Af = 300 HM, a BToporo cBeTOWMJIbTpa ~326 HM.
lloMe cBeTotPHJIbTpOB CB8TOBOH nOTOK nocTyrraeT Ha WOT03JIeMeHT 5, a
C Hero ~e 3JI8KTPHQ8CKMH C~rHaJI, nponOpqHOHaJIbHH~ B8JIMqJiIH8 CB8TOBoro rrOTOKa, nocTyna8T Ha yCHJIHTeJIb 6 H aaTeM Ha MHKpOaMllep M8Tp 7.
.nJIfl yM8HbmeHMfl TeMITepaTypHoH norpernHOCTM M paCillMpeHHH TeMnepaTypHoro ,nHanaaOHa 3KcnnyaTaQHH B 030HOM8Tpe M-I24 CBeTOWHJIbTpH, WOTOnPH8MHMK H yCMJIHTeJIb nOMemeHH BHyTpH TepMocTaTa 8, TeMnepaTypa B ROTOpOM M3MepfleTcfl 3JI8RTpOTepMoMeTpoM.
OJIeRTpOnMTaHHe oaoHoM8Tpa M-I24 aBTOHOMHoe H paSAeJIbHoe:,nJIfl
WOT03JIeMeHTa OT oaTapeH H ~fl yCHJIHTeJIfl OT CyxKX 3JIeMeHTOB. HcTOlffiHRI1 rrMTaHHfl pasMemeHH BHYTpM Kopnyca npHoopa B ·oT,neJIbHblX HSOJIMpOBaHHblX oTceRax. B rrpRoope npe~cMoTpeHa B03MOmHOCTb ooecneqeHMfl 0JIeKTpOnMTaHMfl OT C8TM Qepea CrreQHaJIbH@H npeoopasoBaTeJIb
HarrpR1KeHHaMH rrOCTOflHHoro TORa +I3,5B H -I3,5B ~fl yCHJIHTeJIfl H
50 +100 B ~JIfl WOT03JIeMeHTa.
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B Hepa60qeM

COCTOflHMH OTpa~aTe~b M TYOYC~ CHWMaroTCfl, BXO~

HOe OKHO 3aKp~BaeTCfl 3amMTHO~ KP~KO~ W B TaKOM, qaCTW~O pasoopaHHOM BH~e, (pMc.4) npM60p YKnaA~BaeTCfl B ~epeBflHHW~ ~YT~flP, B
KOTOpOM Mo~eT ~erKO nepeHOCMTbCfl. Macca npwoopa B ~YTRflpe He npeKr. TaKHM oopa30M o30HoMeTp M-I24, flBHflflCb nepeHocH~
HaCTORbH~ npHoopoM, rrpe~a3HaqeHH~ B OCHOBHOM ~nfl Hcnonb30Ba-

BHillaeT

9

HMfl Ha ceTH OSOHOMeTpWqeCKHX CTaHqH~, Mo~eT OHTb wcnO~b30BaH M
B noneBHK MRM ~Pyrwx SKCne~qHOHHHX ycnoBHRX.
rrepe~ BBe~eHMeM B sKcrrnyaTaqHID OSOHOMeTp

030HOMeTp

M-83

M-I24

TaK~e KaR W

TapHpyeTcfl nYT8M npHBflSRH era nOKaSaHWa K nOKasa-

HHRM cneKTpO~TOMeTpa ~OOCOHa.
OnHTHHe o6pasq@ 030HOMeTpa M-I24 6HnH BceCTopOHHe HCn~TaHH,
HsrOTOBneHa nepBaR npOMMmReHHaR napTHfl, KOTOpaff BBO~TCfl B onHTHyro eKcnnyaT~ro Ha OSOHOMeTpHqeCRO~ ceTH CCCP.
OCHOBHHe TeXHHQeCKWe xapaRTepWCTHKH 030HOMeTpa M-124
~HanasoH onpe~eReHHfl oamero CO~epmaHHfl

OSOHa no

030HH~

HOMorpaMMaM

ITorpemHOCTb onpe~eReHMfl oomero
COAep~aHHfl OSOHa
BpeMff rro~rOTOBKH R pa60Te
BpeMfl nepeKnroqeHMfl CBeTO~HRbTPOB
~cno ~anasoHoB QYBCTBHTenbHOCTH
yCHnHTenfl
MaKCHManbHaH rrOTpeOnfleMaff MOmHOCTb
Pa6apHTHHe paSMepH:
C TyOYCOM H OTp~aTeneM
Bes Tyoyca H OTpamaTenR
Macca

- 0,16-0,60

aTM-CM.

8%

- He aonee
- He 60nee 5 MHH.
- He aonee I c.

- 11
- He aonee I

BT.

- 275x270x300 MM.
- 275x27OxI60 MM.
- He aonee 5,5 Kr.
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REMOTE CONTROLLED ANTENNA SYSTEM FOR RADIOSONDE DATA RECEPTION
S.K. Srivastava & S.K. Bindra
India Meteorological Department
New Delhi-llOO 03

ABSTRACT

The reception of radiosonde data in conjunction with wind-finding
radar is generally done by mounting a dipole

antenna on the radar disc.

Inherent disadvantage of this system is that the performance of radar is
affected and rotation of radar disc is limited due to wrapping of co-axial
cable required for radiosonde signals reception.

Also during the failure

of wind-finding radar, radiosonde data could also not be obtained.

In order

to overcome the above problems, a wide lobe antenna system has been designed
independent of wind-finding radar for reception of radiosonde data.
system consists of two turn halical antenna with 120
gain mounted on a remote controlled drive system.

0

The

lobe width and 4.5 db

Remote control unit provides

a display of Azimuth and Elevation angles using d.c. selsyn for the operator
for directing the antenna towards balloon for maximum signal strength.

The

capability of radiosonde signal reception is further enhanced by a modular
front-end amplifier of 15db gain mounted with the antenna.

The total

antenna system including drive weighs less than 10 Kg. thus it

~s

transportable

and very easy to install. The remote controlled antenna system is being used
at more than 10 stations in National upper air network and the performance is
found satisfactory.
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THE COST-72 PILOT PROJECT:

WEATHER RADAR DATA EXCHANGE OVER N W EUROPE
By

C G Collier and C A Fair
Meteorological Office (Operational Instrumentation Branch)
United Kingdom

1.

INTRODUCTION

COST-72 (~o-operation in ~cience and !echnology Project No 72, an European
Economic Community programme) has studied, over a number of years, automatic
weather stations, radiosondes and upper-air balloons. However more recently
this project has considered the measurement of precipitation by radar. Indeed,
this phase of the work is now entering its final stages with a project completion
date of the end of 1985.
The Memorandum of Understanding for the implementation of a European Research
Project on this subject was signed on 14 December 1979 by representatives of
France, Finland, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, and on 13 June 1980 by
representatives of Denmark, Sweden and Switzerland. On 11 December 1980 the
representative of the Federal Republic of Germany signed the Memorandum, and
the f~nal signatory to date, on 19 November 1981, was that of the representative
of Portugal. Spain, Belgium, Denmark, Austria and Greece have been represented
at some meetings of the Coordination Committee, and Italy have attended most
meetings.
2.
COST-72 PROJECT AIMS
The objectives of the Project were defined as:
a)
to study the technical and financial aspects of a coordinated
approach to a European weather radar network;
b)
to improve the quality of radar data and the correlation between
radar data and meteorological phenomena, primarily in the form of
precipitation levels and totals, for short-period forecasting and other
purposes, for potential users such as meteorologists, hydrologists,
aviation, construction industry and agriculture, taking into account
~specially the giving of warnings aimed at saVing life and property;
c)
to optimise the cost-benefit ratios of national networks, and
ultimately, European networks;
d)
to study the possibility of standardisation of radar - observing
systems with the aim of facilitating the economic production of
equipment on a European basis; and
e)
to examine the possibilities of combining weather radar data
with cloud data from meteorological satellites.
Work designed to meet these project aims is now nearing completion 4nd a
final report is in preparation. User requirements have been defined , the data
to be exchanged between neighbouring countries (high resolution in space and
time) and between countries generally (low resolution in space and time) hae
been considered, and existing and planned work in COST countries on the merging
of data from two or more radars and on the integration of data from radar
networks with those data from other meteorological sources particularly
satellites has been reviewed.
3.
THE PILOT PROJECT
During the last three years a Pilot Project has been implemented in order to
demonstrate the transmission of low resolution radar and radar-satellite
combined data from one country to several other countries, and to assess the
utility of such a European product. The United Kingdom was designated the
principal data source, involving the receipt of radar data from other countries,
designated secondary data sources, the compilation of the Pilot Project image,
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countries as well as in the United Kingdom.
COST-72 has no budget from the EEC, and consequently all the work carried out
in the Pilot Project has been funded within existing national radar development
programmes. Nevertheless, the existence of several bilateral agreements to
exchange radar data has been opportune, notably those between the UK and the
Republic of Ireland, the UK and France, the UK and Switzerland, and the UK and
the Netherlands (due to begin in March 1985). This enabled the area shown in
Figure 1 to be designated as the area over which the radar and satellite data
should be combined during the Pilot Project.
Figure 1: Coverage of the COST-72 Pilot Project image. Circles
show the available radar coverage (the Dutch radar data are likely
to be available). The projection is polar stereographic.

3.1
System conf~guration
The UK agreed to carry out the production of the Pilot Project image in
real-time within the framework provided by the existing radar network
computer located at Malvern, but soon to be transferred to Bracknell.
This computer, a DEC PDP 11/40 with 128K words of memory, (soon to be
upgraded to a PDP 11/44 with 0.5 Megabytes of memory), receives data from
five UK radars and produces a national composite image every 15 minutes
in addition to passing individual radar images to the FRONTTERS (see
Browning, 1979"( 1» DEC VAX 11/750 computer for further processing
Additional software has been written to receive data (either IR or VIS)
from the European satellite Meteosat II in real-time every hour.
Data
from the Republic of Ireland are received via a dedicated private line,
whereas data from France, and the Netherlands, are received over single
2400 baud channels of WMO GTS lines operated with V29 modems. Data from
Switzerland are obtained over the PSTN using an autodial faciiity. An
outline system diagram for the central computer is shown in Figure 2.
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Production of the Pilot Project image

The UK radar data are produced after processing at the radar sites
(James, 1981) (2) as images on a 5 km grid aligned to the UK National
Grid Projection (Transverse Mercator). Since the Republic of Ireland
radar at Shannon uses the same data processing methods as the UK
systems, there is no problem in combining these data. However, the
French and Swiss data are on roughly 2 km x 2 km grids, and both use
different intensity level slicing schemes from the UK with different
transmission codes from the UK and each other. Also, the satellite
data are required as a space-7iew image covering the European and
N Atlantic areas with a fixed size varying over the image.
The decision was taken at an early stage to produce the Pilot Project
image on a polar stereographic map projection. Hence, after decoding
the data to a common format, an initialization programme has been
developed to set up all the variables associated with the various
projectjons used. Two files are prepared, one for radar data, the other
for satellite data, and are used to cross-reference the x-y co-ordinates
of each pixel in the Pilot Project image to the x-y co-ordinates in the
appropriate radar or satellite image. With the cross-reference to the
radar images is an indication as to which radar image is to be used at
each point in the Pilot Project image. This program is run once only,
and the output files are then used in all sUbsequent operational runs.
In fact, the run time is in excess of three hours on the PDP 11/40
computer.
Each time new data are available (every hour or less frequently as
required) these dataarereprojected to polar stereographic co-ordinates
using the output files created by the initialization programme. All
radar data are converted to an approximate 5 km x 5 km grid if necessary
by averaging an appropriate number of values, and level sliced according
to the scheme given in Table1. satellite rH data are
TABLE 1:
Level Slicing used initially for the Pilot Project images
Slice value
Rainfall Rate (mmh- 1 )
Satellite 0£1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.0

:> 0.125

0.125
1

.> 1

- 4

>4
:> 8
>16
.> 32
.> 100

- 8
-16
-32
-100

~ -3

< -3
<-27
< -35
<: -42
0( -50
<-55

to
to
to
to
to
to
<:

-27
-35
-42
-50
-55
-60
....60

level sliced according to the scheme suggested by Negri and Adler
(1981) (3) shown in Table 1. This scheme gives acceptable results in
thundery situations, for \'lhich it was specified, but is less satisfactory
in frontal rainfall situations. If no radar data are available, the
value from the appropriate x-y pixel in the satellite image is level
sliced and stored in the Pilot Project image. This part of the production
of the images takes 15 to 20 iJlinutes on the PDP 11/40 computer.
More recently, based on experience of these images in Switzerland
Dr J Joss of the ObservatnIio Ticinese, Locarno-Monti suggested that the
data should be level sliced such that different groups of levels are
allocated to the radar and satellite data as shown in Table 2. This
enables satellite data to be used everywhere where there is no
precipitation indicated by radar, and alleviates the large discrepancies,
of well over an order of magnitude which often occur between the
satellite and radar data.
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Slice value

Level slicing now in use for the Pilot Project images
Radar (mmh- 1 )

o

~ -15
<-15 to -45
< -45

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

Satellite (0 C)

.> 0.3-1

:> 1-3
:> 3-10
:> 10-30
~

30.0

The data are checked to ensure that all data times are within" 30 minutes
of each other. Any data more than 30 minutes old is rejected. Finally,
ascan is made of the image output, and wherever a change from radar to
satellite data (or vice versa) along a line is detected, a marker
isinserted in the image. The images are then disseminated to Switzerland
via the auto-dial unit, to the UK assessment centre at Heathrow Airport,
and, hopefully in the near future, on to the WMO GTS on an experimental
trial basis for reception in initially Sweden, Finland and the Republic
of Ireland. An example of the images is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3:
Black and white photograph of the colour display showing an
example of the COST-72 Pilot Project image over the area shown in Fig.l.
Different colours (grey scales) are used to show radar and satellite data.
Where no radar echoes are indicated satellite data are displayed. The
boundary of the radar data is indicated by full and broken white lines.

3.3
Data Assessment
The Pilot Project images are just beginning to be assessed within an
aviation forecasting environment at Heathrow Airport Meteorological
Office in the UK. Forecasters are being asked to assess the data
using the proforma shown in Table 3. This assessment is rather
qualitative,
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Time (GMT

Usefulness as
Analysis Aid
Single
Picture

Usefulness as
Forecasting aid
Single
Picture

Sequence

Sequence

A:Beneficial
B:Little help ~over and
C:IIUsleading )above other
data
available.
Remarks

..

although it is hoped to extend the assessment in ways suggested by
further experience.
In Switzerland forecasters have already been assessing the data for some
time. The change in level slicing above is a consequence of this experience.
It is hoped that reaction to the data from several countries will be
available in a few months time.
4.
FUTURE
If the Pilot Project demonstrates the utility of combined radar and satellite
images - the feasibility has already been demonstrated - then consideration
may be given to the establishement of a fully operational exchange of radar
data throughout western Europe. Provisional plans are currently being
formulated aimed at instigating a project leading to the implementation of such
a system. Much will depend on the final outcome of the Pilot Project.
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LE RESEAU FRANCAIS DE RADARS METEOROLOGIQUES

Marc GlLET
Direction de la Meteorologie
FRANCE

1 - INTRODUCTION
En 1982, l~ Direction de la Meteorologie Fran9aise a commence a mettre en
place sous le nom de projet ARAMIS un reseau de radars meteorologiques, dans le
but d'assurer une large diffusion de ce type d'information. Le systeme comprend
les radars et le satellite Meteosat en tant que sources de donnees, des calculateurs de centralisation et traitement, et un reseau de diffusion utilisant un
grand nombre de consoles de reception d'images (console Meteotel).
Les objectifs du pro jet ARAMIS sont les suivants :
a) Realiser toutes les 15 minutes des cartes d'observatiort radar des precipitations et des phenomenes dangereux sur le pays.
b) Prevoir avec precision et jusqu'a six heures a l'avance le debut et la
fin des precipitations.
c) Mesurer en temps reel les hauteurs de pluie tombee
de temps et d'espace.

a

differentes echelles

d) Creer une banque de donnees d'images radar.
Le pro jet ARAMIS constitue une des priorites operationnelles du service meteorologique fran9ais, et s'est revele d'une grande utilite pour de nombreux
utilisateurs, dont en particulier :
a) La navigation aerienne pour une description plus precise des phenomenes
dangereux rencontres en vol et au voisinage des aeroports.
b) L'hydrologie, en particulier pour la previsiondes debits dans les reseaux d'assainissement urbains.
c) La circulation routiere, pour l'identification et la prevision des phenomenes meteorologiques pouvant perturber le trafic automobile.
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Figure 1

emplacements des radars Fran9ais. Les cercles correspondent
port~e th~orique de 150 km.

~

une

2 - LES SOURCES DE JONNEES
Les radars utilis~s sont au nombre de 11 (voir figure 1). Trois d'entre eux
sont de type MELODI et sept de type RODIN. Les principales caract~ristiques de
ces ~quipements sont fournies dans le tableau 1.
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Les radars sont tous equipes de systemes numerlques de traitement du signal,
permettant de representer les images sur ecran couleur et de les transmettre par
ligne telephonique. Il est possibled'effectuer une grande variete de manipulations sur les images, comme des changements d'echelle, zooms ou excentrements.
Tous les radars sont automatises et deux d'entre eux peuvent fonctionner sans personnel sur le site, ceux de NANCY et TOULOUSE.

MELODI

RODIN

!-------------------------------------------!---------------- -----------------!
OMERA

Constructeur
Longueur d'onde (cm)

10,7

THOMSON CSF
5,3

Frequence de recurrence (Hz)

250

330

Dureede l'impulsion (lO-6 s )

2

2

700

250

Diametre de l'aerien (m)

4

3

Largeur du faisceau (degres)

1,8

1,3

Puissance emise (KW)

-

Signal minimum detectable (dBm)
Systeme de numerisation
Portee utili see pour la
centralisation (km)

!.

106
SAPHYR
256

1

- 112

MT 750
200

Tableau 1 - Caracteristiques des radars MELODI et RODIN

Le mode d'operation consiste a transmettre vers Paris un tour d'horizon a site bas toutes les 15 minutes. Ces donnees transitent le plus souvent par la station meteorologique la plus proche et par le Centre Meteorologique Regional dont
depend le radar. Dans certains cas, par exemple quand il existe une demande pour
des mesures hydrologiques precises, il est possible d'augmenter la frequence des
mesures.
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Le projet ARAMIS utilise egalement les images en visible et en infra-rouge du
satellite METEOSAT. Ces donnees sont, traitees au Centre de Meteorologie Spatiale
de LANNION, d'oll elles sont transmises vers Paris sous une projection stereographique polaire superposable a la mosaique radar realisee par le systeme central.
3 - LE SYSTEME CENTRAL
Les donnees radar et METEOSAT sont transmises vers Paris en utilisant la plupart du temps des canaux qui existaient anterieurement au pro jet correspondant aux
"voies retour" des lignes telephoniques specialisees alimentant les stations meteorologiques en Cartes sur des recepteurs fac-simile. La centralisation operationnelle des donnees a ete realisee avec des moyens informatiques dont la grande majorite existait avant le debut du projet. Parallelement, un systemeexperimental est
mis sur pied, utilisant des moyens distincts de mini et micro-informatigue, de maniere a ce que les developpements n'interferent pas avec un bon fonctionnement du
reseau.
La reception des donnees a Paris se fait sur un systeme micro-informatique conspecialement pour le projet. Toutesles 15 minutes, une mosaique radar est rea-,lisee, incluant tous les radars re<,;:us. Cette mosaique est actuellement diffusee
operationnellement avec la meme frequence, par le systeme de diffusion d'information du service meteorologique. Le delai entre la collecte des donnees par les radars et le moment ou la mosaique parvient aux utilisateurs ne doit pas depasser
5 minutes.
<';:U

Actuellement, aucune correction n'est realisee au niveau central sur les images. Des developpements sont en cours pour perfectionner la qualite des images
transmises, en particulier dans le cas de propagation anormale des ondes. Des etudes ont ete conduites egalement pour effectuer des previsions de pluie a tres courte echeance en extrapolant le mouvement des echos radar. Des resultats encourageants ont ete obtenus, exposes par CICCIONE et PIRCHER (1). utilisant la methode
preconisee par ROUSSEAU (3) pour apprecier objectivement la qualite d'une prevision, ils ont pu mettre au point un algorithme performant utilisant la correlation
d'image a image. Les developpements en cours sur l'amelioration de la qualite des
donnees et la prevision a tres court terme seront prochainement integres a la procedure operationnelle.
4 - DIFFUSION DES DONNEES
La diffusion des donnees se fait, soit depuis les radars, pour les images concernant un seul radar, soit depuis Paris, pour la mosaique et pour les images METOSAT. On peut utiliser aussi bien le reseau telephonique commute que des lignes specialisees, dans un cas comme dans l'autre.
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Les stations du reseau meteorologique re90ivent les mosaiques radar par l'intermediaire des canaux a 4800 bits/s ega"lement utilises pour la transmission en
fac-simile des cartes meteorologiques. Elles ont en outre la possibilite de recevoir les donnees de n'importe quel radar sur leur METEOTEL en utilisant le reaeau
telephonique commute.
L'element essentiel du systeme de diffusion de donnees est la console METEOTEL, qui a ete decrite ailleurs par GA1LLARD (2). Ce systeme a ete con9u avant
tout dans un souci d'economie, dans le but d'equiper un maximum de stations meteorologiques et d'utilisateurs non meteorologistes. METEOTEL est constitue d'un microcalculateur, d'une television et d'un clavier. 11 peut etre connecte simultanement a deux des lignes suivantes
a) Reseau fac-simile code (rnosaiques radar et donnees METEOSAT).
b) Liaison specialisee en provenance d'un des radars.
c) Reseau telephonique commute (tout type d'image).
La capacite memoire minimum est de 15 images de 256 x 256 points codes sur 4
bits, cette capacite etant extensible a 28 images. 11 existe une possibilite de
recopie des images sur imprimante ou magnetophone.
Le logiciel du systeme offre des possibilites de manipulation des images tres
etendues. Ceci inclut l'animation des images, la superposition radar/satellite avec
possibilite d'incrustation des images, la localisation geographique precise, la
navigation des images satellite et la prevision interactive du deplacement des echos radar.
5 - CONCLUSION
Le projet ARAM1S constitue une des priorites du service meteorologique fran9ais. Les premiers resultats obtenus sur la diffusion de l'imagerie radar ont convaincu de nombreux utilisateurs aussi bien a l'exterieur qu'a l'interieur du service meteorologique, du grand interet de ce type d'information. Depuis le debut du
projet, des progres importants ant ete realises concernant la fiabilite du systeme et la regularite de la diffusion des images. Dans les deux ou trois prochaines
annees, on envisage de poursuivre l'amelioration de cette fiabilite, mais aussi
de rendre progressivement operationnelles des fonctions qui relevent encore de la
recherche, concernant en particulier l'amelioration de la qualite des donnees et
la prevision de la pluie a tres courte echeance. Ceci pourra aboutir a la realisation d'un systeme integre de prevision immediate, quand les radaristes, les numericiens et les meteorologistes operationnels auront vu converger leurs efforts.
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SYSTEME~ELIMINATEUR

IV.6)

D'ECHOS FIXES

POUR LES RADARS PRECIPITATIONS
Jean-Pierre MUSIEDLAK
DIRECTION DE LA METEOROLOGIE NATIONALE - FRANCE

INTRODUCTION
Tous Les "observateurs radar" qui dans Le passe disposaient d'un "scope AIR"
(refLectivite en fonction de La distance) ont pu remarquer que La variance des
echos de precipitatjons etait pLus importante que ceLLe des "echos fixes". Les
tentatives pour utiLiser ces particuLarites pour eLiminer ces echos parasites qui
ont ete faites dans Le passe (eLiminateurs anaLogiques) n'avaient pas pu aboutir
pour des raisons techniques (technoLogie des circuits).
Cet eLiminateur adapte au radar RODIN (A = 5 cm) a ete experimente avec succes
dans Le courant de L'annee 1984.
IL s'intercaLe simpLement derriere L'ampLificateur Logarithmique du radar et sa
mise en service s'effectue faciLement par "tout ou rien" sur son aLiment·ation.

182 2 - MAN:IERE I)QNT A, [TE MENEE L' ETUD~

L "etude qui a e'te men.ee par Le SHIM TRAPPES peut etre decomposee en deux pa r'ties
2~1 - line approche quaL itative
2-2 - Une: e'sitlmation plus quantitative' des effets de ['e'li'minateur dans diffe.ren1ts
cas.

2.1, -

J. 'approche

quat itative

L'approcne quat itative a c:onsiste
r.ent s Gas: :'

ca'

examiner L'eJfe't de L 'et iminateur dans diffe-

- nuages,stratiforme:s dOl'mant des reflectivHes ffiO€:fereeS',
- nuag.es c:onvectifs donnant: des reftectivHes eLevee's,
Di'vers cas

ant ete envisages :

- Echos d€' sol separes des echos de precip,;;tations,
- Echos de soL recouverts par des precipitations.
De pLus noU's avons -observe Les e'ffets de L'eL iminateur sur des echos parasites
de 'propaga'tion exceptionneL Le"
2.2 - !-'estimation quantitative des effets de.J 'et iminateur
Pour pou'vo';: r evaLuer Les e'ffets de [' e Limi nateur, t roi s methodes ont He ut i[isees.
2.2.1 - UtHisation d'un attenuateur variable hyperfrequence de precision
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1

- Le suppresseur d'echos fixes est en fonction
Le radar est mis en emission Ca site bas)
- Le syst~me de traitement MT 750 est initiaLise en utiLisant des ceLLuLes
d'integration de 400 m~tres sur un radiaL.
- On cree avec L'attenuateur variabLe une attenuation.de 1,5 dB._
- On visuaLise sur Le moniteur une zone d'echos fixes en utiLisant La commande contour du syst~me de traitement pour 1 dB CLimite de visuaLisation des echos fixes).

2

- Le suppresseur d'echos fixes est mis hors service
- L'attenuateur variabLe est mis en pLace sur La position 31,5 dB.
- On visuaLise aLors Les "echos fixes" sur Le moniteur. Ceux-ci presentent une surface du meme ordre qu'en 1.

2.2.2 - UtiLisation d'un generateur hyperfreguence
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1

- Le suppresseur d'~chos fixes est en fonction.
Le recepteur est branche sur L'antenne
- On incremente Le marqueur d'ampLitude du syst~me de traitement MT 750
jusqu'a La Limite d'observation des ~chos fixes sur Le moniteur (vaLeur
reLev~e 7).

2

- Le suppresseur

d'~chos

fixes est mis hors service

- on incr~mente Le marqueur d'ampLitude (jusqu'a La vaLeur 42) jusqu'a La
Limite de visuaLisation des ~chos fixes sur Le moniteur.
3

- Le

est maintenant d~connect~ de L'antenne et branch~ sur Le
hyperfrequence, ce qui permet de controLer Les vaLeuts reLe
(-95 dBm pour 7 et -62 dBm pour 42).

r~cepteur

g~nerateur
v~es

Ceci confirme que Les

~chos

fixes ont

~te

attenues de 33 dB

2.2.3 - Enregistrements des donnees sur des radiaLs
(avant conversion P, 8 en x, y)

Le principe de cette methode a consiste a enregistrer Les reflectivites d'echos
de soL (avec sans eLiminateur) dans differents cas:
- sans precipitation
- en presence de pLuie exterieure au echos de soL
en presence de pLuie superposee aux echos de soL
Ces enregistrements ont mis en evidence:
1.

Une attenuation des
cipitations

2.

Une att~nuation du meme ordre en pr~sence de pLuie exterieure aux echos de
soL qui sembLe etre sans effet apparent sur Lesechos de precipitations.

3.

Dans Le cas de pLuie superposee aux echos de soL, Les vaLeurs de refLectivite
obtenue Cavec et sans eLiminateur) sembLent coherentes.

~chos

fixes de L'ordre de 30 a 35 dB en absence de

pr~

Remargues
Ces enregistrements ont permis de mettre en evidence differents types
fixes" •

'~'~chos

- "Echos fixes" pratiquement s3ns variance
"Ech9S fixes" avec une variance faibLe
- "Echos fixes" ayant une variance non negLigeabLe CLignes eLectriques, feuiLLes •• )
L'efficacite de L'eLiminateur est (de part son principe) d'autant meiLLeure que
La variance des echos fixes est pLus faibLe.
Dans certains cas (fortes variances), l'eLiminateur ne peut donc qu'attenuer Les
echos fixes.

- 185 3 - CONCLUSION
L'efficacite de L'eLiminateur d'Echos fixes" du radar RODIN a ete demontree par
L'experimentation menee en 1984.
En resume, ses principaLes caracteristiques sont Les suivantes :
- ELimination (ou attenuation) des "echos fixes" de 30

a 35

dB.

- Pas d'action mesurabLe sur Le niveau de refLectivite des precipitations.
De pLus ce systeme peut servi r de "Lever de doute" dans Les cas de "propagation
exceptionneLLe" puisqu'iL eLimine (ou attenue) ces echos dans Le meme rapport.

(Reference IV.7)

UN RADAR BIFREQUENCE POUR LA MESURE DU VENT EN ALTITUDE
V. KLAUS, Etablissement d'Etudes et de Recherches

M~t~orologiques

CNRM, 42, av. Gustave Coriolis, 31057 TOULOUSE Cedex, France

1 - INTRODUCTION
Les

possibilit~s technologiques offertes actuellement en matiere de t~l~
a partir du sol ont conduit en France a la d~finition d'un projet de
radar strato troposph~rique capable de mesurer le vent sous toutes les conditions
atmosph~riques. La technique utilis~e est celle des radars VHF -UHF op~rant entre 23 cm et 6 m de longueur d' onde. Les expeI'ienG€Js m€Jn~es dans le mondedepuis
une dizaine d'ann~es ont montr~ les capacit~s de tels radars pour r~aliser de maniere permanente des profils sur une large gamme d'altitude,soit 500 m a 25 km,
en un temps d'int~gration pouvant descend re jusqu'a quelques secondes [1J, [7J.
Les radars fournissent non seulement les profils verticaux du vecteur vent horizontal et vertical, mais l'altitude de la tropopause et des couches stables et
les caract~ristiques des couches turbulentes [6J. La diversit~ de ces applications, pouvant aller des ~tudes de la couche limite a celles de l'atmosphere libre et moyenne, a suscit~ un vif int~ret en France, int~ret qui s'est concretis~
par l'~laboration de deux projets de r~seaux, l'un a vocation principalement op~
rationnelle qui est celui de la Direction de la M~t~orologie, et l'autre a vocation de recherche qui a ~t~ propos~ a l'Institut National d'Astronomie et de G~o
physique (INAG) par la communaute scientifique fran~aise.
d~tection

Une large convergence technique des objectifs vis~s a permis de d~finir
un projet de prototype commun qui sera r~alis~ en 1985 et 1er semestre 1986.
Apres une breve description de la m~thodologie de la mesure, nous allons montrer la genese de cet instrument a partir des performances demand~es, des ~tu
des d~ja r~alis~es au se in du Centre de Recherches en Physique de l'Environnement (CRPE) et du Laboratoire de Sondage Electromagn~tique de l'Environnement
Terrestre (LSEET) et des possibilit~s offertes dans le monde industriel.
2 - LA METHODOLOGIE DE LA MESURE
Le principe des radars stratosphere - troposphere op~rant entre 30 MHz et
3 GHz est bas~ sur la detection ~lectromagngtique des variations spatiales de
l'indice de r~fraction de l'air (N) associes aux fluctuations d'humidit~ (E),
de temp~rature (T) et de pression (P) suivant la loi semi-empirique suivante
[2J :

N

= -\

l'

o:~1~

f-/ T

2.

...

O.OOOO"':f':fb FIT

Divers types de processus sont a l'origine des signaux

re~us.

[sJ
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- La di ffusion par les heterogeneites tL ':::Julentes de l'indice de refraction
de l'air. Elle opere pour des longueurs d'onde radar explorant la zone iner- tielle de la turbulence. La reflectivite est proportionnelle au C~ , la constante de structure de l'indice de refraction de l'air satisfaisant la relation
suivante :
[n (r

0

+

r) - n (r

0)

J2 =

- La reflexion partielle sur les structures atmospheriques horizontales, particulierement aux grandes longueurs d'ondes.
- La diffusion par les hydrometeores, faiblement perceptibles sur toute la gamme.
La diffusion par les heterogeneites turbulentes de l'indice de refraction permet de recuperer du signal a toutes les altitudes. Le deplacement global est lie directement a la vitesse du vent ce qui permet de retrouver celui-ci
a partir de la derive Doppler du signal regu. La figure 1 montre l'evolution
statistique du C~ avec l'altitude. On remarque une decroissance reguliere
de l'ordre de 2 dB par kilometre. [9J
La reflexion partielle intervient lorsque des structures horizontales
apparaissent dans la couche atmospherique. Un tel phenomene se presente generalement au niveau de la tropopause, ce qui permet de detecter celle-ci aisement au vu d'un accroissement de signal regu a l'altitude consideree, cet accroissement depasse 10 dB quand on opere au voisinage de 50 MHz. [sJ
On voit la l'interet d'un instrument realisant a la fois deux tirs obliques pour l'obtention de la vitesse horizontale, et un tir vertical pour la me-sure de la vitesse verticale et de l'altitude de la tropopause.

fig. 1
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3 - DEFINITION DES CARACTERISTIQUES
Le tableau 1 resume les caracteristiques demandees par la DMN
communaute scientifique pour un radar de recherche

et par la

TABLEAU 1

Communaute
scientifique

DMN

Altitude minimum
Altitude maximum
Resolution

300 m
12 - 15 km
150 m jusque 6 - 8 km
300 m au-dela

300 m
20 km
600 m jusqu'a 12-13 km
puis 1 pt tous les 50 mbar
(2 km a 12 km)
(4 km a 20 km)

composante de vitesse

verticale
horizontale
horizontale

vitesse maxi

verticale 10 m/s
horizontale 100 m/s

temps d'integration
couverture temporelle

2

a

15 mn

98 %

horizontale 100 m/s
1 heure
98 %

La DMN a pour principal objectif de demontrer qu'un radar ST est capable
de satisfaire la quasi totalite des besoins operationnels en mati~re de profil
vertical du vent horizontal. Ces besoins sont lies a la mesure synoptique dans
le cadre de la veil le Meteorologique Mondiale et a des probl~mes specifiques apparaissant aux echelles inferieures comme la prevision regionale et a courte
echeance. Parallelement on veut garder la possibilite de mesurer des quantites
physiques susceptibles d'entrer prochainement dans les futurs schemas de prevision. Sur ce dernier point, ce projet se rapproche de celui de l'INAG qui s'interesse a toute une gamme d'etudes portant sur la dynamique de la basse et moyenne atmosph~re a moyenne echelle.
La synth~se des besoins decrits dans le tableau 1 a abouti a la mise au
point d'un prototype couvrant a la fois ces deux series de caracteristiques. Les
possibilites de realisation pratique et l'experience acquiseau CRPE et au LSEET
ont guide vers une solution originale qui aete adoptee d~s le debut de 1985.
Les caracteristiques techniques de ce prototype sont rassemblees dans le tableau nO 2.

Emetteur
Freq~ence

puissance crete
puissance moyenne max.
largeur d'impulsion
codage de l'impulsion
Frequence des impulsions

TABLEAU 2
Parametres du Radar
VHF horizontal
VHF vertical
72.6 MHz
5 KW
1 KW
2.5 s

15 s
complementaire
5 KHz

72.6 ou 45 MHz

5 KW
1 KW
2.5 s / 2 s
15 s
complementaire
5 KHz

UHF
961 MHz
2.5 KW
100 W
1 s / 2 s

non
15 KHz
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Antennes
. type
surface
nombre de dipoles
gain
largeur du lobe
all er-retour
directions

coaxiale-colineaire
1500 m2
896
30 dB
5°

coaxiale-colineaire
15oom2/350o m2
448
30 dB
5°

sites 75°
azimuts + 90°

site 90°

Reception et traitement'
Resolution spatiale
375m/2250m
Altitude minimum
altitude maximum
Vitesse ambigue
(radiale)
nombre de points FFT
Temps d'acquisition
Resolution temporelle
d'un spectre

parabolique
50 m2
35 dB
4°
sites 75°,90°,75°
+ 90°

375m/3oom
2250m

'2000 m
20 km
25 m/s

150m/300m

2000 m
20 km
10 m/s

256
1o.24s
15 mn

300 m
6 km
25m/S - 10m/s

256
2o.48s
2mn

256
0.64-1.7os
2mn

Description du systeme radar
Si la technique utilisee est assez ancienne, le radar
mis au point
en France presente dans sa conception etdans ses possibilites, de grandes originalites liees essentiellement a l'emploi concomittant de deux frequences,
l'une en VHF a 72.6 MHz ou 45 MHz,l'autre en UHF a 961 MHz et a la tentative
d'utiliser une technologie entierement transistorisee dans le choix des sousensembles analogiques.
La figure 2 montre le schema de principe de ce prototype radar
VENT
HoRIZoNTAL\

VENT
VERTICAL

!

t

VHF

\ f/
72.6
DU 45 MHz

7 2.6 MHz

VENT VERT ICAL ET
HORIZONTAL
UHF
961 ~1Hz

EMETTEUR
RECEPTEUR

EMETTEUR
RECEPTEUR

EMETTEUR
RECEPTEUR

PREINTEGRATEUR
DECoDEUR
FFT

PREINTEGRATEUF
DECoDEUR
FFT

PREINTEGRATEUR

1
MINI CALCULATEUR
TRAITEMENT DES DoNNEES
FIG. 2

SCHEMA DE PRINCIPE DU PROTOTYPE RADAR.

FFT

- 191 Le choix des deux frequences s'est justifie d'une part par les possibilites de realisation industrielle au moindre coot et d'autre part par les perspectives d'une large couverture en altitude. L'UHF permet une bonne resolution
dans les basses couches entre 300 m et 5-6km, tandis que le sondeur VHF est
plus sensible au-dela de 7 km.
Les exigences de l'INAG au niveau de la resolution temporelle ont abouti
a la definition de trois systemes pouvant fonctionner en mem~ temps, un sondage
VHF pour la mesure des composantes horizontales au-dela de 6 km dans un delai
global inferieur a 15 mn, un tir vertical en VHF pour la mesure de l'altitude
de la tropopause en moins de 2 mn, et enfin un sondage UHF vent horizontal et
ventvertic al entre 300 m et 6 km d'altitude en moins de 2 mn.
L'ensemble de ces mesures sera gere en temps reel par un calculateur
central qui assurer a egalement la sortie des donnees sur support magnetique.
Le systeme d'antennes VHF est du type classique colineaire coaxial (coco).
11 s'agit d'un double reseau de dipoles consistant en 16 alignements de 28 ele-

ments demi-ondes, ce qui constitue a 72.6 MHz une surface globale de l'ordre de
1500 m2. Chacune des antennes presente un dephasage permettant d'incliner le lobe principal de 15° par rapport a la verticale. Elles serviront aussi bien en
emission qu'en reception.
Le tir vertical est assure au moyen d'une autre antenne de type coco
avec les caracteristiques similaires aux 2 precedents. Les experiences prevues
au LSEET au cours du printemps 85 vont permettre de tester l'efficacite de la
frequence de 72.6 MHz dans la detection de la tropopause. La frequence de 45 MHz
est une solution alternative. L'antenne UHF, definie actuellement au Centre National d'Etudes de Telecommunications est de type parabololde avec une visee
verticale et 2 vi sees perpendiculaires a 15° de la verticale.
Les systemes emetteur-duplexeur-recepteur sont realises a partir de circuits
solides. L'~metteur VHF, actuellement etudie avec l'aide du LSEET, doit permettre d'atteindre 5 KW crete avec un taux d'occupation de 20 %.. Les recherches
~enees au CRPE ont montre que des elements UHF transistorises existent actuellement dans l'industrie avec une puissance crete de 2.5 KW et un tau x d 1 0ccupation de 4 % .
Chacun de ces trois systemes comporte un preprocesseur compose d'un-preintegrRteur, d'un module FFT et d'un decodeur dans le cas VHF. Les elements ont deja
ete mis au point par les ingenieurs de l'INAG en 1984. Une compression des impulsions permet d'augmenter a- puissance crete constante le taux d'occupation
du systeme, ce qui ameliore d'autant la sensibilite du radar [3], [4]. Le preintegrateur realise en temps reel l'addition de 32 a 1024 signaux successifs
correspondant a une porte donnee et accroit proportionnellement le rapport signal/bruit, tout eh permettant d'alleger l'analyse spectrale a quelques centaines de points. Un module FFT de la serie TMS320 de Texas Instrument calcule
alors le spectre sur 256 points en un temps de base variant de 0.64s en UHF a
10s en VHF. Le calculateur de la serie INTEL adapte par les chercheurs de la
DMN, realise une integration de spectres successifs sur une duree predeterminee
et discrimine le signal utile des parasites eventuels comme les echos fixes,
les echos avions, les perturbations electro-magnetiques, etc ... la sortie des
donnees de spectres est visualisee sur ecran et enregistree sur un support magnetique de type disquette. Le calculateur determine egalement en temps reel
les composantes de la vitesse aux diverses altitudes. Le projet DMN prevoit en
effet la necessite de transmettre les profils obtenus vers des stations eloignees comme les centres meteorologiques re~ionaux.
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CONCLUSION
La realisation de ce prototype, prevue pour le debut 86, ne constitue qu'une
etape dans le deploiement d'un reseau de profileurs qui viendront d'une part
remplacer progressivement ~ partir de 1988 les syst~mes de mesure du profil synoptique du vent actuellement en service dans les' stations regionales meteoroio-giques, et d'autre part doter la communaute d'un reseau depla<;able pour les campagnes scientifiques futures. Dans un avenir plus proche la campagne thematique
cooperative "FRONTS 87" constitue une echeance pour la mise en service de deux
instruments identiques. Les essais technologiques menes au cours de l'annee 86
permettront de definir les caracteristiques des radars plus simples qui devronb
equiper le reseau d'observation meteorologique.
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A NEW AUTOMATIC OBSERVING SYSTEM
By
D. J. Painting
Meteorological Office, (Operational Instrumentation Branch),
United Kingdom

1.
Introduction
Automatic Weather Stations and Automatic Observing Systems are in widespread use.
Most present systems have evolved from relatively primitive and bulky data
acquisition or data logging equipments to sophisticated micro-processor controlled
systems designed for a wide variety of applications. The basic system philosophy
has remained largely unchanged, thus the schematics of designs developed some
20 years ago closely resemble their modern counterparts.
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fjGURE 1. TYPICAL AUTOMATIC OBSERVING SYSTEM.
A typical system is shown in Figure 1. This configuration has many drawbacks;
even when considering the apparent flexibility of software (micro-computer)
controlled systems. The most significant of these drawbacks are:
(1)
Difficult to accommodate changes in sensor types, sensor processing
requirements or additi-onal sensors.
(2)
Complex software requirement to accommodate redundant sensors or
other duplicate components, usually resulting in severely limited capability
in this respect.
(3)
S0ftware changes are often not possible to implement without
specialist equipment.
(4)
High cost overhead if used at a fraction of design capability.
(5)
Complex fault diagnosis and difficult field repair since often there
is much interaction between software/hardware modules.

- 194 (6)
Complex cable and connecto~ systems - a serious reliability problem.
(7)
Limited output capability.
The above considerations have led to the development of a new concept in automated
systems. Overall system l·ogistics have been considered from the utility of the
equipment (from the users point of view) to the ease of installation maintenance,
calibration and system expansion whilst retaining high reliability. The new
system schematic is radically different from .the early designs and is shown in
Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2. THE NEW AUTOMATIC OBSERVING SYSTEM.
2.

System design
The major features of the new system are:
2.1
( a)
Hardware
(i)
Integrated, 'intelligent', sensors.
(ii)
Common, simple communication system between sensors and
rest of system.
(iii) Standard, commercially available data processing an~
display units organised. as functional modules.
(iv)
'Local area network' communication between major
components.
(b)
Software
(i)
Dedicated, specialised firmware in sensors.
(ii)
High level language software in processing modules
residing in standard operating systems. No highly specialised
I/O processing.
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Sensors
Th@cconcept of integrated sensors is not new (Pike et al 1983) (1). This
approach develops the idea further in considering the method of communication
between sensors and other system components as part of a common communication
network. Each sensor can operate in two modes:
(a)
self-timed
(b)
interrogation
In self-timed mode the sensor will transmit part processed-data (according
to the requirements for the particular sensor) at pre-determined intervals.
A simple communications protocol prevents contention between sensor and others
on the same common circuit. Since the data rate for processed data in
meteorological applications is relatively modest there are no practical
restrictions on the number of sensors that can be connected to the common
circuit. In interrogate mode the sensor will respond only when addressed
either via the common data link or via the normal input terminal of its
serial input socket. The input socket is configured to behave as a standard
'RS 232' port' when separated from the common communication link. Thus it
is simple to communicate with a sensor using standard, _ re~dily available,
terminal and/or computer equipment. A block diagram of a typical integrated,
intelligent sensor is shown in-Figure 3. The data transmitted (in standard
ASCII code) from each sensor comprises address, status and data. The format
is fixed thus simplifying further processing. Each sensor carries individual
calibration information which is used to ensure that output data conform to
a pre-determined standard.
Sensor chang~e have no effect on the system operation.
~ sensors can be connected together on a single common cable, duplication
(eg for reliability) and expansion is easily accommodated and complexity of
wiring looms is __ greatly reduced.
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Data processing and dissemination
The needs for further~proceBsing (eg ooding, formatting) are catered for
by connecting functional modules to a common communications link (a standard
'Local Area Network' (LAN)ssystem). Typically a commer~ial computer will
be connected to carry out sensor data processing, an intelligent terminal
for observer/operator interactions and a communications interface to
disseminate data bey~nd the observing points.
The communication standard between all systems is RS 232C and a wide range
of baud rates are permitted. It is straightforward to connect duplicate,
redundant modules to the system without affecting system operations and
additional modules can be inserted, tested and commissioned during normal
operational service. Maintenance diagnostics and trouble shooting can readily
be carried out in the same fashion, and thus down-time should be negligible.
Greater degrees of reliability can be achieved by duplicating the LAN ring
but it is doubtful if this degree of redundancy will be needed in practice.
2.4
Other considerations
It may seem that a considerable hardware overhead,will be incurred by Bsing
such a highly adaptable communications system; in fact, owing to widespread
use of LANs in commercial and industraal applications costs are low; for
example a typical cost per nOde is around $200.
The advances made in electronicsdare very rapid and often today's computero
or peripheral device is obsolete tomorrow, thus the ability to use virtually
anyy 'equivalent , device, without significant development requirement or risk
is a distinct advantage of this distributed processing approach and it is
likely that the hardware and software will be cap~ble of evolving over several
stages of modification or expansion to meet changing needs or to cope with
equipment obsolescence
3.
Current Progress
Work is in progress to constru~t a series of integrated, intelligent sensors. The
first of these, a pressure sensor, has reached the prototype stage and consists of
a standard pressure transducer coupled to a microprocessor-tontrolled. inter,face. ,
The microclbmputer derives 'atmospheric 'pressure ,taking into account t!le transducer;
calibration including temperature; coefficient . ,This 'sensor will be fpllowed by
sensors for temperature, humidity, win~ speed and direction. A prototype sepsor:
system should be a~ailable hy mid-1985.~ In, all :cases the sensor, transducers will be
those already in u~e in the; U.K AWS systemsi'
'
,
4.
ConclUding remarks
'
'
A new concept in oQserving systems has beenidescribed. It has b~en designed to
overcome the major 'drawbacks that have been :.exper.ienced with curr,ent systems.
Progress in implementing these i4eas has reached the stage of system definition
and prototype sensor development. It is hoped that the next generation of automatic
obser~img syst~ms will be based on t~is' new approach.
Reference:
1.,
Pike, JulianM; Brock, Fred'V; Semmer Steven R, 1983: ,Integrated sensors for
PAM 11, Fifth symposium Meteorological Observations and Instrumentation,
Toronto

(Reference IV.9)

JMA-80 SURFACE METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATION EQUIPMENT
A NEW DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR OBSERVATORY IN JAPAN
Yoshizo Yamanouchi, Nobuo Numasaki
Nakaasa Instruments Co., Ltd.

INTRODUCTION
The JMA-80 Surface Meteorological- Observation Equipment is an automatic
data acquisition and processing system developed for observatories of the JMA
(Japan Meteorological Agency) to replace analogue equipment installed between
1970 to 1974. More than 120 units are already in operation and about 25 more
will be added within a year or two. The new equipment significantly improves
the speed, accuracy and efficiency of meteorological observation. The equipment
also sends necessary data to the AMeDAS (Automated Meteorological Data
Acquisition System) network Cooperating with 1584 AMeDAS stations.

OVERALL CONSTRUCTION
The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows the system configuration, and Fig. 2 shows
a front view of the indoor units mounted in a rack.
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The digital portion consists
of a data processor module, three
data
converter
modules
and
a
printer.
Meteorological
data
from
sensors
are
transmitted
directly to the converter modules,
converted to· digital signals and
then processed, stored, displayed
and
where
necessary
converted
back to analogue signals.
The
first
converter module is for
wind
direction,
wind
speed,
temperature and dew-point.
The
second
is
for
rainfall,
rain
intensity, rain detection, sunshine and solar radiation and
the
third
is
for
atmospheric
pressure.
The
data
processor
module reads stored data from
the
converter
modules
through
an IEEE-488 bus, processes the
data,
displays necessary items
on the panel, controls printer
output and sends data to the
AMeDAS network and to other equipment.
checking capability for the whole system.

[g)'

o

DO
051

Fig. 2

JMA-80 Indoor Unit

It also provides an automatic self-

There are three analogue recorders; the first (top). one -- a two pen
recorder for wind direction and wind speed -- is connected directly to the wind
sensor, in parallel with the digital module #1.
The second one is for
temperature, dew-point, sunshine and solar radiation (instantaneous value) and
the third is for comulative rainfall, rain intensity, rain detection, sunshine
and solar radiation (integrated value).
These two six-point dot p.rinting
recorders receive analogue signals from D/A converters in the digital modules.
The analogue recorders provide a continuous record of data to supplement the
digital data from the digital portion and to monitor abnormal operation of the
sensors.
Futhermore, space is provided so that existing conventional aneroid
barometers and barographs can be· installed in the rack to back up the new
digital barometer.
The power supply includel;3 a set of batteries and a DC to AC converter that
can supply power to operate ·whole system for more than one hour (heaters off)
if the main AC power supply fails.
Precautions were also taken to protect the equipment against lightning.
The mounting rack allows access to all of the installed equipment from the front
for ease· of maintenance.
A test box to provide test and calibration signals
(simulating sensors) is supplied; this is stored on a shelf inside the rack.
Alarming devices are also provided to indicate equipment failures and
abnormalities.
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SENSORS and DATA CONVERTER MODULES
Each converter module contains its own microprocessor (CPU) to process the
sensor data.
The signals from the sensors are converted into appropriate
digital· form.
Then the CPU corrects nonlinearity, obtains minimum, maximum,
average, total etc. as necessary, and stores them in memory. Digital displays
and control switches are provided on the front panels of epch of the modules.
The current values of the stored data can be displayed by operating the
switches.
Some of the data are converted into analogue signals and recorded
on the chart recorders.
The specifications of the sensors used in the equipment are summarized in
Table 1. The operation of the converter modules and corresponding sensors are
described following the table.

Table 1
Parameter

Specifications of Sensors
Accuracy

Type

Range

±

2°

0 to 360

±

0.5 m/s or ± 5 %

0 to 90 m/s

±

0.2 °c

-40 to +50 °c

±

0.3 °c

-40 to +50 °c

0.5 mm
3 %, over 20 mm/h)

0 to 200 mm/h

10%

0 to 100 mm/h

\.Jind Direction
and
Wind Speed

Wind Vane
and
Propeller

Temperature

Pt Resistor 100Q,

Dew-Point

Ni Resistor

Precipitation

Tipping Bucket

Rain Intensity

Drop Counter

±

Rain Detection

Comb Electrode

-----

Sunshine

Solar Cell

±

1 % at 120 W/m 2

0 to 16 h

Solar Radiation

Thermopile

±

1 %

Atmospheric Pressure

Cylinder Resonator

±

0.1 hPa

0 to 1.4 kW/m 2
800 to 1050 hPa

oC

±
(±

Wind direction and speed:
A propeller type sensor is used, The wind direction signal is generated
by a synchro transmitter. The direction (angle) signal from a synchro receiver
is once separated into EW and NS components.
Each component is smoothed
separately
using a filter with a two-minute time-constant -- and then
reconstituted into an angle signal.
The angle signal is then converted into
a digital signal for processing by a CPU.
Direction data in terms of the 36
or 360 points of the compass can be read manually from the display though they
are not printed.
The wind speed signal is derived from photo-electric devices in the sensor
which generate 48 pulses for each revolution of the propeller shaft.
Number
of the pulses in 0.25 second is considered to represent instantaneous speed
and the total number represents wind run after the non-linearity correction.
The 10-minutes-averages of direction and speed data are also produced.
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Temperature and Dew-point:
A platinum resistance thermometer and a lithium-chloride dew-point cell
are used with four-wire connections to eliminate errors due to long cables.
They are .installed . in separate shelters, which are designed to maintain unidirectional airflow even in very strong winds.
The CPU calculates vapor
pressure and relative humidity. Instantaneous values of atmospheric temperature
and dew-point are D/A converted and transmitted to the recorder #2.
Precipitation, rain intensity and rain detection:
A conventional tipping-bucket
rain gauge is used to measure
precipitation.
Heaters
and/or
an overflow device can be added
to measure snow in winter.
For
rain intensity, the sensor (Fig.
3) .contains
a device to form
water drops from collected rain
Oil reservoir
water and count the number of
Nozzle
drops per unit time.
A drop
~R'
arnwaler droplet
corresponds
to
0.0083 mm of
Kerosentt
rainfall.
Drops
fall
through
a transparent oil bath and are
Drain .P2!:L
counted
by
a
photo-electric
switch.
The rain detector
a set of comb-shaped electrodes
on a conical surface --. detects
rain and generates a signal by
Fig. 3
Rain Intensity Sensor
the short circuit induced by rain
water. Controlled heating is provided to keep the surface dry while it is not
raining.
Necessary signals .for the analogue recorder are produced by D/A
converters.
Sunshine:
A new rotary type sensor was designed for this equipment. A mirror rotating
at 30 sec./rev. scans the solar otbit~ and photo-electric devices produce pulses
when the solar energy exceeds the threshold level of 120 W/m'2·. Number' of the
pulses is D/A converted for analogue recording.
Grobal solar radiation:
A grobal type
is used with a fan
CPU integrates the
and 24-hour periods

pyrheliometer with three segment Cu-Constantan thermopile
to keep the surface free from dust ~ dew and forest. The
signal from the sensor -- 7 mV for IkW/m2 - - over I-hour
and D/A converts the signal for analogue recording.

Atmospheric pressure:
A cylinderical resonator, whose natural frequency is pressure sensiti ve,
is used in. a positive feedback loop. Dual modes of vibration are used to reduce
temperarute and ageing effects -- this resonator will be describelf at another
session of the conference. l ) This barometric· sensor is mounted inside the
converter module #3 -- thus the module is essentially a stand-alone digital
barometer with a data processing capability. A CPU in the module complutes
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Table 2
Code
D
F
R
T

Parameter

TX
TN

TD
E
H

RI
S
GR
PI
P2

PP

Table 4

la

minutes

Data

Unit

la
la

Wind direction
Wind speed
Precipitation
Temperature

Table 3
Code

Data printed every

min. average
min. average
Accumulated value
Instantaneous value

16 directions
m/s
0.1 mm
·QC

Data printed every hour on the hour

Parameter/Data

Unit
QC
QC
QC
hPa
%
0.1 mm
2 min.
0.01 MJ/m 2
- hPa
hPa
hPa

Maximum Temperature in last 1 hour
Minimum Temperature in last 1 hour
Dew-point Temperature, inst. value
Steam Pressure, inst. value
Relative Humidity, inst. value
Precipitation, total in last 1 hour
Sunshine Time, total in last 1 hour
Global Solar Radiation, integral 1 hour
Station Air Pressure, inst. value
Sea level Air Pressure, inst. value
3 hour Variation of Air Pressure

Daily Summary printed at 24 o'clock

(hhmm: hour, min.)

Parameter/Data
Total Wind Run
Average Wind Speed
Maximun la min. av. Wind Speed:
Speed, Direction and Occurrence Time
Maximum Instantaneous Wind Speed:
Speed, Direction and Occurrence Time

Unit

60 m
m/s

1111 s, 16 d i

mis,

Average Temperature
Maximum Temperature and its Occurrence Time
Minimum Temperature and its Occurrence Time
Total Precipitation
_
Maximum la min. Precipitation and its Occurrence Time
Maximum 1 hour Precipitation and its' Occurrence Time

r.,

hhllllll

16 dir., hhmm

0.1 QC
0.1 ~ QC, hhnulI
0.1 -oC-, hhmm
0.1 mm
1 mm, hhmm
0.1 mm, hhmm

'O~

Average Relative Humidity
Minimu Relative Humidity and its Occurrence Time
Average Vapour Pressure

%

Total Sunshine Time
Total Global Solar Radiation

2 min.
2
0.01 MJ/m

Average Station Pressure
Average Sealevel Pressure
Minimum Sealevel Pressure and its Occurrence Time

0.1 hPa
0.1 hPa
0.1 hPa, hhmm

F & R, Total time of wind above la m/s
nnd/or rain above 1 lIulI/h

hour

%, hhmm
0.1 hPa
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the pressure from the measured self-resonant frequency, performs linearization,
. temperature compensation, calculates pressure at sea-level, pressure change
within3-hour periods and so on.
.

DATA PROCESSOR MODULE
A CPU. in the Data Processor Module controls the operation of the module
.itself and also oversees the operation of the whole system. The data processor
module collects data from the converter modules everyone minute through the
IEEE-488 bus.
Then it . processes the data, computes and stores minimum,
These data are sent to printer, TRP
maximum, average; total and other' data.
(transponder of AMeDAS system) and others. Many kind of data ~an be displayed
in windows on the panel by simple key-switch command. These key switches can
also be used to set such necessary data for operation as station number, time,
day, month, year and alarm thresholds.
'When' abnormal sensor conditions or
abnormal data are detected by self-checking functions', the CPU' generaters an
alarm signal and makes appropriate control on the output data.
An alarm is
also produced when the AC power fails.

PRINTER and PRINTOUT
A9x9 dot-matrix impact printer prints 80 characters per line· on 8!:'-'inchwide roll paper •
An RS'-232C interface is used between' the data processor
module and the printer.
The data in the tables 2 and 3 are printed in time
sequence.
The results of automatic· self-diagnostic.checking and ·the daily
summary (Table 4) are inserted a,t9 o'clock and ,24 o'clock (midnight)
respectively.
A new
data
is
printed
after.. the. daily' summary •.. About 90 cm of
. .
-.
,
paper'is used to record one day s data.
Normally, the printed data are regardecl,.. as • ofUcia) _observation data •
. abrupt "changes in wind. direction; veryhelivy rain. of, short time,
pressure variation trends and other importCiut infQ.rmatiQn. can be read. from the
analoglle ·;records.: If'.the printer fails, "nece~s~ry ,data shall 'be: reCid from the
analogue recorder chart.
'.
. .. ' . .

HoweveJ;'~'
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The READAC FIELD TEST
W. Peter Bowman and Roger Van Cauwenberghe
Atmospheric Environment Service
Downsview, Canada
INTRODUCTION
READAC, Canada's fifth generation automatic weather observing system, was designed by the
Atmospher i c Env i ronment Serv i ce and a contractor to meet the future weather data co II ecti on needs
of the Service and its customers.
In May 1984, following a long period of development, several
prototype READAC systems became avai lable for systematic field evaluation.
Two systems were
installed at each of two existing airport stations, selected as representative of extremes of the
Canadian cl imate - one central continental (Winnipeg, Manitoba) and the other maritime coastal
(Shearwater, Nova Scot i a) •
A fifth stat i on was i nsta I Ied at Serv i ce headquarters to support
studies into problems with the four field systems. Two of the field systems - one at each site The other two were plagued from the start by
have operated sati sfactor i I y since i nsta I1 ati on.
communications problems, which, we bel ieve, have now been resolved.
The only problems sti II
requiring resolution are associated with sensors.
'-READAC HARDWARE - A BRIEF TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
0 j..~ 0
!~L~j,~
.
The READAC autostation is made up of four
~~ <; .~
<
"(
...'1
;.
basic parts:
a set of Peripheral Interfaces
'0
,0
=~g
:= ...'1
.0
(P I ) each with i ts un i que sensor (6 types now
~
",'I
=- !:!);:Q
available); a Communications Controller (CC)
~
:J
c·
~< ~<
~~
which I inks the station to the outside world,
Ji:'(three types now ava i I abl e); a She If Contro I I er
0(SC) wh i ch acts as interface between the PI's
and
CC;
and
a power
supply
(two types
available).
All of these are housed in a
connecting to a motherboard.
A
mainframe,
0 o 0 o 0
station
can
consist
of
one
to
three
0 0 0 0
0
"interconnected mainframes, each with 10 slots
for the plug-in modules. The system is highly
'modular, allowing new configurations without
Fig. I A READAC mainframe with 8 modules
re-engineering.
Each peripheral interface may
be removed or inserted without· removing power from the system and without suffering loss of data
from other modu Ies.
Fie I d connect ions are made direct I y to the front of each modu le. Sensor
s imu I ators can be connected to the front of PI's to s imu I ate sensor inputs. They can a I so be
plugged in at the sensor location, so that in addition to providing field calibration they can be
used to i so I ate fau I ts to the sensor-cab le-system modu Ie Ieve I. At present, modu I es come in two
sizes, the larger double the width of the smaller and identical in height and depth. Triple width
or larger modu Ies are poss i b le. Comp I ete EM I and I i ghtn i ng protecti on is bu i It in. A portab Ie
test set is ava i I ab I e to prov i de handy fie I d contro I of the system or i nd i v i dua I modu Ies. Man
machine mix is available with the landline communications controller, through a CRT and keyboard.
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PHILOSOPHY OF THE FIELD TEST
READAC, as designed, is an extremely flexible device. The field test was planned to take
advantage of this flexibility, with each of the stations having a slightly different configuration
from the one beside it;
As can be seen in the following sample graphs, READAC information
correlates very well with manually produced information. Since the stations are expected to
operate in situations relating to the publ ic safety as well as providing information to forecast
and cl imatological systems, bulk statistical figures of merit are not considered sufficient as
analytic tools. Consequently, the evaluation depended heavi lyon the use of these scatter plots
to isolate situations where READAC data may be erroneous or misleading.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
Hourly and special observations produced by the READAC were transmitted to AES Headquarters
using the operational landline conmunications network (3 stations) and GOES (I station). The
messages were recorded on magnetic tape by the operational archive system. Archive tapes were
made avai lable to the project twice weekly. Software was designed to separate messages produced
by READAC stations and by co-located manned stations from the source tape, separate parameters,
identify questionable data, perform statistical analyses and plot various graphs. The output of
these routines was then used to isolate situations where READAC data were not representative of
true conditions.
This proved particularly valuable for the identification of problems with
visibility, wind and dewpoint.
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FAULTS - READAC
One wind peripheral interface fai led the first day of operation - infant mortal ity of an
EPROM. One precipitation interface suffered physical damage during assembly or installation. One
Iand I i ne conmun icati ons contro II er began to issue fa Ise conmands to the READAC system after six
months of operation. Another EPROM fai lure is suspected. No other hardware faults have been
identified. Problems with VHF and GOES conmunications controllers software severely I imited the
amount of data from two of the stations during the first
six months of operation.
At the time of writing, the
manufacturer bel ieves that VHF conmunication controller
software errors have been corrected and the systems are
once more ready for testing.
Resolution of GOES CC
problems has not yet been accomplished.
HOAR FROST EPISODE
In the early hours of Feb. 10, 1984, at the
Winnipeg test site, before the official conmencement of
the field test, an interesting event involving deposition
of frost occurred. Visibi I ity and cei ling were reduced to
zero in fog, winds became I ight, and the temperature fell
to about -10°C, where it remained for several hours. Hoar
frost accumulated rapidly on all surfaces. Two hours of
calm winds were followed by slight gradual improvements in
cei I ing and visibi I ity conditions.
When the wind
increased to 5 knots the cupwheels (Fig. 2) on the READAC
anemometer would not turn and the direction vane was
restricted in its motion. Three other similar anemometers
within about 15 feet were responding to the wind but had a
similar frost buildup.
The cupwheels on the seized
anemometer finally broke free 6 hours after the end of the
calm, when the wind peaked briefly at 12 knots. Other
sensors were also affected as shown in Fig. 3.
The

Fig. 2 The cupwheels of the wind
sensor show i ng a bu i Id-up of
frost. These 13cm. diameter cups
are more res i stan1" to th is type
of fouling than are smaller cups.
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aspiration of both the temperature probe and
humidity sensor was completely blocked. A thick
cake of frost surrounded the temperature
sensor. Lumps of frost were observed inside the
humidity aspiration tube. Pressure ports were
fouled to the extent that significant errors
would result during high wind speeds. While
there was a Iso frost accumu Iati on on the
vis ibi I i ty sensor, heaters had removed it from
al I critical areas.

LIGHTNING

AND

ELECTROMAGNETIC

INTERFERENCE

Fig. 3 The inside of a Stevenson
A number af severe I ightn ing storms were
screen.
The humidity aspiration tube is
experienced during the test. Only one storm
at
the
left.
The open i ng (5 cm
caused problems and these problems appear to
diameter)
for
the
temperature probe is
have been of a temporary nature, as described in
in
the
centre.
the Dew Point and Wind Direction sections of
th is paper.
In that event I ightn ing was
observed in the sensor compound by the on duty observer and the landline and commercial power were
affected. The remainder of the data in the READAC was intact. In the other storms the data was
unaffected. Although we operated in severe electromagnetic ambients we at no time experienced any
problems with interference. (The EMI was so strong on one site that a car radio and digital clock
would not function).
These EMI sources include nearby radars, navigation transmitters,
communication transmitters and lightning and lightning induced power and signal line surges.
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF EACH PARAMETER'S PERFORMANCE
In the following scatter plots, many of the data points are overplotted due to the reports
being rounded off at the time of observation. This is particularly noticeable in the wind
direction and speed as well as in the visibility data. For this reason, the number of actual data
points is indicated on each graph as well as the standard deviation of the difference, where
appropriate. Station designators for the test were: YWG - Winnipeg manual landl ine; WKT Winnipeg auto landline; WMF - Winnipeg auto VHF; YAW - Shearwater manual landl ine; WAW Shearwater auto landline; WFE - Shearwater auto GOES.
TEMPERATURE (YSI Linear Thermistor) - The month of June 1984 was typical.
in the vicinity of seven degrees are in error as shown in Fig. 4.
PRESSURE (Setra 270) - The month Iy scatter plots
show no problem as illustrated in Fig. 5. The
long term trend as shown in Fig. 6 is more
interesting. This drift is typical of most good
electronic reading barometers.

TEMPERATURE
(degrees C)

20

y

W

~

0

.

M

DEW POINT (AES Std Dewcel) - A typical scatter
plot is shown for the month of June In Fig. 7
for WKT vs YWG. The same period of time is
shown in Fig. 8 where the effect of lightning on
the sensor or system is seen to be altering the
accuracy for 86 hours, after which time it
returned to perfectly normal
calibration.
Subsequent Investigation. revealed no cause for
the problem.
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WIND DIRECTION AND WIND SPEED (780) - Wind
for
the
same
period
dewpoint
direction and speed generally show excellent
showing the effect of lightning
agreement with manua I I y observed direct i on and
damage.
speed as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11.
Some
scatter is due to slight differences in the times of observations, and some to the difficulty of
estimating averages manually.
In addition the automatic stations are reporting two minute
averages whi le the manual observations are one minute averages. Fig. 10 and Fig. 12 are machine
to machine scatter plots which typically show better agreement. There are, however, a few cases
of errors in wind direct i on wh i ch were reported fo Ilow i ng a severe I i ghtn i ng i nc i dent. These
errors appear to be in the se Iect i on of the quadrant. They have not been defi n i te I y traced to
within the sensor or the peripheral interface, as the fault was short lived.
VISIBILITY (W & W Fog 15X) - Visibi I ity was generally good in comparison with the Manual
Observations as shown in Fig. 13. The machine to machine comparison (Fig. 14) is much better.
This pair of graphs illustrates the problems in attempting to obtain prevailing visibility (which
is defined in spatial terms), with a single point sensor (which can use only temporal averaging).
An interesting visibi I ity event occurred from Nov 13-15 (Fig. 15). This shows obstructions to
visibi I ity changing from haze to fog to rain, to drizzle, to snow to blowing show •. In addition,
in the snow and blow i ng snow, where the vis i b i I i ty decreased to about one mi le, WKT reported six
spec i a Is in one hour. Th i s is an unusua I event in that on the who I e READAC produced about the
same number of specials as the observers did.
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PRECIPITATION (F&P Type with Baldwin Shaft Encoder) Reporting of precipitation amount was
generally less than satisfactory, Thermal expansion and contraction of the gauge frequently
resulted in spurious reports of small amounts of precipitation,
During storm conditions,
precipitation amount data was somewhat more satisfactory,
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CONCLUS IONS
The7READAC system was designed andmanufaetured with great care. Installation was of-a 1'lI,gh
standard,6Ilpl:oyi:ng armoured cable, shielded wire, Ilghtnl.ng protect:tlon, good grounding alid:other
precautions. ':As a result the systems operated extremely well and the sensors provided reli:abte
data most of .the time. Two parameters suffered, however, when lightning struck In the vlclnlty::of
the station, ,and most data became unreliable following the hoar frost incident described eatUer.
The stateof·-the art In meteoro log lca I sensors can probab 1y best bedescr Ibed by say Ing that'most
sensors are.stl 1I observer aids. It Is evident from tests like the one described Inthis.paper
that under .. condltlons of icing, saltcorrosion,atmospherlc electricity, blowing dust, etc. ,'most
sensors .cease'to function accurately or at all. Sensors and systems must be developed with 'the
objeetivethat -they -must work under all conditions, or report their inability tomake·an
observat Ion, I·f -they are to be used In I Ife safety si tuat Ions for av Iat ion and mar Ine app I Ioations .
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AUTOMATISATION DU RES EAU DE BASE
SYSTEME D'AIDEA L'OBSERVATION MISTRAL
A. BETTAN

DIRECTION DE LA METEOROLOGIE NATIONALE - FRANCE

Le document decrit Les fonctionnaLites du systeme d'aide a L'observation MISTRAL
deveLoppe en FRANCE et actueLLement en expLoitation dans 30 stations du reseau
d'observation en surface. Dans ses objectifs, Le systeme a ete concu pour accepter La totaLite des capteurs actueLLement deveLoppes. Dans son mode autonome, iL
assure Le codage et La diffusion du message FM12-SYNOP, de messages nationaux
adaptes au potentieL de L'automatisation et de messages d'observation aeronautiques. Sa structure integree au niveau du materieL et du LogicieL permet :
- L'adaptation fonctionneLLe immediate aux specificites du site (par un personneL non speciaListe),
La normaLisation effective du potentieL et des moyens

a

L'interieur du re-

seau.
1) PRESENTATION GENERALE DU SYSTEME

MISTRA~.

La Direction de La MeteoroLogie NationaLe Francaise a defini en 1982 Les specifications d'un systeme d'aide a L'observation destine a L'equipement progressif du reseau de base des stations d'observation au soL en se substituant, Le
pLus faciLement possibLe, aux moyens instrumentaux conventionneLs. L'automatisation devait repondre a deux objectifs essentieLs :
- faciLiter Le travaiL de L'observateur dans Le domaine des taches repetitivas d'acquisition et de diffusion des informations meteoroLogiques,
- permettre, pendant Les periodes de fermeture de La station et d'absence de
L'observateur, une diffusion automatique et sOre des parametres de base dont Le
processus d'acquisition pouvait etre automatise.
Dans son mode de fonctionnement autonome Le systeme a ete defini pour assurer
quatre fonctions fondamentaLes :
- piffusion de L'observation

synopt_~_

Le message internationaL FM12-SYNOP

D

••

/

•••

~
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est code sous une forme reduite et compatibLe qui integre Les groupes de donnees
que Le systeme est apte ~ coder en fonction
de La nature et de La definition du parametre synoptique requis,
- des capteurs effectivement instaLLes sur Le site.
- Diffusion des informations cL imatoLogigue~_: des messages quotidiens nationaux
dont Le contenu a ete defin; en fonction dupotentieL de traitement offert par
L'automatisation sont transmis vers Les servicescent.raux de cLimatoLogie. Des
messages d'information g~neraLes (message cLimatoLogique quotidien : CLIMQ) et
d'informations fines particuLarisees (sequences caracteristiques de precipitation
message PRECIP, repartition de L'energie soLaire revue et des durees d'insoLation
messages RAYON sont automatiquement eLabores.
- j>iffusion des inforlTlationsaeronautigues: Les stations d'observation du reseau synoptique franvais etant souvent impLantees sur des aerodromes eLLes assurent La diffusion LocaLe des parametres d'observation specifiques ~ L'aeronautique. Dan Le mode autonome du systeme une fonction equivaLente a ete definie avec
des variantes permettant L'adaptation des moyens et de La procedure de diffusion
~ La dimension et aux specificites de L'aerodrome. Dans tous Les cas Le systeme
peut etre considere comme une teLemesure integree gerant, en temps reeL, La
diffusion de L'observation meteoroLogique vers Les utiLisateurs aeronautiques
Locaux.
- Communication avec L'observateur meteoroLogigye : cette derniere fonction integre Les taches qui permettent de quitter Le mode autonome pour passer au mode
"supervision" qui autorise L'observateur: ~ prendre Le controLe compLet du systeme.
A cet effet, iL dispose d'un jeu de commandes Lui permettant de seLectionner Les
capteurs et Les diffusions actives,de controLer et compLeter Les textes proposes
par Le systeme avant de vaLider Leur transmission, de commander L'execution de
programmes de test en Ligne.
Une edition des parametres de base, dont La vocation est de rempLacer Les enregistrements anaLogiques ou affichages numeriques conventionneLs, donne Les moyens
du controLe et de La restitution uLterieurs de toutes Les vaLeurs transmises. Cette
edition est actueLLement dirigee vers une imprimante mais pourrait faciLement etre
utiLisee pour actuaLiser des fichiers "base de donnees archivees" d'un microcaLcuLateur LocaL.

Ces specifications d'objectif ont ete utilisees pour definir la station automatique MISTRAL (reaLisee par la societe ENERTEC) dont trente exemplaires sont
actuelLement en service en FRANCE.
La conception du materiel et la structure du logiciel devaient permettre de disposer d'un materiel homogene susceptible de s'adapter immediatement aux configurations
operationnelLes specifiques ~ chacun des sites ainsi qu'~ leur evolution pendant
la duree de vie du systeme. Les notions de fiabilite et de maintenabilite ont conduit ~ souhaiter un equipement fortement integre garantissant l'homogeneite du
reseau.
- La modularite "Materiel" est reduite ~ la fonction "configuration capteur".
Elle est realisee par des coupleurs qui assurent, voie par voie, l'adaptation
de la sortie du capteur au stantard interne MISTRAL et qui communiquent au logiciel une identification complete de l'affectation de la voie. Ces deux fonctions
permettent d'utiliser une operation si~nle (branchement des coupleurs requis
sur un site) pour configurer automatiquement materiel et logiciel. Vingt deux

·.. / ...

- 211 coupLeurs peuvent etre raccord~s A MISTRAL, iLs permettent de prendre en compte
Les grandeurs anaLogiques ou num~riques d~Livr~es par Les capteurs actueLLement
disponibLes.
- Les ressources communes du niveau "Mat~rieL" sont concentr~es sur une carte
et sont r~sidentes dans toute station. Cette disposition garantit L'homog~n~it~
et La disponibiLit~ des ressources, eLLepermet Le rempLacement rapide et sur
de L'ensembLe de La station en cas de panne, ~ventueLLement par un personneL
d'expLoitation non sp~ciaListe. La suppression des connecteurs induit une fiabiLit~ sup~rieure. Ces ressources comprennent :
- Les fonctions muLtipLexage anaLogique et conversion anaLogique/num~
rique programmabLe (vitesse de chaine de 100 voies par secondes, r~soLution de
12 digits),
- La fonction 'gestion des
me

entr~es

non anaLogiques",

La fonction "unit~ centraLe" : microprocesseur 8085, m~moire programdu type REPROM de 32000 mots, m~moire donn~es du type RAM de 2000 mots + 256

sauvegard~s.

- La fonction gestion des diffusions
sorties du type asynchrone.

Limit~es

A trois canaux

entr~es/

- Les ressources "LogicieL" sont int~gr~es dans une bibLiotheque de taches normaLis~es r~sidente dans toutes Les stations et Lui permettent de rempLir La somme
des fonctions dans Les diff~rentes variantes d~finies.L'enchainement des taches
utiLes est compos~ automatiquement par LlanaLyse des coupLeurs capteurs pr~sents
et dlun code commande simpLe permettant de d~finir Le mode de fonctionnement de
chaque diffusion. Ce principe permet sur chacun des sites, La g~n~ration imm~dia
te d'un programme actif optimis~. IL garantit La normaLisation effective des LogicieLs en expLoitation dans Le r~seau. Ce dernier point apparait maintenant fondamentaL pour am~Liorer de fa~on significative La fiabiLit~ gLobaLe dlun r~seau
et Les conditions dlex~cution des taches de maintenance (aussi bien des mat~rieLs
que des LogicieLs).
SCHEMA DE PRINCIPE DU SYSTEME

CAPTEURS

RENSEIGNEMENT OBSERVATEUR
Editions toutes Les 6 I
Editions horai re des donn~es
eLabor~es (extremes, cumuLs)

-

I

300/1200 bauds

~

-

Imprimante ou caLcuLateur

I

DIFFUSION/CONTROLE DES [11ESSAGES
METEOROLOGIQUES
- Edition/diffusion SYNOP
50/100 bauds

STATlON MISTRAL.
- Acquisition capteurs
- Traitements
- Codages

,

-

Edition/m~morisation/diffusion

:

CLIMQ-PRECIP-RAYON

"-

TeL~imprimeur

TX35

--

--DIFFUSION AERONAUTIQUE
Edition toutes Les minutes des
parametres/diffusion
- Introduction textes compL~mentaires.

-

'------=).

1200/4800 bauds

CJnsoLe compatibLe VT 100

11·11

•

/

If

..

11
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P~rio de
scrutati on

TYPE/domaine/pr~cision

PARAMETRE

I,
I

-

-

I

I

I

VENT vitesse
direction
I
PRESS ION

I

HUMIDITE

-

TEMPERATLRES

--~-,-_.

-

a coupellesl 0-60 ms seuil 0,5 ms
Girouette potentiometrique 18 directions

1"
1"

... _-.- -_ .. ---

Barometre an~roide a ruban vibrant
etendue de mesure : 150 hPa
domaine typique
: 950/1050 hPa
pr~cision
: 0,3 hPa I 6 mois

.

l'

Sonde capacitive a transducteur courant
domaine de mesure : 10-100 %
temperature
: - 20 a + 80 degres
erreur absolue
: + ou - -3-%
I -6- mois
-- _...

l'
--

~---

Sonde de platine/-40 a + 60 I 0.1 degres C
air, + 50 , + 20, + 10 cm, soL
- 10, - 20, - 50, - 100 cm
Pluvi omet re
resolution

a auget

_

r._

.~_.

basculant 10

~ _ . ~

-

_

d

___

~

l'

6'

____

200 mm/H

250 ms

: 0.2 mm

DUREE
INSOLATION

HeL iographe a cellules photoelectriques
Seuil d'insolation : 120 W.m (a 20 % Pres)

1"

RAYONNEMENTS

Pyranometre a thermopile de MOLL.
Rayonnement gLobal, diffus, direct

1"

IHAUTEUR
BASE
Dr:S NUAGES
I

J

1.------

I, VISIBILITES
i
II

,
~

-

An~mometre

_

PLUVIOMETRIE

__.. ,-.-

--

----------

TeLemetre a impulsion lumineuse nJA 1500
domaine de mesure : 15 a 1500 m
erreur absolue : + a - 15 m
----.

~-

- --

.-

10"

~~-~._-----

-

Portee optique met~orologique : DIFFUSOMETRE
domaine de mesure : 10 - 5000 m
portee visuelle de piste : TRANSMISSOMETRE
domaine de mesure : 75 - 2000 m
capteur associ~ : LUMINANCEMETRE

l'
l'

I

250 ms

!

. ..

3) CONTENU DES EDITIONS.
- Editioffi locales sur imprimant~ : ces ~ditions ont pour but de permettre l'acces
par l'observateur aux donn~es issues de la fonction tel~mesure du systeme. De
plus, elles lui proposent des r~sultats de traitements horaires qui facilitent
L'exploitation rapide du document. Elles comprennent :
- une ~dition 6 minutes: des valeurs des parametres "instantan~s" trait~s
en fin de p~riode et de cumuls ou valeurs extremes acquis dans la meme p~riode.
- une ~dition horaire : des valeurs extremes
dans l'heure pr~c~dente.

(dat~es)

et cumuls acquis

- Edition du message SYNOP
le codage du SYNOP est r~alis~ automatiquement toutes les heures ou toutes les trois heures (p~riode s~lectable). Bien que le codage
soit partiel, le message est ~mis sous une forme autorisant sa transmission directe
... I ...
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et son inclusion dans les collectifs nationaux. Les groupes codes sont les suivants
Section 1

Ir6hVV I ddff
6RRRTr.

1SnTTT 2 SnTTd 4PPPP (ou 4 ahhh) Sappp

Section 3 : 1SnTTx 2SnTTn 3/SnTg 81 I Hs 911fx 94sss.
- Edition du message CLIMQ: ce message quotidien est code ~ 6 hTU. Il transmet les informations representatives des periodes de traitement climatologiques
pour les valeursextr@mes (datees) et les cumuls. L'exploitation conjointe du
message CLIMQ et des messages SYNOPpermet l'actualisation raoide de banques de
donnees climatologiques au niveau national.
- Edition du message PRECIP: ce message permet la transmission, sous forme
compressee du profil des precipitations quotidiennes reduit ~ une suite chronologique de sequences pluvieuses d'intensite pseudo-con stante (LEROY/Determination of characteristics of precipitation/TECIMO 1984).
- Edition des messages RAYON: un message est code quotidiennement pour
des parametres duree d'insolation, rayonnement global, direct, diffus et
radiatif. Il transmet la suite chronologique des cumuls horaires pour le
metre concerne. Les periodes horaires sont delimitees par l'heure "temps
vrai" geree automatiquement par la base de temps MISTRAL.

chacun
bilan
parasolaire

- Editions aeronautigues : le logiciel de base permet d'acquerir, traiter et diffuser les parametres de l'observation aeronautique requis sur un aerodrome possedant une piste equipee pour la categorie Ill. Les donnees sont actualisees toutes les minutes. Les valeurs des portees visuelles de piste sont immediatement
recalculees en cas de changement significatif d'un de ses parametres de calcul.
Les parametres transmis sont les suivants :
- heure de l'observation : (heure et minute).
- vent moyen pendant les 2' precedentes :
direction moyenne en dizaine de degres,
vitesse moyenne en m/s ou en noeuds.
- Maximum du vent instantane pendant les 2' precedentes
direction du maximum en dizaine de degres,
vitesse maximum en m/s ou en noeuds.
-

QNH
au niveau officiel de l 'aerodrome. (hPa)
QFE : au niveau officiel de l'aerodrome. (hPa)
QFE : au niveau des seuils de piste si necessaire. (hPa)
Temperature de l'air : en 1/10 de degres.
Temperature du point de rosee : en 1/10 de degres.
Hauteur base des nuages : (une pour chaque seuil). (metres)
PVP (seuil 1, median, seuil 2).

- Le systeme autorise la prise en compte d'informations complementaires introduites par l'observateur lorsqu'il est present. Le contenu des textes inseres
est absolument libre. Cette fonctionnalite permet la transmission d'informations
qui ne sont pas acquises automatiquement et qui sont aujourd'hui necessaires
(caracteristiques de la couverture nuageuse : nebulosites, types des nuages par
exemple).
. .. I ...
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~

Le
tion

syst~me

automatique d'aide a L'observation MISTRAL a ~t~ mis enexpLoitaen France dans trente stations du r~seau d'observation synoptique.

- Les r~suLtats obtenus apparaissent actueLLement positifs, particuLi~rement dans
Les domaines de La fiabiLit~ et de La faciLit~ d'adaptation du mat~rieL et du LogicieL standards aux diff~rentes configurations d'expLoitation a~tueLLement op~
rationneLLes. ILs confirment La disponibiLit~ d'un syst~me int~gr~, simpLe et
evoLutif, qui pe ut rempLir Les fonctions de base de L'observation m~t~oroLogique
A un prix qui n'est pas sup~rieur A ceLui de certaines t~L~mesures particuLaris~es.
- Des th~mes d'~voLution peuvent etre
bibLiotheque standard de LogicieL :

envisag~s,

• augmentation du potentieL du

syst~me

essentieLLement au niveau de La
par Le traitement de nouveaux

capteurs,
• d~veLoppement d'aLgorithmes d'expLoitation de pLusieurs param~tres
primaires pour ~Laborer des informations qui ne sont pas directement mesurabLes,
• affinement des aLgorithmes de contr6Le automatique des param~tres
acquis en utiLisant des donn~es objectives fournies par L~expLoitation intensive
des r~suLtats acquis,
• adaptation du syst~me aux consignes internationaLes dans Le domaine
de La normaLisation des aLgorithmes d'acquisition et de La diffusion des donn~es
m~t~oroLogiques.

(Reference IV.12)

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WIT~ AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS IN
THE ;I,1ETEOROLOGICAL SERV ICE OF Ti-IE GERMAI\J DEivlOCRAf IC i~EPU8L IK
E. PETERS
Deputy Director
Meteorological Service of· the German Democratic

~epuDlic

The network of the Meteorological Service of the GDR at
present comprises 60 meteorological stations. These stations
transmit at hourly intervals observational data to the Central
Forecasting Office of the GDR (NMC). For climatological purposes
these data are stored at the station.
There are two categories of meteorological stations:
a.
29 meteorological primary stations, making oDservations in
compliance with Part Ill, para 2.4.2.1.1. of the Manual on
the Global Observing System.
In addition to the elements mentioned in para 2.4.2.1.1.,
at a number of stations elements such as S02' 3 , dust
content, evaporation and soil moisture are observed.

°

The meteorological primary stations are staffed by 6 fulltime observers.
b.

31 automatic meteorological stations CAMS) making observa t ions by illeans of sensor s.
On weekdays the AMS are supervised oy an observer, who
also makes some special ooservations as are listed under
Ca) above. The primary duties of this observer include
supervision of the technical processes of the station,
regular comparison of the measurements, and maintenance
and repair work.
The conversion of the observational data into coded messages
is made at an editing station.
The AMS observes at hourly intervals the following elements:
- atmospheric pressure
- wind direction and speed
- air temperature 2 In above ground
soil temperature at the depttls of 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 Cin
- air humidity at 2 m aOove ground
- amount of precipitation - liquid and solid

- 216 duration of precipitation within an hour
- total global radiation within an hour
- number of lightnings within an hour.
The categories of station mentioned under (a) and (b) above
at the same time meet the requirements laid down in Part Ill, items
2.4.2.,3.1., 2.4.2.3.2. and 2.4.2.3.4. of the Manual on the Global
Duserving System for principal climatologicalstations or automatic
climatological stations.
Particular attention is drawn to the fact that the network of
the meteorological surface stations of the Meteorological Service
oC the GOR comprises a combination of conventional meteorological
stations and AMS.
The plans of the organisation of such a network were developed in the 50s and implemented in the 70s / 1 I.
The primary target of operating automatically working stations
was to keep the number of observers at a minimum - a requirement
that has been arising from the still existing general shortage of
man power I 1 I.
,When implementing the aforementioned plans the following proDlems were given primary attention:
What are the qualifications needed by observers when running
such an observational network?
- What will be the reaction of observers when AMS are introduced?
- Will the technical reliability of the automatic units be
sufficient to meet the requirements of operating a network
of AMS?
- Wh,at is the accuracy of these automatic units as compared with
conventional systems?
- What are the effects upon weather arwl yses and forecasts when
taki n9 into account that AMS cannot t of course, make "visual"
observations?
After more then 10 years of operation of the network the
following answers can be given to the aforementioned questions
with particUlar reference to the ope~ation of AMS:
1.
The education of "Technical Assistants for MeteorOlogy"
(WMO Class Ill) is sufficient for operating or supervising an
AMS. As compared with a network equipped with conventional instruments there is, however. the definite requirement to have
available a technical service organisation Which includes welleducated and well-trained staff specialised in fine mechanics
and electronics.

\
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2.
The introduction of AMS was, after some sceoticism at the
beginning, welcomed by all members of the network ~taff. The introduction of AMS has permitted, even within the station network,
the weekly working hours to be cut and an increase of the annual
leave - i.e. without increasing the total number of operators.
3.
As regards the reliaOility of the operated technical systems,
it can be said that after some initial difficulties (mainly caused
by the electro-mechanical units), the taruetvalues have been
acquired. The mean time between failure is greater than 1 month,
in most cases even greater than 2 months.
An important aspect bf the assessment of the availaoility
of the individual stations is the time passing between noticing
the failure ~nd its removal. Frequently, the failures are removed
by the personnel of the station.
The removal of some specific failures must, however, remain
the duty of special engineers who do not normally work at the station. In these cases the time between the occurrence and the removal of a failure may be about 3 to 4 days. The possible minimum is
probably 2 days, which very much depends on the system of the service organisation.
A de-centralised service system has proven to be rather useful, i.e. when each station can be reached by the engineer after no
more than 2 hours by car.
4.
Detailed studies were m~de of the measuring accuracy
The following statement can be made:

I

1

I.

The measurement
- of atmospheric pressure by an aneroid sensor,
- of the wind direction and speed by a wind vane and cup
anemometer,
- of the air temperature and air humidity by an electric
aspiration psychrometer I 2 I,
- of the soil temperature by a resistance thermometer
is made in compliance with the accuracy requirements specified in
the Manual on the Glooal Observing System or other WMO documents.

The operation of ceilometers (cloud height) and visibility
meters is, in view of the still rather high expenses for the necessary sensors, at preseHt made only at some stations.
5.
The in troduct i on of AMS into one par t of tile ne twork of meteorological stations was also welcomed by the weather forecasters,
particularly with a view to the new ways of data ac~uisition. As
just one example, the hourly availaoility of precipitation values
(liquid or solid) should oe mentioned - Which, during hazardous
precipitation events is of particular significance.
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as to the visual meteorological data are still open; and this is
Qur opinion:
- There is no use investing unjustified efforts in developmental
work to acquire ,the classical visual observational data by
automated means.
- New observational technology, such as satellites, Doppler radar
equipment, Lidar and Sodar instruments and further developed
automatic stations can supply information implying those obtained oy classical means.
Takin~ into account such specific experiences, the Meteorological Service of the GDR is organising a network which includes
the following major components:

- AMS with extended processing and switching programme~ (AFMS-2),
i. e.
• linearisation and normalisation of the measuring data
· calculation of totals averages and extreme values
· monitoring of threshold values .
· manual input of data
· visual checking of input values, of stored data, of the
operational ~rocesses, and the monitoring of current values
by display
.
forma tti ng the F.'vl 12;...type message
· interrogation of and automatic reporting by the station.
j

For climatologicalpurposes special formats of data are stored
at the station.
The flexibility of tile AMS is secured by provision that has been
made for extensions and alterations .. The maChine is robust as
regards erroneous input values,. false operations and disturbances
of the system. The built-in diagnostic functions can recognise
and record 53 types of errors and disturbances.
The elements shown in Tab. 1 are included.
The bperation of these AMS has oeen planned for all stations,
and the 8uove-lIlentioned combination of primary and secondary
stations will be inaintained. The AFM5-2 also includes a numoer
of sensors for the determination of air pollution such as 5° 2 ,
03' etc ..
- Manifold operation of Doppler-Sodar equipment for the determination of the temperature and wind conditions in the lower 1000
to 1500 m of the atmosphere - wnich is required for forecasting
meso-scale meteorological phenomena, e.g. thunderstorms, and the
propagation of air pollutants.
- Operation of 4 computerised ~~l-5 radar sets linked with remote
precipitation sensors and thunderstorm locators.
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of the data from all geostationary and polar-orbiting meteorological satellites.
- Organisation of a system for the combined evaluation of all
aforementioned sources of data.
It may be expected that the latter systems will provide
not only the content of hitherto "vi~ual observations" but even
more, i.e. data that will bea basis for further progress in
supplying the society with meteorological information.
Summarising, we suggest that the early operation of AMS
in our network was a reasonable step and an important milestone
in organising a modern information system.
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-Tab. 1
SENSORS USED BY THE AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL STATION AFMS-2:

Parameter
Temperature
l~adiation

Sensor
Pt-resistor
Cu/konst-Element
Pressure Transducer
Transmissiometer
Pyrometer

Ice accreation
Visibility
Surface
Temperature
Wind direction
Wind vane
Wind velocity
Cup anemometer
Duration of
Raingauge
precipitation
Amount of
Raingauge
precipi tation _
Pressure
Aneroid
Height of clouds
Lidar
Lightning
_. Lightning Counter
Durat on'of
Photodiode
sunsh ne

Number
15

Range of
Measurement
-40 - -60 °C

6

1:1400 \V/m 2

1

o-

5 kg

1

200 - 600 m

1

-40 - 100 °C

°

Resolution

K
15 W/m 2
0,1

100 g
0,5 K

1

o

1

o-

50 m/s

5 °
0,5(1+0,05 v)m/s

1

o-

60 lOin

1 lOin

1

o-

-359

5 mm/lOin

850 -1050 hPa
o -1500 m

0,1 mm
0,1 hPa
10 m

o -lOOO/h

1

o-

1 lOin

60 min/h

(Reference
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AUTOMATIC MEASURING SYSTEMS FOR A BETTER "NOWCASTING"
TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
E. Rudel, H. SchwabQch, H. Trimmel
Central Institute of Meteorology and Geodynamics, ViennQ, Austria
Au~trian Research Center Seibersdorf, Austria
Federal Office of Civil Aviation, Austria

1. Problems
In critical weather situations caused by hoar-frost, snow, the
formation of ice by melting snow or freezing rain, there is the
danger of impairing the movement of aircraft on the runways of
the International Airport Vienna-Schwecha t (Vienna Airport).
Statistics qive a lonq-term averaqe for the Vienna Airport
region of 37 days hoar-frost, 41 days snow or soft hail and eight
times per year freezinq rain or drizzle. On 73 days per year the
runways are covered with snow; which by melting and re-icing
possibly leads to impairment.
Actually emergency operations are necessary on half of all the
days of the winter service period - which is approximately 150
days. In addition; on approximately 12 percent of all the days
emergency operations are to be expected on account of the weather
forecast, which are then not necessary due to the actual situation
of the weather. The number of these days - approximately 20 per
year - of readiness for emergency is to be reduced in order to
save personnel costs without endangering operational safety. At
the same time chemical de-icing agents have to be used in minimum
doses in order to reduce environmental hazards. The optimum technique for keeping runways free from ice and snow is pursued by
FWB (Fluqhafen Wien Betriebsqesellschaft) in cooperation with
the producers of chemical de-icing agents as well as by companies
producing special machinQry for removing ice and snow. Test series
have been made with de-icing agents comparing "ice-fighting" with
"preventive" measures. It can easily be proved that to remove a
layer of ice frozen to the ground 4 cm thick five times the quantity of de-icinq aqents are necessary as for the test area sprayed
for the preventive method; De-icinq agents sprayed in advance
prevent the close cohesion between ice or snow and the ground so
that the ice layer can easily be removed mechanically.
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A reduction of the total amount of chemical substances by way
-of preventive measures is an important contribution towards reducing environmental hazards, especially for underground water.
On the other hand, a purely preventive use of de-icing agents
in all kinds of possibly critical weather situations entails
considerable costs and may be harmful to the environment.
Failures in assessing the exact time for emergency measures
are caused primarily by the fact that the synoptic scale is too
large and that therefore ~peed ~lt~rations in the movement of
weather fronts can not always be observed correctly. An analysis
of the synoptic prerequisites for critical weather situations
which may lead to the formation of ice on the runways shows the
following:
a) Freezing rain or drizzle is caused by the advection of warm
air in upper layers from the sector south to west-north-west and
by gliding up on continental cold air near the ground. In these
situations increases of temperature of 1 degree
per 100 m up to
approximately 1000 m are found frequently in connection .with a
significant temperature inversion. Due to the orography such
anafronts take place in the region of the Airport Vienna usually
from the sector south-east via west to north-west.
b) Fronts leading to snowfall can approach the airport area from
all directions 1
c) The formation of hoar-frost is obs.erved primarily in
connection 'with hiqhpressure situations and the respective
radiation conditions and takes place locally without· advection.
2. The current situation with regard to information
a) Each runway has three' probes for measuring the temperature
of the surface. Warning signals are g,iven only at temperatures
6f less than + 1 degree centigiade .
. b) The Federal Office for Civil, Aviation transmits meteorolo~
gical measuring and observation data via screen and telex, \"hich
are stored and renewed at intervals of about 20 minutes. Furthermore a weather forecast for the airport area is given five times a
day.
Measured data: air temperature (2 m above ground) + tendency
during the past hour, dew point (2 m above ground) + tendency
during the past hour, relative humidity of the air, temperature (5
cm above ground), air pressure, wind speed and wind direction.
3. Proposed System for Improved Datacollection
Fig. 1 shows the blockdiagram for an automatic weather-datacollection system. The system c'onsists of seven weatherstations
in the surrounding country of the Vienna Airport, d~talogging
systems and a master system at the Vienna Airport. The seven
weather stations are arranged in a circular structure; the
distance from the various stations to the master system is in
the order of 30 to 40 km. These st;:ltions are partial-automatic
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climatological stations
METEODAT S
and have been described
at the WMO Technical Conference on Instruments and Cost-Effective
Meteoroloqical Observations 2
They are equipped with the following sensors:
air temperature (2 sensors, 2 m and 10 cm above ground level>;
relative humidity of the air and/or dew point, precipitation
(tipping bucket rain qauges, dedector with the information yes/no>
windspeed and -direction.
Additional sensors and options for a few stations are:
duration of sunshine, global- and radiation of the sky; airpressure and keyboard for the int>ut of SYNOp· and CLIMAT· data by
the observer.
Data processinq in these stations follows the recommendation for
climatological stations. The data are stored temporarely in a semiconductor memory and permanently on a magnetic tape in every
station. The master station can read via modems and the General
Swi tched Telephone Network the present data on command including
a retrospect of 48 hours maximum.
The local weather data at the airport are collected by a datalogging system MEDAS which is also connected via modems to the
master system.
The data of the two runways and in their vicinity are collected
by six mUltiplexers, distributed along the runways. These are also
connected to the master station via modems. Data are taken at the
beginning, the middle and the end of the runways. The temperature
profil of the runways and the surrounding ground and air is
measured according to Fig. 2.
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- 225 The master system consists of a preprocessor, the master processor, modems (with automatic dialing equipment), terminals - and
other man-machine-interfaces. The preprocessor is a 16 bit microprocessor with battery back-up and controls the communication with
the external datalogging systems. The seven weather stations can
be automatica.lly called depending on the weather situation, the
minimum time interval being 5 minutes.
Data from the MEDAS-system are transmitted every 30 seconds,
those of the six multiplexers every minute.
The processor checks the data, calculates mean values and displays the data on a terminal. The processed information can be
stored in a local semiconductor memory up to several days. This
solution allows that the master processor can be used for other
purposes. O~ly under extrem weather situations the master processor is fully loaded by the preprocessor.
The master processor has a large graphic power and displays the
further processed data in a graphic form on a colour screen and/or
on a plotter. Mass-storage devices (disks) can store data of the
weather situations for further processing and calculations of
models. The aim is to find a model which allows a "Nowcasting" in
critical weather situations (30 minutes) on which the calculation
of the amount of the chemical sprinkling agents to prevent the
icing of the runways can be based. The development of the model is
the central problem, but using the available data and the experience of the observers better planning of de-icing steps will
certainly possible in the very near future.

4. Summary
Results of the new Automatic Measuring System for the Vienna
Airport, which partially in existance and in operations, shows
that minimizing of costs for personnel and material for the chemically de-icing of the runways can be achived which in addition
helps to prevent pollution of the environment.
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TRANSMETTEUR DE PRESSION NUMERIQUE
POUR STATION AUTOMATIQUE
C.G. TESTA
DIRECTION DE LA METEORDLOGIE NATIONALE - FRANCE

I - INTRODUCTION
L'automatisation d'un reseau d'observation meteoroLogique necessite
L'utiLisation d'un barometre faciLement numerisabLe. Jusqu'a present
Les; mate r i e Ls uti Lis es d an s Lere sea u f ran <; a i set a i en t so i t des bar 0 metres osciLLants a mercure, soit des barometres piezoresistants. La
generaLisation des stations automatiques nous a obLiges a definir
un appareiL moins couteux et moins encombrant que Le barometre osciLLant et pLus fiabLe que Le barometre piezoresistant que nous utiLisions precedemment.
Le barometre que nous utiLisbns est base sur une idee deja ancienne
du fiL vibrant dont Le coupLage avec un microprocesseur a faciLite
L'utiLisation.

11 - DESCRIPTION DU BAROMETRE
Le barometre a ruban vibrant est constitue essentieLLement
a) d'un transducteur qui comprend Le capteur et une eLectronique
associee generatrice de frequence.
b) d'un transducteur qui mesure La frequence issue du transmetteur,
caLcuLe La pression associee, assure L'affichage et La transmission vers La station automatique.
L'ensembLe est pLace dans un coffret 19 pouces 2 unites encastrabLe.
La face avant du coffret comprend outre L'afficheur a cristaux
Liquides, des roues codeuses permettant d'introduire une correction instrumentaLe, ou une correction fixe d'aLtitude dans Le cas
ou Le barometre n'est pas situe a L'aLtitude (Hp) de La station.

- 228 III - PRINCIPE DU CAPTEUR
Le capteur de pression par lui-m~me estune capsule
solidaire d'un cadre invar par son queusot.

an~ro'de

rendue

Deplacement de 1\,extr1emite dU~::::;

_---1--------.

Capsule
Cadre
en invar

_-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l;;;;:~Articulation
Masselotte
antivibratoire

Masselotte antivibratoire
Bobine excitatrice

.Tension du ruban vibrant

Bobine lectrice

Ruban vibrant en invar

Sous l'effet des variations de pression atmospherique, la dimension
axiale de la capsule varie. Par l'intermediaire de la liaison capsule-levier, du levier et de l'articulation, cedeplacement est transmis au ruban vibrant en invar. Le ruban vibrant et ant reli~ de facon
rigide au cadre ~ l'une de ses extremites, le deplacement du levier
agit sur la tension (une augmentation de pression entraine une augmentation de la tension du ruban et inversement).
Le ruban vibrant est maintenu en oscillation par une bobine excitatrice, sa frequence de vibration est fonction de sa tension done de
la pression atmospherique.
Une bobine lectrice permet de generer directement la frequence de
vibration du ruban sous forme de signa~x electriques. Cette frequence
n'est pas une fonction lineaire de la pression, elle est de la forme
F = a Vp - Po ("F" frequence mesurable, "a" element caracteristique .
du capteur).

IV - PRINCIPE DU TRANSDUCTEUR
Il est essentiellement constitue par un microprocesseur INTEL 8748
horloge 3 MHz et assure les fonctions suivantes

~

- Acquisition toutes les 1,6 s de la frequence de vibration
- mise en correspondance pression-frequence ~ partir d'une table
d'etaLonnage au pas de 10 hPa introduite en memoire du microprocesseur. Entre chaque valeur de la table une interpolation lineaire
est effectuee •
.. Visualisation de la pression par l'intermediaire de l'afficheur ~
cristaux liquides (resolution de 0,1 hPa) avec affichage "-HS-" dans
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~as

o~

la pression est hors gamme.

v - LIAISON AVEC UNE STATION AUTOMATIQUE
De fa~on a transmettre la pr~ssion mesuree a une centrale d'acquisition, le microprocesseur gen~re egalement un train d'impulsions fonction de la frequence. Deux modes de fonctionnement sont prevus :
a) Fonctionnement d~clench~ sur interrogation externe (signal 0-5 V,
10 ms). Il y a generation d'un train d'impulsions fonction de la
pression d~s reception du signal d'interrogation. La frequence de
transmission des impulsions est de 1000 Hz. Le nombre d'impulsions
est egal a P-6000. P etant la pression en 1/10 hPa. Apr~s chaque
transmission le sigt:\al "----,, s'affiche pendant 1,6 s •.
b) Fonctionnement recurrent a chaque acquisition (toutes les 1,6 s)
il y a automatiquement generation d'un train d'impulsions selan
la procedure decrite ci-dessus sans l'affichage "----"

VI - UTILISATION DES ROUES CODEUSES
Les roues codeuses de la face avant permettent
a) d'introduire une correction comprise entre -3,8 hPa et +3,8 hPa
b) sur la position +3,9 de visualiser des informations generales sur
le capteur
-

type de capsule
version du logiciel
annee de fabrication
numero du barom~tre
borne basse et borne haute de la gamme de pression.

c) Sur la position -3,9 de visualiser directement la frequence de vibration du ruban

VII - CARACTERISTIQUES TECHNIQUES
Ce

barom~tre

existe en plusieurs gammes de mesures

900 a 1050 hPa
850 El 1000 hPa
800 a 900 hPa
- Domaine d'utilisation
temperature comprise entre +10 et +40°C
Humidite relative comprise entre 0 et 95 %
- Resolution: 0,1 hPa
- Precision: inferieure a 0,5 hPa dans les conditions d'utilisation pr~cisees ci-dessus.
Cette precision est garantie sur une periode de 6 mois a dater
du dernier etalonnage, mais l'experience de 18 mois d'exploita-

- 230' tiart en rese.au,. I'HJ!iJS mont re en ·fait· qU"aucune deTive n"a ete

ohservee pendant cette pfriode.
Alimentatian etectrique : 220 V-50 au 60 Hz

-

Miasse: 4,.5 k 9'
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PASSIVE TRACKING OF METEOROLOGICAL RADIO SONDES
FOR UPPER AIR WIND MEASUREMENTS
H.K.E. Tiefenau
A. Sprenger KG GmbH & Co., Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract:
Tracking targets which are moving to get information about position
and motion have already been used in the ancient world. Nowadays a lot of
different techniques like optical theodolites, radio theodolites, radar
and transponder systems are available for these tasks. All of them show
one or more of the following disadvantages like: not available at certain
weather conditions, not movable because of large design, not self-sufficient
on account of the need of two or more independent transmitters or locatable
and vulnerabl due to powerful transmitters as a part of the groundstation
equipment. A passive tracking system will be described which is mobile,
self-sufficient, passive at the ground station and operating at any weather
conditiDn~

~~~~~~!_~~~~~~~_~~~_~~~~~~~~~!_~~~~~E~~~~
Describing the position of an object in a three dimensional space or to
give the length and direction of a vector from a fixed base to this object
three independent variables must be given at any time.
If the target is transmitting electro magnetic waves - radio or optical two of these variables can be abtained with sufficient or good accuracy,
i.e. azimuth and elevation.
The apparative requirements at the receiving side become less with
decreasing wave length. Another step forward to simplification is done
by changing from wave optics to linear optics. This step is usually
performed at wave lengths of approximately IOcm according to 3 GHz.
Combined with the above step we have a change at the receiving equipment
from phase comparison to amplitude comparison. For this normally the ~3dB
point is used to get a sharp determination of azimuth and elevation. Under
the requirements to be self-sufficient, passive and mobile there are two
reasons to use very high frequencies or small wave lengths:

1. The possibility of using linear optics
2. As a conformity with a natural law wave length and dimension of the
antenna (system) are proportional if the accuracy to obtain azimuth
and elevation is constant. This is an important fact for mobile systems.
On the other hand the lowest possible wave length is limited to cm waves
caused by transparency of the atmosphere at cloudburst conditions.
To get information about the third variable - in this case about the
distance - there are two different possibilities in principle:
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1. by cutting the vectors of azimuth and elevation from mlnlmum two ground
stations and calculating the distance between intersection point and-these
ground stations.
2. by measuring the time being used by electro magnetic waves on their way
between target and receiver.
Principle 2. allows three different p~rformancesusing the constant
propagation of electro mE!gnetic waves:
2.1.

Primary RADAR

2.2. Secondary RADAR
2.3. Measuring prop~gation time by comparing two time bases, one of them
situated at the target and the other one at the· ground station
Principle 2.1. needs a powerful transmitter and a reflecting mirror at
the target. The' energy at the receiver being reflected by the mirror is
decreasing with R'fwhere as R equals the distance between transmitter/receiver
and target,
Principle 2.2. is based on a transponder pla.ced inside the target. It
needs one receiver and one transmitter at another ~frequency wher,e as
frequericies must' be different, as well as It needs power supply at .the
target'. The power at the receiver arriving from the transponder. is
decreasing with R2 where as R equals the distance between transponder and
receiver. As the output power of, the transmitter on the ground is much
higher. than the output power of the transponder the.. range is limited by
the transponder output power only. .'
"
.
Using. two :or' more. ground' station transmitters th~ ground station receiver
has' not to b'e designed for measuring' azimuth and elevation directly. .
It is possible to calculate the position of the target by measuring"the
phase shift between the directly received signal from the ground station
and the:indirect signal from the target, received from the gro!Jlidstaticio
and transponded inside the tfirget. Th'e receiving ~ri81srnay be omnidirectional,
and they are ,allowed not to have an absolutely fix~d position. Furthermore
the aciciuraty of the posi~ion of the targ~t is not influenced by the d~~tanGe
between receiver and target.
:
. . . . . . , '.
".
. .
Principle 2.3. uses a rE!dar antenna asa receiving part' as ,in 2·•. 1 '.
-From this'~zimuth and elevaEionis measur~d wit~ the' sam~ grade of .
accuracy as with ordinary RADAR-systems ~ For measurment of, distance we--'
need two cJocks with ~v~ry high grade of accuracY~,one of:them at the
ground st~tio~.1 the I other: ~ne at the target. Estimating the: necessary
accuracy lS glven below.
.
The maximum range between receiver and transmitter at
same as obtained by a .transponder.

t~etarget

is the

~~~~_!!~~~~~_~~~~~~~_~~:..~~~e~~~~~~
If wind finding systems are compared with each other a, lot of different
arguments are to be heard such as costs and prices for ground stations
and flying ~quip~ent, availability of radar transmitters, and transmitters
necessary :for secondary radar systems, questions of being self~sufficient,
and questions of being passive at the ground stations and questions of
necessary qualifications of operators ..
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Table 1

Table 1 shows a rough summary of the important parameters. Demands for
beIng-self-sufficient, mobile, weather independent, and passive at the
receiving gtound station. These are three systems remaining,i.e. radio
theodolites with either one receiver, or with two receivers, and "PARSOS".
The radio theodolite with one receiver only needs pressure information to
calculate the position of the target, and.it'is not unique from calculation:
the same system with two receivers is expensive and needs a long distance
between the receivers to get sufficient accuracy (more than 500 m ). This
could restrict the mobility. The third system called "PARSOS" is designed
in view of military requirem~nts that means being passive at the ground
station, being self-sufficient, and being mobile is very important. In
this case a secondary radar with remote transmitters is of no use if
these transmitters are destroyed or switched off. Therefore being selfsufficient is one of the mQst important requirements for military purposes.
What does PARSOS mean
PARSOS is a passive radiosonde locating system which can be furthermore used
for measuring the location, as well as the motion of other targets like
vehicles, drones and/or aeroplanes.
In principle PARSOS consist of the receiving part of any radar system,
operating with a bandwidth of approximately 20 kHz. The target (sonde)
is equipped with one narrowband transmitter of 9.375 GHz and approximately -8
30 mW output power. Both the clocks of very high accuracy (time accuracy 10
to 10~S /h) are pla~ed into the receiver and into the target. Azimuth and
elevation are obtained by the position of the aerial, and the distance is
obtained by comparing both the clocks.

nediurr
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Accuracy of azimuth and elevation are equal to those obtained by normal
radaI' systems.
Accuracy of distance is determined by the two clocks, one at the ground
station and the other one inside the target. The expenditure at the
ground. station is allowed to be high, because it is necessary only once.
If a rubidium clock is being used, an accuracy of 10-1~his possible; .
respecting this the accuracy in measuring distance is given by the very
clock inside the radiosonde only. Accuracy in distance is decreasing with
flight~time. An error of 10-~ /s of the clock is according to an error in
·distance of 30cm. After a flight-time of 90 minutes there will'be an error
in distance of 90x60x30cm = 1. 62 km. That sounds a lot but for wind
measurement it is not necessary to get~he distance but the variation in
distance only. With a time-error of 10-5 / s we always reach an error of +
30cm/s in windspeed.
Latest research shows that accuracies of 10-1/h are possib13 by using
quartz crystals. This means we obtain'an error in distance of only 30cm
during a flight time of one hour.
FOT other purposes it is possible to use a rubidium clock inside the
target as well.
~~~9~_~!_~~~_~t~~~m
Using a receiver aerial with a geometrical gain of 35 dB and a transmitter
of 30 mW output power at the A/2 dipole, and using a receiver bandwidth of
20 kH~ at 10 GHz the calculated range of "PARSOS" is given as below, if
there is a constant absorbtion factor of 20 km.

rain type

intensity
m/h

absorbtion
dB/km

absorbtion
dB/20 km

35dB
dB per
20km

factor

range
km

~~~'~-~~~~-----~~;;-------~-~~~~;------~~~~i---------;;------i~-~5-----6i~~~0

slight rain

1.25

0.02

~ 0.4

34.6

10~46

56.527

medium rain

2.5

0.04

,v

0.8.

34.2

51.553

strong. rain

12.5

0~25

5.0

30.0

103.42
10 3.0

cloud burst

50.0

....., 1. 25

-v

25.0

10.0

10

196

AJ

70.0

35.0

10- 3,5

6.2

heavy cloud 100.0
burst

3.5

'V

range without antenna gain and without absorbtion

= 19.6

19.600

km

Thus the above designed system is su fficient fOT any weather conditions ,. whereas 300 km of range is the maximum distance caused by the horizon (at 30 km
height ,. at a distance of approximately 300 km).
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There are mainly two components which need further developement;
especially for the use of the described system operating with meteorological
radio sondes. First there is the question of cost. Technology of transmitters
at 9 GHz is available, and costs for components decline constantly, and they
are going to reach a financial level which allows their use in radio sondes.
Secondly we have to calculate ~rices for crystal-controlled clocks with
an accuracy of better than lO-Y/s. At the moment such clocks are too
expensive for civilian radio sondes, but the breakthrough for that is
close, too.
For military ~urposes it can be already of high interest today. Prices
mainly depend on quantities.
On the other hand it is possible to use common radar systems with the new
wind-fird'ing system. The common radar system needs the following alterations
to be used with PARSOS:

1. Small-band following system
2. No transmitter (only receiver) with PARSOS
3. Additional clock (rubidium)
4. Mixed RF-output fitted to ordinary radio sonde receiver frequency
being used today.
Conclusion
PARSOS is the first locating-system using one receiver only which is
self-sufficient, mobile, operating under any weather conditions, and
passive at the ground station. The difference to radar systems is that the
minimum distance between transmitter (target) and receiver may be zero,
and the receiver aerial follows the target. This is interesting especially
at night time and when there is dense fog.
At the moment this system might be of interest to the military only,
but when the price decreases it will be of interest to civilians, and
also for a lot of different applications.
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OPERATIONAL SURFACE-BASED REMOTE SENSING IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
BY

C G Collier

Meteorological Office (Operational Instrumentation Branch)
United Kingdom

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last 15 years or so advances in technology, particularly in the fields of
mini- and micro-computers and component reliability, coupled with advances in
communications systems, have led to the development of techniques for the remote
measurement of atmospheric properties. Further impetus to such development has
been provided by economic pressures to replace relatively expersive manpower
resources, and by automating observing systems.
In general, techniques utilize electromagnetic energy, either passively, that is
by the receipt of emissions from the atmosphere, or actively, that is by the
reflection or absorption and retransmission of such energy generated from sources
on the ground. We are concerned here, only with surface-based systems; satelliteborne systems will not be considered. A considerable portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum is now used, Figure 1.
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FI G.1. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
The attraction of remote sensing lies in the potential for making measurements over
wide areas from a single, or only a few locations, which do not disturb the area
in which the measurements are being made. However, problems often exist in
relating these measurements to basic atmospheric properties, which are required by .
conventional weather forecasting techniques, in a reliable and, most importantly,
a reproducible way. In this paper we will identify ground-based remote sensing
systems Which are or have been considered for operational use, and indicate those
areas where effort is likely to be expended in the next few years. There is, in
some cases, a large gap between the use of techniques for meteorological research,
and techniques robust enough for operational use. We will attempt to illustrate
some of the problems in transferring techniques from research to operational
implementation which have been encountered in the United Kingdom.
2.
VISIBLE AND INFRA-RED TECHNIQUES
2.1
Cloud Height
Perhaps one of the ear1ie'st remote sensing technique's employs a rotating
beam of visible 1eight transmitted from a fixed point and received after
reflection from cloud at another point some 110m distance, Figure 2.a.
Such a system has provided the only source of automatic cloud base
measurements for many years. Studies of the performance of these systems
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have indicated that the main source of errors in the measurements result
from the beamwidth of the
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transmitted beam and the angle of acceptance of the receiver coupled with_
the optical alignment. Detailed'studies in the UK (Williams and Painting,
1973 (22) unpublished repo.:'t) and in the USA «(or example Duda et aI, 1973(9).
have indicated the likely errors as showo'inFigure2.q: wh;tch shows,that if
the instrument is not set up carefully errors can ,he,significant. Two
instruments measuring the same cloud at the same time should record, the same
height-within prescribed limits': acceptable precision is often difficult to
, achieve in practice.
,
The problems associated with the rotating beam Cloud Base Recorder (CBR) led to
the propoSal to use the time of flight pri-nciple. A laser pulse ,: em;ttted a time
zero, is scattered back' by 'the cloud and r'eceived at atimebt, Figure 3. Hence
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the cloud height, assuming a specularly reflecting target is t c~t where c is
the velocity of light. This system has the following advantages:a.
It has the capability of measuring to within ~15m up to at least 1.5 km.
b.
Its resolution is such that it can distinguish between two clouds
whose height is different by as little as 50 m.
Figure 3

THE LASER CLOUD BASE RECORDER
(L(B R)
(After Pettifer ,1963 )

h

t=o!

t=llt

~RX

TX

c.
It requires no baseline.
d.
It has no moving parts and should therefore be reliable.
Over the last ten years Laser Cloud Base Recorders (LCBRs) have been developed
commerciallyuand deployed. However, problems of measurement accuracy in rain and
in convective cloud situations, as illustrated by the examples shown in Figure 4,
remain to be solved. Also, although single systems have certainly worked reliably,
questions relating to the precision of such instruments must be considered in
order to develop appropriate operational deployment configurations and data
processing requirements. Trials are underway in the United Kingdom as in other
countries.
Figure 4:

Part of a LCBR record in both heavy rain and showers. Note the
fragmented record, and the uncertainty of the measurements. Indeed, in
very heavy rain no measurements are made.
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3.

2.2
Wind Velocity
Laser Doppler anemometers have been developed in recent years to measure
wind velocity. Pettifer (1983 (17) has reviewed these and other optical
techniques. The Doppler shift in back-scattered laser light caused. by the
radial component of the motion of atmospheric aerosol along the beam may
be measured. This aerosol is assumed to move freely wibh the wind, enabling
the radial component of the wind to be derived. No work is presently being
carried out in the United Kingdom Meteorblogical Office on these techniques.
2.3
Temperature, Humidity and precipitation
The temperature, precipitation intensity,amount and type, and partial
pressures of water vapour and dry air are important atmospheric parameters.
Techniques have been proposed for measuring humidity and temp~eatuve~.
based upon the use of the sensitivity of the shape of the vibration aGd/or
rotational Raman spectrum of nitrogen to temperature~ Pettifer (1983)(17)
has reviewed these techniques, pointing out the difficulites associated with
the non-linearity of the temperature dependence and the very low
signal-to-noise ratios involved which cause detection problems.
Since the use of lidar techniques for measuring temperatures and humidity
is difficult, the use of multichannel passive infra-red radiometers may be
a substitute. These methods are extensions of techniques developed as part
of satellite-based sounding systems (see for example Smith et al 1979).
However, in the United Kingdom Pick (1977, unpublished report) (18) pointed
out that the use of infra-red wavelengths would not provide a practical
system, and a more attractive approach would be to use microwave sounders
which alternative is discussed in what follows.
Although a considerable amount of work has been carried out on the use of
microwave radar techniques for measuring precipitation intensity and amount,
the potential low cost and small size of laser systems has.led to some
investigations of these equipments (Pettifer 1983) (111. At present the
data are difficult to interpret if the precipitation type is not well
defined and measurements are made over wide areas. To some extent this is
also true of microwave systems, but Dn balance the interpretation tasks
are more tractable, particularly when attenuation effects are reduced, or
absent.
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUES
3.1
Precipitation
In the United Kingdom as in many countries the pptential of microwave radar
for measuring precipitation was recognised some twenty years or so ago.
These developments, reviewed by Collier (1984) (17) have led to 'the
establishment of a fUlly operational weather radar network. This network,
comprising of a mixture of old Plessey S-band (10 cm wavelength, 2°
beamwidth) and newer C-band (5.6 cm wavelength, 1° beamwidth), radars now
provide Goverage over most of England and Wales
Figure 5
~
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at Chenies, Buckinghamshire in South East England are, unmanned, fully-automatic radars. A variety of data-Processing tasks are carried out on-site
(James 1981)(10) including the calibration of the data using telemetry
raingauge data (eollier et aI, 1983 (8), Collier 1984 (7)~ Work has now
begun to extend the network with the installation of a radar in N Ireland,
and further radars are planned in South West England, South Wales and
Lincolnshire (Central East England).
Data from each Dadar are sent to Water Authority Users direct from the radar
sites, and to the network centre now located at the Meteorological Office
Headquarters, Bracknell, previously located at Malvern in Worcestershire.
Composite pictures, covering the whole area shown in Figure 5 are generated
every 15 minutes and transmitted over land lines to further Water Authority
Meteorological Office and Local Government (for aiding snow clearance and
general road management) users.
As part of the COST-72 (European Cooperation in the field of acientific and
technical research, a European Economic Communities programme) Project, the
United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland have digitized an existing Plessey
43S radar at Shannon Airport. The data from this radar are included in
real-time in the composite pictures. An example of the composite data is
shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6:

Black and White photograph of the colour display of the,radar
composite images formed in real-time at 06Z, 21 January 1985
from ~he data produced by six radars~Housekeeping information
is shown on the top right of the image and a 'colour' scale is
shown op;the bottom right.

Bilateral agreements to exchange radar data are also operative with France,
the Netherlands and Switzerland. These data, together with data from the
European satellite. Meteosat, are a central part of the COST-72 Pilot Project
which is outlined by Collier and Fair in this volume.
It was recognised (Browning, 1979 (2» that in order to use data effectively
and reliably, further real-time processing of the radar data was needed to
improve the quantitativeness by removing spurious echoes, correcting for
range effects and bright-band (the region where snow melts to form rain)
effects, and improving calibration. The quality controlled data may then be
used to produce short-period (up to six hours ahead) precipitation forecasts
(Browning et aI, 1982 (3»),or the combination of radar data with multi-spectral
satellite data such as devised by Lovejoy and Austin (1979 (14). This
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4.

strategy, known as FRONTIERS, has been implemented in the United Kingdom
(Browning and Collier, 1982 (4), Carpenter and Browning, 1984 (5» based
upon a man-computer interactive display system coupled to a DEC VAX 11/750
computer.
3.2
Wind Velocity
Although much of the early development work on Doppler radar took place in
the United Kingdom (for a review see Collier, 1984 (7)>, there is, at present,
no work being carried out on this technique. This is because severe storms
which are being observed using Doppler techniques, are rare in the United
Kingdom, and the limited resources have ther.efore been diverted to building
up the network of conventional radars. A further reason is ,that to date the
main customers for radar data, other than meteorologists, have been
hydrologists, who have developed sophisticated flood warning systems (see for
example NWRP, 1985 (16)>. This situation may change and new radars are being
specified such that the addition of Doppler facilities 'later is not
compromised.
RADIO FREQUENCY TECHNIQUES
4.1
Wind Velocity
Over a number of years radar sJ,l:stems operating at VHF (;50 MHz) and, UHF
( 900 MHZ) have been developed to detect the very weak returns from.
inhomogeneities in refractive index present in the air on a scale of half
the radar wavelength (for a comprehensive review of this work see Jamea,1983(11).
The Wave Propogation Laboratory (WPL) at Boulder, Colorado, USA have developed
this type of radar to the point where the returns from three different
directions, vertically and 15 degrees from the zenith in two orthogonal
directions, may be related to the horizontal and vertical air motions
provided strong wave motions are not present. Continuous operation of a
number of these systems has been reported by Strauch et al (1984 (21)>, and
wind profiles may be produced every few monutes if required, although
normally average profiles every hour are used (for example Shapiro et aI,
1984 (19».
Although both VHF and UHF systems have been used, a number of problem areas
have been noted as shown in Table 1. Consideration of appropriate systems
for operational deployment is likely to
TABLE 1: Some profileI' problem areas (mainly after Strauch et aI, 1984 (21~.
VHF (50 MHz)
UHF (900 MHz)
1) Frequency allocation problems.
1) At present the height to
2) A large antenna (100 x 100 m is required.
which measurements can be~ade
3) Bandwidth limitations on operation.
is limited to around 8-10km.
4) Interference from cities
2) Side-lobe detection of cloud
5) Sensitivity' problems near, the 'nose ' C l : n d precipitation.
of the j et stream areas.
3) 'May not be able to detect
tropopause height.
result in the use 'of a compromisefr~quency~ ,around 400 MHz say. Such a
choice of frequency would enable' the problems noted in Table 1 to be
minimized with practical'size antenna ( either w'ire arrays or dish type)
systems (see Balsley and Gage, 1982(1);
In the United Kingdom, as.. in the USA and other countries, the development of
operational systems is being, considered; A'wind profiler which has no
moving parts,is relatively cheap and easy to maintain, has a continuous
output, provides 'all-weather operation, and operatesunmanned, demands
serious consideration.
4.2
Lightning
At present in the Uriited Kingdom lightning flashee'3re ~ocated using the
manually-operated Cathode Ray Direction Finding (CRDF) system described by
Maidens (1953) (15). The bearingbf individual lightning flashes is measured
at a 'number of stations using the received radio atmospherics ('Sferics'),
and the location fixed at a ceritral sbtion. By the end of 1985 an Arrival
Time Difference (ATD) system will replace thisCRDF system (Lee 1985a(12)),
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providing measurements at least over the area 40 W to 40 E and 30 N to 70 N.
This system is based upon the detection of Sferics as variations in the
vertical electric field within the 2-20 KHz frequency range. Sferic waveforms are matched to derive the ATO.
The CROF and the ATO techniques have been compared, and an analysis technique
which relates the internal consistency of the ATO flash data to georgrphical
location accuracy has been evolved (Lee, 1985b(13)>. The ATO technique is
automatic and therefore is much less labour intensive than the CROF method.
It is also expected to provide considerably more accurate measurements.
Figure 7:

Chart of the ATO flash location error (RMS km) assuming
25 ps RMS ATO error, for a possible operational network.

Figure 7 shows the expected HMS km errnr in lightning flash location from
the network of ATD stations.
4.3
Fog top and atmospheric stability
An acoustic sounder (SOOAR) has been used for meteorlogical research in
the United Kingdom for some years (see for exampleCaughey et aI, 1978 (6».
However it is· only recently that such a device has been tested within an
operational environment. - The technique is based upon the detection of
back-scattered acoustic energy from turbulence elements in the atmosphere.
The distribution of these elements depends in particular on thermal
inhomogeneities. An elevated temperature inversion causes a peak in the
reflelltivityfollowed by a rapid decrease in signal intensity Which :reaults
in a limiting of the height to Which measurements may be made.
Range limitations caused by the thermal structure of the atmosphere are not
the only source of problems. Noise caused by proximity to cities and airports
and by rain ("";7 2 mm h- 1 ) and strong surface winds (gusts>15 msec- 1 ) may
also limit the range, and even invalidate the data.
In spite of these problems there are occasions when fog or stratus top may
be accurately detected, and the vertical profile of the echo intensity is a
good indicator of thermal stratification, particularly the presence or
absence of stable layers, on about 75% of occasions. Work is continuing to
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that in the United Kingdom really important information is mbtained on only
some five days per YeJar~,:' It is unlikely that these systems will be widely
deployed.
5.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have outlined a number of surface-based remote sensing techniques
which are currently being implemented or assessed for operational use. The
potential of these systems has been indicated, although most techniques have
limitations. Increased pressure on manpower and financial resources will continue
to provide a restraining environment in which these developments will progress.
However, the attraction of, in some cases unmanned, remote sensing systems
providing automatic measurements over wideareas or whfuchhcannot be provided by
other means, will undoubtedly continue to provide the necessary impetus for
operational advancement.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF REPORTING ALGORITHMS
FOR AUTOMATED SURFACE OBSERVATIONS
James To Bradley and Vickie L. Nadolski
NOAA/National Weather Service
Test and Evaluation Division
Sterling, Virginia
1.

INTRODUCTION

The development of algorithms for automated observing systems would seem to
have a natural starting point in the question, "What do we want in an
observation?".
Indeed, the early work did focus on this question.
In the
development and operati on of the early systems, the strengths and weaknesses of
both the human observation and the automated observation became apparent [3J.
This led to an examination in greater detail of the required informational
content of the observat ion, not just its format.
It became obvi ous that the
guide to surface aviation observations Federal Meteorological Handbook #1 [4],
was based on known limitations and abilities of the human observer. While human
observers are versatile, they are limited in their choice of observing sites
(the weather office is not always where the weather is), and the ability to
react to changing conditions is limited by other duties and innate physical
limitations (e.g., visual adaptation at night).
The first automation of observations was done by the U.S. Weather Bureau
in 1946 when they set up three automatic weather stations along the Florida Keys
to detect approaching hurricanes. Stone [7] described in detail the NWS effort
to automate the objective portion of observations, including the Automatic
Meteorological Observing System (AMOS) and the Remote Automatic Meteorological
Observi ng System (RAMOS).
Clouds and visibility, however, were not fully automated because of the
subjecti ve observi ng methods used in the reporti ng of these parameters. Runway
Visual Range was automated and well-accepted. However, as early as 1970, it was
recognized that a method to generate cloud and visibility observations would
have to precede the successful implementation of an automated weather
observation system.
In 1972 a joint Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA)/National Weather Service (NWS) experimental program called Aviation
Automated Weather ~bservation ~stem (AV-AWOS) was established. The success of
that system [6J led to the production of the four AUTOB (Automated Observation)
stations (Del Rio, TX, Sandburg, CA, Wendover, UT, Winslow, AZ) and one AWOS-3
(Lynchburg, VA) in operation today which incorporate the basic algorithms that
are to be used in future NWS and FAA systems.
The AV-AWOS work and subsequent user evaluation provided insight as to what
was needed in an observation.
It was ob vi ous that an observati on must be
informative, relevant and timely. For the human, the observation procedure is
simply:
Observer + FMH #1 + Sensor

=

Observation

They interpret theiT guidebook (FMH #1), use physical sensors (e.g., wind
sensor), or their own senses (vision); and subjectively resolve conflicts or
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inconsistencies. Observers are really lIintermediate manual filters ll •
On the other hand, for automated systems, the procedure is:
Computer + Algorithm + Sensor = Observation
Since an algorithm is. essentially an equation or logic for processing
sensor data, the observatipn itself will never be any better than the
algorHhm/sensor mi x.
Presently, the lack _ of present weather sensors has
inhibited development of reporting procedures for some present weather elements,
while limitations in cloud height indicator (CHI)· sensors [l] have led to
algorithm accommodations for imperfect sensors.
These accommodations are
currently undergoing evaluation by· the FAA [2J.
NWS procurement - of a new
improved CHI withi n the next 2 -years will enable the· NWS to use the sensor
independent algorithms (i.e., algorithms not dependent upon sensor limitations).
Resulti ng from the development efforts of these automated systems were
basic requirements for an automated observation which included:
purpose,
content (completeness), area of validity, time of validity, and responsiveness.
In tllis context, -the purpose of any observation would be its ultimate use.
Li kewise, if the observat i on is for ai rcraft operat ions on ly, and not for
forecasting use, the required range of the ceilometer might be lower than the
currently required 3 km, and sensor siting criteria might change. Observation
content includes the range and reporting resolution of the sensor - which could
change with purpose (e.g., higher visibilities 10 to 13 km) might not be
required for only aircraft operation , but would be for forecasting).
For
public use relative humidity might be needed; pilots would prefer density
altitude. Area and time of validity are frequently interdependent. The area of
validity is the spatial area in which the value reported for a particular
element is true or nearly true. Visibility, for example, is an element that can
vary widely over a small area.
Pressure or temperature generally are more
uniform and stable over a larger area.
In general, elements that vary rapidly
in space also vary rapidly in time. _ As a result, some elements (particularly
visibility) -might need placement of more than one sensor to adequately describe
the distribution of that element in time and space.
A report of cloudy or
partly cloudy for public service use do~s not require the same level of
measurement or observation as a cei 1i ng report for ai rcraft. Responsi veness is
of course user dependent. There are presently the quick response (less than 1
minute) RVR readi ngs for ai rcraft operat ions, and the slower (10 mi nute) wi nd
and temperature reports for synoptic observat ions. But, whatever the user need,
the observi ng tecnni que for an automated observat i on must consider each of the
above requirements and then tailor the algorithm for that particular need.
As the NWS and FAA dep 1oyed automated weather systems, it was acknowl edged
that these systems would be less versatile than human observers but would
compensate by bei ng more responsi ve.
Comments from users were particularly
favorable toward the system and they preferred this more respons.i ve system (an
upcoming NWS demonstration project will gather comments from other userst. The
FAA AWOS slogan captured very nicely the purpose of observation automation
IIReal-Time Airport Weather, When You Need It • •• , From Where You Need It ll •
Some al gorithms were modified during the past year to be more responsi ve
with emphasis on where the sensor should be located to best respond to pilot
need and how fast the algorithm (observation) should respond to changing
conditions.
2.

ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT METHODS

All of the automated systems use sensors that take poi nt measurements and
then perform mathematical averaging to replace the spatial averaging of the
human (particularly in the determination of sky condition and v·isibility). This
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are used to process sensor data, the logic of the approach requi res
determination of sensor performance, sampling rate, sampling interval, format
and frequency of report, frequency and persistence of remarks, and number and
placement of sensors so that the output observation satisfies user needs.
Before there is a development of a new observi ng techni que there must be
some driving force. Figure 1 illustrates this procedure while the formal steps
in the development process of an observing technique are shown below:
o Conduct A Literature Search
o Interpret Requirements
o Develop Processes and Constants For Observation
o Design Special Meteorological Data Sets
o Test With These Data Sets
o Test System In Real World
o Revise And Retest Procedures
o Issue An Approved Observing Technique

.

OBSERVATION TECHNIQUES
.-

I

ALGORITHM
DEVELOPMENT

\

/
-DSD

PAPER /BACKGROUND
RESEARCH
Requirement FMH + 1

-. STUDY
- -~

----It-- 1'

I
New Sensor
- New Technique I
New Re.s.u~e~e~tl

RAW DATA

DATA

Real Time

~ OBSERVER

'.

Change
Sensor

IDRIVING FORCE:

1L
----

TEST

SENSOR
PROSPECTING

If
SENSOR
DEVELOPMENT

TEST FACILITIES

FIGURE 1 - OBSERVING TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Gi ven a stated requi rement for a new automated observi n9 technique, the
approach uses the following rationale:
1. What is the optimum sampling integration? Many averages are the result of
custom or FMH #1 requ i rements based upon the abil ity of the human. These must
be tailored to the new responsiveness of the automated observation.

2. What area does the measurement represent? What is the performance of the
sensor? Can conversion be made from a point measurement to spatial?
Wind can
vary from one end of the ai rport to the other. How often does thi s occu r? How
does temperature vary with distance? The whole field of representativeness is
still wide open.
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,,3.
How can sensor induced fluctuations be minimized?
For running averages,
proper sensor sampling rates will reduce fluctuations induced by using sensors
with different time constants.
However, the problem of reporting maximum and
minimum temperatures and wind gusts still must be addressed.
The goal is to
make the algorithm transparent to the sensor used (i.e., sensor independent).
4. What is the time of validity of a given measurement? Surface observations
are used by pilots as indicators of what conditions will be when landing. Thus
there is a need to know how far in time an observation can be extended and still
be representative of airfield condition~. Right now rain is extended for 10
minutes and thunderstorm for 15, mi nutes.
However, RVR is an instantaneous
observation, immediately reported and then discarded.
5. What quality control checks or fault identifiers should be incorporated into
an automated system?
Is, there a runaway. sensor (e.g.,. temperature increases
10~/hr for 20 hours), a widely fluctuating sensor, or a stuck sensor? Standards
need to be determined for all weather elements.
6.
What is the impact of ,'automation on current observational techniques?
Current techniques and requirements were set up with the human in mind.
The
human takes infrequent observations, makes gross measurements and exercises a
subjective filtering mechanism. Frequent, precise, automated observations could
overwhelm the present antiquated rep()rting p,rocedures.
The approach to answering thes~ quest.ions' had to be both historical and
experi menta 1.
The 1 iteratu re ,'waS examined, for necessary detai·l sand fi e 1 d
experi mentat i on was done on.ly where" needed to fi 11 in gaps in the data base.
The experimental approach"was to take two like s'ensors of each weather element
and separate them by ,some' di stance., Thenr,epresentatJveness: of :observat ions was
compared' and a search' for an optimum: averaging, time was'ex~cuted,~ An overall
test p)an was ,written' describing, in general, ,theapproath philosophy while
separate ~lans were ~ener~ted fo~-each w~ath~~ element tested.
Then, those algorithms developed and" used, for reporting var;oys, weqther
elements were critically analyzea 'and tested. The a'lgori'thms themselves;' 'their
underlying assumptions,' and the adequ~cy :ofthe cur'rent regulations/procedures
of each were exami ned. , At the end of this task, an information statement was
generated
for
each ,weather
element 'giving .. area
,Of.validity,'and
representativeness ,of the observation, adequacy of ,the algorithm and quality
control procedures. ' These 'sta,tements'are now ',be'ing incorporated into the
automation doctrine,for Algorithm Standards.
. '.
'
3.

RESULTS

Using the above scheme, algorithms were developed for the critical
parameters, needed in the basic surface, observation.
In deve'loping these
algorithms, the sensitive elements for each parameter,were examined. ,Table I
gives the parameter, sampling rate, processing interval, area of validity, time
of validity and responsiveness. Amplification of these results are contained in
Test and Evaluation Division Report Number 1-85[5].
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TABLE I.

Characteristics of the Various Parameter Algorithms

Parameter
Cloud height
and amount
(to 1.8 km)

Sampling
Rate
(seconds)
12 or 30

Processing
Interval
(mi nutes )

Area of
Val i dity
(km)

Time of
Validit
(minutes

1

30

0-6

15-30

10

3

5-10

Responsiveness
wi 11 report
scattered
1ayer in
2 mi n. with
continuous
detect i on of
clouds

Visibility
(to 13 km)

30

Liquid
Precipitation
Occurrence

60

10

2-3

10

wi 11 respond
withi n 3 mi n.
of an event

Freezi n9
Precipitation

60

10

2-3

15

wi 11 respond
within 1 min.
of event

Temperature

60

5

8

10-20

uses 5 min.
averaye

Dew Point

60

5

8

10-20

5 min. avg.

1

2

2-3

5

Pressure
10
Altimeter setting
Sea Level Pressure
Density Altimeter

1

120

30

Wind (Speed,
Di recti on
and Gusts)

If sensor

vsby instantly
drops from
8 km to 2 km
the system
wi 11 report a
vsby below
5 km withi n
2 mi n.

wi 11 report
a gust or
variable
direction
within 1 min.
system updates
each mi nute
system is
designed to
report a
pressure jump
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SUMMARY

In conclusion, the purpose of the algorithm development work was to produce an
observation that fulfilled the information requirements of FMH #1~ and yet
responded to the needs of the user community~ particularly. To accomplish this~
an observation has been designed that is general for the airport environs yet
specific for the touch-down lone. The definitive tests of spatial and temporal
validity have not been. conducted.
However, based on experience with various
automated systems~ it is estimated that the parameters. listed in Table I are
valid.
C.onsensus is that these algorithms are satisfactory for operati onal
use.
Refinement wi 11 be done over the next severa 1 years as the data base
grows.•
5.
[l]
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ALGORITHMS FOR AUTOMATIC CODING OF tHE PRESENT AND PAST WEATHER
BY UNMANNED METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS
M. MezQsi, A. Simon,
Meteorological Service of the
Hungarian People's Republic
H-1525 Budapest P.O.Box 38

P. Hanak, o. Szenn,
Budapest Technical University
Dept. for Measurement Engineering
H-1502 Budapest, Mliegyetem rkp. 9.

Abstr'act
The author's have made an attempt to par'tly automate the coding of
pr'esent and past weather' gr'oups in the FM 12-VII SYNOP code issued by
unmanned weathEr' stations. Of the possible 99 code var'iations, the most
significant 16 pr'esent weather' and 9 past weather' types can be automatically r'epor'ted by using the combination of outputs of different
sensor's, like pr'ecipiitZtion detector', r'aingauge, ther'mometer', lightning
counter' and anemometer'. The design philosophy, the str'uctur'e of
algor'ithms as well as some pr'actical details ar'e descr"ibed by the paper'.
Introduction
The modern unmanned weather stations performing partly or £ully
automated observations are usually capable to generate-reports of surface
observations as well as aviation selected special vleather reports in
accordance with the FM '12~VII SYNOP and FM 16-V SPECIcbdes respectively.
However, the structure of these codes still reflects the traditional way.
of observatipns: practically it assumes the presence of an observer, who
- us·ing his/her intelligence - puts together the cloud-group, fix the
total cloud cover and determine the present and past weather group. At
least this is the si tuation when a fully complete message ·is required for
international distribution viatheGTS.
It is an easy task for the microcomputer of. the AWSto generate the
message directly in FM code by processing the outputs-of- the common
sensors for the measurement of temperature, wind, pressure, precipitation,
relative humidity, etc. The situation is different, when the AWS has to
deal with the more complex type of elements, e.g. producing the abovementioned present- and past-weather group. A possible solution of this
problem is to combine the output of different sensors by using the AWS's
microcomputer to check the existence of the conditions for individual
weather types /as specified in the Manual on Codes/ and generate the
proper code numbers. This method of course cannot be taken as a fully
comprehensive substitution of the observer's activity, but it offers
definitely more information for the meteorological community, than a
simple AWS without this feature. The application and combination of sensors,
furthermore the structure of algorithms, as well as the obvious practical
limits of it are"described by this paper. The feasibility of the method
was tested in an intelligent AWS type METEOR-2, developed by the Budapest
Technical University for the GAMMA Works, Hungary.
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In order to characterize instrumentally the determination of some
types of ww and W1 Wi /present and past weather/ groups, the following
sensors are used:

/i/

anemometer, providing 1 minute average wind speeds;
lightning counter, sensitive mainly for ground strokes within
10-15 km;
raingauge with 0.1 mm resolution;
rainfall detector with YES-NO output;
thermometer /screen temperature/.

/ii/
/iii/
/iv/

Iv/

Automable· "present weather" types
Of the 99 possible variations in the code table No. 4677 /Manual on
Codes/ there are only sixteen present weather types, which can easily be
automated as follows:
17

=

thunderstorm;

21, 22, 29

=

SI
61, 63, 65 =
71, 73, 75 =
91, 92
=
95,. 97

=

18

=

squalls;.

rain, snow or thunderstorm during the the preceding
hour, but not at the time of observation;
drizzle;
continuolJ,s rain, slight, moderate, heavy;
continuous snow, "slight, moderate, heavy;
thunderstorm during the preceding hour, but at-the time
of observation slight or moderate rain is measured only;
slight or moderate, or heavy thunderstorm at the time
of observation with precipitation.

Similarly some types of the VVIWl- group can be automated too:. for
the time being nine -variations has been selected for- inclusion into . the·
software of the ex:perimentaT AWS.
Philos-6phYof coding
In 'order to replace the observeT" s· manual work by an intelligent
device, the presence of different coridi'tipnshas to 'he determtned- by .
interrogat-ingthe applied sensors mentioned above. To siinulat.e tne
obser-ver's activity', first of all· it.-- had. to be qefined ,t;h~ nu_meric-aL
values of
'
.
"slight, moderate or heavy rain or. snow",
Il s lig.ht
or heavy thunderstorm".,
which. canbederivedf:r;om the .·sensor's output and processed by the microcomputer of the AWS. On the basis of the instructions for obServers issued
by different wMO Members, the following values have been selected:
slight rain or snow
moderate rain or snow
heavy rain or snow
thunderstorm, slight or
moderate
thunderstormJheavy

=

0.1 mm per la minutes,
0, •. 2 - 0.6 mm per la· m;inutes,
- 0.7 mm or more per la minutes,
= 3 or more strokes in 5 minutes indicated
by the sensor, .
5 or more strokes per 5 minutes.

=
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ww

Without going into more details, the principle of generating of some
code figures is demonstrated by the following examples:
61

=

during the preceding 10 minutes the raingauge measured 0.1 mm
precipitation, the temperature was pqsitive and the indicator
gave YES at time of observation,

63

=
=

same as above, but the gauge measured 0.2 - 0.6 min,

65

same as 61 code, but the gauge measured 0.7 mm or more,

71, 73, 75 = same as above, but temperature was negative,
91

=

95

lightning counter indicated 3 or more strokes per any 5 minutes
during the preceding hour, but not at time of observation,
raingauge measured 0.1 mm during the last 10 minutes, temperature
is positive at time of observation,
lightning counter has recorded 5 or more strokes during the last
-5 minutes before time of observation, sign of temperature is
indifferent, gauge measured 0.1 mm or more during the last 10
minutes.

Algorithms
In order to generate the present and past weather codes as well as
the special weather reports based on these figures many intermediate
computational results are to be stored temporarily.
Relatively simple algorithms that produce thBse data are to be
executed at least in five- and/or ten-minute intervals according to the
requirements formULated in the previous section.
As an example the algorithm for generating special weather reports
will be given here.
An algorithm generating Speci reports
The algorithm whQse flow-chart is shown below is executed in five-minute intervals in the METEOR-2 AWS; it produces code figures 17,61,
71 and-95 for both SYNOP and SPEC! reports. When the prescribed conditions
are fulfilled for the first time ~urrng the hour, then a SPECI report is
automatically generated too; Fig. 1.
Notes:
PRW means present weather code in this figure.
No Speci will be generated between hh:45 and /hh+l/:OO.
PRW, stroke count and precipitation count are: cleared once an hour
at hh:45.
As it may be seen from the flow-chart this simple algorithm needs
three extra locations for storing the last five-minute value of the stroke
count, and the last five- and ten-minute values of the precipitation count.
Algorithms producing other present and past weather codes for
synoptical reports are of similar structure. Each of them-needs two to five
extra locations for storing intermediate results.
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I

stroke incremerit
yes
PRW indicates rain
for this hour
yes

I

~

5

no

I
I

rememb"er st roke count

yes

precipitation increment·~0.1 mm
and precipitatibn indicator=YES
yes
pmv indicates lightning and
precipitation for this hour
no
indicates lightning
this hour /17/'
yes
95""*' PRW

remember precipitation
: :

no

,,~lny·

change 'in 'PR~V': during this· poll
yes
initiate special weather report.·

_.---------.--~-__i
Fig. 1

Algorithm for producing
some present weather codes
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The authors consider this method as a modest attempt to automate at
least occasionally the coding of present and past weather groups. It is
obvious, that the method is not able
- to make a distinction between continuous and intermittent
precipitation,

- m

characterise showery precipitation,

- to report haze, dust, blowing snow, fog, ice, neither precipitation
within sight but not at the station, nor characteristic change of
the state of sky.
However, this AWS indicates many of those weather types in connection
with measurable precipitation, when ww would fall into the groups of code
numbers 20, 50, 60, 70, and 90, although the generated code in some cases
would differ from that one given by an experienced observer for the same
phenomenon ..
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"PRESSURE TENDENCY" AND "DISCONTINUITY IN WIND" DISCUSSION OF TWO ALGORITHMS USED IN SWEDISH
AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS

L. Bergman, T. Hovberg and H. Wibeck
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI)
Abstract

In an early phase of development of software for aiport weather
observing systems, SMHI had to solve problems regarding automatic measurement
of barometric pressure tendency - "a" in the synoptic code - and discontinuity
in wind. Algorithms for full description of "a" in the scale 0-8 and for
handling of discontinuity in wind were produced, and have been operational
since 1980 at Swedish airports.
As a result of the "a" algorithm, civil Swedish airports equipped
with Semi-Automatic Weather Observing systems (SAWOs) no longer need to use
barograph registration.
The fundamental principles of the algorithms and practical experience
of their use will be discussed.
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Dependence on threshold solar irradiance of measured sunshine duration
Klaus Dehne
Deutscher Wetterdienst, Meteorologisches Observatorium Hamburg

1. Introduction
At the eighth session of CIMO in Mexico City, 1981, a new definition
was recommended for the quantity "sunshine duration", see recommendation
10 of (4). Following this definition, the sunshine duration within a given
time is the sum of time intervals during which the irradiance of direct
solar radiation received at normal incidence exce£~s a distinct threshold.
The value of the threshold was sBttled at 120 Wom
in order to fit the
data of photoelectric sunshine recorders to the data of the old interim
reference sunshine recorder as closely as possible. New photoelectric recorders shall meet the threshold within ± 20%. For measuring reference
values of sunshine du£~tion, a pyrheliometer shall be used with a threshold value of 120 W'm •
The present investigation on the dependence on threshold irradiance
of measured sunshine duration is intended to assess the uncertainty of sunshine duration data. Particularly, the uncertainty corresponding to tha
± 20 % tolerance of the threshold will be considered.
2. General considerations on the uncertainty of sunshine duration
The main error of sunshine recorders is the inaccurate realization of
the sunshine-defining threshold. A relatively large field angle and the
spectral selectivity of the sensor may indirectly influence the effective value of the threshold. The extent to which an inaccurate threshold
effects the uncertainty of the measured data depends on frequency and type
of transition through the threshold of direct solar irradiance.
2.1 The different types of threshold transitions:
The increase and decrease of direct solar radiation during the sun's
daily course and the passage of clouds yields three main types of threshold transitions:
Type 1: Threshold transitions at sunrise and sunset.
The increase and decrease of solar irradiance is due to atmospheric extinction which depends on the s~~'s elevation angle. The
rate of exchange is less than 10 W·m
per min and decreases with
atmospheric turbidity.
Type 2: Threshold transitions during passage of thick clouds.
The rate of change of irradiance is relatively high. Depending
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on the speed and the e~~e structure of fJoptically thick" clouds,
variations of 1000 tJJ m
within a few seconds occur frequentlY'_2
whereby the cloud shaded values aI's typically lower than 50 W ID
Type 3: Threshold transitions at passage of thin clouds
In case of clouds of an optical thickness of about 2 such as trans=
lucent altostratus or cirrus clouds, the direct solar irradiance
may take values around the threshold. The rate of change depends
on the variations of the thickness of the clouds.
An inaccurate adjustment of the threshold will give the largest errors
of sunshine duration in the case of type 3. In the case of type 1, and at
middle latitudes, the error per threshold transition will be more than
10 s per percent of deviation from the reference threshold. In case of type
2, the adjustment of the threshold is relatively uncritical.
2.2 Specification of uncertainty of sunshine duration
The specification of relative or absolute deviations from reference
data of measured data of sunshine duration have to be related to the measuring conditions which maybe charactatized by a certain numbel' of t/UE!Shold transitions~ possibly of different types. For instance in the extreme
cases high sun at cloudless sky or heavy overcast, respectively the measured sunshine duration has no uncertainty.
Th~refors, ~he typical uncertainty of measured sunshine duration values has to be derived from long measuring series by statistical means.
To enable the transfer of the results to other sites with different cloudiness conditions, the specifications have to take classes of cloudiness
into account.

3. Measuring procedure
Basically, the direct solar irradiance is measured at a high sampling
rate by a pyrheliometer. The time intervals when the irradiance surpasses
5 different thresholds are integrated andstore~2separately for each thresl1old. The 5 thresholds have been set at 120 Wom ,as reference, and at
± 20 percent and ± 30 percent, respectively, of that value.
A Normal Incidence Pyrheliometer of 50 field angle with solar tracker
(manUfacturer £ppley, USA) was used. The analogue value were amplified and
digitized by means of an ADC 3 (manUfacturer Systec, Berlin). The data
handling was performed by a desk ~9mputer T}pe VC 20 (CBM) and consisted
of: .data sampling at the rete 1 s
,and data comparison with the refe!.~nce
voltages corresponding to the irradiances 84, 96, 120, 144 and 156 W·m ;
determintation of the time of threshold transitions; summing and storing
the time intervals; control of the matrix-printer Type bP-VC 100 (manufacturer: Seiskosha, Japan)
printing out the hourly and daily sums of sunshine duration.
The measurements were accomplished at the MetDbs Hamburg from April
till November 1984.
4. Evaluation
The evaluation is bassdon the daily su~s s(x) of sunshine duration
measured above the 5 thresholds X. S (120 W m- ) refers tu the reference
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threshold irradiance I .. 120 11/ m-2 and is called reference: sunshine duration. The other 5(X) represent the values produced by deviation ~I of
+ 20% an.d + 30% from th·e reference ,threshold.

-

-

For analyzing weather-dependent effects, the total data (group T) has
been additiona1 y divided into 3 groups according to 3 ranges of the ratio
r of 5(120 II/·m- ) to the astronomic81sunshine duration SO:

2

group A : 0
group a I 0.3
group C : 0.7
Qroup T I 0

<

<
<
<

r
r
r
r

The relative deviations

~ 5rel(X)·

la

.::

<.
~
~

1
1

(days with large clusters of thick clouds)
(days with scattered clouda)
(days with "fine weather"~
(all days with 5(120 W-m- ) > 0)

5rel are calculated by:

n
2
100'LJ [5(X) - 5(120 w.m- )J

o

The absolute deviations
~ 5abs(X)

0.3
0.7

~

..

n

/

n

LJ 5(120 W.m- 2 )
0

~

5abs (in h per day) are calculated by:

LJ [5(X) - 5(120 W·.o

2

)J /

n, where

n represents the nUMber of days selected by the r-criteria.
5. Results
In table 1, all values of ~ Srel(X) and ~ Sabs(X) are compiled for
each month and the total period. The last c~lumn contains the number n of
sunshine days in the groups A, a, C and T. The group A covers about 50%
of all sunshine days.
The seasonal course of the deviations ~ S of the monthly sum in
group T is presented in Fig. 1. The relative deviations ~ Srel(X) (Fig. 1a)
do not show a distinct seasonal trend, the eeasonal variations are within
about 2% and 3~depending on the threshold. For the thresholds with
~ I = ± 20% and ± 30%, ~Srel is within the ranges + 5%and
8%, respectively. ~5abs (Fig. 1b) shows a slight decrease towards the autumn. The
seasonal vsriationaare within 0.1 or 0.2 hours per day, depending on the
thresho!d's level. [or h I = ± 20% and ± 30%, ~Sab8 is approximately
within + Q.25 h or + 0.4 h per day, respectively.

+

Next, the dependence on ~I of ~Sref and ~5abs shall be studied. Neglecting the light eurvature to the left, curve T in Fig. 2a shows en
approxiMately lineer relation between ~5rel and ~I : ~Srel = Oe2.~I
(~Srel and ~I in percent). That lIeane, on the statistical average, a
given percentage deviation from the nominel threshold value, ~I produces
a 1:5 percentage deviation, ~ith opposite sign, from the reference sunshine
duration.
The relationship between ~SabB and ~I derived from curve T of fig.
2b may be approximately expressed by : ~SabB = - O.0075.~I (~I in percent,
~Sabs in hours per day). That means for instance a 10% peviation from the
reference threshold value results in a daily deviation fro~ the ~e'8rence
sunshine duration.~f approximately - 4.5 min.

- 266 threshold ir radiance I = 120 W m-2 and is called reference sunshine duration. The other S(X) l'epresent the values produced by deviation 6.1 of
± 20% and ± 30% from the reference threshold.
For analyzing weather-dependent effects, the total data (group T) has
been additiona1 y divided into 3 groups according to 3 ranges of the ratio
l' of S(120 W·m- ) to the astronomicelsunshine duration SO:

2

group A
group 8
group C
group T

0
0.3
0.7
0

<
<
<
<

l'

l'
l'
l'

-<
<
<-

~

0.3

0.7
1
1

(days with large clusters of thick clouds)
(days with scattered clouds)
(days with "fine weatherll~
(all days with 5(120 W-m- ) > 0)

The relative deviations 6. 5rel are calculated by:
6. Srel(X)

=

n
2
100·I) [S(X) - S(120 Wo m- )J

o

/

n

D S(120 W.m- 2 )
0

The absolute deviations 6. Sabs (in h per day) are calculated by:
6. Sabs(X)

=

n

I) [S(X) - 5(120 W·m-

o

2

)J /

n, where

n represents the number of days selected by the r-criteria.
5. Results
In table 1, all values of 6. 5rel(X) and 6. Sabs(X) are compiled for
each month and the total period. The last column contains the number n of
sunshine days in the groups A, B, C and T. The group A covers about 50%
of all sunshine days.
The seasonal course of the deviations 6. 5 of the m~nthly sum in
group T is presented in Fig. 1. The relative deviations 6. Srel(X) (Fig. 1a)
do not show a distinct seasonal trend, the seasonal variations are within
about 2% and 3~ depending on the threshold. For the thresholds with
6. I = ± 20% and ± 30%, ~Srel is within the ranges
5%and + 8%, respectively. 6.5abs (Fig. 1b) shows a slight decrease towards the autumn. The
seasonal variations are within 0.1 or 0.2 hours per day, depending on the
threshold's level. For 6. I = + 20% and + 30%, 6.Sabs is approximately
within
0.25 h or
0.4 h pe; day, respectively.

+

+

+

Next, the dependence on 6.1 of 6.Sref and 6.Sabs shall be studied. Neglecting the light curvature to the left, curve T in Fig. 2a shows an
approximately linear relation between 6.5re1 and 6.1 : 6.Srel = 0.2.6.1
(6.Srel and 6.1 in percent). That means, on the statistical average, a
given percentage deviation from the nominal threshold value, /:,1 produces
a 1:5 percentage deviation, with opposite sign, from the reference sunshine
duration.
The relationship between 6.Sabs and 6.1 derived from curve T of Fig.
2b may be approximately expressed by : /:,Sabs = - 0.0075·AI (AI in percent,
t-,Sabs in hours per day). That means for instance a 10% deviation from the
refarence threshold value results in a daily deviation from the raference
sunshine duration of approximately - 405 min.
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Tab. 1:
month/
period

~Srel

and ASabs for each month and the period April-November 1984

2
2
2
2
- 30%(84 wm- ) - 20%(96 wm- ) + 20%(144 Wm- ) + 30%(156 Wm- )

Gr

~Srel

A +19.0
B
6.1
April
2,8
C
5.0
T
14.9
A
8
5.7
Mai
C
2.6
6.5
T
A 15.6
8
5.2
Juni
C
7.9
T
A 11 .0
8
8.2
Juli
1 .6
C
6.6
T
A 15.8
8
4.0
August
C
4.0
5.3
T
A 14.9
8
4.5
Sept.
C
4.9
7.1
T
A 12.0
a 3.9
Okt.
C
3.7
5.2
T
A 19.1
a 7.2
Nov.
C
5.1
7.5
T

-

April
till
Nov.

A

a
C

T

14.4
4.9
3.4
6.6

~Sabs

n

~Srel

~Sabs

ASrel

~Sabs

~Srel

~Sabs

+11.0
4.3
1 .8
3.2
10.0
3.5
1.6
4.2
10.6
3.3

0.238
0.276
0.207
0.240
0.260
0.240
0.217
0.245
0.130
0.271

- 9.0
- 3.7
1.7
- 2.8
- 6.6
- 3.7
- 1.3
- 3.5
- 8,3
- 2.3

-0.195
-0.237
-0.196
-0.210
-0.173
-0.250
-0.173
-0.208
-0.101
-0.190

-14.0
- 5.8
- 2.6
"'" 4.4
...10.1
I- 5.1
I- 2.2
I- 5.2
-11.6
- 3.7

-0.303
-0.367
-0.307
-0.325
-0.262
-0.350
-0.293
-0.306
-0.143
-0.303

6
7
9
22
10
11
3
24
16
7

0.262
0.247
0.583
0.220
0.286
0.351
0.305
0.455
0.330
0.177
0.268
0.440
0.226
0.135
0.212
0.295
0.180
0.250
0.312
0.354
0.268

I-

5.5
4.8
I- 1.3
I- 3.7
- 9.9
- 2.3
- 3.8
~ 3.4
'- 7.1
I- 2.4
I- 2.5
I- 3.6
I- 6.4
I- 2.0
- 4.4
- 3.1
-11 .4
- 4.4
- 3.1
.. 4.5

-0.128
-0.124
-0.340
-0.180
-0.158
-0.219
-0.177
-0.435
-0.209
-0.084
-0.142
-0.225
-0.113
-0.072
-0.106
-0.345
-0.116
-0.111
-0.190
-0.214
-0.162

~

6.6
5.5
0.9
4.1
10.5
2.4
2.9
3.4
9.4
3.1
3.1
4.6
7.7
2.4
2.3
3.2
12.0
4.3
3.2
4.6

0.173
0.148
0.393
0.133
0.177
0.233
0.187
0.330
0.212
0.111
0.183
0.280
0.146
0.087
0.129
0.180
0.112
0.118
0.186
0.220
0.165

8.2
7.0
I- 2.2
- 5.5
-15.7
- 3.5
... 5.2
'- 5.2
1-10.7
I- 3.9
~ 4.0
5.6
-10.7
3.1
5.8
- 4.8
16.0
.. 5.9
i- 4.9
I- 6.5

-0.191
-0.184
-0.497
-0.303
-00238
-0.349
-0.272
-0.590
-0.319
-0.127
-0.232
-0.355
-0.176
-0.121
-0.165
-0.455
-0.179
-0.156
-0.256
-0.338
-0.234

23
18
3
3
24
9
17
2
28
14
6
2
22
13
11
2
26
8
5
5
18

0.242
0.327
0.346
0.282

9.2
3.1
2.1
4.2

0.154
0.206
0.219
0.179

'- 7.4
~ 2.8
- 2.4
I- 3.7

-0.125
-0.185
-0.244
-0.158

1-11 .2
- 4.1
- 3.6
5.6

-0.189
-0.276
-0.369
-0.238

94
67
26
~ 87

0.413
0.390
0.328
0.370
0.387
0.385
0.357
0.382
0.191
0.424

-

-5.2

-

-

-3.8

I-

I-
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- 268 Considering the curves A, Band C in figs 28, the great variations
from + 14% to - 11% in the case of curve A are most remarkable. The corresponding linear approximation is : ~Sral = - O.4·~I, in other words: a
transforlllation of the error at the, ratio 2: 5. Responsible for this relatively strong dependence may be the quotient of the high nu.bar 01' thr8.hold
transitiona (1) to the short reference sunshine duration in group A. Analogicelly the low value of this quotient in group C leads to relatively
weak dependence of ~Sabs, given by the linear approximation : ~SrBl =
- n.12-6 I which means an error tran8for~ation of about 1:10 only.
In fig. 2b, the curves A and C behave opposite. They may be linearly
approxi.eted by : ~Sab8 = - O.0067·~I and ~Sab8 = - O.0123.~I, respectively. That laeans thet a 10% deviation from the nominal threshold value delivers devietions from the reference sunshine duration 'of 4 and 7.4 minutes,
respectively. In the case of the absolute deviations, the values of C exceed the A-valu~by a factor of about 2, while in the case of the relative
deviations the A-values exceedS the C-values by a fector of about 4. The
low ~Sabs in tha case of A may be caused by a larger portion of steep thre~
sholdtransltions at 8 large nUMbers of days, the high ~Sabs in the cese of
C may be explained by a largar portion of threshold transitions of type 1
(sea pare 2.1) and a relatively small nUMber of days.
The curves B 1n both figures lia in between the
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- 269 Considering the curves A, 8 and C in Fig. 2a, the great variations
from + 14% to - 11% in the case of curve A are most remarkable. The correSponding linear approximation is : ~Srel = - O.4·~I, in other words: a
transformation of the error at the ratio 2:5. Responsible for this relatively strong dependence may be the quotient of the high number of threshold
transitions (1) to the short reference sunshine duration in group A. Analogically the low value of this quotient in group C leads to relatively
weak dependence of 6Sabs, given by the linear approximation : ~Srel
- 0.12-61 which means an error transformation of about 1:10 only.

=

In Fig. 2b, the curves A and C behave opposite. They may be linearly
approximated by : ~Sabs
0.0067·~I and ~Sabs
O.0123·~I, respectively. That means that a 10% deviation from the nominal threshold value delivers deviations from the reference sunshine duration "of 4 and 7.4 minutes,
respectively. In the case of the absolute deviations, the values of C exceed the A-valu~by a factor of about 2, while in the case of the relative
deviations the ~-values exceeds the C-values by a factor of about 4. The
low ~Sabs in the case of A may be caused by a larger portion of steep thresholdtransitions at a large numbers of days; the high ~Sabs in the case of
C may be explained by a larger portion of threshold transitions of type 1
(see para 2.1) and a relatively small number of days.
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6. Conclusions
The following conclusions are restricted to the results which haDe
been derived from all data (group T) and from the data with little sunshine (group A). The results from the letter given in brackets, are considered as maximum vaiues.
'
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6.1 Contribution of the reference instrUllIsnt to data uncertainty
Due to the uncertainty of ita calibration factor, the pyrhelio~et9re
delivars irradiance·datl!lwith a uncertainty of le8s than ± 5". Considering
this value ae percentage deviation from the reference threshold, the resulting deviations of sunshine dur.tion according to para 6 are reduced
by a fector of 1/5 (2/5) to :;: 1% (+ 2%). Larger deviations mey be expected under special meteorological conditione 8S s consequence of a different field angle of tha reference pyrheliollSter the aMount of which wes
nat Bubjsat of recollaendation 10 in (3). For two extreme field angl •• of
5 end 10 , thecorresP2~ding difference of measured circulIsolar irradlances ellounts to 28 W·rn
under . the infavorable conditions Dof maritime
aerosol of optical thickness 0.4 and El sun elevation of 20 (2), (3).
Considering the difference as a 20% deviation from the reference threshold,
the field angle effect on the sunshine duration may be ebout 4% (8%) in
this case.
These inaccuracies of the reference values seem to be tolereble compared to those of the old interim sunshine recorders. However, .for comparing modern photo-electric recorders of high accuracy an uniform field
angle of the referenca pyrheliomater should be agreed upon.
6.2 Uncertainty of photo-electric sunshine recorders
The adjustment of threshold values within the W~O-tolerance of ± 20~
(4) corresponds to an inaccuracy of sunshine duration deta within + 4%
(+ B%) which is acceptable as compared to the interim sunshine recorders.
If one extrapolates the results in para 5 to a threshold value of 200
W.m-2 which was earlier proposed as WMO-threshold the deviation of BD
W.m-2 (+ 67%) would result in a deviation of sunshine duration of about
12% (24%).
The introduction of appropriate tolerances for the threshold seells
to be helpful especially for those recorders with large field angles and
spectral selectively. For recordeN with lower field angles and low spectral selectivity, a tolerance of less than ± 20% should ba acceptable.
7. Ref·erences
(1) Kasten, r.; Oehne, K.; Brettschneider, W.: Analysis of short time data
of irradiation on inclined planes. Ins Solar Energy R&O in the
European Community 5er. F Vol.2. Raidel, Oordrecht (1983),
p. 221-22-5.
(2) TholRalla, E. at al.: Circumsolar radietion calculated for various
at.ospheric c~nditions. Solar Energy, 3n~ No. 6, 575-587 (19).
(3) Thomalla, E.: private com.unication

(4) 1aIP10

: Commission for InstrUllients and l'Iethods of Observation
Abridged final report of the eighth sessionPlexico City,
19-30 October 1981; IIJPI O-N 0 • 590.
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6.1 Contribution of the reference instrument to data uncertainty

Due to the uncertainty of its calibration factor, the pyrheliometers
delivers irradiance data with a uncertainty of less than + 5%. Considering
this value as percentage deviation from the reference thr~shold, the resulting deviations of sunshine duration according to para 6 are reduced
by a factor of 1/5 (2/5) to + 1% (+ 2%). Larger deviations may be expected under special meteorological conditions as a consequence of a different field angle of the reference pyrheliometer the amount of which was
nst subje8t of recommendation 10 in (3). For two extreme field angles of
5 and 10 , the corresp~~ding difference of measured circumsolar irradiances amounts to 28 Wom
under . the infavorable conditions 0 of maritime
aerosol of optical thickness 0.4 and a sun elevation of 20 (2), (3).
Considering the difference as a 20% deviation from the reference threshold,
the field angle effect on the sunshine duration may be about 4% (8%) in
this case.
These inaccuracies of the reference values seem to be tolerable compared to those of the old interim sunshine recorders. However, for comparing modern photo-electric recorders of high accuracy an uniform field
angle of the reference pyrheliometer should be agreed upon.
6.2 Uncertainty of photo-electric sunshine recorders

The adjustment of threshold values within the WMO-tolerance o! ± 20%
(4) corresponds to an inaccuracy of sunshine duration data within + 4%
(+ 8%) which is acceptable as compared to the interim sunshine recorders.
If one extrapolates the results in para 5 to a threshold value of 200
W.m-2 which was earlier proposed as WMO-threshold the deviation of 80
W.m- 2 (+ 67%) would result in a deviation of sunshine duration of about
12% (2 4%).
The introduction of appropriate tolerances for the threshold seems
to be helpful especially for those recorders with large field angles and
spectral selectively. For recorders with lower field angles and low spectral selectivity, a tolerance of less than ± 20% should be acceptable.
7. References
(1) Kasten, f.; Dehne, K.; Brettschneider, W.: Analysis of short time data
of irradiation on inclined planes. In: Solar Energy R&D in the
European Community Ser. f Vol.2. Reidel, Dordrecht (1983),
p. 221 -225.
(2) Thomalla,E. et al.: Circumsolar radiation calculated for various
atmospheric conditions. Solar Energy, 30, No. 6, 575-587 (19).
(3) Thomalla, E.: private communication
(4) WMO
: Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation
Abridged final report of the eighth session Mexico City,
19-30 October 1981; WMO-No. 590.

(Reference V.8)

CLOUD PARTICLE VIDEO-SONDE
By Mr. K. Morikawa
Meisei Electric Co., Ltd.
Manager, Technical Dept.
With cooperation of the Meteorological Research Institute of the Japan
Meteorological Agency, we have designed an unique radiosonde for cloud and
radiation research, which is one of major project of WCRP (World Climate
Research Program) of ICSU and WMO.
This special sonde is called CPVS - Cloud Particle Video-Sonde.
To help scientists for study of structure and characteristics of cloud,
CPVS provides direct picture data of particles in cloud, such as cloud
droplets and ice crystals.
CPVS consists of four major parts; a thin film
particle dish and winding mechanism, a small TV camera, electronics circuits
including 1.6GHz Radio transmitter and battery pack.

-+~------Electric light

Window
Film
~~~~~~~----Winding mechanism

TV camera
-+~++---Timer

circuit

Battery-pack
,.~
;n~----~1.6GHz
FM Transmitter
,

Fig.l

Cutout view

Fig.2 Out view

The particle dish is a roll of developped black-white l6mm movie film,
and special coating is provided on the surface of the film.
The film is wound up from a cartridge by a small DC motor and chain drive
mechanism.
The film slides between TV camera lens and a window on the top
of CPVS housing.

- 274 The film moves lOmm/second, and it stops under the window for 10 seconds to
take picture by TV camera. each shooting takes 10 seconds and another one
second is required to refresh the film dish.
Total length of film is 240 cm, and it is long enough to continue observation
for 40 minutes and upto l5km high from ground level.
A small TV camera is mounted under the film dish looking up the window.
Optical system of TV camera is 10X object lens. The size of effective area
of the film is 10mm X lOmm under the window.
TV camera takes pictures of
the center area of the film about 3mm X 3mm.
Video signal from TV camera is transmitted to ground receiving station through
Band-pass filter (Cut-off frequency = lMHz) , Video Amplifier and FM Transmitter.
Transmission power is 0.6W nominal, and carrier frequency is set between
1,660MHz to 1,700MHz.
TV camera and electronics circuits are stored in a sealed box to protect them
from cold temperature in upper air.
Water-activated battery is mounted outside of CPVS to eliminate the interference of gas which is generated by water-activated battery pack.
Size of CPVS is 530mm X l60mm X l60mm, and weight is 2 kgs approximately.
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'/'~ -- @ Film
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TV
camera

Motor

FM
Transmitter

Timer
Video Amp

.~
Battery

Fig. 3

\\enna
1680MHz

Block diagram of CPVS

In the observation, we set up a complete system, shown in Fig. 4.
Antenna assembly has lm parabolic dish, and this receiving system has automatic
tracking capability. Our model number of this receiving station is RD65A
Automatic radiosonde tracking station.
To detect video signal of CPVS,
FM Demodulator is added to standard RD65A receiver.

- 275 Video signal from CPVS is received at Antenna Assembly, and signal is fed to
Video Mixer through FM Demodulator.
At Video Mixer, TIME data from Time Code
Generator can be mixed with Video Signal.
Upper Air data also can be mixed with the above signal, when a Radiosonde is
jointed to the balloon together with CPVS.
This capability makes Data analysis much easy and convenient.
Picture data from CPVS is fed to Video Tape Recorder for further study,
and it is also output to TV monitor screen.
Hard copy of picture is available from Video tape recorder after observation.
Hard copy of picture can be analized automatically on digital mode by Image
Analyzer.
The followings are major specification of this system:
1. Magnification

300X (on 12" TV screen)

2. Observation interval

for 10 seconds each 11 seconds

3. Total observation time

40 minutes approximately

4. Resolution

5 micron

5. Video picture

Black and white

6. TV Camera

350 lines (Horizontal)
60Hz
(Vertical)

7. Transmission power

0.6W nominal

8. Carrier Frequency

1,660MHz to 1,700MHz

9. Video Band width

DC to 1 MHz

(-3dB)

10. Modulation

FM

11. Band width

less than 4 MHz

12. Antenna Gain

o

13. Battery

Water-activated

dB

+20VDC

9W

These visual data and Image data of cloud particle may help the
scientists to study structure of cloud and atomospheric structure.
A picture obtained by CPVS is shown on the next page.
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Assembly
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COMPOSITE VLF - IMPROVEMENT TO WINDFINDING SYSTEMS
II kka I konen
Vaisala Oy

The use of VLF signals in windfinding dates back to the late 60 1 s.
The first
commercially available upper-air sounding systems were in operation in the early
70 1 s, taking part in GATE in the year 1974.
The long-range navigation network
OMEGA is an ideal system for windfinding purposes due to many reasons.
It
covers practically the whole world and .has proven very reliable in use.
Its signals are stable and weather does not have much effect on the signal propagation.
The OMEGA network is relatively young.
It
August 1982 when the station in Australia near
missions.
The other VLF network suitable for
within the territory of the Soviet Union (USSR

has not been fully operated until
Melbourne started regular transwindfinding is located completely
VLF).

LORAN -C has also been successfully used for windfinding purposes but it
operates in a different frequency range (100 kHz) and is not considered a longrange navigational network in the same sense as the OMEGA network is.

STAll ON
NORWAY
LIBERIA
HAWAII

LAREUNIONf
ARGENTINA{F]

JAPAN

(HI'1

I]

IH

I"

fH'H

I,

~~t==c~~r=1
1.1
2.3
3.6
S.o
6.3
7.1.
8.8
10.0 s

o

Figure 1.

Transmission sequence of the OMEGA network
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Navigation frequencies

f2

:;::

(1 + -1
3

f3

:;::

(1 + 31 2

)f 1

)f 1

f

:;::

:;::

1

:;::

10.2 kHz

13.6 kHz

(2.1)

1
kHz
3

(2.1)

Specific frequencies
fA

:;::

12.1 kHz

f

=

12.0 kHz

:;::

11.8 kHz

:;::

13.1 kHz

:;::

12.3 kHz

:;::

12.9 kHz

:;::

13.0 kHz

:;::

12.8 kHz

f
f
f
f
f

B

e
D
E
F
G

F

H

Figure 2. Frequencies of the OMEGA transmitters.
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The main operator of the OMEGA network is the U .S. Coast Guard but individual stations are operated by local authorities as shown in Figure 3.
Station

Identification Letter

Coordinates*

Operator

NORWAY

A

Norwegian
Telecommunication
Administration (NTA)

LIBERIA

B

Liberian Ministry of
Commerce, Industry and
Telecommunication

USA: Kaneohe
Hawaii

C

U.S.
Coast Guard

USA: La Moure
N. Dakota

D

U.S.
Coast Guard

FRANCE:
La Reunion

E

French Navy

ARGENTINA

F

Argentine Navy

AUSTRALIA

G

38°28 1 S
146°56'E

Australian
Department of
Transportation

JAPAN

H

34°36 1 N
129°27' E

Japanese Maritime
Safety Agency (JMSA)

Figure 3.

The OMEGA stations
TIME

0

Segment
( secl

Duration
11.905

kHz

a

EJ

STATIONS
KOI-A
KRA
'JOV

Figure 4.
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0

I

0~
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USSR VLF Network Stations and Sequence

1
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The most important features of navigation networks for windfinding are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wide coverage
Stable signals
Reliability in operation
Variability in signal propagation is predictable
Not prone to weather phenomena

Both the OMEGA and the USSR VLF networks satisfy these requirements so
that they can be used for windfinding purposes.
One limiting factor in the use of VLF-signals for windfinding purposes is the
radiosonde VLF retransmitter which must be able to receive and transmit the
signals to the ground station. The practical, cheap enough solutions limit the
used frequencies to those of the OMEGA and USSR VLF.
In the development of VLF based windfinding systems one can distinguish
three generations. The typical first generation system used three or four VLF
stations and the operator had to select stations prior to the launch of the sounding. The results from f-irst generation systems were generally promising although
many problems existed.
The development lead to the so-called general eight
station solution where the system uses the signals of all eight OMEGA transmitters.
A typical feature of this second generation system was its capability
to optimize automatically the use of the OMEGA transmitters, leaving out the
failure prone selection. Optimization was carried out by computing a weighting
factor for each signal according to its quality and then computing the weighted
average of- all accepted signals.
Both theoretical calculation and empirical experience show that the general eight station solution gives much better results
than the first generation three/four station solution.
The fast development of computers and digital electronics has made it possible
to extend the basic 13.6 kHz windfinding system to use all available frequencies
of the OMEGA network together with the USSR VLF. This third generation
system can be called "composite VLF II •
I n the composite VLF system the hardware must have enough computing capacity to carry out the extensive signal
processing of various frequencies and finally to compute the wind vector.
RMS difference in wind vector
three/four station systems

2 m/s

eight station system

1.2 m/s

composite systems

0.8 m/s*

Figure 5.

*

Typical RMS differences of various systems

The composite system has not yet been properly tested and this number is
an approximation based on comparisons in uncontrolled conditions.
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The composite OMEGA can be realized in many different ways and system development on the program level is continuing in order to find the most suitable
one for windfinding use.
One simple so-called basic method is to compute the time derivative for each
frequency separately and then take tl:1e average of those.
The error sources in the VLF based windfinding systems are already quite
well-known and the third generation system will be able to cope with almost all
situations. The most serious situations are those where the system is not able
to warn of anomalous signal propagation.
There appears to be at least hope of a warning in all anomalous situations
even if the system is not able to correct them automatically.
In the case of a
warning of anomalous phenomena the system can flag suspect data or automatically delete results if required.
This feature means a clear improvement of observation quality. There are
hardly any other windfinding systems besides composite VLF that can have as
extensive on-line data quality control.
The error sources of VLF windfinding systems and the means of correction
can be listed as follows:
Nature of error

Means of correction

1)

Overdetermination of the radiosonde
movement due to more than three
stations mitigates, if not completely
eliminates, the effect.

Diurnal phase shift of the
VLF signal.

Sudden ionospheric disturbance
2a)

Small scale SID

As in case 1 and consistency check of
the signals.

2b)

Large scale SID

Consitency check of the signals. Monitoring the signals by local receiver at
ground station.

3)

Long path propagation

Consistency check of the signals.

4)

Switch-off of some transmitter

Automatic quality control of signals.
Weighting and reselection of signal combination.

5)

Noisy signal

Composite VLF increases the amount of
data and improves results by averaging
different frequencies.

6)

Wrong identification of signals.

Composite VLF.
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The most promlsmg aspects are given in the paper of R.E. Brown and R.L.
Van AUen where the possibiJity of avoiding the diurnal phase shift effect by
using composite OMEGA is discussed .
The benefits of the composite (third generation) VLF windfinding system
when compared to first and second generation systems can be expressed briefly:
1)

The amount of information fed into the system increases and thereby
allows the use ofa short integration time without loss of the accuracy .
The system can also be used in a noisier environment due to the increased information flow.

2)

Various error sources due to anomalous signal propagation can be avoided
by extensive consistency checking between signals of various frequencies
and various VLF transmitters.

3)

The use of specific frequencies
infaflible.

4)

The use of eleven transmitters (OMEGA and USSR VJ.:.F) instead of onfy
eight improves geometry and guarantees the coverage of signals.

(see fig. 2) makes signal identification

From the user's point of view these benefits mean better accuracy, a ShOf~t
integration interval and the capability of measuring low level winds. As a conclusion, the use of composite VLF is an important improvement in the VLF-based
windfinding system. With sufficiently powerful processors the capability for the
development of computing procedures is also guaranteed.
References:
1.

S. Huovila, O. Kemppi, A. Tuominen: Comparison of the CORA windfinding system with optical upper-air wind measurement, Finnish Meteorological Institute November 1976.
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OMEGA Global Radio Navigation, A Guide for Users; U.S. Dept. of
Transportation.
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DIGICORA/MARWIN SOFTWARE PRINCIPLES
Pentti Karhunen
Vaisala Oy

1.

General Outline

The DigiCORA and MARWI N are two new-generation rawinsonde sets.
The
DigiCORA is a small, lightweight system that is easy to operate and maintain.
The MARWI N is the portable version, well protected for use under field conditions.
The technical design ensures accurate measurement of upper-air pressure, temperature, relative humidity and wind vector profiles, up to altitudes of
30 ki lometers.
The programs for both systems are basically identical.
The DigiCORA/MARWIN programs are derived from the programs successfully
used in the VAISALA MicroCORA system family.
Significant revisions and improvements have been made to take advantage of the distributed processor architecture and increased power 'of the equipment.
Use of high level programming
languages has contributed to the reliability and maintainability of the software
as well as to the productivity of the software personnel. The most important
changes with respect to the earlier program systems are:
Increased modularity reflecting the equipment design.
Computing bound
and highly repetitive tasks related to signal detection and pre-processing
are carried out in dedicated processors.
Higher PTU resolution due to more precise equipment design and programs
allowing use of the full resolution available from the radiosonde.
Use of composite Omega in windfinding and mUltifrequency Omega
chronization to ensure proper signal reception in all conditions.

syn-

Automatic selection of Omega/VLF signals taking into account both received
signal quality and phase consistency of signals received from the various
stations.
Advanced built-in diagnostics included in each sub-module as well as a
separate test unit to control the functioning of the other modules.
Capability to store data which is entered locally for use as
storing parameters in the measurement and data quality assurance
message transmission procedures and telecommunication headings
steering parameters for linking of operating procedures
Measurement data can also be stored for later use.

To be presented at the WMO Technical Conference on I nstruments and Methods
of Observation (TECIMO-III), 8-12 July 1985; Ottawa, Canada.
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2.

Program Organization

The DigiCORA and MARWIN are based on extensive use of microprocessors
communicating with each other over serial dataways. Pressure, temperature and
humidity (PTU) are measured by sensors in the radiosonde. The wind is calculated by NAVAID methods. The programs of each processor board are burnt
in EPROM located on the board itself. Only the main processor has a separqte
program storage for various data analysis programs.

UHf
RECEIVER

PTU
SAMPLER

BUBBLE
MEMORY

VLF
CORRELATOR

MAIN
PROCESSOR

OPERATOR
CONSOLE

PROGRAM
STORAGE

Figure 1.

DigiCORA/MARWIN program organization
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2.1

Main processor

VLF

Figure 2.

PTU

Main processor program organ,zation and data flow

The main processor function is to manage the real time operation of the
modules and to perform higher level data processing such as:
management of traffic between the modules
higher level data quality assurance
data formatting for output and transmission
data storage management
operator guidance proced.ures
diagnostics analysis
The main processor programs are organized into three layers as shown in
figure 2. Data collection and data analysis work under control of the operating
system which provides timing and traffic control routines.
Raw data which
enters from the VLF Correlator and PTU sampler is stored into bubble memory
in an ihtermediate store and fetched by analysis programs asynchronously. Data
is transmitted to the conpole processor and displayed.
2.2

VLF correlator

The signals provided by the navigptional aids networks (NAVAID) operating
in the VLF band are received through two independent channels:
Signals received by the radiosondes are relayed over the 403 MHz telemetry link to the UHF Receiver and then to the VLF Correlator at the
receiving station. These signals are used for the computation of upperair winds.
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The signals are also simultaneously received directly at the ground station by means of the VLF antenna and passed on to the VLF correlator.
These signals are used for monitoring of NAVAl D operation, synchronization of the receiving equipment, and in some cases for computation of corrections to the upper-air winds.
The polarity correlation principle is highly efficient for periodic signals
heavily contaminated by noise.
The process is digital in nature, and consequently stable and reliable in field operating conditions.
The VLF correlator is automatically synchronized to the NAVAl D- networks
using the transmission and frequency patterns.
High reliability of automatic
synchronization is achieved this way as the identification frequencies of stations
are utilized.
The main processor is connected to the other units by means of serial channels to ensure isolation in case of fault and a complete modularity. The processor includes self-test functions for verification of operation.
2.3

PTU sampler

The PTU sampler converts the radiosonde signals representing pressure, temperature, relative humidity and reference signals into digital values. This is
accomplished by means of a high-precision frequency counter operated under a
microprocessor controller.
The microprocessor has adequate computing power
for conversion of the data into the meteorological parameters. The conversion
rate is determined by the radiosonde frame rate. The processor also provides
first level data quality analysis.
The sampler output is in the form of serial
data messages transmitted to the main processor. The sampler includes a builtin test and diagnosis facility able to report malfunctions and to assist in diagnosis.
2.4

Program storage

The analysis programs are stored permanently in EPROM type memory to
protect them over long periods of time even in the most demanding environThe card may be partially populated according to the requirements of
ments.
a given program composition.
The programs are modular and may be added by simple insertion of new
memory components on the board.
The program storage includes a microprocessor controller for serial interfacing
and internal diagnostics.
2.5

Bubble memory

For temporary storage of data and program steering parameters there is a
magnetic bubble type solid-state memory.
It is able to retain large quantities
of data even when the system is not used for long periods of time.
The bubble memory is driven by its own microprocessor controHer,
cludes internal diagnostics.

and in-
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2.6

Built-in test unit

This unit provides a variety of test functions to ensure proper operation of
the equipment.
It includes input circuits for measurement of equipment internal
temperatures and supply voltages.
This module includes a calendar clock maintaining accurate time and date also
during equipment switch-off periods.
The test unit is microprocessor-based and has its own diagnostics.
2.7

UHF receiver

The UHF receiver is a double conversion FM receiver.
Its functions are
microprocessor, controlled to ensure the best efficiency and ease of use. It automatically tracks the radiosonde frequency during both launch and flight by
means of the digital tuning functions.
The receiver is also able to control the directional antenna and consequently
operator presence is not necessary during the flight. Operator control is provided through the console.
Audio monitoring of signals is provided over a built-in loudspeaker.
quency and field strength indications are provided in digital form.

Fre-

A built-in test and monitoring system under the microprocessor controller
ensures that the module is operating prope'rly and assists in the diagnosis.
2.8

Operator console

The operator console is for management, communication and diagnosis and has
a menu keyboard for entry of operator commands and data as well as a two line
vacuum fluorescent display for data and command options. Radiosonde calibration data is entered through a paper tape reader. At each stage in operation,
the programs indicate on the display the available options, which are then selected by depressing the appropriate key below the text.
3. Summary
The DigiCORA/MARWIN programs can be
based on their operational significance:
Operating system
interfaces

divided into four functional types

for real time management of procedures and processor

General utility programs for system testing, permanent data storage and
operator assistance
Observation data entry
during the ascent

programs for

carrying out the data

collection

Data analysis programs for editing of raw data and producing the various
data formats
Each processor board contains one or several types of these prog rams. The
operating system combines these different software programs to perform as a
complete whole.

(Reference
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Use of sodar and minisodar in aviation for windshear warnings
and short term forecasting.
Lars-Olof Turesson
Board of Civil Aviation,

and
Sweden

Hans Dahlquist
Swedish Military
Weather Service

ABSTRACT
Improved possibilities for wind measurement by the aid of sodar,
with high resolution in space and time, is demonstrated.
Comparative measurements meteorological masts/sodar have shown
very good correspondence. By arranging one or more minisodar
equipments in a strategical way at an airport, the wind fields
of lower levels can be followed up continuously. Observations
from such a remote sensing system will make possible wind shear
warnings of higher quality (downbursts and microbursts can be
revealed and followed). - Examples from Scandinavian studies are
shown with the special aim to emphasize the importance of the
vertical component of horizontal wind shear compared with the
horizontal component of vertical shear.
Sodar also permits a close follow up of low level temperature
inversions. This means, that in most fog situations the thickness variations of the fog layer can be continuously observed
and this information used in a prediction model will give the
forecaster a good tool for improved short term forecasts.
Finally the possibilities for the inclusion of sodar information
as a part of a forecasting system is highlighted.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing of the atmosphere for the measurement of meteorological parameters and their variations in space and time has
indeed opened up wider outlooks for the met forecaster and
enormously improved his/her possibilities to predict the future
behaviour of the weather. For a meteorologist working with
weather forecasting of aviation in the late nineteen fourties
and the fifties the development in our field of science has·to a
high degree realized the dreams that we had 30-40 years ago. And
even more will certainly follow!
It's our intention to here deal with the meteorological information that we can get out from acoustic sounding, particularly
wind and wind shear determination but also the following up of
low level inversion layers for improved forecasting in fog
situations. Finally an incorporation of sodar information into
future sophisticated systems for short term forecasting is suggested.
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stud~es

accord~ng with the princ~ples of acoust~c sound~ng
started already around 1970 but ~t was not until the late
nineteen sevent~es that progress was made with the task to
determine w~nd: The way to measure wind both with radar and
sodar equipped with Doppler has certainly been described many
times at meteorological conferences so we are h~re just giving a
short information on the system that has been used for those
Scandinav~an stud~es which are referred to in this paper. Figure
1 shows a simple block diagram of the monostatic system that has
been used. - The three antennas, two inclined about GOb and one
vert~cal, iransm~t sound pulses sequentially. Each antenna works
both as a transmitter and a receiver.
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Figure 2: Map of southern ScandiFigure 1: Block diagram of
navia with markings of
the Sensitron Doppler
the bresund area and
sodar system.
the station Nasudden
Frequency 2.3 KHz
(meteorological mast)
wind measurements sodar - high masts have been
carried out in some Swedish places. One of them is Nasudden, a
wind power station on the island of Gotland (figure 2). Here
w~nd measurements by the a~d of the Doppler sodar have been
compared with the normal wind measurements of the 145 m high
meteorological mast close to the tower of the station. The mast
is equipped with cup anemometers at 7 levels from 10 to 145 m.
- Sixty minutes averages of wind speed and direction at the
heights 50-, 75-, 100-, 125- and 150 metres above ground
measured by the sodar and in the mast were compared. The mean
differences were small, 0.37 mls at the less good level, 50
metres, and 0.05 mls at the best level, 100 metres. The reason
for the higher tower values at the lowest levels are p~obably
that the wind is more irregular which results in greater
overspeeding effects from the cup anemometers. The effect of the
Comparat~ve

- 291 different integration methods by the two systems is also greater
when the wind is irregular. In the sodar system the mean wind speed
is calculated as a vector sum but from the cup anemometers a
direction independent wind speed is calculated (scalar wind). There
is also a small difference in the height of measurement leading to
a wind speed difference of normally 1-2 per cents. Figure 3 shows
the correlation between the two methods for wind determination
concerning the highest tested level, 150m. As can be seen there is
a very good correspondence between the two methods of observation.
Other comparisons have shown similar results so we are therefore
convinced that doppler sodar is a suitable equipment for wind
measurements in the lower atmospheric levels. - It might also be
mentioned that the studies referred to here were conducted during
september 1981 by Kvick et al (1).
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Figure 3: Correlation diagram
Figure 4: Sodar equipment and
of the wind speed at
anemometers (SW and
the 150 m level. InteNE) at Copenhagen airgration time 60 minutes.
port. Probable trajectory of thunder cell
over the airport.
3.

STUDY OF A DOWNBURST WITH SODAR
During the period 15 May-15 June 1984 a campain for measurement of
meteorological parameters, initiated by environmental interests,
was carried out in the Oresund region of Denmark and Sweden (figure
2). Advanced ground, ship and aircraft instrumentation was used for
a comprehensive study of air pollution transport phenomena over
cold (stable) water and warm (unstable) land. In order to get
continuous low level wind profiles six Swedish monostatic doppler
sodars were placed in the area for wind measurements. One of them
was positioned at Copenhagen International Airport, close to the
shoreline and the runways (figure 4).
The most interesting example of convective low level airflows was
observed on 9 June when a cold front slowly moved southward over
Denmark and southern Sweden. In the warm and unstable air ahead of

- 292 the front an extensive thunderstorm developped northwest of the
airport moving southeast. The profile of the horizontal
windcomponent (figure 5) first shows the weak S-SE inflow when the
storm was northwest of the site. At 1030 Z the ground outflow
reached the two anemometers (SW and NE) and 20 minutes later, when
the storm was just above the airport, there was an almost 180
difference in wihd direction between them
(figure 5, bottom).
It should be noted that the anemometer wind speed given in the
figure is too low due to rain drop impact.
Im)

SENSITRON UOPPLEH SOUAR AT COPENIIAG[N AIRPORT 9.6.198'1
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Figure 5: Horizontal wind component of 9 June 1984 at Copenhagen
airport. Measurement by doppler sodar with integration
time of 20 minutes.
SENSITRON DOPPLER SODAR AT COPENIIAGEN AIRPORT 9.6.1980
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Figure 6: Vertical wind component profile of 9 June 1984.
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.

At the time for the passage of the storm there was a horizontal
outflow of 10-15 m/s in the layer 50-300 m corresponding to a down
flow of 20 0 _3S G from the horizontal plane. Figure 6 shows vertical
wind components of 5-9 m/s during the same per10d with the maximum
between 200 and 3QO.m and as strong as 6.7 m/s at the 50 m level.
In this case the horizontal component of the vertical shear (figure
5r is not so severe for an airliner compared with the vertical
component of the horizontal shear. The lifting coefficient for a
wing strongly depends on the Mangle of attack M (AaA). If that angle
exceeds a certain level, the lift decreases very rapidly for an
aircraft.
Note also that the thunderstorm gave 8 mm rain in one hour and that
a not insignificant down flow continued after the rain had ceased.
- Many of the examples studied by the JAWS (Joint Airport Weather
Study) show that a downburst comes suddenly and without warning for
the pilot if the core is dry and then invisible.
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Figure 7:

~easuring

height of the vertical wind component, July
1984 (integration time 10 minutes).

The measuring height of the vertical wind component was analysed
during July 1984 (figure 7). - It must here be stressed that for
laviation wind shear is critical only below approximately 300 m.
That level was for the vertical component reached more than 80t of
all time. The remaining wind profiles did not reach the 300 m level
mostly because of wind induced noise at high windspeeds and
well-mixed neutral stratification (with normally no wind shear). In
fact the maximum height of the measured profile is of little
interest in this application; the important fact is, that all
discontinuous profiles are registered below 300 m. Our experience
of this type of sodar is that it has that capability.
I,

r

- 294 4. MINISODAR FOR A WIND SKEAR WARNING SYSTEM
The characteristics of downbursts, microbursts and gustfronts have
described by Fujita, Mc Carthy and others [2 and 3~. Analysis
of the scale for downbursts and their propagation speed shows, that
sodar with an integration time of 10-20 minutes will not solve the
wind shear warning problem of convective systems.
b~en

A doppler radar is also an insufficient tool for this purpose
because it can't measure the vertical wind
component at low
levels.
The LLWSAS [Low Level Wind Shear Alert System~ only gives an
indication of wind shear and absence of warning does not exclude a
microburst (JAWS-project 1982~.
With our experience in mind we suggest a system of minisodars
(figure 8~ with short integration time (1-2 minutes~ placed in a
strategical way around the airport covering the inner parts of the
approach and climb-out areas and sectors of special interest. A
doppler weather radar should also be included so that storms can be
discovered at an early stage. - Tests with the new high PRF mini
sodar started 1984 with promising results .
• •~-t:_~_~-..,..:-••
.-

1>'-.--,'

t.;~~~~.!::~\)~:t~:~~·F;:t:::7~'

Figure 8: Mini doppler sodar.
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Frequency 4.8 KHz.

5. FOLLOW UP OF LOW LEVEL INVERSIONS. "IMPROVEMENT OF FOG FORECASTING
The ordinary or vertical sodar has for many years demonstrated its
ability to continuously follow the h~ight variations of a low level
temperature inversion. With a climate like that in northern Europe
as well as large areas of Asia and North America an improvement of
fog forecasting is certainly possible with the aid of sodar
information. An operational radiation model (ref 4 and 5~ for the
lifting of fog and low clouds has been developped by the Swedish
Military Weather Service. Sensitivity analysis has shown that the
top of the fog must be measured with an accuracy of approx. 50m if
the thickness of the layer is less than 3-400 m. A normal pilot
report doesn't give that accuracy due to the fluctuations of the
wavelike cloudtop. W~ have found thatsodar is the only instrument
which can provide continuous thickness information for a' reasonable
cost.
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CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of this paper has been to show the considerably
increased possibilities that are now available for measurements of
the rapid wind variations in connection with convective cloud
systems. By the aid of minisodar with its much higher pUlse
repetition frequency compared to earlier types of sOdarequipment a
close follow up of the complex windsituation in the vicinity of a
CB-cloud is now possible. This means that warning systems composed
of a number of the new instruments and preferably a doppler radar
will form a more effective shelter for the air traffic than
equipments and systems now in use. It can be mentioned in this
context the present tendency not to taxy the normally long
distance to the threshold for start but rather go to a more
adjacent point of the runway. Such a procedure can be given a
higher degree of safety by the aid of wind measurements from a
serie of levels in the nearest part of the approach and climb-out
areas.
It might also be underlined that better wind information
for general aviation both in the vicinity of airports and en route
is very valuable and will to some extent also improve flight
safety.
As a summary can be said that sodar is a remote sensing instrument
which seems to have a high potential to become a many-sided tool
for meteorological information when it comes to the determination
of wind and wind shear as well as tops of inversion layers. It's
also important to stress that this potential is valid both for
aviation and for environmental purpose.

7.
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mCC]EnOBAHME ITOrPEillHOCTEM m OEOCHOBAHME XAPAKTEPMCTMK
METEOPO]OrmQEGKMX ITPWEOPOB MCMCTEM
rrepCMH

G.M.

rOCYAapCTBeHHHM KOMWTeT CGCP no rHAPoMeTeopo~or~M
H ITOHTPO~ID npMpoAHOM cpeAR

~~H

pemeHMH pHAa rrpHK~aAHMx MeTeopo~orM~ecRMx 3aAa~ 3Ha~H
HHTepec rrpe~cTaB~HeT pa3paooTRa MaTepHa~oB, n03BO~HID~HX,
C OAHOM CTOpOHR, OneHHTB norpemHocTH pea~BHNx npnoopoB H MeTOAOB
H3MepeHHm, a C APyrow - ocy~ecTBHTB BROOP npoueAYP H3MepeHHM H
xapaKTepHcTHR rrpHoopoB H CHcTeM rrpH HX pa3paooTKe H~M pa3BepTRBaHH~.
.
yqMTMBaH pa3Hooopa3He pernaeMRx 3aAa~, a TaRme Hcno~B3yeMbcr
B rrpHoopax MeTOAM~eCRHX M TeXHM~eCKHX perueHHw, rrpM pa3paOOTRe
HHme$epHMX MeTO~OB aHa~M3a rrorpernHOCTeM n CHHTe3a MeTeopO~Orwqec
RHX CHCTeM Heo6xo~HMO BNAe~eHHe THrrOBMX rrpoueAYP 06paOOTRM MeTeopo~orH~eCRHX CMrHa~OB. HeOOXO~HMa TaR~e THrrHsaUHH OCHOBHRX pernaeMh~ 3a~a~ (no BH~Y HCROMom xapaRTepHCTHRM H ~p.). B RaqeCTBe
OCHOBH@X rrpeoopa30BaHHw CHrHa~a MomHO YRa3aTB aHa~orOB@e rrpeoopa30BaHMH B ~aTqHRaX H BTOPH~H@X npeoopa30BaTe~HX, AMCRpeTH3aUHID
tITO BpeMeHM H rrpOCTpaHcTBy), oopaOOTKY H3MepeHHW. B COOTBeTCTBHH
c aTHM, K qHC~Y OCHOBHRX rrapaMeTpOB, xapaKTepH3YID~HX THITOB@e
rrpoue~yp@ H3MepeHHM, OTHOCHTCH ocpe~HeHHe npH ITO~yqeHHH OTc~eTOB
(OITpe~enHeMoe BeCO]O~ H~H nepe~aTOqHOM WyHRUMeM ~M60 MX rrapaMeTpaMM: rrOCTOflHHOH BpeMeHH, HHTepBa~OM ocpe~HeHHH HT.~.), ~aCTOTa
H3MepeHHM (M rycToTa ceTM), anropHTMN oopaOOTRM, rrorpeWHOCTH OT~e~BHRX aTanOB rrpeoopa30BaHHH H ~p.
~nH HHHeMH@X 3a~a~ H8CHomHO rronY~HTB COOTHomeHHH, CBH3NBaIDmHe pe3ynB~HpYIDmHe CHCTeMaTHqeCKYIO H cny~aMHYID rrorpeillHOCTH C napaMeTpaMH npoue~yp H3MepeHHW, BH~OM HCROMOM xapaRTepHCTHRH npouecca
Hero CTaTHCTHqeCROM CTpyRTypOH. Eonee cnO~HMM HBHHeTCH nony~eHHe
TaRHX cooTHorneHHM AnH cHyqaH HenHHewH@x rrpeoopa30BaHHM I
,onpe~eneHHfl aRcTpeManBHux xapaRTepHCTHR M ~p. MeTO~N CHHTesa CHCTeMU, T.e. onpe~eneHHfl orrTHMaHBHNX rrepe~aTOqHUX WyHHUHM aHanorOBoro
M ~HCKpe!HOrO ~MnBTpOB HXW HX napaM~TpOB, a TaRme BHoopa ~aCTOTU
M3MepeHMM, pa3YMHO~ M~CTpYMeHT8XBHOM TO~HOCTM paCCMaTpHBanHCB, B
qaCTHOCTH, B pa60Tax l5, 11, 8 H ~pJ • ITPH CMHTe3e MoryT aUTB
y~TeHu TaRMe waKTopH~ KaR HecTaownBHocTB rrapaMeTpoB, HeTO~Hoe
3HaHHe CTaTHCTM~eCKOM CTpyKTypU, pa3nH~HMe OrpaHHqeHHfl, HaRna~~
BaeMue Ha cHcTeMy. MCROMaH xapaRTepHCTHKa Mo~eT OITpe~eXHTBCH no
pe3YXBTaT8M H3MepeHHM pfl~a BenHqWH (HB~HeTCH WyHKUHeM pfl~a sneMeHTon ~H60 ~OITO~HMTeXBHue H3MepeHYJH BBO~flTCfl ~nfl nOBbIllieHHH TO~
HOCTH H perrpe3eHTaTMBHOCTH, HanpMMep, KoppeRUHH norpernHOCTew);
T.e. n OOmeM cnyqae ocymecTBHfleTCH aHanH3 H CHHTe3 MHorOKaHanbHUX
CHCT8Me
Te~BHuM
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ItaK YI\a3hIBaJIOCh, OOJI:Dil1011 MH2epeC rrl?e~CTaBJIaeT rrOJIylleHMe ~JIa
TYIrrOBhIX Sa;n;all MeTO;n;11qeCKMX Ma Tep1'laJIOB (qJOpMyJI, Ta OJUHJ" HOMorpaMM),
KOTophIe IvIOryT· ObITh Herrocpe;n;CTBeHHO ItICrrOJI:D80BaHbI ;n;JIa aHaJI118a 11
Cl1HTeSa KOHKpeTHbIX Cl1CT8M. IIpM nOCTpOeHM}1 TaRl1X MaTe pltIaJI0 13 HeooXO;n;l1MH orrpe;n;eJleHHaH TMITl1Sa:U;l1H CTaTJrlCTMlleCKOM CTpyKTypbI, a TaKJR:e
rrOJIYlleHl1e Herrocpe;n;CTBeHHO pe3YJIhTHTOB ;n;JIa KOH!ipeTHbIX MeTeOpOJIOrMqeCKMX 8JIeMeHTOB. Hanp11Mep, B (8) npMBe;n;eHhI pe3yJI:DTaTbI, xapaKTe~
P113YIO~He SaBMCl1MOCT:D norpelllHocTWI onpe~eJIeHWIa cpe;n;Hero SHalleHMH 3a
l1HTepBaJI T OT BeJIl1q1'IHbI MHTepBaJIa, qMCJIa oopaoaTbIBaeMbIx I1SMepeHHw,
l1Hep:u;lt'm npl1oopa, crrocooa oopaooTRl1 MSMepeHVIiii, rrorpeillHOCTl'l, BHOCHMoul Ha paSJIHllHbIX 8Tarrax rrpeoopaSOBaHl1H, HeCTa OMJr:DHOCTVI rrapaMeTP(O~
npHoopa, BH;n;a 11 rrapaMeTpOB KOppeJIH:U;MOHHOM WyHKIJ,l1l1 rrpo:u;ecoa
ITo;n;OOHbIe peKOMeH~aUHH nOSBOJIHIOT orrpe;n;eJIHT:D rrorpeillHOCT:D AJIa HOHKpeTHoro np1lfoopa MJI11 paUHOHaJI:DHO BbIOpaT:D J.1UepUMIO rrpHoopa, qY.\CJIO H8MepeHl1M, :vIX TOllHOCT:D, MeTO;n; 06paOOTKHo
IIpJiIBe;n;eM neIWTopbIe npl1MepbI, Y.\JIJIIOCTPJt1pYIO~l1e xapaKTep l1CnOJI:D30BaHMH rrO;n;OOHbJX MeTO~MqeCKMX MaTepMaJIOB, a TaHJKe 39?e1JeKTMBHOCT:D paUMOHaJIhHOrO BhIoopa rrapaMeTpOB Cl1CTeMbl.
)
Ha PJt1C. I rrp.vIBe;n;eHa HOpMl1po:saHHafl (oTHeceHHaH Ir
x (0 )'.;n;I1orrepC.vIH rrorpelliHocTVI orrpe~eJIeHM~.cpe~Hero .3a I1HTepBaJI (0, T) rro
B3BelllelfHoMY Cpe;l.I;fleMy- H3MepeItliIJlI 6[~ (CL) , t= 0,1 ') ... ,In , r;n;
pe3YJIhTaT npeoopasoBaHVIfI rrpouecca X{Pl ;n;aTqI1KOM C rrgc~offHHOItl BpeMeHJII
8ToTi.lrrpJlIMep cooTBeTcTByeT' KOppeJIHlJ,110HH011 C1lYHI{lJ,Y.!PI
R.x(t) =R.x(O) -Cl
npliI
=: at::: 0,1 • Ee3pasMepHbItiK03<lJrJ:1~:U;k1eHT
rJ.:: ~.
• KpMBbIe I" 2 YI 3 cool. :seTQTBYIOT TpeM MeTo~aM gopa60TRI1:t..
rrRffMo;y;rOJIhHJlIIWB (tJo := 0
m , l:.: f, .. " In. ), TparrelJ,JiIltl (Ao =!m~ :l/11'
1[= %~,
l =1 , .. ~ ,m -1 ) YI O~HOMY 118 MeTO;n;OB oopaOOTKH,
Ylll'IT:rHIO~JlIX HHepflHIO rrpMooPl' JIO KOTOpOMy rrOJIyqeHhI OTCqeTbI (S;n;eCh
la:=: m - d. , gm:::: im + .,(. , ~.= m , 1, ... , m -1). OTMeTHM, llTO MHor¥.e
IIOJIYlleHHlI~ :ShIBO~bI l1MeIOT OOllll11'l xapaRTep (He S3J3JdCffT OT J3YI;n;a tllyHK:U;l1JII J1.-x. (t) ). B qaCTHOCTIa, IvIeTO;n; rrpfIMoyrOJI:DHHKOB np11 TOM JEen?
06ecrr~llMBae~ MeH:DillYIO TOqHOCT:D,lleM MeTO~ TpaqelJ,VIM, rrpIa sualleHIdHX
d <:::
11 OOJI:DillYIO TOllHOCT:& rrpu SH811eHHHX rJ. > lim
• JI.JIH MeTo~a
rrpHMoyrOJI:DH1tlKOB HesamWHMO OT m
,T H Rx (t) MHHVIMyM ~HcnepoHkl
rrorpeulHocT.H VIM8eT MeCTO rrpYl KOHeqHOM
He paBHOM H:/JIIO, npl1ReM
B OTJIHllHe OT ~3MepeHHtf oe3bIHeplJ,HOHHbIM rrpYIOOpOM (T~ 0) 8TOT MktHHMyM n£YI TOM JR:e Q110JIe Jt1SMepeHMM
Bcer~a MeH:Dme, qeM ;n;JIH MeTO;n;a
TparrelJ,l11'1. APyrml1111 CJIOBaMH, JlI3BeOTHoe.COOTHomeHVIe ;L(JIH TOllHOOTH ;n;nyx
MeTO;n;OB llIdCJIeHHOrO HHTerplipOBaHYIff (rrpHMoyrOJIhmnWBId TparrelJ,VIM) rrpH
OrrTWMHJIhHOM BbIoope T;p MeHHeTCff Ha oopaTHoe.
Ha pVIC. 2 ~JIfI MeTOA8 rrpffMoyrOJIhHVIROB npe;n;CTaBJIeHbI 3aBHCliIMOCTYI
~licnepcliIt1, COOT:BeTcTByromHx OITTl1MaJIhHoMY BbIOOPY Ttp
(crrJIOlllHbIe I<pHBbIe) 11 Trp::: (J
(nyHHTYIldllbIe KpYIBbIe) OT oe3pasMepHoro l1HTepnaJIa Ra.ppeJIff:u;uH rrpo:u;ecca.)':= aT rrpJII pasHblx m • Ha pwc. 3 rrpwBe~eHbI 3HalleHliIH d.
(c;( 0 ) , COOTJ3eTcTBYIOmIde M11HVIMyMy rrorpeillHocTH. KaI< J3HAHO
113 pl1C. 2, ~JIa ocpe~HeHVIH C paBHbIMH BecaMY.!. OnTIdMaJII>HbIH BbIOOP Top
n03BOJIHeT rrpId TOM me In YMeHhillHTh ;n;McrrepCHIO norpeillHOCTH Ha I,S -.3
nopR~Ra ITO cpaBH8HVIIO C MCIIOJI:D30namWM oeSbIHeplJ,110HHOro rrpYIoopa
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IIpe~ctaBJIHeT l1HTepec YKasaHHhlw BbIille rrpOCTO:V1 M8TO;n; oopaOOTKYI,
yq11TbIBa10~l1VI JlIHep:U;l1IO ;n;aTll11Ha; B 8TOM CJIY1l3e YBeJIJi111eH1'1e Tcp rrpVIBO;n;I1T
R MOHOTOHHOMy YMeH:DllieHvlIO rrorpeillHocTH (KpYIBble 3 Ha PYlc. I). TeopeT11qeCRJII l1P11 Tq>- QO
He3aBliOHMO OT m
, T 11 R. x (t) ~HcrrepcVIH.2"-:!>0 •
yqeT rrorpeillHocTeM. OTClfeTOB 11 HeCTa011JII>HOCTJII nooToffHHOM BpeMeHYI ~
MeHHeT 8TOT BbIBO~ Jt1 Heooxo.n;l1M npVI CltlHT83e JlISMepVITeJII>HOW CltlCTeMbI.
11eM He M8Hee, MOJKeT ObITh rrOJIyqeH 3Haq.l1TeJIhHbIM BblJlIrpblill B TOqHOCTH
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KOB. E~e OOllblliHW BN~rpHill nOllyqaeM npm onTHMallbHOH oopaOOTKe.
HeKOTOpbIe aHallOrHqHble pesyJI:E>T3'l'bI nOJIy"tfeHbI ~llH APyrMx sa;n;aq
aHanorO-~HCKpeTHoro HHTerpwpoBaHMH [8] : ~pyrMx THTIOB aHanorOBblX
onepaTopoB (npMoopa BToporo nopH;n;Ra, MHTerp~PYID~ero rrpHoopa),
onpe;n;eJIeHHH no ;n;MCKpeTHbIM OTCqeTaM "CKOJIb~a~eroll cpe;n;Hero, onpe;n;elleHMH cpe;n;nero BeRTopa no pa;n;y M3MepeHMw era MO;n;YJIH :vi ~a3b1,
ocy~eCTBJIReMhIX 11HepU;MoHHbIMM np~OOpaMY1 1'1 ;n;p.
O;n;Hol 113 TMnOBblX sa;n;aq np11 OfiOCHOBaH~l1 Tpe60BaHMI K C~CTeMe
l1SMepeHMM flBllBeTCfl aHalloro-;n;MOKpeTHoe BOCCTaHOBJIeHlle npou;ecca
(MHTepnOJIHUllfl no ;n;l1CRpeTHblM 113MepeHllffM TIRou;ecoa MJIM rrOllff, KpaTIWCPOQHbII nporHOS, nOJIyqeHMe ItCKOllL3H~l1X I xapaKTepl1CT~R 11 ;n;p.).
YKa3aHHaH sa;n;aqa Henocpe;n;CTBeHHO CBHsaHa C BonpOCOM 0 penpe3eHTaT11BHOCTll ;n;~CRpeTHblX llsMepeHlll [5, 8] • KaK no~a3aHO Ha KOHKpeTHbIX npllMepax (B qaCTHOCTll, B C8] ), paUll0HaJILHblll BROOP ocpe;n;HeH11fl
npH nOJIyqeHMM l1sMepeHMM nOSBOJIHeT 3a~eTHo nOBblCllTL TOqHOCTb BOOCTaHOBJIeHllH npogecoa llJIll nOllfl npM TOll ~e. qaCTOTe ;zJ;l1CRpeTllsanllM.
AJIH MHorllX sa;n;aq 60JInillOl MHTepec npe;n;CTaBllffIDT 3RCTpeMall:E>HHe
xapaKTep~CTllR~ MeTeOpOJIOrlllIeCRliIX SJIeMeHTOB. HeIWTopble ~3 HMX 1II3MepflIDTCH Henocpe;n;CTBeHHO (SKCTpeMallLHble 3HaqeHMfl TeMnepaTypH,
CROpOCTM 11 HanpaBlleH11fl BeTpa, BblCOTbI H11~Hel rpaH11Ubl OOllaROB 11
T.~.). npyrlle nOllyqaIDT C nOMO~bID 06paoOTKll pH;zJ;OB Ha6llID;n;eH~M 111111
paOqeTHblM nyTeM.
B qaCTHOCTM, BaKHoe MeCTO (HanpMMep, npll MeTeoo6ecrrelIBHllM
aBManMll) 3aHMMaeT nporH03 B03MO~HblX SKCTpeMaJILHblX 3HaqeHMM. B
OOllLrnllHCTBe npMJIO~eH111 npe;n;CTaBJIHroT ~HT8pec xapaKTep11CTMKM BblOPOCOB, yqllITblBaromMe He TOJI:E>KO MX BeJIM~MHY, HO 11 ~JIMTeJI:E>HOCTM, Hanp11Mep, SKcTpeMyM nponecca, ocpe;n;H8HHoro sa HeKOTopblW MHTepBaJI ~
(;n;JIH CKOpOCTM BeTpa - 3a HeCROJILKO ceRYH;n;l~ MJIM SKcTpeMyM C ;n;JIMTeJInHOCTnID BbIopoca, npeBNillaID~ew 3a;n;aHHyro [L, 6] •
PerneH11e YKa3aHH@x paCqeTHblX 11 MSMepHTeJInHblX sa~aq TpeoyeT
nOJIyqeH11H pacnpe;n;eJIeHMI 3KCTpeMaJI:E>HNX xapaRTep11cTMR MeTeopOllorMqeCKMX npoueCCOB M nOJIel, a TaKme norpelliHOCTeM MX onpe;n;eJIeH11H. He~
ROTopNe npMO~MKeHHNe no;n;XO~u, OCHOBaHHHe Ha npe~CTaBJIeHM11 pacn2eAe~eHMM qepes cpe;n;Hee q~CJIO BbIOpOCOB, paccMoTpeHbI B [2, 3, 4, 7,
10] • B qaCTHOCT11, B paooTax [6, 9, IOJ TaKoM no;n;Xo;n; wcnonLSOBaH
~JIff nOJIyqeHMH pacnpe;n;eJIeHMM 3I\CTpeMyMa ~BYMepHoro nOJIfl M pa3JIMqHMX SRCTpeMaJIbHblX xapaKTepMCTMK npou;eCCOB M ~MCRpeTHNX noclleAoBaTeJILHOCTew (aOCOJIIDTHOrO SI\CTpeMyMa, SKcTpeMyMa ocpe;n;HeHHoro
nponecca, SKcTpeMyMa C ;n;JIMTeJILHOCTLID 11JIM nJIOma~:E>ID Bblopoca, OOllnlliew sa~aHHOH, rrporHo3MpyeMoro SKcTpeMyMa MAP.).
Hall00JIee npOCTMM ffBJIfleTOH 11CnOJILSOBaHwe S$BMCMMOCTew, CBff3bIBaID~MX MaTeMaTHqeCKOe OJE11;n;aHMe SRcTpeMyMa ( ~ ) C'~11~OM SRCTpeMa~:E>HOM xapaKTepMCTHRM, MHTepBaJIOM HaOJIID;n;eH11fl
To, CTaTMCT11qeCKOM cTpyKTypow nponecoa, MeTO;n;OM M3MepeHMfI. TaKItIM oopasoM
MomHO onpe~eJIMTL CllCTeMaTWqeCRMe rrorpelliHOCTM (WJIM nonpaBKll) rrp~
HaXOJE;n;eH11H sa;n;SHHblX SKCTpeM8JILHbIX xapaKTepKcT11K 11JUI npll oorrOCTaB~eHMH M3MepeHHM, ocymecTB~HeMbIX pa3HblMH npMoopaMll 11 MeTO;n;aMH, M
paUHOHaJInHO BHopaTL napaMeTpH rrpMoopOB MS ycnoBlIIH ~CKJIIDqeHllff C11CTeMaTllqeCROM nOrpernHQCT~MSMe~eHllM. B KaqeCTBe npMMepa Ha p~C. 4
npMBe;n;eHhI SHaqeHk'Iff k :~Wltt.j( - . - ~JIH MaKcMMyMa sa- MHTepBa~ To npouecca, ocpe~HeHHoro sa MHTe~~JI T, ~, rrpou;ecca Ha BbIXO;n;e npMoopa
C nOCTOHHHOllI BpeMeHH Tf. M ~11CKPeTHO¥ rrOCJIe;n;OBaTeJI:E>HOCTM C rnarOMA
(Kp11BNe 1-3) rrpk'I F,.){(t):Z9X 2 (1 .... t lt.I).e.- 1 't)1 i.~MoJICHO oTMeTMTL, qTO IIpM
onpe;n;eJIeH11M 3RcTpeMyMa npou;ecca '::J (t ~T, )-t T X(1;) rl'C
. no SKCTpeMyMy Ha BblXO;n;e npk'IOopa C nOCTOHHHOM BpeMeHM Tf OrrT11MaJILHOe 3Ha-
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tIeHYIe 1'P rrpMOJIMJlteHHO COCTaBJIHeT OT n ;n;JIH MapROBCIWrO rrpOIJ,eCCa
AO ~ ;n;JIH MHOrORpaTHO ;n;MwwepeHIJ,MpyeMoro rrpOIJ,eCca. BOJIee CJIOJltH@M
rr'pH COrrOCTaBJIeHYI:vI paSJI11tIHbIX aHaJIOrO-;n;YICRpeTHbIX OrrepaTOpOB, peaJIYI-.
syeMblx 13 rrpMOOpaX,_ HBJIHeTOH ~ rrOJIytIeHMe pacrrpe;n;e;geHMw rrorpellIHooTH [9] •
ITOMHMO aHaJII1TMtIeCR11IX perneHHJII s;n;ec:o 8HalIMTeJI:bHbllil 1IIHTepeO rrpe;n;CTa:aJIHeT OTaTMCTHtIeOROe MO;n;eJIYIpOBaHH6.
ITOJIYlIeHH@e MaTepMaJIM OMJIYI MCrrOJI:b80B8HM ;n;JIfl penreHYIH pa8JIHtIHMX
sa;n;8lI, CEHsaHHMX 0 paspaooTRow MeTeOpOJIOrHlIeOHYIX rrpMoopoB H MHTepIIpeTaIJ,:vIeW pesyJI:bTaTOB MSMepeHMMe B lIacTHocTM, MOJKHO yRaSaT:b Ha paspaooTRy rrpHoopOE, MCrrOJI:b8Yro~YIX MeTO;n;MtIeCRH He CTpOr11Ie aJIrOpHTMM
orrpe;n;eJIeHHH ope;n;Hew H MaRCMMaJI:bHO~ OROpOOTH BeTpa. TIpM BNoope rr8paMeTpOB H OIJ,eHRe rrorpellIHOOTH rrpMoopOE ONJIH rrpMMeHeHM COOTHonreHHH,
aHaJIOr:vrQHble npHBe;n;eHHbIM EbIllIe; npY! STOM y'Ut1TbI:BaJICH pasopoc CTaTMCTMlIeCl-WW: OTpyRTypbI BeTpa ;n;JIH paSJIMlIHOili cTpaT.mIJHRaIJ,Y1JII aTMocg)epbI. ITorpernHOCTK, nOJIyqeHHbIe rrpM ;n;JIHTeJI:bHbIX HaTypHbIx DcrrbITaHMHX npMoopOB,
BIIOJIHe npHeMJIeMbI M XOpOllIO COrJIacyIDTcH C paOtIeTHbIMH. AHaJIOrHlIHbIe pesyJI:bTaTN, lIaCT:b M3 ROTOpbIX rrpOB6peHa 3KorrepHMeHT8JI:bHO, rrOJIytIeHbI
;zI,JIff H3MepeHYIM cpe;n;Hero HanpaEJIeHHH Be~pa H TeMnepaTyp@ 8a IO-MYIHyTHEM. MHTep~aJI, CyMM pa;n;lIIagMM 3alIaCOBOl1 HHTepB8JI j ;n;JIH OJJ;eHKH pacnpe.n;eJIeHMId 1'1 110rpeUlHOCTe:vr 113MepeHMH MaRCYIMaJI:bHOltL CIWpOCTH :B6Tpa
(13 TOM QMCJIe nporHoaMpOBaHHH E03MOJKHOM MaRCMMaJI:bHOW CROpOCTYI rro
peayJI:bTaTaM M3MepeH11M Ha rrpe;n;rneCTBYlD~eM HHTepBaJIe HaOJIIO;n;eHlta) PI
;n;pyrHx rrpHJIOJlteHMM o
TaRHM oopaaOM, oocyJE;n;aeMOe HarrpaEJIeHMe paOOT MOJEeT ObITI> IIOJIeaHO ;n;JIH perneHHH llIHpORoro Rpyr8 MeTO;n;MtIeCRMX ~ TeXHHtIeCR~X 38;n;a~,
CEHaaHHbIX C OIJ,eHIWM rrorpellIHocTeftt MeTeQpOJIOrM~eCRYIX MaMepeH~tt, HU'"
TeprrpeTaIJ,MeWI1X peayJI:bTaTOB 11 paIJ,MOHaJI:bHbIM BNOOPOM xapaRTepMCTPIK
MeTO;n;OB H CHCTeM."
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A CANADIAN HIGH ARCTIC MESOSCALE SURFACE
OB~ERVING PROJECT
. by
A.N. Headley & J.B. Maxwell
Atmospheric Environment Service) Downsview) Ontario) Canada

ABSTRACT
The Canadian Climate Centre is participating in a National Research
Council of Canada project intended to measure ice interaction processes and
environmental driving forces around Adams Island in the Canadian Arctic. A
five station mesoscale climate observing network was set up including 3
stations on the sea ice and 2 stations on the land. The stations were designed for operation year-round in the case of the land sites and for the
November-May period at the sea-ice sites. Wind and temperature observations
are recorded hourly at all sites on both a standard cassette tape and electronic memory module and are retrieved at 3-month intervals. Station configuration includes a standard AES wind tower and temperature and wind sensors
compatible with a Campbell Scientific datalogger. An insulated) heated enclosure holds the dataloggers and recording devices. The operation of the
network for the first year and a half of the project suggests that a successful observing program can be carried out in the arctic environment using
what is essentially off-the-shelf equipment.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
During the winter of 1981-82) the Division of Building Research of the
National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) initiated a project (1) intended
to provide a better understanding of the behaviour and characteristics of
floating sea-ice covers) emphasizing the nature of interac tion processes
between them and offshore structures. Field investigations were undertaken
around Adams Island (a small) circular island approximately 200 m in diameter) located about 3 km offshore from Borden Peninsula) Baffin Island near
the intersection of Lancaster Sound and Navy Board Inlet. The island is
roughly the same scale as man-made offshore structures and thus affords an
excellent opportunity for studying ice-structure interactions. Both the
Canadian Departments of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and the Environment (DOE)
are cooperating with NRCC in the project with 1983-84 being the first field
season in which all three agencies were involved. DOE's participation is
through the Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) which is measuring and
evaluating air temperature and wind as driving forces on the ice cover. It
is this latter area of the project to which this paper is addressed.

GENERAL CONDITIONS IN THE AREA
During the field season (November to May») much of the eastern Arctic
is influenced by the presence of a 50-kPa long wave trough (4). This results
in a generally northwesterly flow in the near-surface levels of the atmos-

- 304 phere. Actual conditions right at the surface are strongly influenced by
local geography. Thus, Lancaster Sound (Figure 1) imposes a west-east channelling upon the surface winds while Navy Board Inlet causes a north-south
tendency.
LANCASTER SOUND
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ADAMS IS

~

:g~~;~::p

SP AOAMS SOUTH PROFILING
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Figure 1

Geographical Location of Study Area and Observing Sites

For Adams Island itself, the presence of a fairly steep cliff on Borden
Peninsula to the west and southwest is an important feature· in terms of
fluctuating wind speeds. Most directly significant, however, is the roughness of the sea ice around the island. Roughness is greatest to the north
and northwest, but conditions are generally smooth to the east and south.
Sea-ice cover in the project area is generally of a fast-ice nature
from freeze-up in November until breakup in Mayor June. A close inspection
of the study area in the spring of 1983 .revealed that, as happens in most
years, the ice north of a line running from the nor.theast tip of Borden
Peninsula, north of Adams Island to the northwest tip of Bylot Island (see
insert to Figure 1) was in constant motion during the freeze-up period. This
feature was clearly evident from the rough first-year ice conditions mixed
with multi-year flows, pack ice, and icebergs which were present.
At these latitudes, low temperature is an obvious concern. Once freezeup is complete, values of -35° to -40° C are common occurrences during the
November to March period with minima to -55°C possible. The frequent sitings
of polar bears in the general area suggested that this would also be an
important factor for the design of any instrument enclosure.

CLIMATE DATA REQUIREMENT AND NETWORK DESIGN
The climate network which was designed for the project is shqwn in the
insert of Figure 1. Five sites, three of which were on the sea ice and two
on land, were selected. The ice sites were chosen both in terms of providing
information on general conditions around Adams Island and for being rep re-

- 305 sentative of two differing areas of sea-ice roughness. The stations located
in these two areas were the Hest Profile Station (WP) and the South Profile
Station (SP) respectively. As the names imply, profiles of wind and temperature were measured at each of these sites. The other three sites - the East
Station (E) on the ice and the land stations at Borden Camp (B) and Adams
Island (A) - also measured wind and temperature, but at one level only. An
opportunity was taken to collect data on a year-round basis at both B and A
to provide additional information on the general wind climatology of the
Lancaster Sound area.
.
All three ice stations (WP, Sp· and E) were installed approximately 1.5
km from Adams Island. The exact location of WP and E are dependent on the
roughness of the ice cover and sometimes had to be shifted a few metres to
the south to avoid any damage to the installation due to moving ice.

PROJECT PREPARATION
Two methods of data collection were considered. The first was a Data
Collection Platform (DCP) which records and stores data for transmission to
a satellite at predetermined times. The second was an on-site data recording
system, which stores data on a cassette tape, but had to be retrieved at
intervals of up to six months depending on the volume of data which was
being stored.
Although the DCP system appeared preferable due to the fact that data
would be available ona daily basis and any failure of the system would be
known shortly after its occurrence rather than a delay of up to six months
as is the case with the on-site system, financial considerations precluded
its use. Successful use of an on-site data recorder at Alexandra Fiord,
Ellesmere Island (2)
during the 'winter months was a positive factor in
deciding to proceed with the second system for the present project.

SELECTION OF SYSTEM
The Campbell Scientific CR21 was selected as a suitable micrologger for
the project and was used with a Panasonic RQ-356 mini cassette recorder.
This combination gives a storage capacity of 180,000 data points on a single
side of aC-60 cassette tape. The minimum operating temperature for the CR21
is -25°C and that of the cassette recorder is only O°C. This meant that
continuous data collection in the winter months was dependent upon some type
of heated instrument enclosure to provide a modified environment for both
both the CR21 and the cassette recorder. Campbell Scientific 64K solid state memory modules, capable of storing 32,000 data points
I',
I
"
each, became available at the time the system
1
"was being planned and the decision was made to
include them as a backup system. Two modules
/.l,,- "" .pTER
were wired together and programmed to store a
/'
total of 64,000 data points before over-writ_.
COOLER
,/
.
/ ,
,,,.
ing occurs.
An environmental box, constructed of
plywood and insulated with 6 cm of styrofoam,
was designed to accommodate two 100-lb propane
cylinders and a separate enclosure to house
the instrumentation. The instrument enclosure
was also fitted with a 45-litre Coleman cooler
to provide additional insulation (Figure 2).

~
~

';J

.....
,/

CYLINDERS

Figure 2 Schematic of
Environmental Enclosure

- 306 Heat was provided by a Ciscan catadyne mini-heater (3). A 12 volt-battery
was used to power the micrologger and memory modules,. but the cassette
recorder was powered by internal "AA" batteries.

TOWER ERECTION
Land stations: Installation was done in late February, 1984. A 10metre tower was erected at Borden Camp (B) during the previous summer with
the base buried in the ground and the guys anchored to barrels filled with
gravel. An existing tower was in place at Adams Island (A); however, this
tower was· too short and new sections had to be bolted on to reach the required 10-metre height.
Ice stations: A piece of plywood approximately one half metre square
was used as a base plate for the tower and three holes were drilled in it to
allow the legs of the tower to
be frozen in the ice. Three
1-metre lengths of 5 cm by 10
cm lumber were frozen into the
ice and served as anchor rods
for the guy wires. Figure 3
shows two methods of installing the anchor rods. Method 1
was used in thin ice but in
thick ice, method 2 was used.
The use of wood as both base
plate and anchors slowed heat
·Figure 3
conductivity to the ice during
early spring.
Two Methods of Tower Installation
CONFIGURATION
Non-profile stations: Borden, Adams Island and East &.tations. were all
of the non-profile configuration type and were instrumented similarly with
the exception of Borden Station where a YSI Model 2014 pressure sensor was
added to the basic equipment which included the following:
i)

11)

The Met One (023 and 023A) wind direction and speed sensors, which
have a range of 0-240 km/h, a speed threshold of 2.4 km/hand an
accuracy of 2%, were installed at 10 metres; and,
TheYSI 44211A thermilinear thermistor, consisting of resistors
and precise thermistors which produce· an· output volt·age linear
with temperature, was installed at 2.5 metres. Its operating temperature range is -55°C to +85°C.

Profile Stations: West and South stations were instrumented in th~
profile configuration. The Met One wind sensors, used at the non-profile
stations, were installed at 10 metres but the R.M. Young model 6102 wind
speed sensors were installed at 5 and 2.5 metres. This sensor has a range of
0-190 km/h and a threshold of less than 2.6 km/h. Temperatures were read at
2.5 metres using a YSI 44211A thermilinear thermistor and shield. The average changes in temperatures from 10 to 2.5 metres and from 5 to 2.5 metres
were measured using copper constantan thermocouples.
EXPERIMENTAL STATION
In addition to the mesoscale network described above, an experimental
station (Ely) was installed using a tripod instead of the standard tower and

- 307 no propane heater. The legs of the tripod were frozen into the ice and a
raintight uninsulated box which housed the micrologger, memory modules and
six-volt lantern batteries was buried in the ice. All cables for the sensors
were protected by flexible conduit.
Instrumentation consisted of a YSI 44211A thermilinear thermistor and
shield at 1.5 metres, 201 relative humidity and air temperature probe
sheilded at 1.5 metres, R.M. Young wind speed and direction at 2.5 metres,
and the Met One wind speed and direction also at 2.5 metres.
SCHEDULE AND NETWORK OPERATIONS

The ice cover in the Lancaster Sound-Navy Board Inlet area usually
deteriorates towards the end of Mayor early June depending on the temperature and wind conditions during the particular year. Accordingly, in 1984
the network was designed to operate unattended from February to May when all
the station data were retrieved, the ice stations removed, and the land
stations serviced and reset.
About 30 cm of ice is required for the safe installation of the ice
stations, and this condition is met usually by the end of November (4). In
1984, then, it was at this time that the ice stations were re-installed. The
data which had been recorded at the land stations over the previous summer
months were dumped to cassette tape at this same time.
The site will be revisited in February to retrieve' the data and provide
general maintenance such as replacing propane and repairing any damage which
might have occurred. This project is scheduled to continue until May 1986 so
that three winters of continuous data will eventually be available for
analysis.
-A thermistor was included in each instrument enclosure to measure the
efficiency of the heater and also the effectiveness of the instrument enclosure itself. Hourly and daily means and extremes were recorded by the
micro logger and stored on cassette tape and solid state memory modules at
each of the five mesoscale network stations and also at Ely.

RESULTS TO NOVEMBER. 1984
Data collection started in
February 1984 and the site was
visited in May to retrieve the data
and to perform routine maintenance.
At that time, it was found that the
environmental boxes at Adams Island.
West and East stations had been
disturbed. At South station, the 2.5
metre speed sensor was missing one
of its three cups and the mounting
arm was bent.
At Ely station. all
connections to the micro logger were
broken with the exception of a temperature sensor which was found on
the ice surface but was still functioning. The micrologger. memory
modules and batteries which were
buried in the ice were undis turbed
and the micrologger was still
functioning normally.

Adams Island Mesoscale Network
L<><:o\lon : Borden camp

Box and Ambient Air Temperatures
MOl' 1, 19M to Mor 31, 19M

20

-r------------------....,
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Figure 4 Comparison of Ambient Air
and Interior Box Temperatures

- 308 All station outages occurred after April 7 and it is not unreasonable
to assume that polar bears were responsible for the damage which was done to
the ice stations and the Adams Island Station. At most stations, the "AA"
batteries in the cassette recorder failed although the heater functioned
satisfactorily. An example of the effectiveness of the heater can be seen in
Figure 4 which compares the ambient air temperature with the temperature
inside the instrument enclosure during the month of March. The drop in temperature at the end of the month was due to leakages caused by winds in excess of 50 km/h. The memory modules functioned well and prevented any data
loss due to the cassette failure.
In May, the ice stations were removed and the land stations were serviced and secured against any possible animal attack. This was accomplished
by protecting all cables in conduit, screwing down the door to theinstrument enclosures, and strapping the environmental box to the tower.
The data stored on the cassette recorder, which included the data dumped from the memory modules, were read into the AES mainframe computer using
the Campbell Scientific C20 cassette interface.
The most recent data retrieval was in November, 1984. The batteries in
the cassette recorders had again failed but the memory modules continued to
store the data. An initial check on site indicated that all the data were
recorded on the modules but after reading them to the mainframe it was discovered that about one month of data was missing due to a software problem.
For the February - November 1984 period of observations, 75% of the
total possible data collection (23.5 station-months) was achieved.
SUMMARY
.

.

The first year of operation has been reasonably successful, there were
prdblems with polar bears but these problems appear to have been overcome by
protecting cables with flexible conduit and by securing the environniemtal
boxes to the tower. The cassette recorder should be powered from the main
battery or may be replaced by memory modules if their software problem can
be resolved. Care must be taken in the construction of the environmental
enclosures to minimize cold air leakage and also to minimize 'prop'ane con'""
sumption. The results from the project to ,date suggest that with some care,
a successful observing program can be carried out at' a remote site under
arctic climatic conditions using off-the-shelf equipment.
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PATAC : UN RES EAU A MESO ECHELLE
DANS LE SUD-OUEST DE LA FRANCE
A. LEPAPE, D. MARBOUTY

RESUME Dans le cadre du projet P.A.T.A.C.
(Previsions Ameliorees,
Techniques d'Affinement de la Climatologie) mis en oeuvre dans la region
Sud-Ouest de la France, les services meteorologiques regionaux sont
charges de l'implantation d'un reseau de stations meteorologiques
automatiques a meso-echelle
100 2stations sur un cinquieme du
territoire de la France soit 100 000 km .
Ce reseau a ete realise en vue d'ameliorer les previsions
meteorologiques et la climatologie a l'echelle locale mais aussi pour
permettre a certains utilisateurs de disposer tres rapidement de donnees
mesurees.
Les
choix faits pour realiser concretement
repondaient a un certain nombre d'objectifs :

le

reseau

- satisfaire le plus grand nombre des utilisateurs potentiels, notamment
pour definir les parametres mesures, la frequence d'acquisition,
simplifier l'installation materielle du reseau,
assurer au mieux la continuite des series climatologiques grace a une
memorisation locale des informations et une surveillance en temps reel
du reseau qui est gere par un calculateur central instal le au centre
meteorologique regional.
Le fonctionnement du reseau a ete defini pour pouvoir repondre
(prevision
et
aux
besoins
du
service meteorologique regional
climatologie) et a un certain nombre d'utilisateurs exterieurs.
Ce fonctionnement prevoit :
- une certaine souplesse pour la frequence de concentration des donnees
sur le site central,
- une
mise a
utilisateurs,

disposition

de

donnees

en

temps

reel

a

certains

- un archivage definitif des donnees sur bande magnetique,
- un premier controle grossier des donnees.
Les developpements porteront essentiellement sur :
- la mise au point de methodes de contr6le des donnees plus elaborees,
- l'amelioration de la diffusion temps reel et la mise au point d'outils
d'aide a la prevision grace aux etudes rendues possibles par les
donnees archivees.

... / ...

- 310 1 - MOTIVATIONS 1-1 - AMELIORATION DE LA PREVISION A ECHELLE SOUS SYNOPTIQUE

Actuellement la base de la prevision meteorologique est
1 'exploitation
de
modEHes numeriques "travaillant"
a
l'echelle
synoptique. La prevision regionale et locale consiste en une adaptation
subjective' de ces previsions numeriques faites par un ou plusieurs
previsionnistes.
Depuis ses balbutiements, la prevision numerique a fait de
grands progres a l'echelle synoptique mais les utilisateurs de la
prevision ne beneficient pas pleinement de ces progres cal:'"la prevision
locale n'a pas 13uivi: une prevision synoptique (par modele) juste peut
parfois etre suivie d'erreurs importantes lors du passage a l'adaptation
locale.
Le relatif echec present de l'adaptation
consequence de 3 elements principaux

regionale

est

la

une certaine meconnaissance de la physique des phenomenes
sous-synoptique et de la structure regionale en zones
pedoclimatiquement homogenes.
le fait que l'adaptation ne s'appuie pas sur
objectives
mais
sur
1 'experience,
transmissible, des previsionnistes regionaux.

des methodes
di:l;ficilement

l'impossibilite de suivre en temps reel les phenomenes que
l'on souhaite prevoir, lereseaud'observation synoptique
etant trop lache pour les phenomenes r~gionaux.
L' amelioration de la prevision reglonale·· sera le, resul tat· de
trois actions simultanees
reduction de la maille du reseau d'observation par l'emploi
de stations automatiques
- etude de certains phenomenes typiquefi
developpement d 'une previs~on objective.,
1-2 - AMELIORATION DE LA CLIMATOLOGIE
Les mesuresclimatologiqu~s a echelle fine sont jusqu'a
present assurees par un reseau climatologique comprenant 30 a 40 postes
pluviometriques,
dont
une
dizaine
thermo-pluviometriques,
par
departement. Ces postes sont tenus par des benevoles qui assurent le
releve de la pluviometrie journaliere, du minimum et du maximum de la
temperature.

. .. / : ..

- 311 Ce reseau n'est plus en mesure de repondre aux besoins actuels
D'une part le nombre de parametres mesures est insuffisant.
D'autre part apparaissent aujourd'hui des besoins de plus en
plus importants en ce qU'on pourrait appeler une "climatologie temps
reel"
connaissance des parametres du temps passe dans des temps reduits (24 h).
Parmi les utilisations citons :
- le suivi de la croissance des cultures
- le suivi du developpement des maladies vegetales
- la surveillance des bilans hydriques : irrigation, crues.
Toutes ces reflexions ont conduit a l'elaboration d'un projet
baptise PATAC (Previsions Ameliorees Techniques d'Affinement de la
Climatologie) visant a ameliorer previsions et climatologie a l'echelle
locale. Ce projet consiste en un certain nombre d'etudes qui necessite
la mise en place d'un outil specifique
un reseau de stations
meteorologiques automatiques a mesoechelle.
2 - LA DEFINITION DU RES EAU 2-1 - L'IMPLANTATION DU RES EAU 11 a ete decide d'implanter une centaine de stations dans la
region sud-Oues de la France (un cinquieme du territoire de la France
soit 100 000 km). Trois idees ont guide la repartition des stations.

Z

1) Realiser un reseau sous synoptique avec des stations
implantees au noeud d'un reseau regulier ayant une maille
de 50 km environ.
Ceci
devrait permettre d'etudier les phenomenes
synoptiques et de valider les modeles numeriques a
echelle qui vont entrer en exploitation.

sous
meso

2) Doubler la densite des stations sur une sous-zone. Le but
recherche est de definir un maillage optimal pour la mesure
de chaque parametre. Nous avons retenu la zone choisie par
ailleurs pour le projet HAPEX-MOBILHY (cf ANDRE, 1984) .
. 3) Repondre a des besoins particuliers locaux clairement
exprimes
sites presentant un.risque ou un interet meteorologique particulier.
L'etat actuel du reseau qui ne compte encore qU'une
quarantaine de stations installees est presente en ANNEXE.

REFERENCE

ANDRE J.C. - 1984 - Proposition franyaise pour HAPEX
experience pilote atmospherique et hydrologique pour
l'etude des flux d'evaporation et du bilan hydrique
au-dessus des continents a l'echelle climatique
Dossier OMM/WCRP.
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- 312 Concernant les sites d'implantation notre politique est de
rechercher des partenaires interesses par les donnees d'une station
meteorologique qui fournissent le site gratuitement
agriculteurs,
cooperatives, etablissements d'enseignement ou de recherche
Ceci
permet de plus de disposer d'une surveillance locale de la station. Le
site .lui-meme <lonsiste en une surface en herbe de 10 m xlO m bien
degagee (mesure de vent et de rayonnement, alimentation solaire).
2-2 -

LA STATION AUTOMAT1QUE 2-2.1

Leg capteurs
la confrontation des utilisateurs
potentiels dli reseau (meteorologistes, agronomes,
hydrologues)
a permis de definir neuf mesures suffisant a couvrir I 'ensemble des besoins :
- pluviometrie
temperature a 1,5 m sous abri
0,10 m en indice actinothermique
- 0,10 cm
0,50 cm
hygrometrie a 1,5 m sous abri
- rayonnement global incident
-'vitesse et direction du vent a to

rh

Neanmoins il a ete decide d'etendre le nombre de
voies de mes.ures de la station a 16. 11 est ainsi
possible d'ajouter.des capteurs supplementaires. Ceci
peut etre utilise pour lesbesoins d'une campagne
experimentale a laquelle le reseau participerait en
tant que prestatairede service.' Ceci peut egalement
permettre de repondre a·un besoin precis exprime par
le .particulier ou I'organf:sme ayant prete un site
d'implantation.

2-2.2 - Le systeme de traitement/-

La periode d'echantillonnage a ete fixee a une demiheure sauf pour la pluviometrie
les besoins en
hydrologie ont amene a fixer cette periode a 6 minutes.
Plus precisernent la station elabore toutes les demiheures un message comportant selon les parametres :
des valeurs en fin de demi-heure
· temperature a 1,5 m sous abri
a - 10 cm
a-50 cm
· hygrometrie
· force et direction du vent (moyenne sur
dernieres minutes)

... / ...
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- 313 des valeurs extremes sur la demi-heure pas see
temperature

a

1,5 m sous abri (maxi et mini)

temperature

a

10 cm du sol (mini)

force du vent
(valeur
direction associee

instantanee

maxi)

et

- des cumuls
vent passe pendant la demi-heure
. rayonnement global
. la pluviometriepar periode de 6 minutes
Ce message est inscrit en memoire OU il constitue un
bloc. La station possede une memoire circulaire de 96
blocs. Elle peut donc conserver en memoire les donnees
de 2 journees completes. Sur interrogation exterieure
la station transfere tout ou partie de sa memoire.
La station dispose par ailleurs d'un afficheur local
permettant de lire les dernieres mesures effectuees et
permettant aussi de faire apparaitre un message envoye
de l'exterieur a la station. Le but recherche est de
renvoyer a la station quelques parametres elabores
(TMIN,
TMAX,
ETP, RR) calcules sur la journee
precedente,
qui 'interessent nos partenaires
qui
accueillent une station.
2-2.3 - L'Infrastructure Celle-ci se compose d'un mat haubane de 10 m pour la
mesure du vent, articule sur un socle. Le m§t peut
donc etre facilement baisse pour une intervention sur
les capteurs. Le socle est constitue d'un trepied
comportant en son centre un mat de 3 m en haut duquel
est articule le mat de 10 m. Les differents capteurs
sont installesaux extremites du trepied. Le socle
est lui-meme fixe au sol par des crayons.
Le but recherche avec cette infrastructure est la
legerete et la facili,te d' installation et d I intervention. L'installation se fait en une journee avec 2
personnes. Elle ne necessite aucun travail de ma90nnerie. La principale contrainte est la ne~essite de
disposer d'une surface triangulaire de 50 m parfaitement plane.
Cette infrastructure Gomprend egalement un panneau
solaire pose au sol destine a l'alimentation de la
station, et un abri (c'est en fait une niche) qui
contient l'electronique et les batteries tampon .

. ../ ...

- 314 2-2.4 - Cout et fabrication Une station revient actuellement a 85 000 F. Y compris
les capteurs et 1 'infrastructure. A cela il convient
simplement d'ajouter les frais d'installation d'une
ligne telephonique. On peut trouver une description
plus complete dans BETTAN, 1985. Elle est actuellement
- industrialisee par la Societe DEGREANE [28, avenue
du Font Pre - BP 954 - 83050 TOULON CEDEX
Tel. : (94) 27.90.70.].
2-3 - LES MOYENS DE TRANSMISSIONS 11 a ete exclu d'amenager un reseau de stations automatiques
avec enregistrement des donnees localement (sur cassettes
magnetiques par exemple) et collecte des supports: necessite
de disposer des informations en temps reel ou legerement
differe pour le passage a un systeme operationnel, difficulte
d'assurer la surveillance du fonctionnement d'un reseau qui ne
soit pas en temps reel.

Differents -moyens de transmission des
stations et le Centre ont ete envisages
- par
-par
par- par
- par

donnees

entre

les

satellite defilant (Argos)
satellite geostationnaire Meteosat
res eau radio au sol
ligne telephonique specialisee
reseau telephonique commute.

Une revue rapide desavantages et des inconvenients de chaque
solution a fait apparaitre la derniere comme preferable
- les messages ont une longueur qui n'est pas acceptee par
Argas - ; -d'autre part le delai de recuperation des donnees
serait trop long pour le temps reel.
le
priricipe
du systeme operationnel
des
satellites
geostationnaires Meteasat n'etait pas-d~cide par l'ESA ; une
panne de ce systeme aurait condamn~ immediatement le reseau
de stations sans possibilite_ d'un secour~.
la solution du res eau radio-sol estutilisee par les
Services
Hydrologiques· Centralisateurs de Toulouse
et
Perig~eux
c'est une solution tres lourde financierement a
l'installation et pour la maintenance~ L'occupation des
frequences radio est soumisea l'autorisation des PTT.
- la transmission par fil est la plus simple; l'utilisation du
reseau commute permet de s'affranchir de frais de fonctionnement redhibitoires (les frais de fonctionnement sont alors
ccinstitue·s de taxes de base du reseau) ; l'installation et
la maintenance des lignes sont assurees par les PTT.
- la quantite d'informations a transmettre ne justifie pas une
ligne specialisee.

REFER.

BETTAN, A - 1985 - stations autdmatiques - Compte rendu du
colloque sur la Recherche et le Developpement en Instrumentations meteorologiques Boulogne, 13 et 14 Novembre 1984.

315 Nous avons donc retenu la transmission des donnees par reseau
telephonique commute qui etait la meilleure solution pour
notre probleme.
3 - FONCTIONNEMENT -

3-1 - PRINCIPE DE L'ACQUISITION - Le
service
meteorologique regional est
equipe
minicalculateur assurant la gestion de ce reseau en
reel.

d'un
temps

- C'est le calculateur qui a l'initiative de l'echange pour la
collecte des donnees. Il appelle la station via le res eau
commute. La station en attente d'un appel decroche. Il
s'ensuit un dialogue (pendant lequel le calculateur central
a toujours l'initiative) permettant au central de recuperer
toutes les donnees elaborees par la station depuis la derniere collecte.
L'appel sur le reseau commute se fait au moyen d'un systeme
d'appel automatique permettant de travailler simultanement
sur 3 lignes i il est possible de l'etendre jusqu'a 8 lignes.
les
- Pour chaque station est defini un "emploi du temps"
heures auxquelles la station doit etre interrogee, la frequence maxima le est une interrogation toutes les heures. Il
existe ainsi :
. des stations qui completent le reseau synoptique et sont
interrogees a certaines heures synoptiques.
des stations qui completent le reseau climatologique et ne
sont concentrees qU'une fois par jour: le matin a 6 h
pour pouvoir elaborer les donnees quotidiennes •
• des stations interrogees a des heures specifiques
repondre a un besoin particulier.

pour

Toutes les heures le central interroge les stations prevues
a cette heure la. Chacune de ces sequences d'interrogation
est suivi d'un premier contr61e grossier des donnees et de
leur classement dans des fichiers disques dont la duree de
vie est de 10 jours.
Tous les matins a6 h TU l'ensemble du reseau est concentre.
Cette sequence est suivi d'une elaboration des donnees quotidiennes stockees sur des fichiers disque dont la duree de
vie est de 3 mois.
3-2 - ARCHIVAGE DES DONNEES Les donnees quotidiennes (pour le jour J) sont constituees des
parametres suivants (selectionnes ou calcules)
- Temperature minimale sous abri entre J - 1 18 h et J 18 h TU
- Temperature maximale sous abri entre J 06 h et J + 1 06 h TU
N. de ~ h d'occurrence du minimum
N. de ~ h d'occurrence du maximum
- Indice actinothermique entre J - 1 18 h et J 18 h TU
- Temperature minimale a-50 cm
- Temperature maximale a-50 cm
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Temperature a - 10 cm mesuree a 6 h TU
Temperature a - 10 cm mesuree a 12 h TU
Temperature a - 10 cm mesuree a 18h TU
Temperature a- 10 cm mesuree a 24 h TU
Temperature minimale Et - 10 cm
Temperature maximale Et - 10 cm
N. de ~ h d'occurrence du minimum
N. de ~ h d'occurrence du maximum
Vitesse moyenne maximum
Direction moyenne associee
N. de ~ h d'occurrence
Rayonnement global total du jour J
Pluviometrie totale entre J 6h TU etJ 12 h TU
Pluviometrie totale entre J 12 h TU et J 18 h TU
Pluviometrie totale entre J 18 h TU et J 24 h TU
Pluviometrietotale entre J + 1 O'h TU et J + 1 6 h TU
Evapotranspiration Penman calculee pour la journee

L'archivage
definitif des aonnees est assure
magnetique 9 pistes 1600 bpi. Il comprend :

sur

bande

'-'. Des fichiers classes par ordre chronologique
chacun l'integralite dureseau pour un jour J.

comprenant

Chaque fichier.est composed'Un descripteur du reseau et des
donnees de chaque station pour le jour J.
- Le descripteur comprend une'liste de toutes
presentes dans le reseau au jour J.

les

stations

- Lesdennees' d'une station'comprennent
la liste des parametres de qualite des donnees
lesdonnees quotidiennes
• les donnees semi-horaires.·
Les donnees semi-horaires sont les parametres calcules par
la. station a.l'exception des extrema'de la temperature sous
abri ainsi· que de.s temperatures Et +10, - 10 et - 50 cm.
3-3 - SURVEILLANCE DU RESEAU ET CONTROLE
En debut de dialogue, la station emet un bloc de service
comprenantla tension batterie; l'heure de la station et un
compteur du nombre d'appels valides re9us par la station.
Par. 'ailleurs chaque sequenced' interrogation est sui vie
;I:'e<;iition d'un journal d'incidents ou sont notes
les in.cidents relatifs Et la phase de connexion
numero repondant occupe
· station ne decrochantpas
non reconnaissance de 2100 hz.
- les incidents relatifs Et la phase dialDgue
non reponse de la station
• erreur de transmissionCnature et nombre) .
- les erreurs detecteespar le 1er contr61e des donnees
derive de l'horloge station
• tension batterie trop faible
absence de demi-heure
· mauvais enchainement des demi-heures.
/

--
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simplifie :

le controle

~~s

donnees est fait de fa90n

tres

- controle de la presence i~s donnees
comparaison de leurs val~~rs a des seuils fixes
en dehors
de ces seuils les donnees sont eliminees.
- controle de vraisemblanc~ (TMIN
TMAX,
VENT MOYEN
VENT MAX, ... ) : en cas de non verifications
de ces relations les don~§es sont "marquees".
3-4 - MAINTENANCE La maintenance est assuree par le Service Regional qui dispose
d'une equipe principale bas§e a Bordeaux et d'une equipe plus
reduite basee a Toulouse. : l est prevu deux visites systematiques par an pour entreti~~ du site, controle et etalonnage
(pyranometre et hygrometre; .
Par ailleurs, concernant ~es interventions sur detection de
panne, nous nous sommes fix§s pour objectif d'intervenir sous
deux jours ouvrables.
La maintenance de ce resec~ occupe environ l'equivalent de
six agents. Apres mainte~ant un an de fonctionnement nous
avons evidemment connu de ~~mbreux incidents mais par contre
aucune panne ou probleme majeur.
3-5 - DIFFUSION DES DONNEES Elle est actuellement realisee de differentes fa90ns :
- DIFFUSION INTERNE: lo~s de chaque acquisition (au moment
des reseaux trihoraires) des documents sont edites pour le
service de prevision regionale : cartes de temperatures, de
vent, d'humidite, de precipitation et de rayonnement. Para1lelement un tableau de cas donnees est transmis aux stations
departementales par tele~ype. De plus chaque matin on edite
un tableau recapitulatif des parametres quotidiens de
chaque station: TMIN, TMAX, RR cumulees, Rayonnement
cumule, Vent Max, ETP, DJU,
- DIFFUSION EXTERNE: la diffusion des donnees du reseau en
temps differe ne pose pas de probleme particulier et est
effectuee sous forme de copies des fichiers sur bande
magnetique. Par ailleurs, il est deja possible a quelques
partenaires en nombre tres limite de r~aliser une teleconsultation en temps reel des donnees des stations a partir
d'un terminal MINITEL via le reseau telephonique
ils
peuvent ainsi visualiser le contenu d'un bloc demi-heure x
station acquis depuis moins de 10 jours.
Enfin un bulletin mensuel con tenant les donnees d'une
station groupees par decade, est edite sur papier : il est
diffuse gratuitement a ceux qui ont accueilli une station.

... / ...

- 318 3-6 - INTERROGATION DIRECTE DES STATIONS (DIAPAC) Un systeme central de concentration des donnees ne repond pas
interrogation
directe locale des stations soit possible. Pour cela nous
avons developpe une interface qui permet a tout
microordinateur dote d'une sortie V 24 d'effectuer une interrogation de quelques stations. Cette interface denommee DIAPAC
est consituee d'une carte microprocesseur et d'un modem. Son
contest de l'ordre de 20 KF. Activee par une commande tres
simple, elle se charge de l'appel et de la gestion de la
procedure de transmission.

a tous les besoins et il est necessaire qU'une

4 - DEVELOPPEMENTS Maintenant que le reseau est en place pour une grande part, un
travail considerable reste a effectuer sur son amelioration et son
utilisation.

4-1 - TEMPS REEL Les premiers developpements qui seront effectues sont :
CONTROLE DES DONNEES PLUS ELABORE
un deuxieme niveau de
contr61e a ete prevu dans l'application reposant sur une
des
parametres.
analyse
spatiale
et
temporelle
AD00NCTION D'AUTRES RESEAUX : d'autres reseaux de mesures de
certains parametres existent sur tout ou partie de la zone
concernee par PATAC (annonce des crues). 11 a ete prevu
d'interconnecter ces reseaux afin d'augmenter la densite de
me sure de certains parametres (pluviometrie).
UTILISATION POUR LA PREVISION REGIONALE
il s'agit de
developper un outil d'analyse et de presentation des donnees
du reseau pour la prevision. Nous comptons le completer par
des
alarmes sur depassement de seuils pour
certains
parametres (vent J cumul de precipitations, ... ).
DIFFUSION
DES DONNEES EN TEMPS REEL
de
nombreux
utilisateurs (agronomes, collectivites locales, aeronautique)
sont interesses' par des donnees du res eau en temps reel. Le
systeme MINITEL decrit au § 3-5 n'est qu'un palliatif. 11
est donc necessaire de pouvoir diffuser ces donnees en temps
reel. Nous nous orientons vers deux types de diffusion
mise en place d'une procedure d'echange de calculateur a
calculateur via le reseau telephonique ou TRANSPAC d'une
part i diffusion telematique par le systeme TELETEL d'autre
part.
4-2 - TEMPS DIFFERE De nombreuses etudes seront possibles a partir des donnees de
ce reseau. Citons en ici simplement quelques-unes qui sont
programmees :
- etude des zones gelives du Sud-Quest .: determination
zones homogenes en liaison avec les donnees Meteosat.
- cartographie des precipitations au pas de 6 minutes.

de

- 319 - comparaison
Toulouse.

avec

les

images des radars

de

Bordeaux

et

modeles de prevision de dates de recolte.
- validation des modeles de meso echelle.
Un grand nombre de ces etudes devront deboucher sur la mise
au point des methodes de prevision objective qui seront
ensuite utilisees en temps reel. Un autre resultat sera aussi
de faire evoluer l'implantation meme du reseau.
En conclusion, ce projet a demarre reellement il y a trois
ans. Sa mise en place s'est sans doute revelee plus longue et plus
difficile que prevue. Cependant de nombreux problemes ont ete resolus et
aucune difficulte majeure n'a impose de revision importante des choix
initiaux: mesures, capteurs, traitement ou transmissions. Aujourd'hui
il est en place et il fonctionne de fa90n fiable. Plusieurs reseaux
semblables sont maintenant en cours de developpement dans les autres
regions et beneficient de cette premiere experience. Enfin beaucoup
reste a faire quant a l'utilisation optimale de ces donnees.
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ANN E X E

- SITUATION GEOGRAPHIQUE DE LA REGION
CONCERNEE PAR LE PROJET PATAC

- IMPLANTATION DES STATIONS (lere TRANCHE)
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Automatic Collection of Surface Meteorological Data
fran ranote stations, using .Indian Geostationary Satellite I NSAT - 18.
by
GoP. Srivastava
Instrllllents DiVision,
Meteorological Office, Pune, India

Abstract
The paper describes a completely autanatic meteorological Data
Collection Platform (DCP), developed by India Meteorological Department,
in collaboration with I ndian Space Research Organisation, for obtaining
real time hourly meteorological data fran ranote areas, using the
Indian Geostationary Satellite INSAT-18.

Using ten senosrs, the INSAT-

DCP System automatically measures, encodes and transmits at pre-determined
hourly intervals, full range of surface meteorological data, to the
INSAT-1B Satellite in PRBS (Pseudo-Random Burst Sequence) mode.
The satellite, in turn, retransmits the data to a central Ground Reception
and Data Processing Centre at New Delhi, where the received data is
processed on-line, converted to sngi neering units and print-outs
are obtained.
in the country.

The data is then dissaninated to various user centres
The pa per describes the salient aspects of the system

design and problems encountered in field operations of the equipment.
About fifty DCP's are now in operation and a phased programme of
operationalising 100 such stations in the country is in progress.

1.
1.1

Introduction.
Satellite canmunication techniques have generated new interests
among weathermen all over the world, particularly for obtaining real time
meteorological data from remote stations.

Di fferent countries are

exploiting these techniquesfor weather information in a number of ways.
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2.

The OCP System design
The OCP system design incorporates three main segments
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
2.1

The OCP Field Station;
The satellite borne OCP Transponder and
The Ground Rece'ption & Data Processing Facility

The OCP Field Station
It consists of the following :

(i)

Sensors and signal conditioning units.
The INSAT-1B OCP's have been designed to operate with ten sensors,

seven of them giving

anal~

and three digital outputs.

The parameters

measured include (1) air temperature, (2) wet bulb tenperature/~elative
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hUllidity, (3) wind speed, (4) wind direction, (5) atmospheric pressure
(6) rainfall, (7) duration of bright sunshine, (S) DCP housing temperature
(9)*sea surface temperature and

(*'

(10~Buoy

heading.

In case of Ocean-based DCP )

The outputs of the sensors are conditioned to give a full scale
range of 5 volts/digital outputs by using appropriate signal conditioners.
(H)

Data Collection st orage & Transmission System (DCSTS) and
transmitting antenna.
The electronics package DCST S is programmed by a crystal
controlled digital clock to scan the outputs of different sensorS at
predetermined time intervals.

It contains a multiplexer, A/D

converter, a memory and health- monitor units.

The sensor outputs

and three levels of calibration voltages are analogue multiplexed
to a 10 bit A/D converter.

It also checks the data for even parity.

The complete dats consisting of sensor identification and outputs,
time of observation, DCP station identification and health monitors
etc. are appropriately formatted and encoded in this field unit
automatically and the whole data frame is stored in memory at full
hour GMT for transmission in next 60 minutes.
One Data Frame is generated corresponding to each full-hoUt'
Gr~T

observation made by DCP and it is stored in the DCSTS memory of

that DCP, for the next 60 mirutes.

The memory is refreshed after

every hour as a new DCP Observation is taken at next full hour GMT.
In the appropriate time slot, the fully formatted and encoded
message is transmitted to the satellite, by the helical antenna,
in Pseudo Random Burst Sequence (PRBS) mode at a carrier uplink
frequency of 402.75 r1Hz.

-328-

(iii)

Power Supplie.s::
High capacity re.,.char,geable lead-aei d/solid gel battery
packs, sufficient for 4.,.6 months unattended operation,are used
as power supplies for the field station.
fig.1gives .a typi.cal DCP fieldinsta.llation, while fig.2
shows the block schematic diagram of DCP.,.DCSTSSystem.

2.2

Th.e satellite crorneDCP Transponder.
The transponder -receivesinforma:tion franthe DCPfieldstations,
transmitted on the uplinkfrequency of 402 ..75 MHz, translates this' into
downlinkfrequency of 4038.1 MHz and amplifies the signals before
transmitting it to the receiving station at New Delhi.

2.3

Ground Reception and Data Processing facility.
The DCP data transmitted by I NSAT-IB .at downlink frequency of
4038.1 MHz is received at the Communication Earth. Station near Delhi.
The DCP data stream is separated out here and retransmi·tt ed overamicrow8v8
link to Meteorological Data -Utilisation Centre (MDUC) at the meteorological
.officecanplex at New Delhi.

At MDUC,the incaning signals are demodulated

into digital data stream , processed on-line and converted. into engineering
units' and printed out in the required format·s for dissemination to user
agencies,through departmentaL teleprinter network.

The processing

facility is essentially a programmed canputer which processes ahdconverts
the· data into Engineering printout.

Fig. 3 gives the complete INSAT-DCP

system concept.•
The INSAT-OCP systemthusautanatically measures, encQdes and
transmitse.very hour,fLillrange of surface meteordlogicaL.datato the
HJSAT-1Bsatellite, which ,in turn retransmits the.oata to the central
receiving station at New Delhi, .where the data is processeG and then
disseminatedtoverious user centres in the country.
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The Pseudo-randan data transmission system for reliable
data reception (PRBS-transmission) :
The HJSAT -DCP systen concept enploys the unique pseudo-randanburst-sequence (PRBS) mode of data transmission.

The DCP's are divided

into six groups, with each DCP in a group allotted a 10 minute transmission
window i.e. 0-10 mts, 10-20 mts, etc. starting frcm full hour GMT.

Each

transmission window is further divided into 3 time slots, each of 3 minute duration.
As stated earlier, the DCP's are programmed to autanatically take
all observatioll3at every full hour GMT and store the data in memory.

The

DCP's transmit this data in self-timed Pseudo Randan manner in their
prescribed time slots before the next observation is taken.

Every DCP

transmits its 87.9 millisecond data burst (4.8 kbps) three times within its
allotted window i.e. once in each time slot.
This RPBS mode of data transmission thus ensures minimum data loss
due to collision of messages or interference due to communication errors.
The over-all probability of data reception is thus better than

4.

951~.

System Performance.
About 50 DCP's are now in operation in different climatic t'egions
in the country, prOViding hourly data.

The overall system perfot'mance has

been reviewed periodically and it is found thst the DCP's have generally
provided data within the accuracy limits laid down by IJI~O for automatic
weather stationse
failures.

There have been practic,ally no component or sub-unit

Except for minor troubles with sunshineLand raingauge, the

sensors performance has been better than expected.

Ldetector

- 330 The OCP failures have been mainly due to battery limitations.
The DCP design had provided for 4-6 months of unattended operation and
the batteries are exepcted to be replaced/recharged thereafter.

Efforts

are on hand to provide for tri.ckle charging of the batteries using solar
panels/electric supply wherever possible, to achieve at least 12 months
of unattended operation•
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